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WELCOMING ADDRESS
by
His Excellency J . Hafstein
Prime Minister o f Iceland

It gives me great pleasure to have the opportunity to address this meeting
of distinctive scientists and engineers from the Internation a l

Asso c iation

of Hydraulic Research-people from east and west, who have g athered here in
I ce land due to their common interest in st udying and finding so lut ions to
the

various forms of ice problems.

All those living in cold countries are confronted with s imil a r prob l ems of
survival, that constantly tax their ingenuity.

One of the mos t

impor tant

of these problems is how to provide heating for homes and ene rg y for
indu s tr y and transportation.

Here in Iceland we are blessed with the heat from geothermal sourCes and
th is heat we use extensively for the heating of our homes .
of e le c tri ci ty and secure tran spor tat ion,

The provision

however, presents the same problem

here as in all the other co lder cou ntr ies.

Ocean drift- ice occasionall y

bl ocks some of our harbou rs , and swelling of rivers and creeks due to i ce

can crea te annoying problems around bridges and culverts.

Ice may accumu

l ate on the b ridge and mast of ships and on the wings of ae roplane s causing
serious hazards and accident s.

In this and many other ways does i ce and

ice problems influence our way of li v ing.
The greatest ice problem we have encountered in Iceland is associated with
the development of our hydroel ec tri c energy.
se lves at a ll our power plants.

Ice problem s present them

The mo st difficult of these are assoc iated

with the Burfe ll Project on the Thjorsa River.

Our engineers tell me that

this ri ver is one o f the most effic ient ice pro ducing mach ines in the world.
True or not, scient ific methods were used to study and analyse the ice
problems of the Thjorsa Ri ver, for whi ch we have engaged engineers and
scientists from various countries to find the best solution.
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It gives me great pleasure to welcome all of you to Iceland and I wish
this first Ice Symposium of the International Association of Hydraulic
Research greatest success.

I hope that it will help you come up with

more and better ideas to solve the problems common to all of us living
in the colder areas of the world.
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OPEN ING ADDRESS
by
B.MICHEL. DR. ENG
President of the Committee on Ice Problems
LA.H.R.

Your Excellency mr. Hafstein, Prime Minister; '-ir. Sneesar of the Depart
ment of Industry, Chairman of the Organizing Committee, colleagues of
the International Association for Hydraulic Research, Ladies and Gentle
men:

It is an honor and a pleasure to open this first International
Symposium on Ice P roblems sponsored by the IAHR.

~e

are grateful, indeed,

for the splendid opportunity that is given to us to hold this meeting in
this wonderful country. Those of us nho arrived early for the meeting have
already enjoyed some of the wonders of this land of ice and fire and I
am sure that everybody will have the pleasure to see them fully.
This is the first Symposium on Ice of the International Association
for Hydraulic Research. Our Association was founded before the last war,
in 1935, by a group of individual researchers with the objectives to
stimulate a nd promote Hydraulic research, both basic and applied, in all
its aspects. General congresses have be en held ever since, every two
years, and the XIVth Congress is coming in Paris

durin~

the f a ll of

1971.
During the last : uw years there has been a broadening of interest
from the expanded membership and many groups have shown interest in a
variety of fields of importance in the 8eneral area of hydraulics and
fluid mechanics. To look after the se particular fields Committees were
created within the

Association and have started to hold their own

Sympos ia in their subjects.
Our Committee on Ice Problems was the first one created by the
Association at the Montreal Congress of 1960 after a very successful
seminar on Ice

~ roblems.

As a f i rst baby it had a rough going for the

first few years but t he Committ8e was active in London in 196 3 and after
wards seminars on Ice Problems were held at the General IAHR Congresses
of Leningrad in 1965 and Colorado in 1967.
Now, our field of research has taken a new life within the very
recent years with the increased development of difficult river sites
for hydroelectric exploitation during the winter months. A special
session of this Sympo s ium will deal mainly with ice control at power
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plants. Much experience bas been accumulated recently in northern
countries on this question and one of the most outstanding power plaut
operating in the worst river ice conditions, anybody can imagine, is
certainly the Burfell Power Station, right here in Iceland.
Another aspect of this Symposium is the beginning of a new era
in research on interaction of floating ice with structures and ships.
Much interest is presently being devoted to development of resources in
the Arctic, wher e ice problems unheard of before, have to be dealt with
in the transportation area. For the first time it is symptomatic to see
that ice IOay not only be a nuisance as is al\:ays thought of, but may be
a useful tool for development as

su ~ g ested

by some of the papers

pr~te d

at this Symposium.
At this time I would like to express my thanks and those of the
officers of the

~irecting

Committee and members of the IAHR to the

participants of the Symposium and to those who have worked so hard on the
program and arranr;emen t s. Time doe s no t permi t thanki no; eac h of you
induvidually now. Let me note that the name s of the Committee members
are listed on ;tour pro!,; rams. In addition to those people listed, I note
that several others are h I p ing with registration and some of the other
tasks, I express my thanks to all of you. The success of the meeting is
in your hands to a large extent.
We are particulary Grateful to the chairman of the Organizing
Committee, Sigmundur Freysteinsson from

~eykjavik.

I know that he has

put a great deal of personal effort into this meeting and has had many
difficult problems that he solved. His chief assistants were Dr. Gunnar
Sigurdsson, Hr. Jonas :Sliasson and ·".r. Pall Theodorsson who helped in
the preparation of excellent arrangements.
I now take great pleasure in declaring this First Symposium on
Ice of .the IAHR, in session.

n::::llNA RO HI8HJ;L
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Tuesday , September 8
OPENING SESS1 0N

09:00 - 10 : 00

Opening address

B. Michel
Welcoming

addr~ss

His Exce llency J . Hafstein
Prime Minister of Iceland
Inauguration lecture
S. Ri st

10:00 - 12 : 00

SESSION 1
ICE TERMI NOLOGY AND MEASUREMENTS
Guest l ecture :

River and lake ice

terminology (H . R. Kivisild)
Refreshment interval
Presentation of papers
Discussion
SESSION 2

14 : 00 - 16:50

ICE FORMATI ON AND PROPERTIES
Guest lecture:

Heat exchanges and frazil

forma t ion (T . Cars tens)
Presentat ion of papers
Discussion
Refreshment int erval
Pr esentation of papers
Discuss ion

17 :30 - 19:00

ICE BREAKER
Informal reception given by His Excellency
J6hann Hafstei n, Prime l,li nister of Iceland,
at 'l' jarnargata 32, Reykjavik

0. 3

Wednesday , September 9
09 : 00 - 12 : 20

SESSION 3
FORMATION Al'lD BREAKUP
Guest lectur e : Ice fo rmat i on and associated
hydrodynamic effec ts (H . M. Oudshoorn)
Pr esentation of papers
Discussio n
Refreshment i nterval
Guest lect ure :

Break up and cont rol of

river ice (G . P. Williams)
Presentati on of papers
Discussi on
SESSION 4

14 : 00 - 17 : 20

I CE CONTROL AT POWER PLAl'lTS
Gues t l ect ure :

Ice c ontrol at the BUrfel l

Power Plant (G. Sigurdsson)
Presentation of papers
Di scuss i on
Refreshment i nterval
Presentation of papers
Di scu s si on

2
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Thursday, September 10
SESSION 5

09:00 - 12:00

MECHANICAL PROPERTIES OF ICE AND INTERACTION
WITH STRUCTURES
Guest lecture:

Thermal ice pressure (S. Lindgren)

presented by H.L. Rundgren
Presentation of papers
Discussion
Refreshment interval
Presentation of papers
Discuss i on
SESSION 6

14:00 - 16:00

FORCES EXERTED BY ICE ON STRUCTURES
Guest lecture: Forces exerted by ice on marine
structures by A. Assur
Presentation of papers
Discussi on
Refreshment interval
16 : 00 - 17: 00
19:30

CLOSING SESSION
BANQUET AT ATTHAGASALUR, HOTEL SAGA
Guest speaker: Mr. H.L. Rundgren

3
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Friday, September 11
08:45

EXCURSION TO THE BURFELL POWER PLANT
Busses leave from H6tel Saga

LADIES PROC RAMME
Tuesday September 8
1400 hours

CITY SIGHTSEEING (3 hours). Departure from H6tel Saga.
The tour passes through the centre of the town with
the Parliament Building and the Square Austurvollur,
t'o the western sector, where a concert-hall, church,
schools and an outdoor swimming pool have been built
recently.
Visit to the National Museum and Art Gallery. Then the
route continues past the University to the eastern part
of the town with the statue of Leif Ericson (discoverer
of Ame ri ca) and the Einar J6nsson sculpture museum. A
stop is made on a hill where the storage tanks supplying
the city's central-heating system with natural hot
water are situated and from which there is a splendid
view of Reykjavik and the surrounding a rea. The tour
proceeds to the Asmundur Sveinsson sculpture garden,
the sports stadium, a fish-processing plant and/or
other places of interest.
Wednesday, September

1400 hours

9

KRYSUVIK HOT SPRINGS (3 hours) Departur e from
H6tel Saga.
A drive to Alftanes with a brief visit to the residence
of the President of Iceland, Bessastaoir, continue
the picturesque port of Hafnarfjorour ·across the lava
fields of Reykjanes peninsula to Krysuv!k with its
steam jets and boiling sulphur pools.
Thursday, September 10

1930 hours

Banquet

4
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Bri ef minute s of the bus iness me et ing held dur ing
the closing se ss ion on 10 September 1910

The c hairman of the I ce committee opens the sess ion and ment i ons
tha t acc ording t o t he by-laws of the IAHR a ll parti c ipants to the
sympos ium ar e member s of the FAE sect ion and t ha t all are free to
int ervene, put questions or discuss any subject .
The program of th e business s ect ion is as follows:
1-

Proposal on glossary

2-

Bibliography

}-

Report of th e Nominat ing Committee

4-

Report of the Organizing Committ ee on th e Conference
and its financi a l st atus

5- Publication of the pr oceedings
6- Announcement of the Second Ice Symposium

Proposal on glossary
'k. Kivisild refers to his presentation of paper 1.0. and the discuss
ions followe d thereafter. All members are requested to study the proposal

at ease and to send their remarks directly to Dr. Kivisild before October
1st 1970. The working group will then revise the draft taking into account
the remarks received. The revised document will be sent to

ma:;sco for use

within the scope of the "Glossary of Lake and River Ice terms".

hr. Salanin of Russia will take care of the Russian translation of
the glossary.
Mr.

~ichel

will,in consultation with French and Swiss colleages,take

care of the French translation.

The Islandic members offer to provide, in cooperation with Mr. Kanavin
of Norway and

~r.

Williams of Canada, illustrations for the glossary.

The motion of the Chairman to act as outlined above with the glossary
is seconded by Hr. Ch.R. Neill and adopted by the meeting.

2 Bibliog raohy
The secretary reports that after announcing the IAHR ice bibliography
in the IAHR Journal only a few (less than 10) subscribers have reacted.
It is obvious that the interest for a special IAHR bibliography is not
existing and that the activities of other agencies fulfill tha needs.
The Cha i rman motions that further activities on the

bibliograph~

should be omitted. The motion is seconded by Mr. Oudshoorn and adopted.

3 Report of the Nominating Committee
The nominating committee consisting of i1r. rtundgren,
Mr. Korzhavin reports through

~r.

~lr.

Assur and

rtundgren:

The team of the following members of the committee expires:
~lr.

Jensen

Hr. Yamaoka
Mr. Balanin
Hr. Palosuo
Hr. Michel
i1r. Balanin. ,i'1r. Michel and dr. Yamaoka have agreed to be reelectable.
As new members the nominating committee proposes Mr. Freysteinsson of
Iceland and Mr. Kuuskoski of Finland.
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The meeting adopts this proposal unanimously. Consequently the IAHR
Committee on Ice problems consists now of:
dr . . A. Assur

USA

mr. V.V. Balanin

USSR

dr. T. Carstens

Norway

mr. S. Freysteinsson

Iceland

dr. H.R. Kivisild

Canada

dr. K.N. Korzhavin
mril

M. Kuuskoski

dr. B. lhchel

USSR
Finland
Canada

ir. H.M. Oudshoorn

Netherlands (secr. )

dr. I. Yamaoka

Japan

4 Report of the organizing committee
The organizing committee of the 1970 Reykjavik symposium reports
through Mr. Freysteinsson.
~he

number of participants of the symposium was 117, including 48

Islandic colleagues.
14 Ladies were registered for the ladies programma.

5 Publication of the proceedings.
The secretary announces that the IAHR general secretariat will take
care of the proceedings of this Reykjavik symposium. All authors will
receive at the closing of the session their papers,

the questions raised

during the discussion and the remarks of the reviewing committee. They are
requested to send the revised papers together with the discussions to the
IAHR secretariat,P.O.Box 177,Delft before November 1st.
All efforts will be taken to p ublish within half a year after that
the proceedings of the symposium.

6 Announcement of the second ice symposium
The chairman raises the poin t whether the in terval between

two sym

posia should be 2 or 4 years. The general feeling is that an interval
of 2 years is most favourable.
i'ir. Balanin of the USSR proposes according to a letter of Nr. Skladnev
of the USSR committee for the USSR participation in international power
conferences to have the second symposium at Leningrad during September
1972.
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Mr. Balanins proposal is seconded by the chairman and accepted.

Closing remarks of the Bussiness
meetin~

by the Chairman.

This first symposium on Ice Problems of the I AHH has been a great success
from the statistics that were given to us by the Chairman of the Organizing
Committee if we consider, furthermore,

that this is our first experience

in this field of basic and applied studies.

This is due in no small part to the talent and hard work of our Organizing
Committee and on behalf of us all I would like to express an unanimous
motion of thanks, gratitude an d appreciation for all the fine efforts that
our Icelandic hosts have gone to in providing this meeting. Let us have
a good hand for them!

~e

have very much appreciated the warm and gener o us welcome of our hosts

and the honor of being welcomed by the Honorable Prime Minister of this
country, Mr. Johann Hafstein,

to whom we want to express again our thanks.

I also want to express the appreciation o f the Direc t ing Committee to
the General reporters and the Chairman of each session that made this
Symposium possible as well as successful. I would not like to forget also
the operators of projecting equipment which did a good job on keeping
pace with the heavy schedule of presentations.

We will surely remember forever the souvenir of thi s wonderful city and
its people. We are looking forward to the visit t omorrow of part of the
country.

One thing is sure at the end of this meeting. It IVas the best place,
half way between America and Europe on the Arctic Circle, with the
contribution of wonderful weather, to hold a first International Sym
posium on Ice Problems and to all its contributors, our heartfelt thanks.

0.5
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ICE SYMPOSIUM 1970
REYKJAVIK

INAUG URA TION LEC TURE

Orkustofnun

Sigu rjon Rist
Chief Hydrologist

I

Reykjavik

( The National Energy Authority)

Iceland

Participants and guests.
I hope this symposium will serve scientific progress.
I wish the foreign visitors a pleasant and profitable stay in Iceland.

Although

the weather is very fine this morning, you may find Iceland as a wide outdoor
ice-laboratory;
1)

110/0 of the country is covered with glaciers.

2)

Occasionally polar drift ice closes fishing- banks and harbours off north
and east Iceland.

3)

Winter ice effects all streams and lakes .

The laboratory itself is not always so cold.
play of the dynamic forces of ice and fire.
well change the name to Fireland.

Each generation can see the inter
During this act we could just as

The history of the nation is a struggle

against ice and fire.
Let us take a look at the winter-ice.

If you walk along a riverbank you will

find signs of the' ice from last winter - scrapes in the soil, stones and heaps
of sand.

-

Farther above the water you may find signs of older ice events,

If we were now in the highland we might see slush moving downward s, as it
was clear sky last night, but we must wait until November to see extensive
freezing-up.

However, it is not certain, we cannot be sure.

Ice can come in

October and disappear in November, - so changable is the weather in Ic e land .
Weath e r.
It is not only the ice and volcanic-fire which are fighting as mentioned, but
warm and cold airmasses are still fighting for the domination of the weather
in the country.

Iceland is namely situated in the boundary zone between two

very different air masses.

One of them of polar origin and the other of tropical

origin.
0 ,6

The weather is always changing.

If you are not satisfied with the weather to

day you may well be so to morrow.
The climate is also influenced by confluence of two different ocean currents,
the cold East Greenland Current moving southwest between Iceland and Green
land, and a branch of the warm North-Atlantic Drift reaching southwe st Iceland
and moving eastwards around the country.

The amount of Atlantic water that

flows eastward north of Iceland varies from year to year and is likely to reflect
climatic trend.
Ri ver- ice- prose s s'e s.
To gain clear view of river-ice-prosesses in Iceland we must first of all notice
the weather instability, high precioitation and duration of strong wind.

Average

yearly run-off is 55 liters/sec pro square kilometer . Storms are frequent
especially in winter.
Now we must notice the nakedness of the country, vegetation covers only one
quarter of the surface.

Woods and shrubs make only one per cent, the rest,

three quarters, is glaciers, lakes and deserts, sO the country is exposed to
great attack when cold spell sets in, with the result of enormous slush production
in the rivers.
It is just because of the slush production that instruments have been constructed

in Iceland to measure it and for warning systerrt as will be discussed later
during this symposium .
The instability of the weather is so big that the ice lay- time can hardly be
determined in the coasta l regions, but in mountain areas we have typical lay
tim e .
PROBLEMS.
It is certain that the winter-ice causes more damage at hydro-electric plants

than any other man-made structure.
Problems related to river ice and hydro-electric power plants will be discussed
at this s)'TIlposium in articles concerning Burfell.
characteristic of the three Icelandic river types:
off rivers and spring-fed rivers.

And then we learn the
Glacial rivers, direct- run

We know a good deal about a river when we

know what type it is
Glacial prOblems.
As I mentioned you may feel Iceland like an outdoor ice-laboratory.

As a good

ice-laboratory it has ice in stock, we have approximately 5000 cubic kilometers
of ice.
The average thickness of Vatnajokull-glacier is 420 meters and maximum thick
ness is 1040 meters.

Its ice mass is 3500 cubic kilometers.
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The glacier-tongues in southern Vatnajokull creep by farrns, so the people
observe easily daily and yearly variations and movements of these glaciers.
Therefore it cannot be regarded as anything extraordinary that these people
visualised that the excess-snow-accumulation in the highlands was transported
to lowlands by the glaciers and indeed this appears clearly in a writing of Rector
Th. V{dal{n:
Abhandlung von den islandischen Eisbergen
in Magazin aus der Naturforschung
Hamburg and Leipzig 1754 .
Inhabitation b y glaciers leads to many problems.

As mentioned in an article

presented at this symposium road is still lacking in a 30 km wide alluvial sand
area south of Vatnajokull where jokulhlaup (glacier- bursts) tr a nsport ice blocks
from the glacier.
Another glacial phenomenon the catastrophic advance of the Bruarjokull-glacier
in the north east part of Vatnajokull, which occurs every 60 y e ars reaches all
the way down to a reservoir of a planned hydro- electric plant .

I do not point

this out to devaluate the project of gigantic hydro-electric-power-plant in
eastern Iceland, but to make such project more secure and to encourage solution
of all problems in the beginning .
Problems of Polar Drift ice.
I c e problems of inland-ice are in fact negligible compared with the problems of
Polar Drift ice.

This polar drift ice seriously influences the fate of the nation.

Pola r drift ice did scarcely enter Icelandic waters during the period 1915-1965,
but in that year this "old enemy" appeared and reached the coast and again in
1967 and 68.

Last year a conference was held in Reykjavik about polar drift ice,

but only among Icelandic scientists .
published in a book of 550 pages.

The results of this conference have been

This conference did not deal with financial

losses and damages caused by drift ice On harbours and other human con
structions, nor did it attack the problems of how these damages could be reduced.
I sinc e rely expect that the results of this syInposium will direct us to these
problems and it is to be hoped that the nation will benefit from us.

Scientific

experts in the field of agriculture provided indeed valuable advice to farmers
when facing the problem of fluor poi s oning from the ash of the Hekla eruption
in May of this year.

Instead of not knowing how to face the problems of ice

and fire, the nation has now e njoyed expertise to solve them and so it must
in the future.
Problems of winter ice in fjord s .
Wint er ice in fjords is inSignificant, as I have mentioned in an article presented
at this syInposium.

It s formation is mos t ex tensive in Breidafjordur.

Few

years ago such ice was drifted by strong southeast wind onto the coast and
3
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seriously damaged the new harbour by Reykir.
WHY ICELAND?
It !,las been believed that Iceland derived its name from polar drift ice and I
conformed with this belief

when I wrote the article on River and Coastal Ice

Problems presented at this symposium.

Upon critical reconsideration of this

belief, I find it likely that winter- ice in fjords in Breidafjiirdur and western
Iceland is responsible for the name.

Indeed the folklore explaining the country's

name took place by Breidafjiirdur.
EDUCATION .
Although we Icelanders live in a kind of an ice-laboratory we know very little
about the nature of ice.

Only in isolated farming areas can we expect to find

people who have observed freezing-up and break-up prosesses for years.
However, catastrophic events tend to be on top in their mind, they believe that
darns and sluices in Iceland are much to weakly constructed.

On the contrary

most Icelanders do not even know basic process of freezing-up.
study of icing is hardly mentioned in schools.

Indeed the

This is bad for engineers, who

need to work on icing after completing their general university courses.

This

is, however, not only the situation in Iceland as is clearly stated by the
International Hydrological Decade, for example at the First International
Seminar for Hydrology Professors at the University of Illinois last year (1969),
where it was pointed out that students studying hydrology or any Water re
sources development get curruculum too late in the hydrology.
The University of Iceland has adopted the direction to emphasize subjects which
are of importance for the national economy.

A symposium such as this one is

encouraging for such a direction.
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ICE SYMPOSIUM 1970
REYKJAVIK

A PHILOSOPHY ON TACKLING ICE ?ROBLEHS
Banq uet speech by L. Rundgren.

Ladies and Gentlemen,

Pressure has been brought to bear on me to say something about ice
problems on this solemn occasion. In fact I haven't had any s er ious
problems with ice for many years because since 1963 I have mainly been
working in countries

u~der

the equator, where the main ice problem

has been to find enough ice to cool the drinks.

Nevertheless I have found it a good thing to think a little about a
general philosophy on tackling ice problems. As a result o~ some more
thought on the subject I have come to the conclusion that two fundamental
laws lor dealing with ice c an be established.

These two Ice Tackling Laws, I have found, are very similar to those
two rules, which have been governing my relations with the organizers of
this symposium. The first one is:
"Do not fight against people who ask you to speak on ice problems 
try to avoid them".
The second rule to which I had to adhere when the first one did not
work is:
"Do not fight against the opportunity to speak on ice problems - make use
of it".

Therefore, ladies and gentlemen, there is no longer a pressure on me
but rather a great pleasure to me to present to y.ou on this special
occasion the two

Fundamental Laws on Tackling Ice Problems.

I cannot

think of any better place than the capital of Ic e land nor any better

0.7

occasion than that of the first separate Ice Symposium for this presen
tation.

First of all I wish to draw your attention to the fact that the formation
of ice is a natural phenomenon which has only been simulated by man durmg
the last two centuries when trying to make ice cream.
Nature is always or almost always stronger than man. Therefore, I would
like to recommend any engineer facing ice problems to behave like a
field marshal.
First he shall count the numbers of the enemy, then he shall count the
numbers of his own men and then he may decide to fight a battle or not.
No clever ice field marshal should fight against the ice if there is no
chance to him to win the battle.
This is the meaning of "Ice Law No 1", which may be formulated as follows:
"Do not fight against the ice - avoid it".

I would like to give some examples on the application of this basic law.
If I were a German engineer I would of course have started· by saying
"Buy Volkswagen and you won't run into the problems of getting ice in
your cooling system".

Some Volksvlagenowners have told me that this is

true. The air-cooled engine in a

Volks~dgen

never gets frozen. Only the

passengers do.

Turning to the field of more powerful engines, I wish to say something
about the general layout of hydroelectric power plants. A very common
layout is that the river is cut off by a dam, from which a longer or
shorter headrace channel brings the water to a power station, where
the potential of the water is conversed into electrical energy. In cool
countries such as Iceland the reservoir upstream of the dam as well as
the water surface of the headrace channel will be covered by ice during
the winter. This is fair enough and doesn't cause any harm to anybody 
except to ice-jumping schoolboys.
The trouble arises first when the reservoir is being used for short
term regulation of the river flow. In this case the water level will
continuously rise and fall durin8 the day both in the reservoir and in
the he a dra ce channel.
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In the reservoir the ice cOver will normally be intact a nd follow the
rising and falling o f the waterlevel without any difficulties. Only some
ice cracks alon 3 the shore-line of t he reservoir will show up. In a
narrow waterway like a headrace channel, however, the ice cover very
often breaks down into pieces by the water level variations. Only the
schoolboys may be happy about this. The ice she ets float with t he water
down to the ice racks of the power station, where they may completely
block the intake. Very often ice chutes have been arranged at the side
of the intake to take care of the floating ice but still a lot of trouble
is caused by the ice. In addition a lot of power is lost because the
ice and water passing through the ice chutes do not produce any power.
What then, is the solution?
Well, the trouble is caused by broken ice sheets. Thus when applying
the first ice law we recall:
"Do not fight against ice sheets --- avoid them".

How do we then avoid broken ice sheets? The answer must be: S imply by
avoiding headrace channels at power plants

whe~e

short term regulation

is envisaged and where the climate is such that ice problems may arise.
By making a proper layout of man made structures it is possible to avoid
another serious problem, i.e. the formation of frazil ice in the rivers.
Frazil ice consists of a great number of ice crystals formed in super
cooled turbulent water. On some occasions the whole body of water may

consist of frazil ice forming a real ice jam which may block any kind
of waterway including intakes for water supply and power plants.
The existence of frazil ice in a river will also promote the formation
of anchor ice on the river bottom or ice bridges at the surface. These
ice dams will have a considerable backwater effect, thus ca using flooding
of land beside the normal river channel.
The generation of frazil ice is the result of supercooling of the water
on river reaches where the velocity is sufficiently high to prevent
formation of a continuous ice cover. Once a continuous ice cover is formoo
the water flows under this cover without direct contact with the air and
there i s no ri s k of supercooling the water.
Once again we may apply the first

~ce

law by saying:

"Don't fight against frazil ice --- avoid it".
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How then, do we avoid the generation of frazil ice? The answer is:
Simply by bringing down the veloci,y of the water to such a low level
that a continuous ice cover will be formed.
This is archieved by complete regulation of the river profile by constructr
ing a sufficient number of dams leaving no rapids left, where super
cooling may take place. Another prerequisite is that the cross sectional
area of any open waterway is made large enough to keep the velocity low.
As a rule of thumb in Sweden we used to say that the velocity should not
exceed 0.5 m/sec in order to allow for the formation of a protective

ice cover.
These two examples have shown how major ice problems may be avoided
simply by arranging a proper layout. On a somewhat smaller scale another
method of avoiding ice problems has been proved useful.
You may have been on a long skiing tour on a cool but pleasant day.
After some 50 miles or so you may feel a little thirsty. You make a

brea~

remove your rucksack from your back ani after some fumbling you find
what you are looking for -- the coca cola you have brought for this
special occasion and about which you have been thinking for the last half
an hour. But - what a surprise! It is completely deep-frozen. Now you face
a real ice problem when trying to absorb the coke. The only good thing
is that you don't have to worry about the bottle-opener you left at home.
There is no bottle any longer,

just a heap of glass pieces.

All your trouble is the result of the fact that ypu didn't consider the
first ice law when you started on your skiing trip. Simply by putting
the bottle into your pocket instead of the rucksack you would have avoided
all this trouble and you would have been able to enjoy a blood-warm coke
whenever you wanted.
I wouldn't dare to say that you may solve all ice problems by putting
things into your pocket. I just want to indicate the possibility of
avoiding some ice problems by a continuous adding of heat to a fluid
which is subject to heat losses. In order to reduce the heat to be added
it is often economically justified to improve the heat insulation of the
fluid and thereby reduce the heat losses.
As examples of the method described the following may be mentioned.
1.

Slippery sidewalks ma y be avoided by putting h e at s lin e; s under the
pavement.

2. rhe blocking of spouts by ice is avoided by putting the spouts inside
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instead of outside the house walls.

3.

The freezing of 'IIaterpipes is avoided by

puttin~

an electrically

heated wire in the pipe.
4.

The blocking of gat es at power station intakes and in spillway dams
is avoided by heating of gates and gate sealings.

5.

Jaterways and pools are locally kept free of ice bringing warm
bottom water up to the surface by means of air bubbles.

At this symposium we also have heard of the Russ ian method of pumping
warm ground water into the head race channels of power stations in order
to prevent ice problems.

The last method has been used extensively in Sweden where the waterways
to several cities are kept open for the entire winter by means of air
bubbles.

In spite of the fact that the two methods described which we may term
"the layout method" and "the layin method" enable us to eliminate several
severe ice problems, there are in fact some cases where we cannot avoid
the formation of ice. For this particular case I have formulated the
Second Ice Law, which summes:
"Do not fight against the ice -- make use of it".
In fact we have already had an example on the application of this law.
That was when speaking of avoiding the generation of frazil ice by

arra~

ing for the formation of a continuous ice cover. Obviously both the first
and the Second Ice Law

are applied in this case which requires a s pecia l

formulation such as: "Avoid frazil ice by making use of solid ice".
An example on pure application of the Second Ice Law was given in the
early Forties when the winters in Scandinavia were extremely cold. Also
in winters the ice-breakers do not manage to keep the waterways open for
the harbours on the northern part of the Baltic Sea but further south trure
is normally no break in the shipping between Sweden and

~inland.

During

the extremely cold winters in the beginning of the Forties, however, the
Baltic was completely blocked by thick ice and no icebreakers were

capab~

of opening any navigation channel between the two countries. As a matter
of fact Finland needed vast imports from Sweden at the time and the
situation was haras s ing.

~ha t

was to be done? Obviously the First Ice Law

could not be applied because the ice was a lready there. 'fhen the Second
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Ice Law had to be applied to the effect that:
"If you cannot break the ice -- make use of it"

This was done. One of the longest floating bridges ever used by autornob:i1a3
was brought into service across the Baltic Sea at a place where the short
est

distance between Sweden and Finland is some 80 km. The thickness of

the ice was vary variable and had to be checked from time to time.
~eak

parts were strengthened by pooring water on the surface. The ice

road had also to be kept free of snow by ploughing. On a smaller scale
this method of utilizing the ice cover on lakes and rivers for transporta
tion has a lang tradition in Sweden, where the rivers are many but the
number of bridges was very limited in earlier days. Nobody would have
dreamed fighting against the ice in Swedish rivers,

just to make use of

it!

Also in these days the ice cover on lakes and rivers is extensively used.

~ery often it serves as a platform for surveying river sections and for
drilling into the bottom as a preparation for underwater blasting and
winter fishing from the ice should not be forgotten.

Also in earlier days the ice cover was sometimes utilized for transporta
tion on a larger scale. One for the more well known historical events
took place when King Charles X brought the whole Swedish army across the
Belts between the Danish islands in 1658. King Charles X was on his return
journey home after some fighting on the continent when he came to the
shore of the Great Belt with his army. He found the Great Belt covered by
ice which completely hampered his plans of "hiring" some ships to bring
the army across, He also experienced that the icebreaker service in
Denmark was not very \'Iell developed at that time so he decided to apply
The Second Ice Law i.e not to fight against the ice but to make use of it.

Thus he sent some men to judge the strenght of the ice cover and he
probably also consulted some people clever in weather forecasting and
afterwards went across with the whole army, a total of some

5 000 men.

In spite of the fact that the ice was fairly thin and in places covered
by half a metre of water King Charles X was very successful in his task
and managed to bring over the major part of his forces to Shaelland.

Thus this exciting adventure in the past came to a happy end and so I
think this little speech must do the same before we are gettinB to far
into the future.

As a matter of fact ice can be utilized in many other
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Ways than for walking and motoring. For instance you may play ice-hockey
on it. You can make art ificial islands of it as they do in Alaska and
you can utilize the ice for temporary stabilization of soi l. All these
uses com e under the second ice law. ThinkinB of ice-hockey, ice-racing,
ice-skating, ice-cobble and ice-cream I fee l
variant of the Second Ice Law

inclined to introduce a

wording: "Don't worry about ic e -- make

fun of it"

I am quite aware of the fact that you cannot alw ay s avoid ice problems,
nor will you be able to use the ice. In some cases you will have to fight
against the ice and we learned yesterday from our Frankenstein how this
can be made in a very

ni ~ e

way by using explosives. So, why shouldn't

we introduce a third law for the

tackl~ng

of ice prob lems wording:

"If you have to fight against the i ce -- do it by means of explosives
and you will have a lo t of fun"

Thank you!

LRn/EEt

4.9.1970
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Synopsis
A general outline is given of the problems of ice in relation to human activities
and constructions including winter ice;
from glaciers.

polar drift ice and ice blocks derived

The major ice problems rise from ever-changing conditions

as a result of sudden and intense weather fluctuations.

Formations of sludge

jams accompanied by winter storms do threaten inhabitated areas.

Run-off

river power plants are influenced by operational disturbances espe Cially by
chocking by sludge ice.

During the next few years there will be a

good

opportunity to study what operational disturbances will occur at such power
plants in the Thjorsa at Burfell where the intake is especially designed to
minimize ice disturbances.
Movement and collision of glacier-derived ice blocks in areas of jokulhlaup
(glacial bursts) in connection with road building is an unsolved problem.
Geographical engineering ice problems related to construction of reservoirs
in the highlands a re pointed out.
Introduction.
In Iceland ice may have one of three different origins:
]}
km

Accumulation of ice through preclpitation.

2

of the country.

Glaciers cover 110/0 or 11300

They are very prominent on maps of Iceland.

Jokulhlaups (glacial bursts) bring huge blocks of ice from glaciers onto the
braided river courses in southeastern Iceland.

Jokulhlaups take place at semi

irregular intervals but they raise serious problems in connection with con
struction of roads in southern Iceland.

Because of these jokulhlaups a

continuous road has not been built around Iceland through the coastal regions.
Road is still lacking in a strip of 30 km south of Vatnajokull in the main area
of jokulhlaups.
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Polar drift ice.

This type of ice drifts by wind and ocean current from the

East Greenland current especially to the north and east coast of Iceland.
happens very occasionally.
spring.

This

The drift ice appears in late winter and during the

In Iceland it is customary to speak of "ice years" when drift ice

remains at the coast and in fjords for a few months and covers fishing banks
and blocks harbours on the north and east coasts.

The name of the country,

Iceland, was derived from this drift ice.
3)

Winter ice in rivers, lakes, and fjords.

As can be expected the fac e of

winter ice is obvious in a country like Iceland, which is located between 63.5
and 66.5

0

northern latitude.

The Artic Ocean is not far to the north and

Greenland is only 300 km away but these parts of the earth are well known for
cold climate.

However, Iceland is crossed by many lows that move northeast

across the Atlantic Ocean in the same direction as the warm Gulf Stream .
These lows bring with them warm and moist airmasses that move across the
country.

The persistance of the winter ice depends therefore on which dominate

the warm southern Or the cool northern wind.

Rapid and intense formation of

ice may take place for a few days, but thaw may set in before the stage of
ordinary lay-time has been reached, that is breaking-up of the ice may o c cur
unexpectedly and the river swell into heavy flood during the middle of winter.
Such happens every winter.

If freezing-up, lay-time and breaking-up is

termed an "i c e_cycle", one can s peak of many "ice-cycles" during th e winter

but these ice cycles are not all equally compl e te.
ily confined to rivers near the coast.

Winter floods are particular

The number of ice cycles are fewer in the

highlands and at the same time the cycles are more complete.

Usually there

is one ice cycle with stable ice COver and an ordinary lay-time of a few months
every winter.
Rivers in Iceland have been classified into three types:
1)

glacial rivers

"L".

"J". 2) run- off streams "D". and 3) spring-fed streams

The difference in ice formation between these three types of rivers has

been discussed elsewhere (1).
ICE PROBLEMS IN RIVERS AND LAKES.
Instability:

The major problem of winter ice on rivers and lakes results from

its instability or low persistance.

As a result of this instability. the same ice

disturbances take place repeatedly during the same winter at hydroele c tric
power plants.
Because of the instability of the ice, travelling across rivers and lakes
becomes more difficult than otherwise.

However. travelling on ice and the

c ros sing of frozen rivers are.presently very lnsi-gillfic.=t si nce bridges have now
been built across most rivers.
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Ice and inhabitated areas;

When rivers freeze they often flood their banks.

However. the population of Iceland is very scanty and has been adopted to these
circUIllstances so flooding rarely causes damage in inhabitated areas.

It is

known that occasionally tens of square kilometres of land are covered by water
and ice in winter time as a result of ice-janls.

Ice janlS are known to have

formed in some rivers that raised the water level by more than 10 meters, the
maximUIll is 18 metres (2).
There have been no major constructions by rivers and lakes in Iceland until
during the last decades.
Recently inhabitation has become more dense by some rivers than it was before
such as the village Selfoss. in southern Iceland. located on the banks of blfusa
river.

Damage by flooding can be expected on the average roughly every 20

years.

Danger of flooding is most serious when the following sequence of

events take place;
1)

Heavy ice cover has been formed on the blfusa for a few kilometres down

stream from Selfoss and this ice has not been weakened by solar radiation.
2)

Formation of an ice- janl that fills the riverbed by Selfoss has taken place

and ice blocks in the jam have frozen together.
3)

A sudden storm with heavy rainfall and melting of snow sets in causing a

flood in the blfusa and transport of ice blocks downstream from the icy banks
of the river.
Under these circumstances observations have shown that the ice cover and the
sludge janl will not be removed and that the flow through channels under the ice
on the bend by the village become blocked and the water floods the banks.
In Skagafjordur in northern Iceland the river Heradsvotn becomes frequently
blocked when the lower stretches of the river are freezing with the result that
the lowlands of the valley of Skagafjordur corne under water.

Such winter ice

damming may last for up to two months.
Ice and Roads.
It is uncommon that bridges become damaged by ice transported by streams
and rivers.

This results partly from the fact that bridges are frequently built

across rivers where damage by ice is unlikely, for eXanlple where the rivers
flow in gorges.

This selection of bridge sites, which may make the roads

longer is possible because of scanty population and light traffic.
circUIllstances for example on gravel fans the bridges are built
high above the riverbed but the road on either side is lower.

In other
SO

they stand

Therefore when

the water level is raised as a result of freezing the water flows over the road
and disturbs the traffic for a day or so, but does not damage the bridge or the
road.
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As mentioned before a road has not been built in the main area of jl)kulhlaups
(glacial bursts) - alluvial sands - in Iceland south of Vatnajl)kull.

During a

jl)kulhlaup the largest ice blocks are not transported far from the edge of the
glacier but smaller ice blocks can be carried much farther by the glacial water.
These ice blocks which float up by the margin of the glacier and brake from it
have a cubic shape and therefore look very different from flat ice sheets that
form by freezing of river water.

It appears logical to build roads as far from

the glaciers as possible because of the transport of these ice blocks.

However,

it should be realised that the sediment of river beds and alluvial plains become
finer downstream.
fine clay.

By the glacier it is boulder clay but gradually changes into

Therefore it is not certain where a bridge would be most favourably

located.
Ice and Hydroelectric Power Plants.
Operational Problems.

It is certain that the winter ice causes more damage

at hydroelectric plants than at any other man-made structure.

Experience

has shown that operational disturbances are more severe the smaller and
shallower the intake pond is in relation to the flow of the river.

This is clearly

shown in a table in an article in the Journal of the Engineering Society of Iceland
from 1959 (3).

In fact most hydroelectric power plants suffer from disturances

which occur repeatedly during the whole winter because of the ever changing
weather conditions.

These disturbances are particularily severe in the case of

run- of- river power plants.
The disturbances occur first and foremost during the period when the rivers
are freezing up and cause the well known blockage of intake channels by sludge
ice and also sudden reduction in flow because much of the water in the river
channel upstream accumulates above ice-jams.

A few power plants are always

threatened by surge of pack ice from "step- bursts" (the Icelandic term
"prepahlaup").
Disintergration of an ice cover presents rather serious problem if there is a
thick ice sheet on the intake pond, because ice floes accumulate in this pond.
This happens particularily during winter thaws and is most severe in the case
of run-off rivers.

In order to avoid this problem it is essential to brake up the

ice- sheet on the pond so the ice floes will float away with the spillwater.
The breaking up of the ice- sheet must be carried out before ice-jams form in
the riverbed upstream to facilitate the flow of ice through the pond.

In order to

brake up the ice- sheet on the pond it is necessary to be able to change the water
level suddenly;

particularily to lower it.

The problems related to ice and hydroelectric power plants will not be discussed
further but the interested reader is referred to articles at this symposium
concerning Burfell power plant.
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Geographical Engineering Problems:

",
In connection with plans of exploitation of hydr'o-energy inIceland preliminary

plans have appeared which involve construction-of large reservoirs in the high
2
south of the
2
glacier Hofsj(}kull at an elevation of 600 m and another of some 60 km north of
lands close to the glaciers, such as one reservoir of 240 km

the same glacier at an elevation of 750 m in the so-called Buga-r.
from that reservoir would be directed southwards.

The water

However, Bugar are located

north of the water-divide of central Iceland where Hofsj(}kull is situated.

There

are also preliminary plans of constr-";cting reservoirs north of the glacier,
Vatnajokull. and to direct the water from these reservoirs to a proposed power
plant east of the glacier.

In this connection it should be pOinted out that the

reservoirs such as that in Bugar would be located in an area where the climate
is close to that of permafrost.

The so-called mounds (Icelandic "rustir") which
It is clear that

are found there are the fossil remnants of a tundra climate (4).

ice problems of geographical engineering will rise in connection with the con
struction of reservoirs under such climatic conditions .

The white ice and snow

cover on the reservoirs would reflect solar radiation effectively and it is known
how that could influence ablation in spring and early summer.

Will it have the

effect of reducing thawing and turning the area into one of permafrost?
it be that ice would accumulate in the area from one year to the next?

Could
And if

there would be climatic trend to colder conditions, would large changes take
place in these areas that would turn them into permafrost and would accumula
tion of snow and ice take place even if minor change s to colder conditions
occurred?
COASTAL ICE PROBLEMS.
Ice near the coast of Iceland may have one of two different origins:
1)

Winter ice in the bottom of fjords, which appear every year.

insignificant.

2)

It is, however,

Polar drift ice, which causes very serious difficulties when

it covers fishing grounds and reaches the coast.
Winter Ice in Fjords.
Every year at least some ice forms at the bottom of fjords in western, northern,
and eastern Iceland.

It generally forms at th e end of January and may persist

until April.
Fishermen on small boats must observe the ice because it may drift.

A few

harbours may become blocked to these small boats due to ice every now and then
for a day or a few days during the winter.
with larger boats.

However, this ice does not interfere

Breidafjordur in western Iceland is famous for fast moving

long ice strips, and patches.

The ice forms on the smaller fjords penetrating

into the country from the main fjord of Breidafjordur.

The ice cover persists

longest in Thorskafjordur where it may r e main for many months.
a strong ice foot by the shore.

There is often

-Whel) the ice brakes up in these fjords, which
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generally happens during the spring tide, sheets of ice drift to Breidafjordur
itself.

The ice drifts by wind to the islands of Breidafjordur or to the coast,

erodes and may damage small harbours and places where ships are drawn
ashore.

The ' ice may block sailing routes between islands for a day or so but

never for long periods.
Drift ice is generally troublesome but the sheet ic e itself may be so also, for
example during the "frost winter" of 1918 when all of Siglufjordur became cover
ed with land ice and it also formed between pillars of piers in the harbour.
During spring tide the ice lifted the piers and broke them into pieces.
In northwestern Iceland ice ledges form in many places.

They are most

prominent when the wind is blowing from the sea during spring tide and may
disturb fishing and grazing of sheep in the tide zone.
There are four main reasons for the fact that formation of winter ice in fjords
is small in Iceland:
1)

Warm and salty sea currents warm the coast of the country.

2)

Heavy tide currents.

3)

Continuous mixing of sea water by strong ocean waves that move into all

4)

Most rivers do not flow into the sea in fjords but into the open ocean as can

The difference between tide and ebb is 1. 5 - 4 m.

fjords at all time s.

be clearly seen on a map of Iceland.
It has not been observed nor do studies indicate that construction of hydro

electric power plants increase formation of shore ice in fjord bottoms with the
exception of a proposed plant in Eyjafjordur which would be accompanied by
directing rivers into the valley of Eyjafjordur that presently flow into Skaga
fjordur.

The utilization of water in this way would increase shore ice in the

harbour of Akureyri which presently may be troublesome.
Polar Drift Ice Problems.
The polar drift ice causes many severe problems when it drifts to the coasts of
Iceland.

Indeed it is called the country's "old e nemy".

Basic writings about

polar drift ice near the coast of Iceland appeared in the Journal of the Icelandic
Glaciological Society last year (5).
Journal.

The interested reader is referred to that

However, damage of harbours by the drift ice are not dealt with in this

Journal nor are ways of minimizing damage discussed.

This will be briefly

discussed here.
The most severe damage occurred in the harbour of Siglufjordur on January 7th,
1968, when the ice drifted by easterly storms into the harbour and destroyed
many piers.

The damage amounted to tens of millions in Icelandic kronur and

reconstructions have not yet been completed.

In April 1967, drift ice moved

out of Skagafjordur with the result that it broke 20 m off the concrete harbour
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wall in the seaside village Hofsos.
kronur.

Reconstructions cost 1. 5 million Icelandic

On May 27th, 1965, drift ice bruised electric cable in Steingrims

fjordur where it came to the shore on the south side of the fjord.

On March

6th, 1969, the same damage occurred again, this time on the north side of
Steingrimsfjordur.

There are many more examples of minor damages of

harbours and landing places caused by polar drift ice.

During the latest "ice

years" a steel cable has been placed across the entrance of harbours to prevent
drift ice from moving into the harbours.

This has proved very successful.

It was first done in Raufarhofn in March, 1965.
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River and lake ice terms have been -evolved gradually in the last 40 years as
the processes of ice formation and breakup have become better understood.
The IAHR has considered it appropriate to contribute to a systematic river
and lake ice nomenclature. The preparation of a terminology was given to a
subcommittee headed by the author and a set of terms is presented herewith for
discussion and approval. The set is presented in English only, since a
mul tilingual glossary should be -based on an agreed set of terms. The termin
ology has been developed to be i~ - harmony with the work by UNESCO on sea ice,
since a submission from us to UN on lake and river ice terms has been
requested.
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RIVER AND LAKE ICE TERiHNOLOGY
Following a proposal by the Committee on Ice Problems, the International
Associati on for Hydraulio Research decided at the Congress in Fort Collins
on 13 September 1967 to prepare a descriptive terminology of river and lake
ice. I was elected chairman of a sub-committee to carry out this work.
Since
that time we have conRulted various agenc ies of the United Nations, the members
of our comm ittee on ice problems, the National Research Counc il of Canada and
vari ous educational institutions. As a result of these co nsultati ons a g l ossary
was prepared reflectin g the op ini on s of the members of our I ce Committee .
The presentation will be made in English and the terms Hill be arranged 1<ithin
the logic of ice processes so that the necessity of each term and their proper
context can be established prior to translation to othe r languages.
The shown listing of terms by subjects is arbitrary by necessity because of the
conflicts of inter-related phenomena in ice formation on lakes and rivers.
In our earlier jOint review with the National Research Council of Canada, we
followed as closely as possible, the glossary of sea ice developed b o' the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cu ltural Organization.
In the
present presentation the classification has been slightly modified to permit
the listing of terms under headings which more definitely describe the develop
ment of i ce covers and ice accumulations on lakes and rivers.
It should be
considered, however, only as a >lorking document for the purposes of gather in g
illustrations and to permit a proper translation int o other languages suc h
as the ot her working languages f or the International Assoc iati on for Hydraulic
Research, French and Russian.
It might well be advisable to issue ou r f inal
rec ommendations in the same way as the subm is sion of the National Research
Council of Canada follo,ling very closely the sea ice glossary which has nO.1
won international recognition.
HISTORY
It may be of interest to review the development on ice terminology in the
last four decades.
In 1934 Dr. M.W. Laszloffy described ice formations in rjvers, in particular
the Danube, and gave definitions of various phenomena and of ice fOTIlations.
In some aspects this was built on earlier work by Dr. Devik (1930) . In its
scope and many of the practical aspects, Dr. Lasz l offy 's work was the first
syst.ema tic presentation of i ce termin o l ogy .
Dr. G.D. Ransford and Professo r Giroud pre s ented in 195 1, in La Houille
Blanche, a series of articles establishing and d i scuss i ng technical terms
related to frost, Snow and ice.
Further wo r k On this line was done by the author in a series of reports in
1952 and 1954, giving a systematic classifi cation of ice phenomena on rivers.
A major part of the study was presente d to the IAHR in a paper on Ice Fl ood s
in 1959.
Wilson et al. (1954) have given a good account of lake ice classifi cation from
which some of the terms have been adopted or modified.
A more recent
classification for various ice types based on texture has been prepared by
Pes chansk ii ( 1967) .
The U.S. Navy

(1966)

have included ice terms in their oceanography gl ossary .
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UNESCO in cluded ice terminol oBY in their Glossary on hydrology. This was,
however, an in comp lete effort and many met:lbers were disappointed in the
description of ice terms. The inadequacy of this glossa.ry was one of the
reasons for the IAHR to start the development of an i c e terminology. In the
meantime, the· ,[orl d Meteorologi cal Orga nization organized an attempt to improve
the i ce portion of the UNESCO Hydrological Glossary. In 1968, a glossary of
lake and river ice terms vas prepared by i·i:.!O consultant, .ir. S. Freml ing, of
the S"edish !.leteorol08ical and. Hydrological Inst itute, Stockholm. This was
originally compiled in Swedish and subsequentl Y translated into English. It is
a very ambitious document, and we consider that the coverage of the whole
system presented in this document is impractical at present until a more concise
system is adopted first.
Dr . ;r, ichel prepared in 1969, a classifi cat ion based on i ce formation processes.
This paper "as expanded in a joint article by Dr. rhc ne l and. ilir. Ramseier, in
the report on Classification of River and ake Ice Based on its Genesis,
Structure and Texture.
A guide to field description of l ak e and river ice was prepared in 1969 by
G. Williams of the National Research Council of Canada.

~r.

A set of ice terms for field description has been established by the
i,jeteorologi cal Division of the DeI' rtment of Transport of Canada.
Messrs . B. Michel, D. Carter, M. Drouin, R. Ramseier and R. Bo isvert
prepared in 1969 , a Glossary of Lake and River Ice Terms with added Frencn
terms.
Parallel with the above described efforts on lake and river ice terminology,
sea ice was classified and terms were agreed by the '.:o r k ing Group on Sea Ice
for r,jaritime 1.!eteorology of the 1,{orl d :·:c tcorolo L;ical Organization of the
United Nations. This group had some tentative sea ice terms developed for 1951.
An internationally agreed "Abridged Sea Ice Nomenclature" was accepted in 1954.
A draft nomenclature was presen t ed in 1967 and approved in 1968. The T:lorking
Group states that the terms are equally valid. for lake and river ice. This is
contrary to the sta tement mad.e by UNE SCO in their glossary on hydrolo e;y , ann.
we assumed that amendments should be introduced where advisable.
The associate committee of the N.R.C., Canada established a working group to
review the ice portion of the UNESCO Hydrological Glossary. This working group
inc]uded Prof. .lichel, Mr. Ramseier and the a uth or from the IARR subcommittee.
The glossary prerared by the N.R.C. working group with an input and submitted
by Mr. L.W. Gold to UNESCO provided the basis for the glossary now put before
the membership o f the IAHR for their consideration.
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TERMS RELATBD TO IC E FORMATION,
ACCUMULATION AND DECAY
A minimum number of terms has been chosen which would describe t h e processes
of ice for mation ann. breakup Hithout ambiguity .
FRESH WATER ICE:
In fresh water bodies there are tl10 quite disti nct forms of ice formation_
LAKE ICE and RI VER ICC form by a static proces s on calm lakes and sections of
rivers witt re l a tively still water . In the final open wat e r stage there is a
supercoolin g of t h e water surface and ice crystals start to form and primary
ice would cover t he s rface. Hinds and currents mc_y disturb this formation
and cause a change to d~/Ylamic proc e sses.
DEVJcLOPMK:T FOruliS OF IC.E
In the s t atic process, nucleation will lead to DENDR ITES, ICE NEEDLES and
TABULAR ICE and a SKI:.: ICE is develop ed on the surfa ce. Main continuing growth
will be of COLill'ilHR IC" :, fino.lly buildin g covers of BLACK ICE. Under disturbed
condi tions also G; ~;";, ~ LAR IC ,,: .ill form part of the growth.
Under a strong Hind and in rivers with a substantial current, ice is formed in
ACTIVI'; ZONE in a dynamic manner. FRAZIL formed on superco o led surface is
carried by the curl-ent to depth or on the surface and combines into fl oating
masses of FRAZIL SLUSH. The addition of Sn01-! can crea t e a similar condi ti on with
SNOH SLUSH carri ed by ,/at er.
Hater and slush app e aring on top of ice cov ers may freeze, creating FROZEN
FRAZIL SLUSH, FROZEN snow )Lli SH or AUFEIS.
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DYNAMIC ICE COVER
Frazil slush can float to the surface to form circular discs of Pru~CAKE ICE.
Slush can also be compacted into SHUGA (Sludge) and by turbulence to SLUSH BALLS
which also include other elements of ice. Broken parts of static ice cover
forms such as SHALE ICE and ICE FLOES combine with original dynamic forms into
BHASH ICE.
MOTION OF ICE
FLOATING ICE and ice forms suspended by current may form IC E RUN do·,mstream.
This could include SLUSH ICE RllIS and ANCEOR ICS RUN . ICE TWI TCH may cause
a part of sheet ice ·to join the UJI!CONSOLIDATED ICE COVER in an ice run.
Depending on hydraulic conditions the ice cover may be COMPACTING or DIVERGING.
Freezing may form an AGGLOMERATE. CRITICAL V~LOCITY governs transition of the
unconsolidated ice cover to other forms.
STATIC ICE COVER
Static formations could appear in landfast form as BORDER ICE and ICE FOOT.
They could form a limited ICE BRIDGE or have an overall coverage as an ICE
SHEET. Dynamic ice forms could first be reformed by oompaction and freezing,
finally covering the surface in a CONSOLIDATED ICE COVER.
ICE ACCUMULATIOn
Depending on flow conditions at the ICE EDGE upstream of the ice cover, a
BIGHT may form or a COi.!PACTED ICE EDGE may develop. The cover may grow and
cause an ICE PROGRESSION upstream. Floating ice or suspended ice may be
carried under by turbulent currents on t.he ice ed Ge and will deposit on the
underside of ice covers to form HANGING DA!~. Flow or wind conditions may cause
onshore ICE SHOVES. These formations are indicated on surface ICE r~OlJim s.
Frazil may also be carried by river to underwater obstructions and form ANCHOR
ICE. Anchor ice, growing from the river bed could block the river substantially
in the form of ANCHOR ICE DN~S.
ICE JMilVIING
DRIFTING ICE may be driven to shallow water or block a water course as
GROUNDED ICE. Such happening may cause ICE JAMS which may also result by
choking from floating formations.
DEFORl.lATION PROCESSES

An ICE PUSH or hydrodynamic conditions may also put ICE UNDER PRESSURE to
cause DEFORloiED ICE or FRACTURING. Depending on the thickness and rheological
properties of ice could be deformed by RAFTING or RIDGING. Depending on ice
thiokness and elasticity RAFTED ICE may take the characteristic form of FINGER
RAFTED ICE. These forms and RIDGED ICE with RIDGES cause the appearance of
HUMMOCKS and HUl,mOCKED ICE through HUW,IOCKING.
FRACTURES are often concentrated in FRAVTURE ZOi-IES, often accompanied by
SHEARING motion.
OPENINGS IN ICE
Varying water levels, hydrodynamic forces and temperat~re variations may cause
CRACKS, TIDAL CRACKS and SHEAR CRACKS. These CRACKS could be SURFACE
CRACKS and DRYCRACKS or further developed into THROUGH CRACKS or HINCE CRACKS.
~lotion of ioe may create LEADS and hydraulic conditions may keep open a POLYNYA.
THR~UL
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M.EI,TING Al'rD BREAKUP
In the BREAKUP PERIOD sheet ioe usually disintegrates by internal MELTIN G,
resulting in ROTTEN ICE. Depending on crystal boundaries columnar ice becomes
CANDLE ICE and rotten granular ice becomes CORN SNOl, I CE . Me lting oreates
PUDDLES which later develop int o full THAW HOLES. ICE POT HOLES appear and
diSintegration causes FLOODED ICE.
A BREAKUP with intensive melting in place, without exce ssive wind or current
rssul ts in INSI'PU BREAKUP. The weakening of ice might also result in DEl'ACHED
ICE which >fill move during ICE CLEARING leaving STRANDED ICE often in the form
of ICE LEDGE or massive accumulation in the form of ICE GORGE usually formed by
breaking ICE JA',iS .
During all described phases, ICE
becomes ICE FREE.

C ON C~ TRATI ON

vari es , until the body of water

TERMS ARRANGED BY SUBJECT
In the above description of ice formation, motion, accumulation and decay
processes, the terms were made to appear more or less in the sequence of
ice processes during a season. This is not necessarily the best way to present
an enc ycl opedic system of terms. For this purpose the terms should be arranged
under subjects which refer to obvious features and are clearly definable. The
same term could then be used in tlfO genetic contexts.
The following presentation i s suggested, which has the advantage that it follows
the already accepted sea ice nom enclature as much as it is considered ~easible.
1.

Floating ice
floating ice
lake ice

2.

river ice

sea ic e

Development of form s of ice
granu l ar ice grain
ice needle
ic e rind
ne'. ice
skim ice

black ic e
columnar ice grain

dendrites
frazil
floc
3.

Forms of static ice
anchor ice
anchor ice dam
A.ufeis
border ice (Sho re ice)
brackish ice
col umnar ice
drained frozen frazil s lush
drain ed snow ioe
frozen frazil slush
granular ice
grounded ice

hanging (ice) dam
ice bridge
ice cover
ice crossinI'

ice foot
ice gorge
ice jam
ice sheet
snOH ice
stranded ice
tabular ice
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4.

Forms of dynamic ice
frazil sl ush
ice edESe
ice floe
panca..l<:e ic e
shale ice
shuga (sludge)
slus h ball
snow slush

a/!glomerate
bight
brash ice
com~acted ice edge
concentration
concentration boundary
consolidated ice cover
diffuse ice edge

5.

Mot ion of ice
ice progression
ice run

anchor ice run
com~acting

ice shove
ice t¥itch
sheari ng
slush ice run

diverging
drifting ice
ice jamming

6.

Deformation processes
ice under pressure
rafting
ridr;ing

fracturin l<
hummockinf(
ice push

7.

Openings in ice
channel lead
crack
dry crack
fractut'e
fracture zone
hinge crack
lead

po lynya
shear crack
sh ore lead
surf:we crack
t herm'3.1 crack
through crack
tide crack

deformed ice
fin ge r rafted ice
g lare ice
hummocked ice
hummock
ice pot hole
ice mound
ice >lrinkle

new ridge
r af ted ice
ridge
ridged ice
ridp;ed ice zone
rough ice
sastrugi
sho re depression

breakup
candle ice
corn snow ice
detached ice
flooded ice

ice free
insitu breakup
puddle
r otten ice
thaw holes
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10.

Terms relating to lake and river ice
active zone
beginning of breakup (date)
beginning of freeze up (date)
breakup date
breakup period
critical velocity
duration of ice cover

dynamic ice pressure
freeze up period
frost smoke
ice boom
static ice pressure

The definition of all terms are presented in the attached list of terms in
alphabetical order.
The close relation sh i p for the above arrangements to the sea ice g lossary is
shown by the folloHing comparison of subjects
Lake and river ice

Sea ice

Floating ice
Development forms of ice
Forms of stat ic ice
Forms of dynamic ice
Motion of ice
Deformation processes
Openings in ice
Surface features
Sta~es of melting
Special term s rel ating to lake
and river ice

Floating ice
Development
Forms of fast ice
Pack ice
Pack ic e motion processes
Deformation pro cesses
Openings in ice
Ice surface features
Sta~es of melting

It should be noted, however, that there is no compl e te correspondence of terms.
Certain deviations were indicated by traditional usage, and other deviations by
different processes in fresh Hater.
RECO ilI>lENDATI ONS
When our Committee on Ice Nomenc lature was formed it was thought that there
would be no previously established nomenclature. Subseouen t investigation showed
that many institutions, notably the Office of H~' drology of the United Nations
Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization and the Horking Group on Sea Ice
for l,jari time Mete oro l ob'Y of the ,lorld Me te oro logic a l Organization had done
substantial studies on ice nomenclature.
We established contact with these organizati ons . After a revie" of their work
we decided to >lork through the United Nations and instead of publishing our
own nomenclature, to prepare a submission to the United Nations as a con
tribution towards the establishment of a representa.tive ic e terminology.
In 1968 >Ie wrote t o UNESCO with a reouest to have a chance for an offic ial review
and submission on the g l ossary of river and l ake ic e terms. On December 18, 1968
we were requested by th e Chief, Office of }'ydrolo/sy , Department of Advancement of
Scien ce, Mr. J.A. da Costa, to give our comments on river and lake ice terms.
It is hoped, followin g today's presentation, that a terminology can be accepted
by IAHR which could be submitted to UNESCO expressing our views.
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Terms Arranged in Alphabetical Order
Acti ve Zone

Stretch of river where frazil ice is forming.

Agglomerate

An ice cover or floe formed by the freezing together
of various forms of ice.

Anchor Ice

Submerged ice attached or anchored to the bottom,
irrespective of the nature of its formation.

Anchor Ice Dam

An accumulation of anchor ice which acts as a dam and
raises the water level.

Anchor Ice Run

Ice run of mainly anchor ice. The lumps are often of
darkish colour from sand or gravel.

Aufeis

Ice formed when brook .ater or underground water freezes
on previously formed ice.

Beginning of
Break-up (Date)

Rivers - Date of definite breaking or movement of ice
due to melting, current or rise of water level.
Lakes

- Date of visual evidence of initial deterioration
along shore-line - appearance of shore leads.

Beginning of
Freeze-up (Date)

Date on whiCh ice forming stable winter ice cover first
observed on the water surface.

Bight

An extensive crescent-shaped indentation in the ice edge
formed either by wind or current.

Border Ice

An

Black Ice

Transparent ice formed in rivers and lakes.

Brackish Ice

Ice formed from brackish water.

Brash Ice

Accumulations of floating ice made up of fragments not
more than 2 m across; the wreckage of other forms of ice.

Break-up

Disintegration of ice cover.

Break-up
Date

The date on which a body of water is first observed to
be entirely clear of ice, and remains clear thereafter.

Break-up
Period

Period of disintegration of an ice cover.

Candle Ice

Rotten columnar-grained ice.

Channel Lead

Elongated opening in the ice cover caused by a water
current.

Columnar Ice

Ice consisting of columnar shaped grain.
black ice is usually columnar-grained.

Columnar Ice
Grain

Vertical ice column forming columnar ice.

Compacted Ice
Edge

Close, clear-cut ice edge compacted by wind or current,
usually on the windward side of an ice cover.

ic e she et in the form of a long border attached to the
shore.
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Compacting

Pieces of floating ice are said to be compacting when
they are subjected to a converging motion, which
increases ice concentration and / or produces stresses
which may result in ice deformation.

Concentration

The ratio in eighths or tenths of the water surface
actually covered by ice to the total area of surface,
both ice covered and ice free, at a specific location
or over a defined area.

Concentration
Boundary

A line approximating the transition between two areas
of floating ice with distinctly different concentrations.

Consolidated
Ice Coyer

Ice coyer formed by the packing and freezing toether
of floes, brash ice and other forms of floating ice.

Corn Snow Ice

Rotten granular ice.

Crack

A separation formed in an ice cover or floe that does
not divide it into two or more pieces.

Critical
Velocity

Velocity above which a stable ice cover will not form
on a river except by progression of ice.

Deformed Ice

A general term for ice which has been squeezed together
and forced upwards in places (and downwards). Sub
divisions are rated ice, ridged ice, hummocked ice and
other similar deformations.

De r.drttes

Thin branch-like growth of ice on the water surface.

Detached Ice

Floating ice free from shore.

Diffuse Ice
Edge

Poorly defined ice edge limiting an area of dispersed
ice; usually on the leeward side of an area of floating
ice.

Diverging

Floes in an area subject to diverging or dispersiYe
motion, thus reducing ice concentration and / or
relieying stresses in the ice.

Drained
Frozen Frazil
Slush

An accumulation of frazil slush that has partially or
completely drained before freezing forming a porous
white ice.

Drained Snow
Ice

Snow ice from which the water has been wholly or
partially drained prior to freezing.

Dri fting Ice

Pieces of floating ice moving under the action of wind
and/or currents.

Dry Crack

Crack visible at the surface but not going right through
the ice cover, and therefore dry.

Duration of
Ice Cover

The time from freeze-up to break-up of an ice COver.

Dynamic Ice
Pressure

Pressure due to a moving ice cover or drifting ice.
Pressure occurring at movement of first contact termed
Ice Impact Pressure.
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Finger Rafted
Ice

Type of rafted ice in W'hich floes thrust "fingers"
alternately over and under each other.

Floating Ice

Any form of ice floating in Yater.

Flooded Ice

Ice W'hich has been flooded by melt W'ater or river
W'ater and is heavily loaded by W'ater and W'et snoW'.

Fracture

Any break or rupture formed in an ice cover or floe
due to deformation.

Fracture Zone

An area W'hich has a great number of fractures.

Fracturing

Deformation process W'hereby ice is permanently deformed,
and fracture occurs.

Frazil

Fine spicules, plates or discoids of ice suspended in
W'ater. In rivers and lakes it is formed in supercooled
turbulent W'aters.

Floc

A cluster of frazil particles.

Frazil Slush

An agglomerate of loosely packed frazil W'hich floats
or accumulates under the ice cover.

Freeze-up Date

The date on W'hich the W'ater body W'as first obse rved
to be completely frozen over.

Freeze-up
Period

Period o f initial formation of an ice cover.

Frost Smoke

Fog-like clouds due to contact of cold air W'ith
relatively W'arm W'ater, W'hich can appear over openings
in the ice or leeW'ard of the ice edge and may persist
W'hile ice is forming.

Frozen Frazil
Slush

Accumulation of slush that has completely frozen.

Granular Ice

Ice made of granular ice grains.

Granular Ice
Grain

Small ice crystal of irregular form but someW'hat
rounded like a sand particle.

Grounded Ice

Ice W'hich has run aground.

Glare Ice

Ice cover W'ith a highly reflective surface.

Hanging (ice)
Dam

A mass of ice composed mainly of slush or broken
ice deposited under an ice cover in a region of loW'
flOW' velocity.

Hinge Crack

Crack caused by significant changes in W'ater level.

Hummocked Ice

Ice piled haphazardly one piece over another to form
an uneven surface.

Hummock

A hillock of broken ice W'hich has been forced upW'ard by
pressure.

Hummocking

The pressure process by W'hich ice is forced into
hummocks.
11

Ice Boom

Floating structure designed to retain ice.

Ice Bridge

A continuous ice cover of limited size extending from
shore to shore like a bridge.

Ice Clearing

Break-up pri or to full melting.

Ice Cover

A significant expanse of ice o f any possible f orm on
the surface of a body of water.

Ice Crossing

Man-made ice bridge.

Ice Edge

The demarcation at any given time between the open
water and ice of any kind, whether static or dynamic.
It may be termed compacted or diffuse.

Ice Floe

Free fl oating piece of ice greater than 1 meter in
extent.

Ice Foot

A narrow fringe of thickened ice attached to the shore
unmoved by changes in water level.

Ice-Free

No floating ice present.

Ice Gorge

The gorge or opening left in a jam after it has broken.

Ice Impact
Pressure

(see dynamic pressure).

Ice Jam

An accumulation of ice at a given location which, in
a river, restricts the fl ow of water.

Ice Jamming

The proc ess of accumulation of ice to form an ice jam.

Ice Ledge

Narrow fringe of ice that remains along the shores of
river after break-up.

Ice Needle

A small needle-like ice crystal formed under certain
nucleation conditions.

Ice Pot Hole

A roundish hole formed in the ice by water motion
in a narrow crack or small hole or by the "effect of
radiation. It mayor may not extend through the ice
cover.

Ice
Progression

Upstream progression of ice cover when drifting
ice is stopped by a boom, ice barrier or ice jam.

Ice Mound

A hump in an ice cover resulting from frazil ice
accumulations beneath the cover.

Ice Push

Comp ressi on of an i ce cover particular l y at the front
of a moving section of ice cover.

Ice Rind

Sea ice term, similar to skim ice.

Ice Run

Flow o f ice in a river. An ice run may be light o r
heavy, and may consist of frazil, anchor, slush or
sheet ice.

Ice Sheet

A smooth continuous ice cover.
12
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Ice Shove

On-shore ice push caused by yind, and currents, changes
in temperature, etc .

Ice 'I\litch

DOYnstream movement of a small section of an ice cover.
Ice tyitches occur suddently and often appear
successively.

Ice Under
Pressure

Ice in yhich deformation processes are actively
occur ring.

Ice Wrinkle

An unevenness appearing in the surface of an ice cover
due to folding by horiz ontal pres sure.

Insitu Break-up

Melting in place.

Lake Ice

Ice formed on a lake, regardless of observed l ocation .

Lead

Long, narroy opening in the ice .

Ney Ice

A general term for recently formed ice yhich i ncludes
frazil ice, s lush, shuga (sludge) and ot her types of
ice.

Ney Ridge

Ridge neyly formed Yith sharp peaks; slope of sides
usually about 40 0 .

Pancake Ic e

Circular flat pieces of ice yith a raised rim; the
shape and rim are due to repeated collisions.

Polynya

Any non-linear shaped opening enclosed by ice.
Polynyas may co ntain brash ice and/or be covered
yith ney ice.

Puddle

An accumulation of me lt yater on ice, mainly due to
melting snoy but in the more advanced stages also to
the melting of ice . Initial stage consists of patches
of melted sn oy.

Rafted Ice

Type of deformed ice formed by one piece of ice
overriding another.

Rafting

Pressure processes yhereby one piece of ice overrides
another. 140st common in ney ice.

Ridge

A line or yall of broken ice forced up by pressure.
May be fresh or yeathered.

Ridged Ice

Ice piled haphazardly one piece over another in the
form of ridges or Yalls.

Ridged Ice Zone

An area in yhich much ridged ice Yith similar
characteristics has formed.

Ridging

The pressure proc ess by yhich ice is forced into ridge s .

River Ice

Ice formed on a river, regardles s of observed location.

Rotten Ice

Ice in an advanced stage of disintegration.

Rough Ice

General term for ice covers yith rough surfaces.
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Sastrugi

Sharp, irregular ridges formed on a snoy surface by
yind erosion and deposition.

Sea Ice

Any form of ice originating from the freezing of sea
water.

Shale Ice

An accumulation of thin broken plates of ice formed
when sk i m ice breaks up.

Shear Crack

Crack formed by movement parallel to the surface
o f the crack.

Shearing

Motion of an ice cover due to horizontal shear
stresses.

Shore Lead

A water opening along the shore.

Shore
Depression

Depression in the ice cover along the shore often
caused by change in water level.

Shuga

(slu J ,~ c)

An acc umulation of spoggy ice lumps formed from
compressed frazil slush, snow slush, or anchor ice.

Skim Ice

In i tial thin layer of ice on a water surface.

Slush Ball

The r es ul t of extremely compact accretion of snow,
frazil and ice particles. This is produced by either
wind and wave action along the shore of lakes or in
l o ng s tretches of turbulent floy in rivers.

Slush Ice

_~ :.;.: :

Ice run composed mainly of slush ice.

Snow Ice

I c t ha t fo rms when snow slush on an ice cover freezes.
I t has a wh ile appearance due to presence of air
bubbles.

Snow Slush

Snow "hich is saturated with water on ice surfa.ces,
or as a viscous mass floating in water after a heavy
snowfall.

Stranded Ice

Ice that ha s been floating a nd has been deposited on
th e shore by a lowering of the water level.

Static Ice
Pressure

Pressure developed by a static ice cover.

Surface Crack

Crack visible at the surface.

Tabular Ice

A particular type of ice whose grains have large
horizontal dimensions.

Thaw Holes

Vertical holes in ice formed when surface puddles melt
through to the underlying water.

Thermal Crack

Crack caused by contraction of ice due to change in
temperature.

Through Crack

Crack extending through the ice cover.

Tide Crack
Crack caused by rise and fall of tides.
Unconsolidated Ice Cover - loose mass of floating ice.
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Synopsis.
Description of monitoring methods for ice Dhenomena in rivers.

In som Icelandic

rivers ice problems exist in connection with opera.tion of Hydroelectric Power
Plants and three types of monitoring equipment were developed, i.e. one for
frazil ice discharge, another for ice thickness and a third one for step-bursts.
The monitor for frazil ice is described in some detail and a short mention is made
of the other two types.
The frazil ice detector and the ice thickness detectors are based on measurements
of electrical conductivity changes.

The step bursts detector is a oressure

sensitive detector.
Resume.
Desoription de methodes de surveillance de phenomenes avant trait
les rivi~res.

a la

glace dans

Dans certaines rivieres islandaises Ie fonctionnement de centrales

hydroelectriques pose des problemes concernant la glace, pour faire face

a la

situation trois types d'equipement de surveillance ont ete con~us: un pour la
decharge du fraisil de glace, un autre pour l'epaisseur de la ~lace, un troisi~me
enfin pour la rupture avalanche par ecelons.
L'equipement de surveillanoe du fraisil de glace se trouve decrit d'une maniere
assez detail1ee, et une br~ve mention est faite des deux autres types.
La detecteur du fraisil de glace et ~es detecteurs de l' epaisseur de la glace sont

bases sur les mesurages des chanGements de la conduct1vite electrique.
detecteur des ruptures avalanches par echelons est un detecteur sensible

Le

a la

pression.
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INTRODUCTION,
At the Thjorsa River in the Southwest part of Iceland the new l05MW Bllrfell HYdro
Electric Power Plant is located, which, when completed, will b@ 210MW,

In winter

one of the points which has to be considered in connection with operation of the
Power Plant is ice formation,

In order to watch and measure ice movements in the

river a special measuring technique was developed which will be further explained
in this report,

The phenomena which are intended to be observed are frazil ice

movements, ice thickness and step-bursts,

These will now be explained in a few

words,
Frazil i ce constitutes the major part of the ice produced .in the Thjors~ River
and its tributaries,

The f?a zil ice appears as accumulations of loose crystals,

about 4mm in diameter, sticking together in flocks,

Sludge formed from blowing

snow, similar to the before named particles but containing smaller crystals, adds
to the ice discharge occasionally,

Single ice floes and blocks also occur

and

besides this sediments and we eds but the last named may disturb measurements
temporarily if drifting onto the measuring rod,

Frazil ice tends to reduce

turbulence at the river surface, it floats on the surface and seldom goes deep
down but forms ice clusters with clear water between them,

Because of rapids,

waterfalls and swift currents, the clusters do not freeze together,

The site

chosen for measurement of the frazil ice is at Sandafell about 9 km above the
Diversion Structure of the Power Plant,

2 mis,

At this place the flow velocity is about

By measurement at this place warnings are obtained with 1 to 1

1/2 hours

notice so that ample time is given to change position of the gates at the dam,
We now turn to what i s called here ice thickness,
Ice thickness is in fact only the thickness of the frazil ice which lies close to
or moves along the walls of the Diversion Structure and should pass over into the
ice channel but not underneath it into the inlet pool of the Plant,

Here it is

~

most importance to measure how deep the frazil ice reaches down and whether it is
moving, but by steering of the gates, the flow can be directed,

This brings one

to the last point which is step-bursts,
stee:bursts is a floodwave of frazil ice and ice floes which builds up by breaking
one ice dam or obstruction after another and releasing water and anchor ice which
they have accumulated,

The main characteristics of a step-bursts is a sudden in

crease in water level and ice discharge,

Instruments for sensing this increase

were positioned at a few places up to Sandafell but it is expected that devices
can be lost during step-bursts,
For each of the above mentioned points a special method of measuring was developed
and we call the instruments Ice Discharge Gauge, Ice Thickness Gauge and Step
Bursts Indicator,
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Principles of function.

The Ice Discharge Gauge consists of a float sailing on

the river with a measuring rod fastened to the bottom of it pointing downwards
and cuts the frazil s lush as it passes by,

The ice is sensed as a change in

electrical conductivity.
The Ice Thickness Gauge is a vertical bar inserted in structural part with
electrodes evenly spaced along it in order to sens the depth of ice.

The ice is

sensed in a similar way as before as a change in electrical conductivity.
step-bursts are usually accompanied by change in water level and this gauge
consists of pressure sensitive cells which are placed on the bottom of the river
at a few spots upstreams from the Diversion structure.

ICE DISCHARGE GAUGE.
The ice discharge gauge is made of a few main parts of which particularly to be
mentioned is the measuring rod itself, a float together with protecting gear for
the rod, mooring cable and heating transformer, electonic part and a recorder.
The measuring rod rod is about 60 cm long and about 12mm in diameter and around the
whole of it a double spiral of stainless steel wire 0,6mm in diameter is wound and
forms two measuring elect odes •

The rod itself is a steel pi De with a heating wire

.dthin and insulated on the outside by epoxy fiberglass.
ground in the rod keeping the steel wire in place.

Spiral grooves are

The rod is fastened to the

bottom side of a float so that it goes down through the frazil ice and cuts it
when passing by.

The rod is too weak to withstand ice floes and, therefore, the

float i s equipped to orotect the rod age.inst too !l!Uch load.
ice floes are especially common in step-bursts

ar~

As already mentioned,

usually the frazil ice is loose

and not frozen together on the surface.
The float, which carries the measuring rod is shaped like a boat and is equipped
with heating ribbons through which a low volta ge current is sent.
power is about 800w.

The heating

The float is maintained sailing in the river with a mooring

cable whjch is again attached to a cableway across the river.

Icing tends to form

on the float during frost and begins where the water splaches against the boat but
the ice melts and becomes loose from the heated surface when a certain thickness
is obtained, but this depends on the heating inside and the cooling conditions,
Hot lines are placed at a few strategic parts on the float in order to make brea
king off of the ice easier.

The gear which protects the rod against too much

weight when ice blocks go under the float and

p~ess

against the rod allows it

to turn backwards when the force passes a certain limit.

The rod is steered by

a spring which is compressed to the limit that the torque is first raised but then
falls considerably.

In order to reduce shocks when the rod springs forward again,

a shock absorber is also placed at the fastening point of the rod.
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Mooring cable on the float includes, besides electrocal conductors, a steel wire
which has 700 kp ultimate stress.
the float and the measuring rod.

The electrical wires are for heating themselves,
Then there are measuring leads from the rod.

the bow of the boat is a short pipe which prevents the

~~res

In

to twist apart when

the float is thrown around or rolls.
At the top of the mooring cable at the cableway there is a somewhat weaker breaking
wire and it is presumed that the steel wire will break at that place if the stress
on the float is too heavy.

From this weak spot on the same side as the float, is

an accessory wire connected to the land, loosely fastened to the cableway across
the river are transformers which change 220V line voltage into low ~oltage for
heating and deicing on the float.
The measuring electodes are fed with A.C. current to reduce the effect of polari
zation on the measurements.

A transformer is in the input ciruit with two pri

mary coils, one for the measuring ciruit and the other for a compensating circuit
which makes it possible to have an adjustable but reverse current sent through the
transformer to zero compensate the current which passes through the electrodes in
iceless water.
Electrodes in water always polarize somewhat and as a result they behave to some
extent as a condenser.
To be able to perceive the resistive part of the signal but exclude the condenser
effects, the signal from the secondary coil of the compensating transformer is sent
through a phase detector and then a signal has been obtained which can be put on
a recorder.

The zero reading of the signal, on the other hand, did not prove

stable because of increased conductivity of the river water during frost, probably
because the salts remain in the water but the ice that. forms is pure. Besides
this, nIix:ing of the water in the river is very limited
that the conductivity is

;0

not uniform and, therefore, depending on the respective cross section of the river.
Furthermore, meltwater in the spring has also its effects as it contains limited
amount of salts.

In order to always have a known zero reading two different time

constants are used for the records.

That is, a very short time constant to find

the zero reading which always comes between the ice clusters, and a long time eon_
stant for obtaining a fairly good average record.

The short time constant is in

serted at 2 hours intervals and lasts for about 3 minutes.
Theory for ice discharge gauge.

The fundamental principle for the discharge gauge

is the fact that, compared with river water, ice is an absolute insulator for
electrioity.
The change in conductivity which takes place between the two spiral electrodes of
the measuring rod is established when ice crystals replace waber.

This may be so

described that the ice thins out the water from the point of view of the conduc
tivity.
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Measurements were later based on the hypothesis that relative change in conduc
tivity of river water containing frazil ice is equal to the ratio between ice
volume and total volume of the ice water mixture or
(1.1)

(Density Equation)
A 0': change in conductivity owing to ice (mho),

volume),

~ : ice density (m3 ice/m3 total

0': conductivity of water (mho), AV: ice volume (m 3 ), V: . total volume

(m 3 ).

This hypothesis is supported by laboratory ex"eriments (1) and appears sufficiently
proven to be of practical use.

This linear relationship between conductivity

change and amount of ice makes it possible, instead of measuring at many points at
different depths and finding the average, to use one pair of electrodes only,
which sense the average change in conductivity down to a depth which is more than
frazil ice usually reaches.
Other experiments were made which involved measuring the change of conductivity
as a function of depth in fra zil ice clusters and this proved to give readings (2)
which were almost linear so that on a diagram it formed a triangle with the axis.
With this in mind, it was not considered necessary to use a long rod.

Although on

a few occasions the measurements are cut off at the lowest level the discrepancies
become insignificant.
These conditions are fulfilled where the water velocity in the river is low and
consequently limited suspension of ice in the water.

As an extreme example, it

can be mentioned that if the rod only reaches half of the full depth of the ice
clusters, only

25%

of the ice has escaped measurement.

fourths of the full depth only 6.7% escape measurement.

If the rod reaches three
Then i t m'lY be mentioned

that the size of electrodes and space between them fs wide as compared to the size
of the ice crystals but influence of size of electrodes and space between them has
not been further examined.
The quantity which is in fact measured and recorded is

~(w).

the relative average

density of the frazil ice in a surface layer defined by the length of the rod,
which is 0 (or
fast.

0%)

in iceless river water and 1 (or }OQ%) if the rod has frozen

By multiplying the density ratio with the velocity of the clusters on the

spot and intregating straight across the river the total ice discharge is found.

~ce

• rd

JW rt (w)v(w)

dw

(Discharge Equation)

(1.2)

~ce: ice discharge (ton/sec), d: specific density of ice (ton/m3 ), r: rod length
(m), ~(w): ice density (m3 ice/~ total volume), v (w): surface velocity (m/sec),
w: distance from river bank (m), W: river width (m).
This calculation is normally not carried out and only the density is observed and
as a monitor the gauge gives us a semiquantitative measuring method for the
discharge.
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ICE THI{;KNESS GAUGE.
Main parts of this instrument are sensing bars with electrodes, electronic part
The ice sensing bars are U-formed profiles 1.5 m in lenght and

and a mimic board.

with 8 electrodes and the respenctive electrodes can distinguish whether or not
ice is positioned against them.

These bars are inserted in grooves at a fewplacas

in the walls at the Diversion structure and the purpose is to sense depth and
movements of the flow along the walls of the construction.

In each groove there

are one, two or three instruments according to conditions.

The theory behind

this instrument is similar as for frazil ice i.e. ice is an insulator as compared
with water and the change in conductivity is noted.

The conductivity is indicated

on a mimic board with light bulbs which form a row corresponding to the electrodes
and the brightness depends on the conductivity of the electrodes and, therefore,
the quantity of ice in front of them.
STEP",BURSTS INDICATOR.
The instrument is a sensitive indicator for pressure which changes pressure into
electric signals.

In the electronic part of the instrument this signal is

differentiated and then fast changes are noted but not slow changes on the water
surface or air pressure.
It is intended to place a few indicators along the river to note the flood wave of
stsp bursts.

By having a number of instruments some will be left although some

are lost,. when boarder ice breaks

UD.

READ-OUT DEVICES.
At Sandafell it is possible to observe frazil ice and three indicators ars planned
therel here also are the required electronic parts for the frazil ice sensors.
Each gaugs must be calibrated and set at

~

in icefree water and

lO~

frozen rod but the equivalent is obtained by disconnecting the rod.

for a fast

Then the

information is sent by a telephone cable down to the Diversion Structure.
Diversion Structure.

In a watch tower it is possible to make a continuous record

of frazil ice at Sandafell.

At this place there are a · few fast connected mimic

light rows for the ice thickness at the inlet construction and selector knob in
order to choose one particular mimic row of hte ice thickness indicators.

Then

there are warning lights for ice step-bursts.
In the Power House there are planned two panels mainly for ice monitoring.

These

incorporate meters which show frazil ice at Sandafell and a recorder which records
density of frazil ice.

A mimic board shows ice thickness at the Diversion

Structure and a record can be made of what equals one measuring row at ones desc
retion and there are meters for ice step-bursts and their warning lights.

On the

same panels there are also water level recorders for Sandafell and a temperature
recorder for river water at the Diversion Structure.
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OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE.
The frazil ice gauges have been in use during the winter 1969/1970 with recorder
in a watch tower at the Diversion structure and the measuring method proved as
hoped for.
The ice thickness instruments were tested at Sandafell during the winter 68/69
and they operated as hoped for.
At the inlet construction the eletronic part had not been started during the
69/70 but by measuring at individual eletroded on a few gauges at the middle of
winter, it was possible to note the frazil ice, its movements and depth.

During

an examination in the spring 1970 damages on construction and indicators were
obsurved where huge ice blocks, up to 100 tons, had hit the structure.
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Fig. 1

Sandafell site showing frazil ice in the river, double cableway,
cableway ferry, and

a float on the river.

Fig. 2

The float enters free water after a frazil ice cluster has
sailed by.
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Fig. J
Internal mechanism of the float and the measuring rod.

17

Fig. 4

Schematics of ice thickness indicator, sensor immersed
in water 8.nd frazil slush and corresponding rrdrrdc row
with lamps .
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Fig.

Fig.

5b

5a

Fig.

5c

Schematics of measuring rod, float and internal mechanism of
the float.
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Fig. 6
Diversion structure as seen from an upstream posision before the
dam was filled. River water to the intake pom passes umer the
balcony am ice is skimmed off above it. The watch tower is on the
left.

Fig. 7
Ice thiokness sensor bars inserted in the wall. Wividual
electrodes oan be distinguished.
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Fig. 8
Frazil ice on its way down the ice sluice (balcony) towards the
ice canal as seen from the watch tower. The ice

ente~s

on upper

right of the picture.

Fig. 9
Step-bursts cell and cable.
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DISCTJSSION BY G.TSANG.
The probe measuring the concentra.tion of frazil ice is a slender cylindrical rod.
Due to the curvature of the rod, a centrifugal force will be produced. to a
particle of a continiuum passing by.

For a mixture of

WB.ter an:! frazil ice, because the density of water is
higher than that of the ice, water particles will

Ice

~W8.ter

deflect less and thus come closer to the surface of
Water
the rod (similar to the separation of milk and cream).
The result of the above is that the concentration of

0

Ice

ice crystals at the neighbourhood of the probe is less than .in the undisturbed
flow.

As this intertial force is proportional to

2

v /r

where

v

= velocity,

r • radius of curvature, the error of the probe caused by this offset can be
quite pronounced for fast flows.

The above consideration seems here not been

taken into account in the design an:! examination of the performanc of the orobe
by Mr. Kristinsson.

It is my opinion that an evaluation of this effect should be

made.
Authors reply;

Calculation of the possible separation during the time of passing

by, which is very short indeed, reveales that this effect will be negligible at
normal flow velocities in rivers.

Closer inspection also reveals thHt the lines

of flow aroun:! the rod show a negative curvature in front of the rod and

8.

positive curvature at the sides, resulting in effects, that helD to counteract a
net separation of ice and water.
More pronounced effect owing to the water velocity, if the rod has access to free
surface, is, however, suction of air bubbles down along the rod at velocities
higher than say 3m/s especially i f it j.s titled with the upner end against the
flow.

This results in a velocity component directed down in the suction region at

the rear of the rod.

The air bubbles will be sensed in the same way as ice.

Tilting with the lower end against the flow helps to avoid this ohenomenum.
The value of the gauge can, regardless of effects like that mentioned. by Mr. Tsant,
be further established by direct calibration under different conditions.
Calibration of the gauge is possible by sampling B.nd determin:ition of the exact
amount of ice in the ice-water mixture by use of a c8.10rimeter.
'lie used a sampler made of a sack of soft fabric with a rigid ooening of known

dimensions.

In order not to disturb the flow during the oeriod of sampling the

sack is put in the opening of t.lJ.e frame before the instrument is lJUshed. ra1)idly
into the stream behind the measuring rod.
taken.

The sack fills auicklv and the time is

This applies for horizontal sampling.

Vertical samoling can also be made.

After dra.ininf: most of the water out of the sample the ice is 1)oured into a
calorimeter half filled with warm water and

allo~.red

to melt.

Using a calorimeter of low heat capacity, oolythene covered styrofoam, and
13
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neglecting its effects we get.
Heat lost from water initially kept in calorimeter
(1 )

Heat gained by the ice-water mixture
(2)

Equating (1) and (2) we get the mass of ice
('3)

Cm
Q: heat (kcal), c : specific heat of water (kcal/kgOC),
m
C : melting heat of ice (kcal/kg), m: mass of water initially in calorimeter (kg),
m
M: Mass of ice_water mixture (kg), T : initial temoerature (oC),
i
T : final temperature (OC), To: Temr.>erature of the mixture, (oC), 7,: ice ratio
f
in sampled mixture (kg ice/kg mixture).

DISCUSSION BY OTHERS.
A mention should be made of a special contribution by Dr. R.

t~chel

suggesting

the possibility of extending the use of this frazil measuring technique to sens
the onset of frazil formation in rivers at the

int~ke

to hyrlroelectric oower plants

in order to determine when to make special precaution such as to switch on
electrical heating on the intake grill.
Very small changes in conductivity can be detected or less than 1% if the rod does
not have access to free surface and suction of air bubbles is prevented.
In a personal discussion with

r~.

R.S. Arden it apoeared worth while testing the

possibility of quantitative measuring of anchor ice by use of the frazil ice
detector after mounting it on a soecial sledge and towing it across a river.
Dr. J.F. KennedY's suggestion of changing length, diameter and orientation to
suit special laboratory condition is an open possibility.
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THE IOWA LOW TEMPERATURE FLOW FACILITY

John F. Kennedy
Director
Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa, U.S.A.
SYNOPSIS
The Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research has recently designed and constructed
a low temperature flow facility for conduct of research on various aspects of the
formation, characteristics, and melting and breakup of river ice.

The facility

consists of a 40-foot long, 2-foot wide, l-foot deep rectangular cross section re
circulating flume mounted on a tiltable truss.

The flume is housed in a tempera

ture controlled room which can be chilled down to _20°F.

The floor and walls of

the flume were constructed from specially fabricated heat transfer plates through
which a temperature controlled coolant is circulated.

A water flow may also be

heated, either directly or through the boundary panels.

Experience to date with

the flow facility is briefly recounted.

RESUME

L'Institut de Recherches Hydrauliques d'Iowa a recemment congu et realise une
chambre experimentale a basse temperature pour la conduite de recherches sur les
nombreux aspects de la formation, des caracteristiques, de la fonte et de la
rupture de la glace recouvrant les rivieres.

Le dispositif experimental consiste

en un canal a recirculation, de 40 pieds de long, de section rectangulaire 2 pieds
en largeur X 1 pied en profondeur et monte sur une structure inclinable.

Le canal

est installe dans une piece dont la temperature est controllee et peut etre
descendue jusqu'a _20°F.

Le fond et les parois laterales du canal ont ete realises

avec des plaques conductrices de la chaleur specialement

con~ues

a l'interieur

desquelles circule un fluide refrigerant dont la temperature est controllee.

Un

courant d'eau peut aussi etre chauffe, soit directement, soit a travers les parois
du canal.

Les experiences effectuees jusqu'a ce jour sont brievement decrites.
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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS
The idea for the Iowa Low Temperature Fla. Facility traces its origin, indi
rectly at least, to a short paper published by Carey (1) in 1966 on the configura
tion of the underside of river ice.

The several similarities he reported between

the oc currence and behavior of "ice ripples" and of sediment ripples and dunes
greatly intrigued the writer, who had for some years been active in research on
the mechanics of sediment bed forms, and he undertook to pursue his newly found
interest by reading more about river ice.

It soon be came evident that very few

experiments on ice proce sses in free surface flows had been conducted under con
trolled, laboratory conditions, apparently because of the paucity of faciE ties
that had been cons tru cted for such research.

This deficiency prompted considera

tion of design and construction of a small, simple apparatus for conduct of ex
periments on the s tability of the interface between turbulent flows and ice, and
on the related problem o f ice ripples.

As design of the proposed apparatus pro

gressed and those who had become involved in the project became more familiar with
the state of knowledge about flows past ice boundaries, the need and potential for
research on other aspects of river i ce be c ame eVer more apparent.

Accordingly,

the equipment being planned became progreSSively more sophisticated and versatile.
The low temperature flow facility that finally emerged from the p lanning and de
sign effort initiated by ideas springing f rom Carey's (1) paper is described in
the succeeding sections, and the experience gained to date in operating the facil
ity is briefly summarized.

DESCRIPTION OF THE FACILITY
The low temperature flow facility is depicted schematically in figure 1,
which shows the flume, pumping systems and related piping, refrigeration and heat
ing systems, and cold room.

Additional details of the facility are shown in fig

ures 2 and 3.
The working se ction of the faci lity consists of a rectangular cross section
flume, 40 ft. long, 2 ft. wide, and 1 ft. deep.

The flume is mounted on a tilting

truss supported on a pivot near the downstream end and on a motori zed jack near
the

up str~am

end; the slope can be varied from zero to 2.2 percent.

Flow enters

the flume through a vaned inlet section and moves along the working section and in
to a stationary outlet sump which is attached to the tilting flume by means of a
rubber connection.

From the sump the flow passes to the intake of an eight-inch

axial flow pump (specific speed: 12,400) which is driven by a variable speed (con
tinuous from 352 rpm to 1760 rpm) five horsepower motor, and then through the
eight-inch diameter return line, calibrated Venturi meter, flexible hose connect
ing the return line to the inlet section, and thence through the inlet and back
into the flume.

The maximum discharge attainable is 3.1 cfs.

The discharge can

be reduced to any desired value by means of the variable speed motor and removable
baffles in the sump outlet.

The speed of the pump motor is remotely controlled
2
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Schemati c rendering of the Iowa
Loy Temperature Floy Facility.
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Sectional views of t he flume .

Figure 3.

Photograph of the flume and insulated room,
viewed from the downstream end of the flume.
Note surface ice cover on the flow.
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from either inside or outside the cold room.

rne Venturi meter is equipped with

three rings of piezometer taps, which are used in various combinations to permit
use of the meter with a six-foot air-water manometer at the larger discharges
while still producing adequate re so lution at smaller discharges.
The flume walls and floor were constructed from specially fabricated steel
heat transfer plates (see cross section in fig1.U'e 2) obtained from Dean Products,
Inc. (Brooklyn, New York).

The wall and floor secti ons were received in separate,

ten-foot long pane l s, whi ch were welde d together to form a monolithic trough.

The

dimensional tolerance of the plates as received from the manufacturer was so great
that considerable effort had to be expended in straightening and aligning them.
In addition, the surfaces of the panels were so rough, as a consequence of the
welding process used in their fabrication, that extensive filling with auto-body
lead and grinding were required to achieve a hydraulically smooth surface in the
flume.

Both the large dimensional tolerances and the 31.U'face roughness were ap

parently unavoidable consequences of the manufacturing techniques used, and pose
no problems for the normal applications of these plates.

After considerable ef

fort, wholly acceptable dimensional tolerance, alignment, and boundary smoothness
were achieved.

In retrospect, however, it would have been better to have had the

plates made in the Institute shops, where better quality control could have been
maint ained from the outset.
Each ten-foot long wall and floor panel is connected separately to the cool
ant inlet and outlet manifolds.

The six coolant passages in each wall cross sec

tion consist of a pair of parallel passages which makes three traverses of the
panel length.

Each wall panel is connected to its intake and outlet manifolds by

two inlet and two outlet hoses; these are valved such that either the upper, mid
dle, or lower pair of passages, or any combination of these, may be turned off.
The twelve coolant passages in each ten-foot long floor panel are connected in
parallel.

These are connected to the same manifolds that supply coolant to the

wall panels, and are valved as shown in fig1.U'e 2.
The outside of the plates are insulated with two inches of polyurethane in
sulation board, which is covered with 3/4-inch thick plywood.

One-inch diameter

rails mounted on the flume walls support the motorized instrument carriage.

Both

the flume and the rails are supported on leveling bolts, so that the vertical
alignment of each can be adjusted.
The inside, working surface of the flume is painted with Z.R.C., a 95 percent
zinc coating manufact1.U'ed by the Sealube Company (Quincy, Mass.).

An ordinary

paint or an epoxy surfacing was not used because of its adverse effect on the heat
transfer rate between the flume boundaries and the flow.
rejected because of the warping it produces.

Hot dip galvanizing was

The only difficulty encountered to

date with this coating is that it has been pulled a:way by ice from some small
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spots over lead-filled areas.

However, the underlying lead is also non-corroding

and is similar in appearance and texture to the zinc coating, and hence this minor
peeling has posed no problem.
The coolant circulated through the flume boundaries is a 50 percent solution
of WINTER-FLO, an ethylene glycol base, rust inhibiting anti-freeze manufactured
by Union Carbide Corporation (Consumer Products Division, Tarrytown, New York).
The coolant is distributed to the flume panels by means of three inlet manifolds,
one near the center and one near each end of the flume.

After passing through the

panels the coolant is collected through the two outlet manifolds, one located at
ten feet from each end of the flume.

The piping connecting the wall and floor

panels, mani folds, coolant tank, and coolant chiller is shmm in figures 1 and 2.
The coolant chiller is a ten horsepower packaged liqUid cooling unit manufac
tured by Dunham-Bush, Inc. (West Hartford, Conn.).

The outlet temperature is

thermostatically controlled and can be maintained to within about 0.5°F at any de
sired level from 10°F to 30°F; the corresponding heat transfer capacities of the
cooler are 52,000 BTU/hr to 96,000 BTU/hr, respectively.

The liquid cooling unit

is equipped with a centrifugal pump which circulates the coolant through the chil
ler and the 500 gal. coolant storage tank.

A second centrifugal pump circulates

the coolant through the flume heat transfer panels.
dependently.

The pumps may be operated in

The design discharge for coolant was 60 gpm, with either both pumps

running and coolant circulating through the plates, chiller, and tank, or with
just the chiller unit pump circulating coolant through the chiller and tank.
The four gas-fired water heaters shown in figure 1 have a combined heat trans
fer capacity of 300,000 BTU/hr.

Their function is to neat either the flume water

or the coolant, to accelerate the melting or ablation during experiments concerned
wi th these aspects of ice behavior.
An insulated tank located outside the cold room (see figure 1) provides stor
age for chilled water.

This tank makes it possible to drain the flume, in order

to measure ice accumulation or configuration, or when the flow is stopped over
night, and later refill it with water whose temperature is only slightly above the
freezing point.
The insulated room in which the flume is installed is
wide, and 8.5 ft. high.

54 ft. long, 12 ft.

The walls and roof of the room are insulated with eight

inches of polystyrene insulation board, and the floor with four inches of poly
urethane board covered with a two inch concrete wearing surface.

The refrigera

tion system for the room consists of a 7.5 horsepower compressor (Copland, Inc.,
Sydney, OhiO), two 12,500 BTU/hr (at a temperature differential of 10°F) dual fan
evaporators (Krack Corp., Chicago, 111.), and a condensor (Larkin, Inc., Atlanta,
Ga.).

Room temperature is thermostatically controlled; temperature variations do

not exceed i 0.5°F from the thermostat setting.
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either one or both evaporator units, depending on the difference between the room
temperature and thermostat setting.

The fans of one evaporator unit operate con

tinuously (except during defrost) to maintain uniform temperature throughout the
room.

The design minimum temperature for the room was _20°F, and during a test

run with no water present in the flume a temperature of _22°F was attained.

The

minimum temperature obtained for a gi ven heat transfer rate is, of course, heav
ily influenced by the amount of water present in the flume, its temperature and
state of freezing, and the rate of evaporation from the flume water and consequent
frosting of the evaporator coils.

Room temperatures down to about _lOaF can be

obtained under all operating conditions.

Because of the high humidity in the room

the evaporator coils rapidly become ice covered.

A defrost period (during which

the coils are electrically heated) of at least twenty minutes every six hours is
required to keep the coils acceptably ice free.
The water return line, coolant lines, refrigerant lines, drain-fill
lines, etc., are all insulated as required to prevent condensation and frosting.
OPERATING EXPERIENCE WITH THE FACILITY
The Low Temperature Flow Facility was placed in operation in mid
February 1970.

During the following several weeks a series of tests was con

ducted to verify the performance of the various components and to evaluate the
overall performance of the facility.

The individual systems all met or exceeded

the design criteria, and were Judged fully satisfactory.

The integrated system

has, with one or two minor exceptions, been found to function equally as well.
With the system filled with water, the water temperature can be reduced from
about 60°F to the freezing point in about eight hours with
at 32°F and a room temperature of about OaF.
have been found in the room.

coolant circulating

No measurable temperature gradients

The coolant undergoes a temperature rise of 0° to

0.5°F, depending on the state of boundary icing and the coolant-water tempera
ture difference, in passing through the heat transfer panels, and the water tem
perature difference between the two ends of the flume has never been found to ex
ceed 0.02°F.

No problems have arisen from icing of the pump, Venturi meter, etc.

When the flume water is being circulated and cooled, by either the
coolant or lowered room temperature, or both, the water temperature decreases at
an ever diminishing rate until a small amount of supercooling occurs.
supercooling does not exceed 0.05°F.

In general

A suspension of frazil ice then forms and

circulates through the system, and the water temperature rapidly recovers to
the ice point.

The frazil ice significantly diminishes the discharge.

The frazil

ice concentration decreases as frazil is replaced by surface ice, which forms
outward from the flume walls. or by boundary-fast ice. or by both. depending on
how the water is being cooled.

During the early stages of surface

8
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formation it accumulates

~lightly

faster just downstream from the inlet sections,

a consequence no doubt of the increased heat transfer rate across the surface ac
companying the higher turbulence intensity of the flow as it emerges from the re
turn pipe and inlet section.

The ice thickness also tends to be slightly greater

near the flume walls, because of the heat transfer from the water through the met
al plates to the air.

AB the surface ice cover thickens, it tends to become quite

uniform along the length of the flume, and the increased thickness near the flume
walls extends no more than one or two inches into the flow.
When boundary-fast ice is being formed, by circulating low temperature cool
ant through the wall and floor panels, the ice forms at a uni·form rate along the
flume except for reaches extending two or three inches upstream and downstream
from the joints between adj acent ten-foot long heat transfer panels.

The coolant

passages do not extend over these joints, and hence the heat transfer rate between
the water and the coolant is locally diminished.

This local suppression of bound

ary ice formation is greatest during the initial stages of formation, and decreases
as the ice thickens.

For example, when the ice thickness is approximately 0.5

inches at a point some distance away from a joint, the ice accumulation over the
j

oint may be only 0.3 inches.

But when the general ice thi ckness has increased to

3 inches, the thickness over the boundary will be 2.8 inches or more.

When sur

face ice is being formed by means of reduced air temperature, without coolant cir
culating through the pipe, a small amount of boundary-fast ice may form in the vi
cinity of the joints because of the heat leak between the air and the flume bound
aries through the coolant pipes (see cross section in figure 2).

The amount of

boundary ice so formed is generally inconsequential, and has posed no problem in
the experiments conducted thus far.

This effect can be substantially reduced by

placing insulated covers over the valves and ends of the pipe nipples attached to
the boundary panels.
A slight hydraulic difficulty arose from minor lateral surging in the down
stream sump.

The sump is ten inches wider than the flume; this prOVision was made

to accommodate the rubber coupling which attaches the stationary sump to the tilt
able flume.

The rather large, vertical axis, separation eddies generated at the

abrupt expansion where the flow passes from the flume into the sump tended to be
unstable, and to concentrate first on one side and then the other of the sump.
This surging produced a small, periodic fluctuation in water surface elevation
which propagated upstream.

The objectionable surging has been eliminated by means

of two partitions, one aligned with each flume wall, placed in the sump.

The par

ti tions are attached to the sump and extend apprOximately two inches below the
level of the flume floor at the downstream end.

This arrangement permits the

slope of the flume to be changed even when the surface is covered with ice (the
ice in the vicinity of the rubber connection being relatively thin and easily
broken by the motion of the flume relative to the sump), and also provides a smoot!:
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flow transition from the flume into the sump.
Several tY1'es of experiments have been conducted to date.

Briefly, these are

as follows:
1. The formation of ice ripples.

A la;yer of ice has been frozen on the flume

floor, and a turbulent flow then passed over it to investigate the conditions
leading to instability of the ice-water interface.
2. The stability of ice Jams.
water.

A la;yer of surface ice was formed over still

The surface ice was then broken into pieces of relatively uniform

size but random shape.

The critical velocity at which the cover of broken

ice becomes unstable has been determined for different flow depths, ice
thicknesses, etc.
3. The re-formation of ice after passage of an ice breaker.
ice is formed on still water.

A layer of surface

A uniform channel four to six inches wide is

then cut in the ice with a saber saw, and the ice cut from the channel is
either removed or fragmented and allowed to remain in place.

The rate and

characteristics of re-formation of the surface ice, and the rate of thicken
ing of the adjacent ice are measured.

4.

Characteristics of ice during formation.

Detailed observations have been

made on the patterns and other characteristics of surface ice as it forms
outward from the flume boundaries.
5. Development of analytical frameworks.

The first three of the foregoing re

search areas are being accompanied by efforts to develop analytical IlPdels to
explain the observed phenomena.
CONCLUSIONS
The Iowa Low Temperature Flow Facility, designed and constructed over the
past two years and recently put into operation, has proven to be a useful and ver
satile apparatus for conduct of research on a variety of problems related to river
ice.

The only difficulties encountered to date with the unit are the slight non

uniformi ty of boundary-fast ice formation over the joints between the heat trans
fer panels from which the flume boundaries were constructed, and minor peeling of
the zinc-base coating from some of the lead filled areas of the flume.
If the flume were being constructed again, the heat transfer plates would be
fabricated from stainless-clad steel, and the coolant passages would be made con
tinuous over the whole length of the flume, alternate passages carrying flow in
opposite directions to minimize temperature nonuniformity along the length of the
flume.

It is believed that these IlPdifications would overcome the only difficul

ties that have arisen.
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Discussion of
THE IOWA LOW TEMPERATURE FLOW FACILITY

.Q.

(T. Carstens, Norway).

The Iowa Ice Flume is a very sophisticated

piece of equipment, and a major step forward in experimental lab ice re
search.

I am speculating on the future of experimental ice facilities.

Will it duplicate the trend in open channel flow, especially with wave
problems, towards wi der and larger flow areas?
A.

(Kennedy).

Future facilities of this type will, no doubt, be

increasingly larger.

I suppose this reflects human nature; each investi

gator wants his facility to be in some way better, or at least larger,
than those that went before it.
in a very scientific manner:

In the present case the size was selected

we built the largest facility we could with

the available funds 1 This was really not consistent with my general dislike
of large experimental facilities; I greatly prefer cleverly conceived, small,
"table-top" facilities.

However, in the present case we foresaw many experi

ments, including work on ice breaking, formation of surface ice at moderately
higb Froude and Reynolds numbers, etc., which necessitate a large facility.

Q.

(B. Michel, Canada).

Could you describe more precisely the hydraulic

characteristics of the flume and the tests you are doing now on formation
of ice covers?
A.

(Kennedy).

The hydraulic characteristics of the facility are described

rather completely in the printed paper.

As

noted there, it has a maximum

discharge capacity of 3.1 cfs and slope variable from zero to 2.2 percent.
The tests presently underway are also enumerated in the printed paper.

In

addition, we plan soon to undertake tests on the forces exerted on a cylinder
moving through a continuous ice cover.
Q.

(P. Tryde, Denmark).

Have you used the IBM 1800 Computer both as a

data logging system and process controller?
A.

(Kennedy).

To date we have used the computer system primarily as a

data logging and/or analysis system.

We are just at this moment installing

process interrupt features and a digital-to-analog converter which will
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enable us to use the facility as a process controller, which Yill feed
back informati on to experiments and alter the controllable variables as
data are received from the experiment and interpreted.
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Ontario Hydro is investigating, es an International Hydrologic Decade proj
ect, the formation end action of ice in the upper Niagere River with special
reference to anchor ice and other underweter ice forms.

Such ice at times

causes a considerable reduction in the flow of the river end a corresponding
reduction in hydro-electric power production.

The Meteorological Branch

(Department of Transport, Canada) is also investigating the energy balence of
the same reach of river and its relation to the production of surface ice in
particular.

Instrumentation for both projects are essentially similar and the

two entities were able to co-ordinate their reqUirements.

Only a note mention

ing the location of meteorological instruments provided by the Meteorological
Branch is given here since a description of these has been given elsewhere.
This paper chiefly concerns itself with a survey of the instruments used to
measure and record water temperature and eqUipment to facilitate the observetion
of frazil and anchor ice in the naturel water environment.
Dans Ie cadre de la

D~cennie

Hydrologique Internationale l'Hydro-Ontario

etudie la formation et l'effet de la glace dens les eau~ du Niagara superieur.
Cette glece cause
rivi~re,

a

certains moments une r~duction consid~rable du d~bit de la

reduisant per consequent la production d'energie hydroelectrique.

La

Direction de la M~t~orologie canedienne etudie ~gelement Ie bilan energetique
du Niagara ainsi que son rapport
particulier.

a la

formation de la glace superficialle en

L'appareillage pour ces deux projets etant du me me genre, les

deux organismes ont pu coordonner leurs commandes.

Les appareils meteorolo

giquee eteient fournis par la Direction de la Meteorologie.

L'expose traite

principalement les instruments de mesure et d'enregistrement de la temperature
de l'eeu et l'eppareillege utilise pour l'observation du frazil et de la glace
de fond dans l'eeu qui constitue leur milieu naturel.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
Coinciding with the establishment of the International Hydrologic Decade

(I.H.D.) sponsored by UNESCO, Ontario Hydro had an intere s t in a study to inves
tigate the formation and action of anch or and other underwater ice forms and
their influence on the hydraulic regime of the river.

The Upper Niagara River

covering the reach from the outlet of Lake Erie to the International Control
Structure upstresm of Niagara Falls was selected as the area for inve s tigation.
Figure I is a map of the study area showing the main geographic features
important to the investigation.
The Meteorological Branch (Department of Transport, Canada) was also con
sidering a study of the energy balance on a river during the winter period as an
I.H.D. project and the Niagara River satisfied their requirements.

Accordingly,

a basis for co-ordination was agreed upon such that the Meteorological Branch
would supply and install instrumentation dealing with the atmospheric environment
and Ontario Hydro would provide and install instrumentation dealing with the
water environment and carry out the routine instrument maintenance and observa
tional functions es well a s the ice investigation and experimental progrems.
Observations on frazil and bottom ice formation and programs involving water
temperature cross-section surveys, water velocities snd many other investigations
were carried out from the ice breaker "Niagara Queen", (Photograph 1).

The

ve s sel's normal function is to clear ice above the Control Dam, however, numer
ous opportunities were afforded when the

'~ueen"

could be used for ice investiga

tion purposes.
2.

METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION
A description of the meteorological instruments, the type of installation

and their location in 1966 is given in an I.H.D. report (Cork and Chapil - 1966),
(1) by the Meteorological Branch.
were made to expand the network.

In subs equent years, further installations
A table (Figure 2) used, in conjunction with the

map (Figure 1) indicates the location of instruments employed during the 1970 ice
seas on.
3.

HYDROMETRIC INSTRUMENTATION
An important part of the study is tha quantitative determination of the

retardation effects on river flow caused by the formation of ice on the bed of
the river channels.

For this purpose, data on water levels and flows are neces

sary to make these assessments.

A discussion of the instrumentation involved is

beyond the scope of this paper except to point out that the location of water
level gauges in the Upper Niagara ere shown in Figure

and the Buffalo and Fort

Erie gauges ere used to determine the outflow of Lake Erie.
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METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTATION
Location

Parameter Measured

Type of Instrument

Buffalo

Wind

Anemograph

Fort Erie

Air Temperature

Th e rmograph

Air Temperature

Max-Min Thermometer

Pumphouse

Guess Boat Dock

Humidi ty

Hygrograph

Precipitation

Recording Gauge

Precipitation

Standard Rain Gauge

Radiation

Recording Net
Radiometer

Navy Island

Tower Island

River Control
Office

Air Temperature

Thermograph

Air Temperature

Ma x-Min Thermometer

Humidity

Hygrograph

Air Temperature

Thermograph

Air Temperature

r~ax-r1in

Humidity

Hygrograph

Thermometer

Precipitation

Recording Gauge

Wind

Anemograph

Air Temperature

Thermograph

Air Temperature

Max-Min Thermometer

Humidity

Hygrograph

Wind

Anemometer: Centre of Dam
Anemograph R.C.O.

Radiation

Sensor Pier 2
Recorder R.C.O.

Ice Breaker

Radiation

Recording Net

(Niagara Queen)

Radiometer

Figure 2
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4.

WATER TEMPERATURE
A knowledge of water temperatures is fundamental to an under s tanding of the

mechanism of ice formation be it surface, frazil or bottom (anchor) ice and the
calculation of energy exchange s .

The precision of meas urement must be of a high

order especially at the freezing point to obtain meaningful data.
Open Scale Electric Water Thermometers
Two instruments have been employed a s a standard for calibrating thermographs
and other thermometers as well as for meas uring point temperatures beneath the
ice in Lake Erie and at other locations (Photograph 2).
The deSign, developed by the Research Division of Ontario Hydro, uses a

ther~

istor sensing probe in conjunction .with a wheatstone bridge manually balanced by
operating three resista nce decade switches using an integrated amplifier and 1 rna
meter as a null detector.

The instruments are fully portable and interchangeable

as between sensors and require a 9-volt amplifier battery and two 0 size, 1t-volt
cells for the bridge.
Two styles of probe have been made.

One, for general use, is composed of

four thermistors connected in series with a nominal total resistance of 23,000
ohms at DoC.

The other probe designed specifically for use in frazil ice studies

is quite fragile and consists of a single 22,606 ohm at DoC thermister mounted in
a polycarbonate housing with the thermister bead covered with a very thin coating
of polyvinyl chloride.
The instruments are capable of measuring water temperatures with an accurac y
of about ~ O.OOsoC or better at the freezing point.

The speed of response to

temperature change is quite rapid for both sensors, however, care must be taken
when using the four-bead probe to ensure thet the water velocity is adequate to
remove the heat from the rather large head.
Water Temperature Recorders
Permanent Installations. - Two water temperature recorder s are installed at
either end of the river reach in electrically heated shelters.

One is located at

the Niagara queen Boat Dock upstream of the Control structure, the output being
telemetered to the Control Dam.

The other is at Guess Boat Dock in Fort Erie.

Photographs of the installation at Gue s s Boat Dock illustrate in Photograph 3,
the· recorders for water temperature and net radiation and in Photograph 4 the
instrument shelter and radiometer mounting •
. The recorders are self-balancing direct current bridge instruments requir
ing a 60 hertz, .115 volt supply.
platinum

~esistance

· and boc tb +30 oC.

bulbs.

The

t~mperature

sensors are 100 ohm at DoC

Two temperature ranges are provided, _laC to + 2 °C

An automatic range change switch is incorporated to operate

at about 1·.8°C, . however, the range can be selected manually.

Provision has been

made to check .the electrical calibration by incorporating a switch and circuitry
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to give an indication at DoC and 100C.
The recording accuracy of the system is nominally ~ O.OloC aver the three
degree range and O.loe aver the 3D-degree range.

By careful calibration and

frequent checking, recordings of water temperature near the freezing paint appear
to be well within the ~ O.Oloe tolerance.
Portable and Semi-Portable. - A Bristol twa-paint recorder of basically similar
design to the foregoing was acquired to record temperatures at two depths simulta
neously, (Photograph 5).

This instrument is used on board the "queen" for many

investigations such as recording water temperatures while in motion for water
temperature surveys across sections of the river, or when anchored, for frazil
and bottom ice investigations.

Fortunately the "queen" provides a well regulated

60 hertz, 11S-volt power supply which is required by the recorder.
and interesting recordings of water temperature were obtained.

Many useful

It has also been

used to record water temperature from a moving boat which did not have an alter
nating current supply.
an inverter.

Power was provided

by 12-volt lead-acid batteries through

Rather poor performance was experienced due to inverter frequency

stability problems.
The instrument employs 200 ohm platinum resistance elements in the probes
using a heavy duty 3-wire transmission cable.

Three ranges are provided consist

ing of _05°e to 1.SoC, 0 to 20°C and 10 to 30°C.

The instrument has an accuracy

of ! O.OloC on the narrow range and! 0.1°C on the 20°C ranges.
prints a black or red dot every eight seconds, one for each

The recorder

senso~

probe.

The drawing, Figure 3, below is an example of the results obtained from a
cross-section survey using the thermograph.

The water temperature is recorded

during several traverses of the channel with the sensors mounted 4 feet (120 cm)
apart in the vertical.

For each successive traverse, the sensor assembly is

lowered to a greater depth by 10 foot (300 cm) increments.
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A second completely portable recording thermometer wes racently acquired.
The Research Division of Ontario Hydro carried out the design to modify an Ester
line Angus Port-A-Graph Potentiometer recorder employing e thermistor for temper
ature sensing.

The recorder can operate from a 60 ·Hertz, 115-volt supply, 1t-volt

dry cells, rechargeable niCKel-cadmium cells (built-in charger) or external 12
volt automotive battery.

The power consumption is only 2 .8 VA.

Twelve chart

speeds from 20 to 360 mm per minute and 14 voltage spans from 2 mV to 50 V can be
selected by front panel controls.

Four temperature ranges are provided from range

_0.1°C to 0.9°C to range _1°C to 9°e.
The instrument (Photograph 6), was installed at the Buffalo Water Intake to
record temperature of water leaving Lake Erie from beneath the ice sheet at the
Ice Boom.

It was also used in a number of experiments involving the detection

and formetion of frazil ice.
5.

UNDERWATER ICE OBSERVATION EQUIPMENT
Underwater Lighting
An underwater lamp (Photograph 7) was obtained to provide nighttime illumina

tion for observing and photographing frazil and anchor ice formations.

The l a mp

is mounted on the "Queen" by an assembly permitting four degrees of freedom of
movement (Photograph 8).

It is provided with Fairings and is sufficiently robust

that it can be used while the "Queen" is in motion up to a speed of about 3 feet
(one meter) per second.
Bottom Ice Collector Trays
Wire screen trays were placed on the bottom of the river to detect the
presence of anchor ice.

Three or four were placed acros s a section which were

lifted early in the morning for examination.

Figure 4 is e schematic drawing

illustrating deployment of the ice collector tray in the water.

A photograph of

the component parts of the assembly is included with the drawing.
Frazil Ice Strainer and Sampler
A number of experiments were carried out to detect the presence of frazil ice
crystals in the flowing water.

A frazil ice strainer (Photograph 9), was employed

which could be lowered to a selected depth and the door on the upstream face
opened for a short period in order to strain out ice on the screen.

The a s sembly

was raised out of the water and the screen removed and examined.
A frazil ice sampler (Photograph 10) was used in experiments attempting to
quantify the amount of ice in a fixed (1 litre) volume of water.

The device was

lowered to a selected depth, the sample of ice and water obtained and the sampler,
after retrieval examined.

Internal temperature was recorded during the process.
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6.

CONCLUSION
In addition to the more important instruments described above, a number of

pieces of equipment were produced and used for various experiments which for lack
of space cannot be included hers.
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Photograpn 1 - Ice Breaker "Niegara Queen"
Length - 45 feet (13. 7 m), beam - 15 feet (460 cm),
draught - 3 feet (1 m)

Photograph 2 - Open Scale Electric Water Thermometer.
Two thermister probes are sh own:

one conteining 4

thermisters, the other a single thermister.
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Photograph 3 - Water Temperature and Radiation Recorders.
Housed instrument shelter at Guess Boat Dock, Fort Erie.
Shelter heated by 115 volt, 60 Hertz heater.

Photograph 4 - Instrument Shelter a nd Net Radiometer Mounting.
At Guess Boat Doc k.
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Ph ot ograph 5 - Two Point Water Temperature Recorder.

Photograph 6 - Portable Water Temperature Recorder.
Housed in plywood box.

Heat provided · by

th8rmost~tically

controlled, sealed combustion chamber, propane heatet. Elec
tric power supplied by 4, 12 volt Lead-acid batteries; total
capacity 280 empere hours yealding 35-40 days operation.
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Photograph 7 - Underwater Lamp.
Four 115 Volt sealed flood Lamps of 300 watts each mountad
on ~ inch (13 mm) plaxig1ass shaat enclosed by plywood
hou s ing.

Note fairings to provide streamlining.

Photograph B - Unaarwater Lamp.
Lamp shown as mountad on "Quean".

Used in water dapths up

to 6 to 8 feet (2 to 3 metars).
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Phot ograph 9
Frazil Ice Strainer
Shaet metal box, 12 inches
(30 cm) cube with hinged doo r
at upstream end and removable
screen (lmm mesh) at downstream
end.

Note large tail fin and

weight to stabilize unit in
current.

Phot ograph 10
Frazil Ice Sampler
Plexiglass c ontsiner, contents
1 litre.

Port at top opened

by cam arrangement actuated by
lanyard from ice breaker deck.
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Discussion by

MR. G.D. ASHTON

In the field measurement program recently conducted in Iowa,sub zero water
temperatures were measured but in all cases the corresponding ice points made
using river water samples were at slightly lower temperatures.

There was little,

if any frazil ice in the flow at these times.
In leboratory experiments the water temperature generally decreased to
-0.02 to -0.03°C before the initial formation of frazil ice in the flow.

Upon

the formation of the frazil the temperature increased to a value very near DoC,
in a manner similar to the behavior described in detail by Carstens in reporting
experiments conducted at Trondheim.

In one case the temperature decreased to

-0.5°C at which time there was a sudden massive formation of frazil.

The con

ditions under which this unusual super coaling occurred have since been repeated
but the large super coaling has nat again been observed.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
It is true that the ice paint of natural waters is somewhat below DoC but
it is probably nat lower than -0.005°C for Niagara River water.
Observations in the Niagara River indicate that frazil ice appears in the
surface layer of water when its temperature became super, coaled to about -O.OloC.
Water temperatures as low as -0.07°C which is I believe a theoretical lower limit
have been recorded at 2.5 m . depth in very cold weather.
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Discussion by

MR. T.M. DICK

Mr. Arden asked in his presentation if other investigators had obtained
temperature readings a few hundredths of a degree below the freezing point of
water.
In the course of a survey taken on behalf of the Hydraulic Section at the
National Research Council, a thermistor calibrated to o.DloF was

i~stalled

fast flowing outlet from the Lake of Two Mountains in the ottawa River.

in a

The

velocities were too high to allow the formation of an ice cover at the thermistor
location but immediately upstream, the flow emerged from under a continuous ice
cover. The air tempereture was low e.g. -20 to -3o oF. Water temperatures
slightly below zero were detected.

The equipment was checked and found to be in

order .
The condition did occur more than once but not sufficiently often to relieve
doubts as to the correctness of the measurements.

At the time it was thought

that slight super cooling could have been present but it was just as likely to be
a slight malfunction of the equipment.

In summary, at the time, the super cooling

effect was considered not proven.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Near the close of my presentation, I was explaining that ice crystals
forming on the sensor tip causes the indicated temperature to be higher than the
true water temperature with a tendency to indicate DoC after a period of time.
The question then posed was whether we can be abSOlutely sure of the correctness
of our temperature measurements and how can the problem of icing be overcome.

r suggested that this would be investigated further in the Niagara River.
Mr. Dick's comment I believe reinforces my position in this regard.
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FLOW HEASURENENTS OF ICE-COVERED RI VERS ON HOlEKAIDO
LE JAUGEAGE DES COORS D'EAU GELiS EN BOKKAIDO

Koji Oha shi, Managi ng Director

Hokka id o Electric PO>ler Co.

Sapporo

Tadashi Hamada , Civil Engineer

Civil Engineering Depar tment

J apan

The authors describe the methods and r esults of the ice-covered river flow
measuremen ts carr ied out in the s tree.IJlB tli th co mpara ti vely small catchment e.rea
on Hokka ido, Ja¥"n .

They study th e i nt er r elatio nship among vel ocity di stri 

but i on , irregu l arity seen i n the cross-sectional fo rm and r ougluless coeff i cient
of st ream flotl under the ice cover , and assume t hat roughn e ss of the unde r sia e of
the ice cover depends upon the hy r a ulic and cl i mati c condi t ions as well
form effect of the river sectio n.

~6

the

The nec ess i ty of conducting fu rt her field

measurements is emphas ized to es tab lish the correlation pres c rib i ng ro ughness
factor under the ice COver .

Les aut eurs exposent la me thode et les re sul tats des
d'esu recouverts de glace pour des rui sse u.

oat I e

rel at ivement pe t i ts dans I s r egion du dokka ido, Ja pon.
qui existe ent r e I s l'epa r t i tion de

j auge~ges

des cours

bas ins ver sa nts sont
lI s e tudi en t Is relation

vi t e s e , les variat i ons de la forme de l a

section transversa l I e de la couche de gl a ce du t orrent et Ie coef f icient de
r ugosite de la face inferieure de Is couche de gl ace .

lIs supposent que la

r ugosite de Is face i nf erieure de pend des condi t ions hydrau1i que et climatique
aussi bien que de l'effe t de 1a forme de 1a s ect ion du t orrent .
sur 1a ne cessite de con ti nuer

a

Et i1s i ns i s tent

recueil1ir d ' au tres donne es s ur 1e terra in a fin

d ' evaluer l'importance q .le joue Ie facte ur de rugosite de l a face inferieure de
1a couche de gl ace.
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1.

Ice-Covered Rivers on Hokkaido
Hokkaido lies at the northern extremity of Japan, a nd is situat ed between

41' Nand 46· N.

In wintertime from December to t~rch, cold Siberian high atmos

pheric pressure rule s the isla nd, and the resulting coldness causes mo st of the
rivers to be frozen.
Of 34 rivers and streams of which fl ow measurements a re periodically carried
out by the Hokkaido Electric Power Co., the state of i ce-cover formatio n is as
sho,m in Fig. 1.

As seen in Fig. 1, ice i s not all<ays formed over all rivers on

Hokkaido , and this may be expla ined by

v , ~iou s

reas ons such as air temperature,

s now fall, Froude number, the inflow of vol canic underground water, the peak
regula tio n of up- s tream hydro-power s tations wit h daily di scharge of water, and
so forth.
2.

Flow Measurements of Ice-Covered Rivers
In t he instance of large rivers wit h complete ice cover, certai n resea rchers

sta te that the ice cover mOves up and dO>ffi wi h the change of flo" disc harge,

t hat the underside of the ice cover is smooth, and that the underside of the
ice cover sho ws a good correlation wi t h flow d i s cha r g e.

However, in the instance

of rivers and streams , med i um or minor in size, as we have found on Hokkaido, the
ice leve l does no t sho\; a good correlation with flo'" dischar e, since the ice
fo rms a bridge or an arch over the wa t er s ur f a c e a nd a space is formed be tween
ice and >later.

Some time s -.· a t er runs do>m over t ile ice, an

in most cases the

underside surface of the ice cover is extremely rough and irr egul a r because of
the variety in fo rma t ive processes of the ice.
In order to make accurat e strea mf lo >l measureme nts in the ice covered rivers,
therefore, it is not sui table to rely upon the wat er level, but to carry out
minu te velocity measurements at suitable interva ls.

For thi s reason, it is our

established practice to make a series of streamf l ow measu rements by using current
mete r s through hole s in the ice at adequa te i ntervals , quite the same >laY as in
t he stream "Ii thout ice cover (see Fig. 2).
3.

Velocity Distribution in Ice-Cove red Streams
vlhen i ce covers a stream, the stream bec ome s a closed conduit with 10,le r

veloCity/discha r ge for the s ame cross-sectional area of the stream flow in the
non-free zing seasons.
We conducted measurements at several gauging stat ions duri ng l as t "Iinter
( 1969-70 ) , and compared the results with t hos e

hat had been measured in non

free z ing sea sons at the same place on the rivers, and furthermore, with a lmost
equal flo>l section .

Some typical examples

2

zoe shown i n Tab l e 1.

1.4

For almost eq ua l cross-sectional area, the discharge decrease in the ice

%as

covered s treams ranges 3- 29
in Table 1.

compared with the non-freezing seasons, as seen

Furthermore, the velocity distrib ution curves of the i ce- covered

streams are co nsiderab l y diff erent from those of non-free z ing free flow, as shown
in Figs . 3 and 4 , a nd the chan ge in the vel oc ity distribution curves seems to
bec ome appreciably greater as the stream becomes s maller.
Table 1.
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1

Chitoh

2 , 505

85.69

.498
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A1 AV

---Q,

2

Setose

876

16 . 97

.374

6 . 37

16 . 54

.336

5 . 55

-10

3

Sahoro

237

7.62

.465

3 . 55

6. 74

.4 20

2 . 82

-10

4

Ishi kari

294

7 .46

.5 29

3. 95

8 .01

. 516

4.13

-3

*

Figures in this column were computed by the following formula , because the
water stages and sectional area s were not s t rict l y the same in the meas ure
ments:
A L AV

Q,

4.

Q,

A Cons i deration on Ro ughness Factor
As stated above , the discharge in the ice-covered stream co nsiderably

decreases as compared with the non- freezing , open surface flow.

We find an

extreme example of the discharge decrease amount ing to nearl y 30

%.

In orde r to explain such remarkable dec rease of flo>! disc harge, ;;e counted
the roughness fac tor (!-ianni ng's n ) of the Wlderside of t he i ce cover .
Wat er flow Wlder ice-cover i s repres ent ed as f ollows by Pavrovski

1)

:

, 'l

h,

( n, In,) .

H

1 + (n./n,)"l

3
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I

J
"here H is the full depth , hI is the depth
from the river bed to the Vmax point , n1 is
Manning's roughness coefficient of the
river bed, and n

2
of the ice cover .

is that of t he underside
H

Formula ( 1 ) " ill be tran sformed :
- . . . . - - (2)

Accepting Pavrovski' s formula, >Ie can obtain 02 by using. n1 that are co m
pu t ed fro m the obs er vat ions i n the no n- f r eezi ng se
obtained ar e
Ta ble 2 .

s shown i

ons , and the val es

2 thus

Table 2 .

Comparison of n 1 and n 2
Aver age
n2

G«ugi ng
No. sta tion
1

Chi toh

0 . 04 1 (L) (14) (18 ) ( 26 ) ( 34 ) (42) (54 ) (66 ) (78) (90) (102
02 31
35
41
29
41
25
23
20
27
21

2

Setose

0 . 046

(L)
n2

( 9 ) (13 ) (17) (21) (25 ) (29) (33)
(}2
42
32
39
35
45
57

-

-

2..:Qi2.

3 iSahoro

0 . 040

(L) (12 ) (14 ) (16) (IS ) (20 ) ( 22 ) (24 ) (26 )
n 2 19
18
18
17
20
29
14
25

-

-

0 . 020

(L) (16 ) (18 ) (20 ) (22 ) (24 ) (26 ) ~ ( 28 ) (30)
I shikari Q.,Q2i n
12
15
15
15 17 17
13
2 21

-

-

0 . 016

4

-

-

~~oning ' s

0 . 029

r o gnness coefficient of r iver- bed , measured

in non- fr eez ing seasons.
Mann i ng ' s r oughness coeff i cient of und er side of ice-cover,
camp t ed f rom Pavr ovski ' s formu l a .
Di stance i n meters between measur ed point an

L

Scrutiniz ing Table 2
1).

~T ill

show

several interes ing f a cts :

The va lues n 2 are very variab le even in the same section of
station .

Th s , n

=
2

0 . 020~

or i gin .

he gaugi ng

0.041 around the average 0.029 for Chitoh G.S.,

n 2 = 0.032 ~ 0 .062 arolmd 0 . 045 f or Se t ose G. S. , n = 0.0 1 4~ 0.029 around
2
0 . 020 for Saha ra G.S., and H2 = 0.0l2~0 . 0 21 aro und 0 . 016 for I shikari C.S .
2) .

The unders ide roughness of ice cover va ri es wi el y in va lue, 0 .016,,-, 0.045 ,
while the roughness of river bed is a lmost the same ,

3) .

0.034~

0 . 046 .

I n spite of the appa rent irregular fo rm of the underside ice cover , n /n ~
2 l
0 . 5~ 1 and n (n .
It s hould be noted t ha t i n s ome cas es n ~ 01'
2
1
2

4

1. 4

As seen in Fig• . 3 and 4 , the flow s ection und er the ice cover is appreciab l y
irregular, which s ugges ts that certain form irregularity effect may be included
into the value n 2 . But, ex,,::. ining t he me:..s :,,:'ed d : . ~a at Ishikari and Chitoh
gauging stations as shown in FigS.3 and 4 as well a s in Tab le 2, 'ie find that n

2

a t I shikari is s ma l ler than that at Chitoh, though the sectio na l form at
I Shikari is far more irregular than that at Chitoh.

It upsets our expectation

of finding a direct co rrela tio n betw een f or :'. irregul ar ity a nd roug)1ness factor of
the underside of the ice cove r.
I n order to expl a in th e problem mo re c learly , we mus t take into account the
more abuodant, accurate observa t ion results of the hydraulic and climati c con
dit ions which may af f ect the r oughness factor of the underside of the ice cover .
Suc h observa tio n i s, to ou r regret, insufficient so far .

I t is necessary f or us

to carry out further field measurements on various gauging s t ations under
different conditions in order to establish a correla ti on to prescribe the rough
ness factor under the ice cover.

Reference s
1)

V.I. Sinot in, "On the vel oc ity di stributio n in an i c e- covered river fl o,,",
Gid rot ekhnic he skoye •. t roitel'stvo, No .2, 1967 (in Russian).
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On paper by Ohashi, K. and Ha mada, T.
DISCUSSION by Coley, Ron W.
The authors conclude that the depth at which the maximum velocity occurS
(hI) depends on the flow turbulence due to the irregular form of the underside of
the ice-cover in addition to the roughness coefficient of both the river bed and
the unde rside of the ice.
I wish to suggest that the point of maximum velocity is also influenced by
the effec t of secondary currents i n a manner similar to the effect of secondary
currents in open channel flow.
The variation of t he roughne ss coefficient fo r ice, n2, across the channel
i s not surprising as it is reasonable to assume that t he roughness can vary
across the underside of the i ce in a manner similar to the variation of roughness
acro ss a channel bed.
DISCUSSION by Yamao ka, I.
I agree with Mr. Coley's comments tha t s ugge sted t he effect of secondary
currents and pOinted out the similarity of the transverse variation of two
roughness coefficients for ice cover and channel bed.

And I suppose the authors

misused or mistranslated the term of turbulent flow instead of the secondary
flow with trans verse velocity components in the ori ginal paper of the preprints.
(The authors have corrected some contradictions in their original paper and
have made better changes to make their idea c lear after careful reco ns ideration.
They are gra t eful for the useful discussion and suggestion by the reviewer and
Mr . Coley.)
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CALCULATION OF FRAZI LICE PRODUCTION

Sigmundur Freysteinsson,
Civil Engineer

Thoroddsen and
Reykjavik, Iceland
Partners,
Consulting Engineers

SYNOPSIS
In certain important reaches of some Icelandic rivers the ice
production is predominantly frazil ice that is incessantly
carried downstream.
Calculations of the frazil ice discharge
are of importance in connection with design and energy
production studies and ice forecasts for planning operations.
Methods for such calculations have been developed and good
agreement between calculated and observed ice discharge
has been obtained at the Surfell dam site on the Thjorsa River.
This paper contains a description and discussion of the
various factors that form the basis for such calculations
with special reference to the Surfell dam site.

2.1

INTRODUCTION

The most serious ice problems at some potential power plant
sites in the Thjorsa River System, Southern Iceland, and
some other Icelandic rivers as well, are because of enormous
quantities of frazil ice produced in reaches which remain
open throughout the winter. These problems will be ' most
pronounced at run-of-the-river power plants where accumulations
of frazil ice might block the intakes for longer or shorter
periods. The Burfell Power Plant, the first and, as yet,
the only power plant on the Thjorsa River System is an
excellent example of this type. A part of the river discharge
is here used to flush the frazil ice over a specially constructed
diversion dam (described in a paper by G. Sigurdsson (1) ).
Calculations of the ice production at such sites are of
considerable importance, e.g. for predictions to plan the
operation from day to day, and not less in energy production
studies as the water used for flushing ice is lost for power.
During the last few years we have been trying to develop methods
for such calculations and compared to the complexity of the
problem the results are very good. A description of our
approach to these calculations for the Burfell dam site are
given below. For general description of the rivers and their
ice conditions the reader is referred to a paper by S. Rist (2).

BASIS FOR ICE PRODUCTION CALCULATIONS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO THE BURFELL DAMSITE
Calculations of the amount of ice that reaches this site
are practicable because overwhelming part of the ice
produced upstream is frazil ice that is carried downstream
incessantly.
The main factors that must be known in order to carry out
these calculations are the following:
1.

The heat exchanges between the river and the atmosphere .

2.

The size of the open water area upstream from the Site.

3.

The temperature and discharge of the rivers where they
enter the open water area and the temperature and
magnitude of groundwater inflow,

4.

The heat from frictional heating and conduction from the
river bed.

5.

The amount of ice that accumulates upstream as anchor
ice, ice jams etc.

These factors will now be discussed briefly separately.

2

2.1

Heat exchanges
In the first estimates of ice production on the Thjorsa River
the old form~las of Dr. Olaf Devik (3) for the heat loss
from the river surface were used. During investigations
1964-66 these formulas seemed to give too little heat loss
and revised formulas based on measurements in calorimeters
have been used for a few years (4).
In October 1968 direct measurements of the heat loss from a
small river near Reykjavik were undertaken; The water
temperature was continuously recorded at two places about
1 km distant. Meteorological observations with recording
instruments for air temperature, humidity, wind velocity and
wind direction were made at the river. The flow velocity
between the thermometers was determined with the salt velocity
method. The heat loss was calculated from the rate of change
in water temperature during cooling by simplified equations (4).
A comparison between measured and calculated heat loss
(1-2 hours means) is shown on fig. 1. The calculated values
should be expected to be higher than the measured because
parts of the measured reach of the river were more sheltered
than the meteorological station and other reasons, but
nevertheless the revised Devik formulas seem to give sUbstanti
ally too high values. A reasonable good agreement is obtained
by using Russian formulas (Rymsha-Donchenko) for the heat loss
by evaporation and convection. These formulas have been used
with encouraging results in U.S.A. (5) and we are now using
them, but further investigations into these matters are planned.
The set of equations for the heat loss from a water surface,
now in use by us, is given in an appendix . The influence of
snow on the ice discharge, especially blowing snow during
blizzards can be substantial. This is not taken into account
in the calculations. But as days with blowing snow are
usually few during the winter and the ice production because
of heat exchanges is often also great on these same days,
this does not seriously depreciate the calculations. It is,
of course, necessary to have meteorological observations at
the rivers where ice production is to be calculated. From
temporary meteorological observations at various places
along the Thjorsa and Tungnaa Rivers (6) it has been established
that there is a close correlation between air temperature and
wind velocity at these places and at the Burfell dam site.
Open water area
The open water area upstream from the Burfell Damsite can
vary between 2-3 km 2 and 10-11 km 2 through the winter, but in
autumn before the upper parts of the rivers become ice covered
it is far greater. The area has been determined a few
times by aerial surveys. We have tried to calculate this
area from meteorological and hydrological observations with
some success. An equation of the following form 'was obtained

3
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with regression analySis (the statistical work was carried
out by Mr. Helgi Sigvaldason Lic. Techn., Orkustofnun):
DF

~

a - b . Fl - c . S + d . Q,

where DF is the change in area during one week, Fl the
area at the beginning of the week, S the mean
heat loss from 0 0 C water surface during the week, Q the
discharge of Thjorsa over the week and a, b, c and d positive
constants. The effect of warm weather and rain is refle~ted
in Q. A comparison between calculated area and observed pOints
is shown in fig. 2.
Discharge and water temperatures
The flow of the rivers in the open reaches upstream from
Burfell can be divided into three categories:
a)

The water that enters the open reaches from beneath ice
covers at the upstream ends or from ice covered tributaries.
This is a major part of the flow and has a temperature close
to 0 0 C throughout t~winter.

b)

Water from some small, warm (spring fed) tributaries which
are usually open. The area of these tributaries is not
included in the area that is used in the calculations. The
temperature of these rivers at the confluences with the
main rivers is variable from 3-4 0 C down to 0 0 C in extreme
cold.

c)

Groundwater and springs in the river channels.
In the
Tungnaa River at least there are springs of considerable
3
magnitude (10-20 m /sec).
These springs have a nearly constant temperature of
3_4 0 C. The heat from groundwater that seeps into the
river channels is not considered in the calculations as
nothing is known of its temperature and presumably it is
not high above 0 0 C in wintertime. Overland flow is
negligible during cold periods.

The heat from the warm tributaries and the springs must be
taken into account in calculations of ice production.
Together with frictional heating the reduction in ice
production is temporarily estimated 2.5-3 tons/sec in moderate
cold, decreasing to 1.5 tons/sec with increasing heat loss.
Frictional heating etc.
The heat gain by frictional heating is small compared to the
heat exchange with the air. But as the combined differences
in head in the open reaches can be up to 530 m it can not be
neglected. The discharge of the rivers is closely related to
the air temperature or heat loss and this justifies taking
this factor into account as a function of the heat loss.

4
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Of course, the frictional heating could be calculated more
accurately by analysing a number of streamflow records.
Conduction from the river bed is certainly very small compared
to other terms and is neglected in the calculations .
Accumulation of Ice
Anchor ice and border ice is more or less continuously formed
during cold periods.
But in our case these ice formations are
however small in magnitude compared to the frazil ice and besides
some of the anchor ice is always loosening and floating to the
surface . During extreme cold or blizzards ice jams may form at
certain locations and store a considerable part of the frazil ice
produced.
In the calculations of ice production the ice stored
upstream from the damsite, is neglected and thus the calculated
ice discharge should be somewhat too high, but often the difference
is presumably smaller than the accuracy of the calculations.
CALCULATIONS AND OBSERVATIONS
Assuming stationary conditions the frazil ice discharge is
calculated by the formula:
I = __
l _'S'F - DI
80

;

tonn =
1
sec Mcal/tonn

Mcal . km2 _ tonn
km 2 sec
sec

Where I is the ice discharge and DI the reduction because of warm
groundwater and frictional heating (1.5 to 3 tonn/sec).
Actual measurements of frazil ice have been made possible with
the ice discharge gauge constructed by B. Kristinsson (7).
Diagrams of measured and calculated ice discharge at Sandafell
about 9 km upstream from the Burfell Damsite for Febr. - April
1969 are shown on figs. 3, 4 and 5 together with meteorological
and hydrological data . The agreement between measurements and
calculations is encouraging but the measurements cover only short
periods and the ice production was small because of prolonged
cold and consequently reduced open water area. These are the
only continuous measurements made up to now. - During the winter
1969 - 70 rough estimates of the ice discharge were continuously
made at the Burfell damsite.
On the whole the agreement between
these estimates and calculated ice discharge is good. The maximum
ice discharge was about 10 ~ons/sec and the greatest monthly
production was about 9 - 10 tons. - The period of one day
(24 hours) for calculations of ice production seems adequate in
Iceland during midwinter, but in March - April the solar radiation
is becoming so strong that usually no ice is formed in daytime
and 12 h periods are necessary for the calculations.
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Under unsteady conditions in midwinter shorter periods than
24 h would eve n g ive better results, as the response in ice
production to c ha nges in weather is very quick indeed.
Up to now these calculations have mainly been used for hind
casting frazil ice production in connection with power production
studies.
Next winter (1970-71) regular forecasts based on
weather forecasts will be tried at the Burfell power plant to
plan the operation of that station and other interconnected
power plants.
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APPENDIX

(0.46-0.06·~) -Go·

k

sl

0.926 + 0.04 .

(I-a))·

(1-0.012·N2)

(Tw - Ta ).

heat loss by radiation, Mcal km- 2 s-l ,
" convection,
" evaporation ,

Ta

air temperature, degrees Kelvin,

Tw

water

ea

Wapour pressure of the air, mb,

"
over water (saturation vapour pressure
of air at water temperature), mb,

global radiation with clear sky, Mcal km- 2 s-l,
a

albedo of the water surface,

N

cloud cover, 0-8,
wind velocity at 6 m height, m s-l,
Mcal

=

10 6 cal.
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SYNOPSIS
As a first step towards understanding the annual variation in date of
incipient ice cover formation in relatively large reservoirs in Hokkaido, the
author presents an estimation method of annual date above mentioned by Use of
a discrete time series of daily accumulated air temperature Da and the linearly
correlated relation of surface water temperature Tw to Da.
The relation Tw

=

C(

Da + j3 , was derived in an elementary manner based

on the convection boundary condition of heat transfer problems. The constant
a was obtained as O.031(hr- l ) by using five years data in 1964-1968 observed
in two reservoirs in the middle part of Hokkaido.
the quantity Ah/mcf

/

The constant at represents

where h is the heat transfer coefficient.

/

RESUME
Pour commencer

a comprendre

la variation annuelle de la date de la

formation des champs de glace dans les reservoirs relativement larges en
Hokkaido, Japon, l'auteur presente une methode pour l'estimation de la date
mentionee ci-dessus, employa nt l a serie du temps de la temperature atmos
pherique accumulee dans un jour Da et la relation lineaire de la temperature
superficielle de l'eau Tw

La relation Tw
base sur la condition

aDa.

= oLDa +)3

a

transfert de la chaleur.

est derivee de la maniere elementaire qui se

la frontiere pour la convection dans Ie probleme du
La valeur de la constante

oL obtenue par l'observation

dans les deux res ervoirs au milieux de Hokkaido, de 1964
et represente la qua ntite Ah/mc]

a 1968,

est 0.031 (hr-1)

ou h est la coefficient du transfert de la

chaleur.
1
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I

INTRODUCTION
Hokkaido is the northern-most island of J a pan and the northern limiting line
for unfreezing lakes passes through the island as shown in Fig. 1.

The western

part of the island is relatively low land.
Then, most reservoirs created by multipurpose dams have ice covers in every
winter (see Fig. 6) and have rather large annual variations in incipient ice
co ver formation date as an example of the Katsurazawa reservoir shown in Table 1.
As the storage water level of most reservoirs in Hokka ido is operated to fall
gradually in this season of water shortage, the understanding of annual variation
in incipient ice cover format ion is needed for designing dams and utilizing
reservoirs .

However, fully long-period data for the incipient ice cover formation

are not available in mo st cases at pres ent.
As a first step towards statistic studies in this field, the author derived
an e s timation method of the date in each winter by use of temperature data of the
air which are available in most sites for sufficiently long periods.

In this

study, observed data on the date of ice cover for ma tion and surface air and water
temperatures in the Katsurazawa and Kanayama reservoirs (see Fig. 1) were very
helpful.
MECHANISM OF ICE COVER FCRMATION 1)
After the reservoir water reaches an unstable isothermal condition a few
degrees below the 4°C temperature (about at the end of November in these two
reservoirs), the ice cover formation of a reservoir begins on a cold day or night,
freezing begins in the surface.
cover.

And there are two factors in the formation of ice

One is the freezing of the upper water layer itself and this produces a

smooth homogeneous sheet ice.

The other is the fusion of individual .ice masses

produced by the breakup and refreezing of an ice sheet in its early stage of
development or by the snow in the surface water.

And in this conditions agglom

eritic ice which is rough on the surface and nontransparent is formed.
In the Katsurzawa reservoir, the surface ice formation begins from near the
shore, then the complete ice cover surface is formed from seven to ten days later
without any ice-free surface.

The term incipient ice cover formation in this

study means the date when the entire surface is covered with ice sheet or agglom
eritic ice.
reservoir.

And the last stage of ice cover formation is begun near the center of
Now, a very complicated mechanism of cover formation by the combi

nation of two factors is considered, however, in this study only an elementary
heat transfer model of sheet ice which is produced by rapid freezing of the
surface-water film is adopted.
HEAT BUDGET 1)
Analytical heat budget treats the rates of heat transfer of the several forms
of radiant and thermal energy.

The equation for the storage of heat Qt in the

2
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reservoir for practical use becomes
Where QB is the net radiatio n surplus and Qs is conduction of heat from the
air when it is warmer than the water and transfer of heat from water to air, and
Qi i s heat carried in by influent water, and QE is energy used in the evapo ration
process.

The solution of an analytical heat budget requires data on the radi

ation flux, suffiCiently detailed temperature series within the reservoir and in
the air above the reservoir, and tempera ture of inflows and outflows in flow
through is s ignificant.

However, only heat budget near the reservoir surface is

considered in this study and negligible terms a re entirely neglected for
simplicity.

Then Eq. (1) becomes

2)

HEAT TRANSFER

FO~LATION

Heat energy is transfered between the air over the reservoir surface and the
surface water which are at different temperatures Ta and Tw' respectively. In
this case convection are considered as a mode of heat transfer and the convection
boundary condition is used for this study.

The heat flux across the reservoir

surface may be taken as proportional to the difference between the surface water
temperature Tw and the surface air temperature Ta'

Qs = hA

(Ta - Tw)

Eq . (2) then takes the form
(3)

where h is termed the (surface) heat transfer coefficient (Kcal/m 2hr·C) .
On the other hand, when the thin l ayer portion of water (depth:

d) near the

surface of reservoir is considered and the temperature of this water mass de
creases from (Tw)l to (Tw)2 after time t(hr) , the rate of change of heat energy i s
to be

where m = Ad is mass (m 3J, C is the specific heat of water: 1 (Kal/KgOC) ,
density of the water: 1000 (Kg/m 3) and t is time Chr).

~~w

mCf

p

i s the

From Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)

= Ah (Ta - Tw)

By integrating

fl.'

Ta(t)dt - hA

D

Then
where

Tw1A=

IX. =

•

d... Da + f3

hA/mc!

(6)

1

f3= (Tw(t) Jt=o
DETERMINATION OF ol AND

J24Tw(t)dt

& BY

OBSERVED DATA

To obtain the values of ~ and~ in Eq. (6), records of surface wat er tempera
ture (at the depth of 0.1 m) and water temperature of inflow and a discrete time

3
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series of daily accumulated surface air temperature (at the Dam Control Office)
were studied in each year (1964-1968).

One example of them i s shown in Fig. 2.

The daily accumulated temperature is an algebraic sum of hourly temperatures in
degrees obtained from self-recording continuous series of the surface air temper
ature.

Two results of the crosscorrelation analysis of Da(t) and Tw(t) are shown

in Fig. 3, representing that a couple of time series without shifti ng has better
co rrela tion.
The results of computing ~ and ~ in Eq. (6) by using data above-mentioned
were shown in Table 2 with sufficiently satisfactory correlation coefficients.
And oL was found to be almost a constant value in these two reservoirs and in each
year, including the similar h.

~

was also found to have almost a constant value

for each year in the same reservoir.

p

for two reservoirs, since
temperature and so on.

However ,

~

has a little different values

depends on decreasing features of the surface water

The relation of Tw to Da in Eq. (6) in 1964 i s shown in

Fig. 4 as an example.

Data from July 1 to the incipient date of ice cover for

Thus, the linearity of Eq. (6) obtained by observed data gave

mation are used.

practical values to this simplest heat transfer model Eq. (6).
Da AND Tl REQUIRED FOR ICE COVER FORMATION
Considering the transfer of heat energy required to change the surface water
of TloC of the depth d(O.l m, for example) and unit area, to the water of O·C of
the same volume and to convert a part of the water (di in depth) at the freezing
temperature into ice at the same temperature, the following equation is derived.
In this ease 79. 67 Keal/Kg of latent heat of conversion must be deducted in Eq.
(6)

-mcfTl - 80 m}>
where

m

=1

1

>(

d (m 3 ):

K

m' = 1 x 1 x di (m 3 )
c

1 ( Kca l /Kg °C):

l'

1000 (Kg/m 3 )

Tw

-~
t
24

LTwdt)

mass of water,
mass of water to be converted to ice,
specific heat,

+ Tl

f. Tw(t)dt

Dw

-

densi ty,

24

Hence

2-4

= hA(Da

(--'£L
t2
48

0

2."1

+ Tl

t)o

= 12

Tl

Then by Eq. (7)
Da

=

_

mca

~ Tl + 12Tl -

80m'p

h

_ ( lOOOd _ 12)T
h

l

_ 80dif
h

(8)

From Table 2 and Eq. (6)

tJ

=

Ah
mCf

=

0.031

Hence

h

0.031 mcp

In this case

A

1 (m2

Hence

h

31d

A

J

m

1000 (Kg/m 3 J

Ad
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h = 3 .1 lKcal/ m2 hroCJ

For example

for

d

0.1 (m]

From Eq. (8) and Eq. (9)
20 Tl - 2580

~i

(10 )

This relation of Da and Tl is shown in Fig. 5 l<ith fi ve plots of incipient
ice cover formation data in the Katsurazawa reservoir (1964-1968).

Tl - Da

diagram in Fig. 5 indicates mutual conditions required for a complete ice cover
to be formed on the date.

T,. of the date when ice cover formation is expected if

only Da becomes lower than some standard va lue, namely, Tl may also be estimated

Dm for Tl , is obtained as Da for Tw in Fig. 4.
The thicknes s of ice formation di may be estimated as 0.003-0.009 (m) for

by Fig. 5.

d = 0.1 (m) in the region which covers five observed data.

As this thickness

means the last part to be closed with ice cover, the thickness of ice cover in
most pa rts of the surface is to be much more.
PROCEDURE OF ESTIMATION
An estimat ion of incipient ice cover formation in the Katsurazawa reservoir
in 1964 is shown for example (see Fig. 2).

First, an average decreasing curve

for Da series is drawn by use of moving average of ten days or by a free hand
method in order to know
(Tl

= 3"C).

Dm

And Dm becomes lower than -100

l'c

hr) on Dec. 7

Daily Da after the date in its series is checked and Da becomes lower

then _140(OC hrJ on Dec. 9.
date.

value.

And this date is estimated as the incipient formation

This result i s coincided with the observed one.

The results of estimation

for five years are relatively good with errors within four days.
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Tab le 1

Obser/ed date on ice cove r in two reservoirs
(After the Kat surazawa Dam Control Office,
Hokkai do Development Bureau)

Observed date on ice cover
Name
Year
Katsura
zawa

1958
-1959

Dec. 28

1959
-1960

Dec . 18

1960
-1961
1961
-1962

Dec. 18

1962
-1963

IIl8

Si gnifi cant data
for re servo irs

Breakup,
no ice cover

Drainage area:
Apr. 8

4.99 sq . Km
Total capacity: 92 .7

million m3
Planned inflow:
5.75 m3jsec
( Dec. 1~5 )
Max. wa ter level: 187 m

Apr. 24
Jan. 4
Dec. 27
Dec. 28

1965
-1966
1966
-1967
1967
-1968
1968
-1 969
1969
-1970

Dec . 17

299 sq . Km

Surface area:

Apr. 26

1963
-1964
1964
-1965

1968
-1969

Kanaya

Formati on ,
no i ce-free surface

Apr. 16

Dam height: 63 . 6 m
(concrete gravity)

Apr. 14

Dam completed in 1957
Drainage area:

Apr. 15

Surface a rea:

Dec. 9
May

8

470 sq . Km
9.2 sq . Km

To t al capacity:

150.45

Apr . 26

Planned inflow:
(Dec . 1-5 )

8 .72 m3jsec

Apr. 23

Ha x.

Dec . 13
Dec. 13

wa ter level:

Dam height:
Apr. 11

million m3

345 m
59.7 m

(Concrete· hollow gravity)

Dec. 31

Dam compl eted in 1967

Apr. 24
Dec. 16
May
Dec. 31

4

j

Table 2

Eq . (6)

Tw'4~ IiDa + f3

Name
Kat s ura zawa
rese rvoi r

Used data
year

d..-

1964
1965
1966
1967
1968

0 . 032
0.031
0 . 029
0 . 031
0 .032

5.702
5.874
6 . 6': 0
6. 220
6 .140

0. 970
0 . 957
0 . 964
0 .967
0.951

1964-1968

0. 031

6.101

0 .962

1968

0.031

7.079

0 . 938

Including
Kanayama
reservoir

f3

6

Correlation
co eff ici ent

2.2
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On paper by Yamaoka, I.
DISCUSSION by Tsang, G.
I would like to see some physical argument supporting Prof. Yamaoka's
assumption of d, the depth of the affected water layer, equai to O.llm).
Otherwise the physical and mathematical refinement in the first half of his paper
may be tarnished.
DISCUSSION by Yamaoka, I.
I thank

Mr. Tsang for his discussion on my paper.

My assumption of d to be

O.l(ml as an example is a trial (on the convenience of my having long-term data
observed at the depth of O.l(m) in this case) taking into account that d should
be fairly small as I adopt an elem.entary heat transfer model of ice sheet
produced by rapid freezing of the surface-water film.
In order to obtain a further knowledge for assuming appropriate d, some
typical water-temperature gradients for surface-temperature variation from Tl'c
to 0

c were

studied by computing the solution of the thermal diffusion equation

(or Fourier heat conduction equation) with K (thermal diffusivity) of 0.000472
(m~/hr).

The convection flow is neglected in this equation.

Computed gradients

for various values of Tl show almost linear variations in temperature from the
water-surface (0

c)

to depths of d(Tl 'c at the depth lower than d) for the values

of d which are less than or approximately equal to 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 0.5(mJ for
Tl of 0.6, 2, 5, and 10
(at the depth of O.l(m)

c,

respectively.

between 0.6 and 2 ~ as shown in Fig.5.
0.1-0.2(ml.

Thus, the assumption d

practical problems.

In my data, initial water temperatures

on the beginning date of freeze-up Tl are scattered
~

Hence, d should be less than or equal to
O.lCm) may unobjectionably be supported for

(In my paper the transfer of heat energy required to change

the surface water of Tl 'c of the depth d and unit area to the water of 0 'c of the
same volume is considered schematically.

And the heat energy transferable to the

air may be conSidered the same even in the practical case described in this
comments as the surface-water temperature (in Fig.2) has daily periodical varia
tion effected by the air temperature and Tl may be assumed as the mean value of
2Tl and O'c for Tl of low temperature such as 0.6-2

9
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TEMPERATURE GRAD IENTS IN A LAKE ICE COVER

Samuel S . Lazier

Professor, Queen's University

Michel Metge

Research Assistant,Queen's University

Kingston, Canada.
Kingston, Canada

SYNOPSI::,
In order to acquire a better knowledge of static ice forces, the authors
developed a finite difference method for calculating temperature gradients in an
ice cover .

This method was checked against 'c'ayl or's (1945) analytical solution

and it proved to be precise and simple.
Measurements of ice temperatures we re carried out during the winter 1969 in
Kingston harbour.

These experiments showed th at the gradients predicted with

given ice surface temperatures were fai rly close to those measured, and also

that there is a fundamental difference between the changes in temperature
gradients due to solar radiation and those due to changes in air temperature
only.

SYNOPSIS
Dans Ie but d'obtenir une meilleure idee des forces exercees par un champ
de glace statique, l es auteurs ont developpe une methode de cal cu l par
differences finies pour evaluer les gradi ents de temperature dans un champ de
gl ace.

Cette methode a ete comparee

a la

solution analytique de Taylor (1945)

et s'est revelee simple et precise.
La temperature de la glace fut mesuree pendant l'hiver 1969 dans Ie port

de Kingston.

Ces mesures prouvent que les gradients calcules pour des

temperatures donnees de la surface de la glace sont assez proches des gradients
mesures, et aussi qu'il une difference fondamentale entre les variations de
gradient de temperature causees par l es radiations solaires et celles causees
uniquement par une variati on de la temperature de l'air.

2.3

INTRODUCTION
The changes

occur in the temperature gradient

~hich

of great importance

~hen

dealing

~ith

~ithin

an ice cover are

the problem of static ice forces on

structures.
When the ice
boundaries.

up, it expands and the ice cover may exert forces at its

~arms

The amount of expansion is directly proportional to the temperature

change, but since ice is a visco-elastic material the resulting force is related
to the rate of change of the temper ature gradient in the ice cover.
When the ice temperature falls sharply the contraction
from this action may cause cracks to form.

These may fill

ultimately freezes, this explains the lateral
forces exerted by it.

gro~h

~hich

results

~ith ~ater ~hich

of the ice cover and the

Several repetitions of this procedure may result in the

failure of the ice sheet and the formation of "pressure ridges".
Several years ago the senior author undertook a research proje ct designed
to resolve the problem of static ice forces on structures, using the ice sheet
forms annually in Kingston Harbour as a full scale laboratory.

~hich

paper is a report on some of the initial
concerned primarily

~ith

these gradients included
i)

~ork

temperature gradients in the ice cover .
t~o

This

done on this pro ject and is
The study of

steps:

The recording of the actual temperatures at several depths in
an ice sheet, and

ii)

the development of a method of computation in order to simulate
these temperature gr adients , using ordinary meteorological data.

METHOD OF COMPUTATION

In the past,
~ere

t~o

methods of computing temperature gradients in an ice sheet

proposed.
- Rose (1947) us ed a graphical method based on finite differenc es.

This

method has a limited accuracy, and cannot take into account the thermal boundary
layer Or emiss ivity (sic) effects.
- Taylor (1945) developed an analytical solution whiCh treated the problem
of the thermal boundary layer effects and took into account solar radiation but
on ly by assum ing a rise in air temp erature

~hich ~as

linear with respect to time,

and an initial temperature gradient of nil throughout the ice sheet.
Both of these methods

~ ere

and, as a result, coul d not deal

developed before the advent of dig ital computers
~ith

complex boundary conditions.

The f inite

di ff erence method,developed by the junior author,is s imi lar to Rose's method,
but the use of a di. gital computer permits smal l incr ements of depth and time
to be handled conveniently.
gro~h

As

~ell,

the thermal boundary layer effect, i ce

and the change in the properties of ice with time and depth can be

accClllIDodat ed.
The compute r program leads to the solut ion of the diffus ion equation (1) ,
2
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by employing an explicit finite difference method.
T

temperature

x

distance from the bottom

h 2 = diffUsivity of the ice
That is, at tl'me

t

~'T

the curvature of the temperature grad'len t

l~i

is

calculated by a central difference formula, then the rate of change of
temperature is known (: [ ) and the temperature at time

t

-to

~t

can be obtained

by extrapolation.
Precision of the Method
The prec ision of the method was analysed as follows:
Firstly the precision of Taylor's analytical solution was checked, and
it was found (by two different methods) that for average values of the
characteristics of the ice sheet* the following precisions could be obtained.
Precision Obtained

Number o f Terms taken into account
in Taylor's series solution
5 terms

± .4°c

7

± .10C
± .01 °c.

l5

Secondly, the finite d i ff e rence program was applied, using Taylor's
hypotheses, and compared to Taylor' s solution.

The results of both methods

were very close: using a time step of 90 seconds and a depth increment of 2 cm.
the finite difference method did not differ fr om Taylor's by more than ± .05

0

e.

As Taylor' s solution (taking into account 15 terms) may be assumed to be exact,
it was concluded that the error due to calculations in the finite difference
method did not exceed ± .05°C, which is an adequate precision for engineering
purposes.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
During the winter of 1969 some pre limi nary measurements were made on the
ice sheet in Kingston harbour at a s ite some 400 feet offshore.

The apparatus

consisted of a set of nineteen thermocouples buried in the ice at various
depths.

The output of the thermocouples was read by a digital voltmeter, the

reference junction being at the underside of the ice cover.

Figure 1 shows,

schematically, this test set up.
Preliminary Results
Figures 2 and 3 show some typical results from the 1969 field study. Solar
radiation was negligible during the time that the results shovn in Figure 2
were taken, while such was not the case for the data shown in Figure 3.

* depth = 60 cm.
heat transfer coefficient

=

Rate of air temperature rise

.0007

=

Cal/cm °c Sec
0
.002 C/sec

3
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The temperatures in figure 3 are somewhat suspect because the thermocouples
absorb radiation and may not be at the same temperature as the ice.
One of the weaknesses of the data obtained in 1969 was that the air
temperature was not obtained at the test site.

This was observed some

distance away on the shore (due to vandalism at the site) and was not
completely representative of the site conditions.

Since neither the air

temperature nor the surface temperature of the ice was known, a comparison
between the measured gradient and that calculated by the finite difference
method could only be made starting at one inch beloy the ice surface, where
the first thermocouple was located. It is seen in Figure

4

that the measured

and calculated gradients are of the same form.
Even though this kind of simple check could be expected to be conclusive
it still shoys promise.
1970 (figure 5

sho~s

Further experiments were performed during the winter

the field station) which may help to correlate the ice

surface temperature to meteorological data.
DISCUSSION
This study tends to prove that the computation of temperature gradients
in an ice cover can be simple and accurate.
Two important problems remain to be solved.
(1)

how to relate ice surface temperature to air temperature?

(2)

what is the influence of solar radiation?

If these can be solved it would be easy, knowing the air temperature,
solar radiation, wind speed and other pertinent factors, to calculate static
ice forces with more accuracy than is possible now.
REFERENCES

Rose, 1947

"Thrust Exerted by an Expanding Ice Sheet", ASCE Trans. 1947

Taylor, 1945 "Temperature Change in an Ice Sheet", Internal publication
Col. University, Denver, Col.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HYDRAULIC RESEARCH
ICE SYMPOSIUM

DISCUSSION

REYKJAVIK

by _ _ _ _ _S_,__
HANAG
_ _UD_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

on paper by

Q.

8 -10 SEPT, 1970

S. S. LAZIER , I·! . METGE

I woul d like to know if the comput er calculat ions included
the eff ect of radi a tion?
Was

the~ e

any melti ng of the sur f ace of the ice observed

or recor ded in any of your mea surements?

A.

The computer calculations did not include solar radiat i on
a nd a comparis on between calculat ed and experimental gra d i ents
could on ly be made when solar radiation

was negligible (at

night or under heavy cloud cover).
Sometimes s urface melti ng was observed, but at these t imes
the temperature of the ice was very close to

oOe

at all

levels in the i c e cover.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HYDRAULIC RESEARCH
ICE SYMPOSIUM

REYKJAVIK 8 -10 SEPT. 1970

DISCUSSION by _ _ _ _ _H_._R_._CR_O_AS_D_A_L_E_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _---i

s.

on paper by

Q.

S. LAZIER, M. MErGE

What is the snow cover relevant t o the results shown in
Figure 2?
Pr e sumably the calculation technique can take into acc ount
the snow cover?

A.

The snow cover is of great importance as far as temp erature
gradients are concerned.
For these particular experiments, the calculation technique
did not take it into account because the surface
temperature was unknown and the temperature that we used
in order to calculate the rest of the gradient, was the
temperature at one inch below the surface.

2.3
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HYDRAULIC RESEARCH
ICE SYMPOSIUM

DISCUSSION

8 - 10 SEPT . 1970

by _ _ _ _G
_._F_RA_N_KENS_TE
__ _I_N_,_A_._AS_S_UR_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

on paper by

Q.

REYKJAVIK

S. S. LAZIER

2/3

Systemat ically higher temperature readings through out the
depth of the ice as given in Fig. 3 could be simply the
result of neglecting to shield the thermocoup les from the
sun.

A.

A simple device producing a shadow could have helped.

Yes in cases like in Fig. 3 the readings are affec ted by
solar radiation.
But we be lieve that this effect is fairly small; t heoretical
calculations tend to show

that the maximum difference between

the true temperature o f the ice and the temperature indicated
by the thermocouples (when affe cted by solar radiation) is
0

of the order magnitude of .5 C.
A simple device producing a shadow would have helped somewhat
but this is not as simple as it seems:
If the shield is large it affects the temperature of the ice
itself.
If the shield is small it cuts only the direct solar radiation,
but the scattered radiation which is often as important or more
important than the direct radiation remains unchanged and
affects the t hermocouples .

2.3
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HYDRAULIC RESEARCH
ICE SYMPOSIUM

REYKJAVIK

8 -10 SEPT. 1970

DISCUSSION by _ _ _ _G_._FRAN
__
KEN_S_TE_I_N_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _:

s.

on paper by

Q.

I

S. LAZIER, M. METGE

Were the thermocouples shielded?
Where was your reference junction located and what
temperature did you assume

your reference temperature

and how did you verify this temperature.

A.

No, the thermocouples were not shielded and the results in
Fig. 3 are somewhat suspect.
The results in Fig. 2 should be exact because the temperatures
were measured at night or under heavy cloud cover.
The reference junction was located at about I foot below the

I

bottom of the ice cover, it was assumed that the temperature
of the reference junction was OOC.

In order to verify that

the reference junction was at OOC we checked the gradient of
temperature in the water.

We found that the temperature of

the water was the same at all levels, (this being due to the
slight current in the channel) and concluded that this
temperature was OOC.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HYDRAULIC RESEARCH
ICE SYMPOSIUM

REYKJAVIK

8 -10 SEI'T. 1970

DISCUSSION by _ _ _ _ _S_C_HW_AR_Z_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _•
on paper. by

Q.

2/3

s.

S. LAZIER,

I~.

J

MErGE

Has there been an investigati on into the rise of the
temperature of an ice-sheet, in relation to time when
the ice-sheet being dry (or grounded) is suddenly floated
in water (e.g. by incoming tide)?

A.

No, we have not studied this particular case .

14
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TEMPERATURE AND FLOW CONDITIONS
DURING THE FORMATION OF RIVER ICE

G. D. Ashton
Graduate Research Associate

and

John F. Kennedy
Director

Iowa Institute of Hydraulic Research
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, Iowa, U.S.A.
SYNOPSIS
An invest i gation of the temperature and velocity characteristics of flow in

ri vers during the onset and occurrence of ice covers is described.

Verti cal and

lateral temperature and velocity distributions, and ice thickness and configura
tion were measured in an Iowa river at frequent intervals during the period of ice
cover.
ported.

Variations in the la"te:...al and vertical temperature distributions are re
The undersurface of the ice was observed to remain plane as the ice thick

ened and to become wavy as the ice melted.
wave forms are determined.

The shear velocity associ ated with the

Just prior to breakup the ice was observed to become

very porous in the lower portions of the ice cover.

Preliminary observations of

the diurnal temperature variation prior to the formation of an ice cover are de
scribed.

RESUME
Une

~tude

des

temp~ratures

et des vitesses de

et pendant la formation de glace est
lat~rale

temp~ratures

des

pr~sent~e.

et des vitesses,

de glace recouvrant la riviere Iowa ont

l'~paisseur

~te mesur~es

Les variations daus la distribution verticale et
not~es.

II a

~t~ observ~

l'~coulement

en rivieres avant

La distribution verticale et
et la forme de la couche

a de frequents intervalles.

lat~rale

des temperatures sont

que l'interface glace-eau reste plane lorsque la couche

de glace epaissi t tandis que des vagues apparaissent lorsque la glace fond.
vi tesse de frottement

associ~e

Ii la forme des vagues est calculee.

que juste avant que lIe ne se rompe la glace devient
contact avec l' eau.
temp~rature

tr~s

La

II est apparu

poreuse dans la zone de

Les observations preliminaires des variations diurnes de la

avant Ie formation de la glace sont decri tes.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the study described herein was to investigate the temperature
and velocity characteristics of flow in rivers during the onset and occurrence of
ice covers.

Vertical and lateral temperature and velocity distributions, and ice

thickness and configuration were measured in an Iowa river at frequent intervals
during the period of ice cover.

The information obtained is being used to guide

the design of controlled experiments to be conducted in the Iowa Low Temperature
Flow Facili ty.
SITE DESCRIPTIONS
The primary site of the investigation was the Cedar River near ConeSVille,
Iowa.

At this site the river's drainage area is 1,185 square miles and the aver

age discharge during the period of investigation was 1,490 cfs.

The river is lo

cated in a rural area, with the nearest city upstream located 50 miles upriver.
The U.S. Geological Survey operates a continuous-record gaging station at the site,
and hence continuous records of stage and discharge were available.
ods of thin ice or no ice, gaging was conducted from a bridge.
thick enough to

,.al]{

During peri

When the ice was

on safely, measurements were tal{en approximately 150 feet up

stream from the bridge.
Some data were also obtained on the Iowa River at Iowa City, and on the Mis
siSSippi River at

~fuscatine.

The Iowa River at the site of the investigation has

a drainage area of 3,210 square miles.

The site was in the backwater portion of a

low overflow dam one-half mile downstream.

The river is also affected by another

small overflow dam two miles ups t ream and a flood control reservoir five miles up

stream.
miles.

The Mississippi River at Muscatine has a tributary area of 90,000 square
The measurements on the Mississippi were conducted from a bridge located

one-and-one-half miles downstream from a navigation dam wi th a lift of 9 feet.
INSTRUMENTATION
Velocity distributions were measured with a Price current meter when gaging
from a bridge, and wi th a vane meter mounted on an ice rod when working from the
ice surface.

Temperature measurements were obtained with a thermistor enclosed in

a 5/32 inch diameter stainless steel tube extending from a waterproof tube enclos
ing the cable connectors.

This tube was mounted 3-1/2 inches above the current

meter or on the end of a staff gage.

The lead wires of the thermistor probe were

enclosed in plastic tubing and extended to a specially designed and constructed re
sistance meter, with components selected to operate in ambient temperatures as low
as -20°C.

The entire unit was battery operated and could be hand carried.

sistance meter had a resolution of 1/10 ohm.

The re

The thermistors used had a nominal

resistance-temperature variation of 350 ohms per degree Centigrade, with a resul
tant temperature resolution capability of 1/3500 ° C for the system.

The thermis

tors were calibrated at the ice point and at other points using a precision ther
2
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mometer graduated to 1/100 ° C.
DIURNAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS
Four observations of the temperature variation over periods ranging from 1 to
6 hours were made to determine the nature of diurnal variations in the average
temperature of natural rivers prior to the formation of ice.

The first observa.

tion was on the Cedar River during clear sunny weather with little wind and an air
temperature ranging from _2.3°C to +l.OoC.

In a period of 1.25 hours the water

temperature at the center of the river increased from
ing to the rate of increase of 0.36°c per hour.

o. 82°C to 1. 18°c, correspond

Since there was little wind and

the air temperature was very near the water temperature, most, if not all, of the
increase is attributed to heat gain by solar radiation.

Since it is clear that

most of the cooling under such conditions takes place at night, observations were
made on the Iowa

Ri~er

with the thermistor probe fixed at mid-depth of the flow.

The result is presented in figure 1.

In the early part of the night, when there

was a low. dense cloud cover overhead, the water temperature increased at a rate
of 0.06°c per hour.

At about 2:15 A.M. the sky began to clear and by 3:15 A.M.

it was completely clear.
about 0.o46°c per hour.

After clearillg the temperature decreased at a rate of
A similar observation on 19 December at the same site,

with an air temperature of -7. 5°C and a clear sky showed a cooling rate of -. 074°c
per hour.

The significance of a cloud cover is evident, and any attempts to pre

dict the diurnal variation of river temperature m~t consider this variable.
VERTICAL TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTIONS
Vertical temperature profiles were obtained at the Cedar River site on 12
dates from 4 December 1969 to 23 February 1970.

Measurements were taken in the

thalweg and at least three other points of the cross-section.

Prior to the forma

tion of an ice cover the maximum difference in temperature Over any single vertical
profile was about 0.015°C.

Short-term temporal variations, believed to be asso

ciated with the turbulence structure of the flow, exhibited temperature variations
of up to o.06°c.

After formation of a complete ice cover the vertical variations

were much less, as were also the short-term temporal variations; both types of
variations decreased as the ice cover increased in thickness.

With an ice cover

of about II inches, vertical and temporal variations were less than 0.003°C and
O.OOloC, respectively.

~JPical

vertical temperature profiles for different con

ditions of ice cover are shown in figures 2

a~d

3.

The discrepancy in figure 2

between the upward and downward traverse near the ice is attributed to warming ef
fects originating at the access hole.
Vertical temperature profiles were obtained on the Mississippi River prior to
the formation of an ice cover on two occasions, when the water temperatures were
3°C and 0.2°C .
0.04°c.

Temperature variations over any vertical profile were less than

No discernible vertical gradients of temperature were observed.
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Figure 4

-13 ·C

On the night of 26 December 1969 a vertical temperature profile was obtained
as an initial ice cover, in the form of grease ice, was forming on the surface of
the Iowa River.

The temperature distributions are presented in figure 4 together

with an indication of the short-term temporal variations which limited the accuracy
of the measurements.

The air tempe rature was _13°C and the water temperature was

0.6°c at about 1 inch below the water surface; hence a large thermal gradient ex
isted near the water surface.

At the time of measurement the velocity was 0.8

feet per second and the total depth was 6.0 feet.

The long-term variation of tem

perature at mid-depth over the period from 7 P.M. to 12 P.M. was slight and no
general pattern of cooling was observed, indicating that the heat exchange was
concentrated near the surface of the water.
LATERAL TEMPERATURE VARIATIONS
The detailed temperature surveys conducted on the Cedar River provided a num
ber of observations of the lateral variation of temperature in a natural river
during the period of ice cover.

The results are presented in figure 5.

On 16 De

cember and 24 December there were only minor amounts of shore fast ice, but there
were some floating frazil ice patches concentrated primarily in the thalweg area.
These frazil patches rapidly diminished in size during the day.

The temperature

of the flow was observed to have a marked lateral variation with the floating fra
zil ice causing low temperatures in the thalweg area.

By 6 January the river was

entirely ice covered with an average ice thickness of about 3 inches.

The water

temperature was nearly uniform across the cross-s ection, with only slightly higher
temperatures occurring in the thalweg area.
were below

aoe,

Since the measured water temperatures

ice points were measured using rive r water to determine if the

sub-zero temperatures represented supercooling.

The freezing points of the river

water ranged from -0.027 to -0.0 19°C, and in al l cases were lower than the minimum
water temperatures observed at the time of co l lection of the samples.

The depres

sion in the freezing point is attributed to di ssolved impurities in the water.
The following week, and thereafter until general melting began, higher tempera
tures were observed near the banks, with the minimum temperatures occurring in the
central part of the river.

As the winter progressed the water gradually warmed

Whi l e maintaining this general t emperature Variation.

On 21 February rapid melt

ing of the undersurface had begun and a larger lateral temperature variation was
observed.
completely.

By 23 February all ice within 1 to 10 f eet of the shores had melted
It is seen in figure 4 that there were very strong temperature gra

dients between the shores and the central part of the river.

These gradients are

attributed to lateral diffusion of warmer water originating at the bank areas
where the water was in contact with the air, which was at 5°C.

General ablation

of the ice cover was occurring and the lower 5 to 6 inches oS the 8-inch thick ice
cover was very porous and rotten.
Lateral variation in temperature was also observed in the Mississippi River
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prior to the formation of an ice cover, with a maximum lateral variation of o.16°c
observed when the water temperature was 3°C.

The main channel section tended to

have the lowest temperature while the higher temperatures occurred near the banks.
A detailed lateral survey was not obtained.
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS
Flow velocities were also measured during the period of ice cover.

Prior to

the formation of the ice cover the velocity profiles exhibited the expected form,
the maximum value occurring near the free surface and the velocity diminishing
monotonically to zero at the bed.

After the formation of the ice cover the velo

ci ty decreased from a maximum near mid-depth toward zero at the top and bottom of
the flow section.
To investigate the roughness characteristics of the undersurface of the ice
a number of slabs, averaging 5 feet by 1-1/4 feet, with the long dimension paral
lel to the flow direction, were cut, overturned, and profiles measured (see fig
ure 6).

In the early part of the season the undersurface of the ice was flat and

hydraulically smooth.

As the season progressed the undersurface became rough, with

a relief pattern very similar to those observed by Carey (1,2) and by Larsen (3).
The relief pattern resembled sand ripples.
velopment of the relief pattern.

Three stages were observed in the de

The first stage consisted of a wavy pattern with

the crests and troughs transverse to the flow direction.

Wave lengths were typi

cally between 11 and 19 inches, although some larger values were observed early in
the season.

There was a tendency for the wave length to become shorter as the sea.

son progressed with a typical wave length being about 12 inches at the end of the
season of ice cover.

As the relief pattern developed, most of the undulations be

came sharp-crested at the upstream end of the trough and invariably had a small
step, about 1/8 inch in height, at the upstream end of the region of greater melt
ing.

Finally as the relief pattern became pronounced, and as general ablation of

the ice cover was occurring, there was observed a "pocking" of the undersurface
with the pOckmarks initially concentrated primarily in the troughs of the relief
pattern.

These pockmarks had a diameter of about 3/4 inch and depths into the ice

of as much as three inches.
Figure 7 summarizes data obtained on maximum and minimum daily air tempera..
tures, Ta; the ice thickness, h;
index, A/L;

the amplitude of the ice waves, A; the wave form

the minimum water temperature, Tw; the shear velocity, u*;

stage height, H.

and the

Examination of this figure indicates that the relief pattern did

not form quring the period of general accretion, except for some very long wave
lengths, and that not until there was general melting did the undulations begin to
develop.

Beginning about 6 February the ice cover started melting and the inter

facial relief pattern appeared and tended to increase in intensity with further
melting.

In the latter stages of the melting process, the pocking appeared and it

was observed that the ice cover "rotted" from below, becoming very porous in the
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lower portions.
The effect on the velocity distribution of the roughness pattern of the ice
relief ve.s investigated by calculating the magnitude of the shear velocity, u*,
from the velocity profiles using the relationship

~
u*

There ve.s a tendency for

u*

=

l

K

R-n y /y

+

cons t

0

to have a high value at the beginning of the period

of ice cover, to decree.se to a value of about 0.1 fps during most of the see.son,
and then to incree.se near the end of the period of ice cover.

The initially high

value is attributed to the presence of slush ice beneath the solid ice COver dur
ing the early period of formation.
or no slush ice.

Obse~[ations after 15 January revealed little

This is in general agreement with the observations reported by

Nezhikovskiy (4), that the slush ice concentration decree.ses through the vinter
season.

The incree.se in

u*

near the end of the see.son coincided vith the ap

pearance of the pocking phenomena vhich obscured the previously smooth vave forms
(see in particular the profile of 23 February in figure

6).

CONCLUSIONS
The vertical temperature distributions measured vere very uniform over the
depth, vith a maximum difference over anyone vertical profile decree.sing from
about 0.015°C prior to the formation of an ice COVer to less than O.003°C under a
thick ice cover.

Short-term temporal variations, e.ssociated vi th the turbulence

structure of the flow, also decreased vith the formation and thickening of the ice
cover.

The lovest temperatures in the lateral direction vere conSistently in the

central parts of the flov vith varmer temperatures observed near the banks.

The

lateral variations under a thick ice cover vere found to be small, of the order of
a fev hundredths of degrees or smaller, until just prior to breakup vhen larger
thermal gradients vere found near the shore areas.

It was found that an ice cover

could form with a temperature of O.loC at mid-depth of the flov vhen the thermal
regime of the river is modified by reservoir and urban effects.

Cloud COVer vas

found to exert significant effects on the diurnal variation of river temperature
prior to the formation of a permanent ice cover.
The effect of an ice cover vas found, as expected, to change the

veloci~J

distribution from the usual open channel velocity profile to a profile typical of
closed conduits.

The relief pattern at the ice-water interface, and the conse

quent roughness of the undersurfe.ce of the ice cover, ve.s studied in some detail.
It vas foUnd that as the ice thickened the bottom surface of the ice tended to re
main flat, but as ablation set in it became undular vith vave form oriented trans
verse to the flov direction.

Wave length tended to decrease, and amplitudes to

incree.se, e.s the season progressed.

Just prior to breakup the ice ve.s observed to

become very porous and "rot" in the lover portions.
11

There vas a tendency for the
2.4

shear velocity to decrease in the early part of the period of ice cover and to in
crease with the appearance and development of the wavy relief pattern.
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DISCUSSION BY G. TSANG
As explained by the author that he obtained the fri ction velocity

u*

by

using the fully turbulent velocity distribution law

£

u*

= 1:.
iC

In Y...

const

Yo

by plotting In u versus lnln y /y 0' using data points for the first 3 or 4 feet.
The shear stress so obtained is invalid since the equation is only accurate for
regions having a constant stress.

It is well known that the distribution of

shear stress between two parallel plates is linear from maximum at the boundary to
zero at the po int of maximum velocity.

TIlerefore, it is my opinion that the value

of u* so obtained should be considered as an indication of the order of magnitude.
The shear stress so calculated would also tend to be underestimated.
REPLY
The determination of u* was made by plotting the velocity, u, versus the log
of y with y taken as the distance to the point of measurement from the bottom sur
face of the i ce at the ac cess hole cut for the measurements.
was then used to determine ~ assuming 0.4 for

iC.

TIle slope of the lire

fuviation from this straight

line generally occurred at approximately 2.5 to 3.0 feet from the ice boundary.
TIle validity of this logarithmic law is based on the commonly used assumption
that the shear stress throughout the region cons idered is constant (see Schlichting
(5), Chapter xx).
5.

Schlichting, H., Boundary-Layer Theory, 6th Ed., 1968.

6.
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CALCULATIOI". OF WATER TEMPERATURE VARIATION
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VARYING FLOW CONDITIONS
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In this work are given the analytical relationships for cal
culating water temperature averaged over depth, alon~ a channel
of great length when the free flow movement is non-stationary.

Dans Ie travail on amene les dependances analitiques pour Ie
calculage de la profondeur I'average de temperature Ie long du
canal de grande longueur, quand Ie mouvement du courant n'est pas
stationaire.

1

2. 5

'fhe purpose of given paper is to obtain the analytical rela
tionships for calculating water temperature, averaged over depth,
along a channel of great length when a direct wave of free flow
propagates in the same. For finding a solution to the problem it
is assumed that the bed heat output and ambient air temperature
are constant.
Heat transrer due to thermal conductivity is neglected for
most of heat is transfered by the water flow.

-"

Heat content variation per unit of width in a section dx of
a two-dimensional flow during dt can be expressed as:

ds

= Ctlf"

~ rdxdt+
IJX

aJf drdt +~
dxdt J'f dx)
Jr
Jr
JX

(1)

where: a,r,~/~
present the flow rate, temperature, heat
capacity and specific weight of water, respectively.
Heat content variation ds must be equal to:
a) heat output of the open water surface dS,;
b) heat inflow from the ground, d,s.;
c) heat increment due to the section volume variation d.r3
Heat output of water surface area with the length of
and width equal to a unit wi thin period of time d t, is:

d.1,

=-(kf+M)dxdt

•

eLx
(2)

where: k and M are coefficients depending on the wind velocity,
air moisture deficit and temperature of the air.
The heat inflow from the bed ground during the same period
of time:

0)

here

1~. is the heat output of the bed per unit of the surface.
The increment of heat due to the section volume variation is:

Comparing Equation (1) with Equations (2), (3) and (4), and
dividing all the terras by dx,dt.ctlf" , one obtains:

(5)

2
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and

WHERE:

:~

In view that
:; (Q +

+

(6)

~t = 0

, we oan write:

:~ d X) + :;- (G.J

+ :

t d t)

=

Af + B

Considering the second order terms as negligible we finally
obtain:
(8)

or:

(9)

In the case of propagation of a low amplitude wave in a
channel of constant depth, Equation (9) is written in the form
of:
(10)
Here: 1-10 and if are the depth and velocity of stream
with no free flow wave;
h - is the free flow wave amplitude;
v - is the velocity of stream, average over cross
section with the free flow wave present (the
initial velocity being not taken into account).
We assume that on the starting line of direction, viz. x = 0,
the water table variation is in conformity with linear equation
The the last expression can be rewritten aSI

hx=o=oC·t.
~r[mz(,+ f)+n22+QoJ+~[[Ho+ZuJ=Ar~B

(11)

where

C=Y9 H o'
Solving Equation (11) we obtain the first .integrals:

['f '"

(Z-Zf}B{ (2

etc

-Z2/2
(12)

.3
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When there is no initial flow or when its velocity, ~ , is
considerably small compared to that of propagation of the wave
front, the differential Equation (11) assumes the form of:

:I (mc

+nl2)t~f(Ho+Ui!.)=AL+B

(1.3)

The last Equation is solved quite similarly as Equation (11),
the only difference lying only in the values of coefficients.
In the given case:

Having in mind that
2f=-Z~ the first integrals resulting
from solving Equation (1.3) will bet

(2

f7

L,

=:

+ Zz.) 8~

et

(Z - Zz)Az
['2 = (Z +Zz)Az ('[+8 0 )'01

(14)

The general solution of Equation (1.3) is of the form:
(15-t

where: !J7 is an arbitrary function of Cf and Cz • The value of
this function can be found from boundary conditions. Thus if a
boundary condition is X = 0 then [= [0 , hence the relationship
between Cf and Cz will be I

(16)

4
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where:
It is not possible to directly solve the last Equation for
~ , that is why the solution is to be found by trial-and-error

method. This method was used as an example of calculation made
according to the following initial data:
1 - water level in the initial range of channel is lowering
according to the formula h = d- t
where oL;:: 1 m/hr;
2 - initial depth of water in channel Ho = 4m;
3 - the temperature of water in the initial range
= 5°C;
4 - air temperature
= -10°C;
5 - air moisture deficit L1 = 3 mm mercury;
6 - wind velocity W = 5 m/sec.

z:

e

In Fig.1 is given a diagram of varying water temperature
according to the length of the channel for different time mo
ments. This diagram was obtainea as a result of calculations
being made.
f, °e
6.0

~:::::::::----E..~

~. 8

4.6

4.2 oL.---'~---;!-;:--~-----::!lo.~,km
2.5

5.0

7.5

Fig. 1. Diagram of varying water tempe
rature according to the length
of the channel.
The above given data were described more detailed by the author
in his work issued in 1968.
B.S.Borodkin: "Calculating variation of water temperature, averaged
over the depth, along a channel of great length Under conditions
of non-stationary flow movement", Proceedings of coordinating con
ferences on hydrotechnology, Issue,42; Leningrad, 1968.
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Synopsis

In a general case non-freezing canals are divided into five reaches charac
terized by specific Ice conditions - absence of ice, formation

of frazi1 ice

anchor Ice or frazil Ice cover. The equations are presented for determining
the length of the reaches, water temperatures and ice formations; the effect
of heat transfer by turbulent heat conductivity along the flow Is analysed.
The data are given on freezing - over of hydraulic structures due to water
level fluctuations and on the intensity of Ice cohesion to the surfaces covered
by hydrophobic materials.

/

/

Resume
En cas ge~eral les canaux non congeles se dlvisent en 5 tron'S0ns avec
regimes des glaces correspondants

-

absence de la glace, formation du

sorbet, de la glace de fond, du tapis de sorb et. On ct.onne les formules pour

d~~:erminer la longueur des tronsons, la temp':rature de I' eau, les formations
I

I

de glace: on analyse I effet du transfert de chaleur par conductlvHe thermique
turbulente sulvant Ie courant. On presente les donn~es concernant la glacia
tion des ouvrages aux variations de niveau et la force de

coh~sion de la

glace avec surfaces reyetues de mat~riaux hydrophobes.

1
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§~. A

non-freezi.,g canal can be divided into reaches with various ther

mal regimes. In a general case flve reaches are distinguished. The first
stretch is characterized by water temperatures above OOC over the whole depth
of the flow; along the second stretch the layer at the water surface becomes
supercooled; in the third stretch supercooling reaches the bottom; in the fourth
stretch water temperature rises up to OOC; in the fifth

stretch water temperature

In the surface layer is approximately OOC, while in the bottom layer it is above
freezing.
Each of the stretches considered is characterized by specific
tions -

ice condi

absence of ice, formation of frazil ice, anchor ice or fraw Ice cover.

The V"lboratory of Rivers and Reservoirs Winter Regime of the Ali-Union
Research institute of Hydraulic Engineering (1lNIlG)

studies temperature gradi

ents over the flow depth, the length of the stretches mentioned above, in parti
cular that of the stretch most dangerous due to probable ice troubles. As a
resuit, the curves for water temperature changes over the depth and along the.
canal are plotted, the significance of heat transfer by turbulent heat conductivity
along the flow Is analysed. Further investigations are performed on preventive
measures agalnst freezlng-over of canal slopes and hydraulic structure elements
due to water level fluctuations.
The data obtained are used in designing of canals intended Cor operation
under various winter conditions.
§2.· The thermal regime of a
Ing differential equation:
2

non-freezing canal is described by the {ollow-

a t + lI. zJZI
a t -ell/' ax
Jt
+?i =0
2

(

AX8x2

~

)

The boundary conditions are:

t/x=o=to

j

-AZ
.x.,.'l

where

to -initial

are the coordinates;

temperature of water;

release factor;

zJe -effective

heat capacity of water;

r

h

iff i=o =o«(~ -tz-o)

-the canal depth;

A -coefficient

t

( 2)
( 3 )

-water temperature;

of thermal conductivity; 0( -heat

temperature of the ambient air;

lJ'-flow

velocity;

C 

-specific weight of water.

In case heal transfer due to conduction along the flow Is neglected Cor
the period prior. to the Intensive fraw and bottom

ice formation /

7i =0 /

the prob

lem can be solved wIth the help of equation

8= t - Co = cos [vBi(I-'lYexp(-Mi ) ,
rJe-to
U
'J

(4 )

where

Bi

=

-

o<h .
Az '

The mean temperature oC water can be Cound by equation

8= C-tJe
to-Ue

.5inlBi exp (-Mi)

=ra;

2

(5 )
2.6

From Eqs./4/ and /5/ the section is e stablished where the supercooling of
the flow starts, i.e. the length

L along

which

t

section of maximum supercooling, i.e. the length

p=

= 0 with

L',

{J= 0,

where

as well as the

<z; = tminowith

0; the thickness of the supercooled layer is also d e termined therefrom.
When water becomes supercoole d to the bottom, anchor ice forms in the

canal.

The rate of ice production depends upon temperature gradi e nts across

the flow depth.
§3. When the water temperature gradient ove r

the depth is insignificant,

instead of Eq./~/ we have
2

cit -eX(ll?
- (U-t)
AX J
dXt2 -efll Jx

(6 )

The analytical solution of Eq./6/ under the conditions given by Eq./2/ is
as follows:

t - Ve = exp[-Ij- -vir 1j-~2+Pe MiJ

B~
where

Fe;:

(7 )

to-zJe

CIj,VX.

The analysis of Eq./7/ shows that heat transfer by conduc

tion along the flow plays an essentIal pari only at a

relatively shorl reach of

the stream, so it can generally be negle cted.
From the section with a

zero izotherm the total heat loss into the air can

be considered to account for frazil Ice production; in this it is necessary to
Include the presence of partial or continuous frazil ice cov e r on the flow sur
face. The transporting capacity of the flow depends not only upon the canal
depth and flow velocity, but also on the ambient air temp e rature.
§4. The probiems of freezing-over of canal slopes and hydraulic struc
ture el e ments as well as control of ice troubles due to waler level fluctuations,
though very Important, have been inadequately studi e d. One of the preventive
measures agaInst freezing-over of the surface of structural elements is appli
cation of hydrophobic materials, the efficiency of this measure depending on
the porosity of the surface.
The analysis of Interaction between fluld and a
lee adhesion to a

solid surface shows that

porous concrete surface Is reduced due to hydrophobic ma

terials. On the other hand, application of hydrophobic materials to non-porous
metal surfaces does not lead to a

considerable decrease in the ice adhesion

because) irrespective of the Intensity of hydrophobization, the specific surface of
water-to-metal contact is the same for all the forms 01 mechanical bond.
Testing of various hydrophobic materials by means of specially designed
installation helped to establish the dependence betw e en the strength of ice ad
hesion tb a

surface /R/ and temperature, specimen dimensions, loading rate,

salinlty of water (

ice), number of lest runs.

T e st results are given in Fig. L

3
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R.kg/CI/2
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3

/
o

-2

-4 -/1 -8 -'0 -'2 -14

'6 -'8

20 -22 -2. -28 -28

-3. ·c

Fig.1.

The dependence of

R upon

temperature is most representative. The range

0

of 4-12 C appeared to be most dangerous from the point of view of maximum
adhesion.

R decreases

with the increase in the salinity of ice_

Cryophobic properties of various coatings were tested at a

number of

actual power plants. Observations of the behaviour of coatings, the character
of their freezing-over and ice adhesion to protected and unprotected concrete
surfaces confirmed that the cryophobic coatings
pounds

some organa-silicon com

reduce ice adhesion; these surfaces belng considerably easier to

deice.
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L ' ASSURAN.CE DE L'ALIMENTATION. ININTERROMPUE
PAR L '!MENtE D 'EAU OUVERTE EN HIVER

Prof.Ing.Dr~adi~lav Votruba,
Hauta Ecole PolytechDocteur e~ Sciences
nique
Prague.
Ing. Vacla~ Matous ek , Office d'Etat Bassin Versant
de la riviere Ohte, Chomuto~,

a

Tchecoslovaquie

Tchecoslovaquie

A method by which 8. failurelees winter operation. in an open. serv:iee
water supply channel in Nortneru Bohemia ie ~uccessfully secured by
utilizing heated wastewater fr~ a ~te~ power plant is presented.
The length of the supply channel is 21,9 ~ and the max. discharge
3.3 m3 /sec. The results of the theoretical solution of the thermal
balance in. the supply channel are compared with the measurem~t
reeulte of the individual balanc.e items.

Dana Ie rapport on decrit une methode de l'assurance supplamentaire
fructueuee. de l'exploitation. ininterrompue pendan~ tout l'hiv.er d'un
canal d'amemee ouv,ert pour les besoins induB~iels, c.S.d. a l'aide
de l'eau de refrigeration de l'usl.na thermique d'91ectricite. La
longueur du canal d 'amenee comporte: 21,9 lcm. et Ie debit maximum. est
de 3,3 m?/sec. On fait la comparaison des resultats de la solution
tMorique du bilan thermal du canal avec: les lresul~ts obtenas pu
les mesur~s de facteurs particuliers du bilan.

1
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•
En. 196.1 on a constrlrit au nord de 18 Bo~me un canal pour
les besoins industriels. La station de pompage refoule l'eau par
la conduite de refoulement dana un hac: de neutralisation et de
1& par un canal d 'amenee OU'9!ert... La longueur totale du canal. d 'ame
nee. y compris la conduita pa:t' tuyau, est de 26 m environ, la
longueur du canal d·amenee ou."lert.. atant de 21,9 m.

Le pro.! 'U du canal d 'amenee pour le debit.. projet..e de 3,3
~/eeCi: est trapezoidal, d~une largellr'de 1,00 m dane 1&. fond,
d'une profonde~ de 1.20 m, les pentas e t..ant 1 : 1,5 /Fig. 1/
et la pente du fond 0,5 jusqu'a 0,9 pour-mille. Le canal est
muni sur tou.te sa sur~ace d'une enveloppe en beton qui repose
sur une sous~ondatio.n. d'arene. Dans les agglomerations, dana
le terra~ defaworable et aux deux aqueducs le profil est rectan
gu.laire, dane deux sec:teurs courts le canal d'amenae e!3t couvert.
Lee quatre croisseme~te avec les cowm1nications et 8yee unruis
sea~ ont ete resolus pas les siphons. Le canal d'amenee est muni
par quatre o~v.rages de dechargement: par un deversoir libre et
par trois siphons.

a

Le can.s l d 'amentie·, projete
1 'origine pour ~tre exploiU
en ete seulement, s'est montra, comme on s'y sttendait, incon
venable pour ~tre employe en hiver. Dana les periodea d'hiven
jusqu'a l'epoque de l'introduction de l'eau chaude en fevrier
1968, on a mis chaqua fois l 'ouvrage hore service pour periods
de 90 juequ'a 115 jours.
11 fallai t garantir l 'exploi tation durant tout 1 'hiweJr. On
a elabora dee etudes basees sur deux principes tout a·fait dif~
ferents:

A. La couverture du canal d'amenee en quatre variantes.
B. Adjonction dans le canal d'amenee de l'eau chaude pro~e
nent de l'usine thermique d'electricite
Prunefov.

a

c'est cette solution qui s'est motree plus avantageuse du
point de vue. economique et de m~me de celui d'exploitation. La
qu~tite et la temperature ont ete definies par les calculs
tceoriques du bilan thermique du canal d'amenee.

2
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La figure 2 represente la dependance du refroidissement
.total 6tv de 1 'eau dans Ie c.anal d'amenee
partir du km 2,2
jusqu'au km 21,8
la temperature iriitiale de l'eau tvo' stant
donnees differ~tes situations meteorologiques.

a

a

Sur la figure 3 sont dessines les profils thermiquee longi
tudinaux duo canal d "amenee, lea conditions etant lea memes, pour
les temperatures initiales tv
50, 100 et 20 °e.

=

En comparant les deux cas fondamentaux les pluB defavorables.
on voi t que 1 'on peut. at tendre a peu pres la meme intensi te de
refroidissement etant donnee8 les conditions dangereuaes au cours
d 'une nui t C:laire glae:ee comme au c ours d 'une nui t a une forte
chute de neige et a une temperature plus elevee de l'air.

L'eau chaude de l'usine electrique est fournie par une pompe
d'une capacite Q = 280 ~/sec. La temperature de l'eau fournie
varie de +22 °e
32 °e.

a

L'exploitation d'a present du canal d'amenae a confirme que
l'addition de l'eau de refrigeration de 1 'usine thermique d'elec
tricite de l'eau echaufree garantit d'une maniere avantageuse,
meme au point de vue d'in'testissement, I 'exploitation d 'hiv;er
sans perturbations du canal d'amenee ouvert. Une quantite d'eau
d'addition relativement faible a suffi de garantir la securite
de servic~ du canal d'amenee d 'une longueur de 20 km. Les calculs
theoriques du bilan thermique, c ompte tenu. des connaissan~e8
gagnees, se sont revelees suffieantee pour l'elaboration d'un
projet economique dee mesures nacessaires.

a

L'incertitude quant
la solution du bilan thermique du
courant d'eau et la difference des resultats obtenus d'apres
les differents auteurs ont amena aux mesurages systemat.iques
dont Ie but est de verifier la validite des methodes publiees
dane les conditions de notre climat et cela pour un lit artifi
ciel d'un profil menu. Les travaux de mesurage ont ete executes
durant plusieurs annaes; avec Ie DeSur&ge integral de tous les
parametres on a commence en hiv.er 1968-69. On 1 'execute dans
sept profile cara~teristiques du canal d'amenee, Dane tous lea
profiles on meeure les temperatures de l'eau et de l'air, l'hu
midite, la ritesse du vent, la profondeur de l'eau et. la tempe-

J
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rature de l'eau de drainage. Au km. 15,2 o~ me sure Ie bil~ total
dU rayonneme~t et Ie rayonneme~t lIolaire:, absorbe.
Comme specime~ des differe~ces entre les valeurs calculees
et mesurees on pres~te la table 1.
Dans lell rangees 1, 2, 3 o~ mon.tre Ie prof'il thermique en
long. On voit que les differences de temperature dans Ie pro:flil
final ne so~t pas grandes. Les rangeell 4 et 5 nous montrent les
differences dana les compo.santes de la radiation et aussi quelle
influence elles exercent
la temperature de l'eau dans Ie profil

a

:final. •

Dans les rangees 6 et 1 se trouve~t les calculs touchant Ie
secteur du canal d'amenee d'una longueur totale de 4,7 km do~t
1,.0 kin est couvert.
On peut yoir l'influence de cet te couverte e~ observant les
resultat~,

car il y a une difference entre les valeurs calculees
et celles que l'on. a obtenues par Ie mesurage, la couverture
n'ayant pall ete prise en consideration au cours des calcula.
Quand Ie bilan de radiation est negatiff Ie refroidissement est
moindre que pour Ie secteur ouvert antier, quand il est positif
Ie rechauffement par contre est plus lent.
On ne peut pas cependant tirer des conclusions uniwoques sur
la base du mesurage et de la restitution partiella. Le mesurage
continue et on evalu.e les resultats. Usis il est possible de
signaler certai~es differences qui sont tout a fait evide~tes.

Ce sont lell composantes de radiation qui prese~tent les plU8
grandes diff'erences par rapport aux valeurs calculees. II s'agi t
des expressions pouu lesquelles la nebulosite a une grande impor
tane~. Dan/! cas expressions on n'attache pas sut'fisement d'atten
tion la densite des nuagell, ce qui represente la cause princi
pale quant aux grandes differences par rapport suc valeurs obte
nues par mesurage. Mais Ie mesurage n 'a pas entieremen.t confirme
ces relations mgme quand Ie ciel etsit clair.

a

Au cours des calculs il faut tenir compte des conditions
loealell, da la eonatru~tion dans son ensemble et .de ses ovrages
d'art.
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Fig. 1. Lee profile transvereals du canal d'amenee
a - le prof11-type d'une forme trapezo1dale
b - le prof11-type rectangula1re.
kg 12,8 - 13,3 • b • 3,80 m, h • 2,80 m
km 15,7 - 16,0 • b • 2,40 m, h • 1,40 m
c - la coupe de l'aqueduc
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INvtSTIGATIONS INTO FRAZIL. OOTTOM ICE AND
SURFACE ICE FORMATION IN THE NIAGARA RIVlll.

Mr. T.E. 'Wigle

Ontario Hydro Electric

Toronto, Ontario

Assistant River
Control Engineer

Power Commission

Canada

Flow retardation due to ice in the Niagara River is at times considerable, and
causes large reductions in power production. Investigations to obtain an under
standing and to establish a practical relationship between ice production and
meteorological parameters began in 1966. The initial surveys and observations
are described. Bottom ice formations were found to cover most of the river
channel.

Direct observations of the evolution of some ice forms are =ized.

Surface ice crystals formed when the average water temperature was still above
the ice point and were drawn down into suspension by the flow turOOlence.

When

the water temperature becomes OOC or below, the crystals adhere to underwater
objects contributing largely to the underwater ice formations.

Positive infor

mation as to whether ice forms directly on underwater objects has not been
acquired.

A certains moments Ie d9bit du Niagara est considerablement diminue par la
glace, ce qui reduit sensiblament la production d'energie hydroelectrique.
D~s 1966 on etudie cette glace en vue d'etablir un rapport pratique entre sa
formation et les

param~tres

meteorologiques.

initiales et les observations effectuees.
couvre la plupart du lit du fleuve.
observee est resumee.

L'expos~

decrit les etudes

On a constate que la glace de fond

L'evolution de cer.t aines formes de glace

Les cristaux de glace se forment

a la

surface quand la

temperature moyenne est encore au-dessus du point de congelation et la tur
OOlence de I' ecoulement les entraine en suspension vers Ie fond.

~and

la

temperature de l'eau descend A OOC ou au-dessous, les cristaux adherent aux
obj ets subDerges, ce qui contribue largement Ii la formation de la glace sous
l'eau.

D'autre part on n'a pas encore obtenu des indices positives que la

glace se forme directement sur les obj ets submerges.

2.8

I

INTRODUCTION
The investigation of Niagara River Ice with particular reference to the
formation and action of frazil and anchor ice began during the vinter of 1966-67
and has continued yearly since then.

This projsct vas proposed by Ontario Hydro

aa an Ontario and Canadian contribution to the International Hydrologic Decade.

The study is confined to obsenations of ice in the Upper Niagara
River betveen the outlet of Lake Erie and the International Control Structure
above the Falls (Figure 1).
The Niagara River is the vatervay connecting Lake Erie to Lake Ontario.
The flov velocity ranges from 3 ft/sec (1 ';sec) to 10 ft/sec (3 ./sec) in the
Maximum depth is around 30 feet (9 lid, vith an average

18 mile (29 km) reach.

depth of approximately 12 feet (4 m).
190,000 cu ft/sec (5400 cu m/sec).
under present conditione.

The average vinter flov is approximately

No natural ice cover forms on the river

The noma! II8.xiaum and minimum air tlllllperatures are:

December 35.1, 20.9°r (1.7, _6.2°C); January 31.8, 18.8°r (-0.1, -7.3 Q C);
February 31.1,

16.~or

(-0.5, -8.4°C); March 38.9, 23.7°r (3.8, _4.6°C)

respectively.
The purpose of thie paper is to eene as a progreea report describing
the methods and equipmant used to obtain the obsenatioDB presented.

A

description of the instrumentation used in this project ie presented in the paper
by Arden 1.
Project Goal.
On

~

cold clear nights each vinter the

Erie is suddenly reduced 15 to 20 per cent.

ap~ent

out nov fro. Lake

One of the ultimate goals of the

project is to establish a means of forecasting the flov retardation due to ice
in the Niagare River baeed upon the meteorological parameters.
INITIAL ICE OBSERVATIONS
The initial ice eurveys of the project consisted of observing the
river from a helicopter the mornings after a cold clear night.

Great masees of

vhite-capped, brown chunks of bottom ice ranging in size from a fell' inches to 3
or 4 feet (approximately 5 cm to 1 .) in disaeter vere observed floating on the
surface (Photograph 1) three to seven hours after sunrise.
Bottom Ice Locations
At the beginning of the inveetigations the extent of the bottom ice
formation in the river vas not known.

The question arose as to vhether it

uniformly coated the whole river channel or just certain areas.

In attempting

to anever these baeic questions an experiment was designed to determine whether
subsurface ice would form on an object which could be retrieved and eX8Jlined.

It

was reasoned that the bottom ice-producing areas could be determined by amounts
of ice that formed on them.

After some experimentation the arrangement as

illustrated in figure 2 and shown in photograph 2 vas developed.

The trays were

30 inches (75 CIII) equare having an angle iron frame with two inch (5 elll) mesh
2
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screen covering the frame.
A fort1-five foot (13.6 m) twin propeller, diesel povered boat vith a
closed internal cooling s1stem built specificall1 for ice breaking vas used as a
surYe1 boat.
Re8Ul.ts of Collectol' Tray Program
In general ice formed on all the tra1s at all the locations in depths

to about 20 feet (6 m) during January and February vhen the air temperature vas
20°F (-6.7°C) or belov and the net radiation vas -5 langleys or more except in
the area above the Peace Bridge (the outlet of Lake Erie) and a 500 foot (150 18)
band along the US mainland.

It is believed the reason for the latter anomaly is

that there vas a band of relatively varm vater (industrial effluent) floving
down the US shoreline.
The large quantities of porous ice that vere found on the tr81s
(Photograph 3) initially created the impression that this vas anchor ice forming
on the spot.

The large IlI8.ts (Photograph 4) of porous ice that vere observed

rolling to the surface in various reaohes of the river after a cold clear night
established further the idea that the collector trays gave a representative
sample of the bottom ice accumulation.
Description of the Ice Formations
The ice found on the collector tra1s vas composed of flat

c~stals

or

platelets roughly oval in outline and usually not more than several inches
(3 to 4 cm) across.

The formation on the individual vires of a tr&1 initially

vas radial, that is the platelets vere approximately all parallel to each other
and perpendicular to the vireo The polypropylene rope leading from the tray to
the marker float vas usually similarily coated vith ice platelets, forming a
cylinder up to 18 inches (45 cm) in diameter (Photograph 5).

As the formation

grev, the vhole collector tr81 became a block of porous ice (Photograph 3).
Dissecting a portion of the buildup sometimes shoved that the c~stals of the
inner portion of the formation vere much coarser than the outer (Photographs 6
&

7).

Sand and gravel vera interspersed throughout the vhole mass of ice.

On

the vire screen of the collector tr&1 unique formations such as ice platelets
radiating from central points like petals of a flover (Photographs 8 & 9) and
spherical formations the size of tennis balls (Photograph 10) vere sometimes
present.
DlIm;T ICE OBSERVATIONS

The production of ice in the Niagara River is cyclic and not a con
tinuous process during the vinter months.

The River temperature usually rises

to 0.10 to o.40°c each day due to heating by the sun.

Rapid cooling takes place

vhen the sun sets, the vater temperature falling to O°C or belov in 4 to 6 hours
vhen the air temperature is approximately 200F (_6.7°C) or belovo

Supercooled

vater temperatures as lov as -0.05°C are quite common.
3
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Equipment
In order to obtain an understanding of ice formation in the river, the
evolution of the various forms of ice was studied by anchoring the boat in
various areas of the river.

An undenmter light was construoted, using 4

etandard 300 vatt 110 volt AC lamps

(Photograph ll), in order to view any

impending undervater phenomena.
The vater temperature at the local observing eites vas monitored by
using a tvo point thermograph, accuracy

~

O.OloC and tvo electric open scale

(thermister, manual balance bridge) thersometere accuracy

~

0.OO5°C.

The vater

temperature at both ends of the 18 mile (29 km) reach of river vere continuously
monitored throughout the ice season by tvo recording thermographs.
In order to determine the presence of the small cryetale, a lItrail:ler
vas conetructed (Photograph 13).

The apparatus consisted of a 1 x 1 x 1 foot

(30 x 30 x 30 ca) box lllade of sheet metal vi th tvo ends open
flow through.

ISO

that vater could

One open end vaa arranged so that fraDled screene (1 . . apertures)

could be inserted and removed; the other end

V8..15

fitted vUh a hinged door.

The

method of operation conaisted of lovering the strainer vith screan in place and
opening the door for a short period of tiae, closing it, then retrieving the
strainer and finally examining the screen for ice crystals.
The observation procedure vas to monitor the local vater temperatures,
etarting at dusk, when the vater vas still above zero and continuing Bometimes
until davn.

The full evolution of river ice production, surface and subsurface,

vas obeerved for a great range of meteorological conditions.
Observations
Invariably it was observed that i f the air temperature VaB 20°F (-6.?"C)
or less and the vind velocity vas 10 to 15 miles per hour (4 to 6 III/sec) or
greater, BIIIall ice crystals vould form on the surface after 8I1lleet even though
t he

a"era~

river temperature vas still 0.20 to 0.3O°C.

It vaa reasoned that

the abstraction of heat from the surface goes on at a rate much faster than can
be maintained from the interior of the mass, consequently the top layer reaches
the ice point and produces ice.

The crystals, initially small and irregular in

outline (Photograph 12) vere observed being dravn into suspeneion in large
quantitiee by the flow turbulence.
Sub8Urface ice - This concantration of undenmter "eurface ice" ex1.etacl
for about one hour after the average vater temperature reached zero, thereafter
d:lJlini shing in quantity.

It ia thought that the rate of surface ice grovth

increased vhen the average vater temperature reached zero, due to the elimination
of the warmer vater belov and ite tempering effect.

The surface ice cryetale

subeequently became larger and froze together forming bigger pieces, having a
greater buoyancy; consequently the tendency to be dravn into- BUBpenaion vae re
duced.

At this time then t her e is a reduction in the quantity of "eurface

crystals" in suspension.

When the vater temperature reached zero the ice in

4
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suspension was obBerTed to adhere to other platelets and underwater objects.
Sma.ll packs of ice crystala several inches (apprexiaately 5 <:WI) in di!lllleter were
observed in the underwater light be!llll to flow in suapension, then upon striking
a down current rolling or bouncing along the bottom for a few feet (0.5 to 1 m)
becoming coated with sand or gravel and then drifting up into suspension again.
Senral packs of ice were obserTed to strike one of the collector trays partly
sticking and partly breaking away.
bottom in this particular inatance.

No ice was obserTed to stick to the river
Subsequently it was found that bottom ice

fonu, onl:r on rocky bottOlis and not on sandy bot tOIls due to the lack of any
anchoring effect of the latter.

!!!!!! -

As soon as the average water temperature reached COC, a

unique form of ice crystal appeared, namely the frazil discoid, the concentra
tion incre8.J!!ing as the water became supercooled.

The analogy of a driving snow

storm below the water surface describes this phenomena exactl:r.

The phenoraenon

was unmietakable once it started; the ice crystals were perfect discs 1 to 10
milliaeters in diameter and about 0.1 to 0.5 millimeters in thickness
(photograph 14).

Man;,. of these frazil crystals were obserTed on the river

surface stacked together in an overlapping fashion forming small raft-like
struotures.

Examining theBe conglOlllerates of frazil revealed that a minor

formation had taken place.

t~

The crystals were no longer diSC-like, many of the

crystals had becorae enlarged, the edges 80metillles being eawtoothed in outline.
Thie enlargement is thought to be the result of the natura1 growth of surface
crystals.

During the peak of the frazil storm, ice crystals began to collect on

the rocks of the river bottOll (Photograph 15).

Certainl:r from these particular

obaerTations there vas little doubt that the bottom buildup was caused by frazil
and surface ice crystals (Photograph 16). However, subsequent examinations of
the initial coating of ice on submerged objects baa created doubt as to whether
all subsurface ice formations are caused by these crystals in transit.

Studies

are still underway to answer this unsettled question.
CONCLUSION
These initial BUrTe:rs and obserTations revealed some of the character
istics of the ice in the river, but more importantly they generated questions and
ideas which sst intermediate goals.

Accordingly, programs have been attempted to

measure the quaritit:r of frazil in suspension during a variet:r of meteorological
conditions, bo measure the rate of growth of bottom ice and to determine whether
anchor ice is fact or fiction.

The term anchor ice is reserTed to describe the

particular sort of ice which forms in situ.

It is planned to present the

results of these programs sometime in the future.

Preliminar:r studies are

presently under way to correlate the meteorological parameters with the produc
tion of surface ice and river flow retardation.
Reference
1.

Arden R.S. - Instrumentation for Ice Investigations in the Niagara River, 1970
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Photograph 1:

A pi ece of botto= i ce f l oating
l oad of gravel picked off

Photograph 2:

t~

O~

the surface showing t he

bottom.

The collector tray equipment used to detect the
presence of bottom ice.

8
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Photograph 3:
A 11\8.66 of porou" ice that
formed on the collector
tray placed on the river
bottom overnight.

lIhotograph 4:

'!his matt of bottom ice was observed rising to the
6urface after a cold clear night.

The thickness is

approximately 8 to 12 inche" (20 to 30 cm).
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Photograph

5: A viev of the ice buildup on a polypropylene rope thet
vaB submerged for about

~5

minuteB in supercooled vater.

The formation iB described as radial, the crystals being
roughly perpendicular to the rope.

Photograph 6:

A chunk of ice cut out of the mass that formed on the
collector tray.

Note the difference in gradation, the

fine crystals tormed last.
10
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Photograph

7:

Ice on a collector tray Shov
ing the coaree crystal forma
tion at the bottom and the
fine, granular formation at
the top.

Pb~tograpb 8:

The bottom viev of a collector tI'a;1 shoving the
"novell-like" formations that fomed at tbe screen
junction points.
11
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Photograph 9:

A TieW of the "nower-like" fOl"lllltioll thllt fOl'lled
the collector tray screen.

011

Note the frazil discoids

throughout the formation.

Photograph 10:

"Ice Balla" shoWll just as they fOl"lled

011

the

collector tray screen while it was on the riTer
bottom oTernignt.
12
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Photograph 11:

The underwater light mounted on the side of the
surYe,. boat.

Photograph 12:

Typical ice crystals strained from the surface of the
riyer.

The sawtoothed edges were yery common.

2. 8

Photograph 13:
A rear view or the strainer
used to detect the presence or
ice in suspension. A door at
the rroat prevented the

collection or unwanted ice.

Photograph lit:

Frazil di8Coide shown on the strainer acreen

(screen spacing approximately 1 ma).
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Photograph 15:

An

underwater v1ev of the ice foraat1ons on the

Ri ••r bottom.

Thickness is approximately 4 to 6

incheB (10 to 15 em).

Photograph 16:

A atone retrieved from the river bottom Bboving ioe
CryBtalS that bave adhered to it.

15
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Discussion by Mr. C.R. Neill, Research Council of Alberta.
1.

Does the author consider that the so-called "anchor ice" usually originates
from frazil ice that sticks to the bottom.
Author's reply:

It would appear that a large portion of the ice forming

on the bottom generally originates by a process of adhesion of the
transient ice crystals to the rocks.

However ice has been seen to grow on

rocks when there has been no apparent sign of frazil in the water.

';Ie have

obtained photographs of ice formations that cannot readily be explained by
the

adhesion process.

Obtaining a conclusive answer to this question is

one of the primary goals for the remainder of our project.
2.

Would the author like to comment on the "anchor ice" definition included
in the proposed terminolo gy presented by Dr. Kivisild on behalf of the
Committee on Ice Problems?
Author's reply:

Until stronger evidence one way or another is presented,

I believe the definition for "anchor ice" should stand as proposed.

16
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SYNOPSIS
The thermal aspects of man-made ice structures for arctic offshore use are con
sidered. A two-dimensional ice model grounded in various depths of sea water is
presented. Isotherm and time-temperature plots indicate that such a structure is
thermally feasible for the geometry and climatic conditions considered. Possible
areas of weakness are commented upon and recommendations for further areas of
study are made.

RESUrlE
/

Cette communication presente les aspects thermaux d'une

~le

artificielle

construite en glace pour servir de platforme au large de l'Oc~an Arctique.
On consid~re un mod~le mathematique
/

des profondeurs variees.

a deux

dimensions de l'tle ~chouie ;

Les courbes isothermes et temps-temperature

indiquent que telle platforme est possible dans un sens thermal pour la
/

,

/

geometric et les conditions climatiques donnees.

On discute les endroits

faibles et l'on fait des recommendations pour les ~tudes futures.
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•
INTRODUCTION
The recent discovery of petroleum deposits on the north coast of Alaska and in the
Canadian Arctic has focused attention on possible marine transportation to markets
in Europe, North America and Asia.

The two successful trips of the

in

MJU~TTAN

the fall of 1969 and spring of 1970 have strongly pointed to the feasibility of
such marine routes.

However, for these routes to be a practical reality offshore

structures in considerable depths of water and capable of withstanding the loads
imposed on them by the ice will be required.

Structures will also be required for

the exploration and development of the potentially petroleum-rich arctic continen
tal shelf.
The recent work carried out for the Marine Division of the Humble Oil Company by
the University of Alaska involved two fragments of a tabular ice island (Figure 1)
which grounded in IS . fathoms of water north of Prudhoe Bay, Alaska (McKayl).

The

larger of these fragments successfully withstood the sea ice action through the
major portion of the ice year, thus suggesting that an offshore structure is cap
able of withstanding the ice loads imposed on it by virtue of weight and bulk of
structure alone.

A conventional structure utilizing steel and steel reinforced

concrete could no doubt be designed to be equally successful but severe economic
constraints would be placed on such a structure by the logistics involved,
climatic conditions and the very short construction and navigation season.
The arctic region offers the following unique possibility: far more thermal energy
can be lost during the cold winter period than could be gained during the warm
summer.

Thus, the concept of utilizing the natural heat sink to freeze a mono

lithic structure in which the cementing agent is the sea water itself deserves
some consideration.
The use of suitably reinforced ice as a structural material is not a new concept.
2
Perutz describes an aircraft carrier or bergship constructed of a mixture of
frozen water and wood pulp which was under consideration during World War II.
3
Dykins comments on the strengthening of an existing ice sheet through flooding
of the upper surface with sea water.

A sea-ice runway produced by this method is

described by the Bureau of Yards and Docks 4 •

More recently Behlke an~ McKayS con

sider the use of artificial sea-ice structures for Alaskan port facilities in
regions where landfast ice exists.
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4

The immediate basic questions which have to be answered before serious considera
tion to the possible use of man-made ice structures for marine use are
as follows:
1)

Would su ch

c.

structure grounded in sea water and s ubjected to

annual arctic c limatic vari a tion be ther mally stable and no t melt
aw y ?
2)

How coul d su h a structu re b e buil t up and i n wha t geographi C areas

3)

What stres ses can a man-made ice struc ture withs tand?

could the natural heat

~ink

b e used to advantage ?

Thi s pape r is addre ss ed to t h e the rmal s tab i li ty of man-mad e ice S t r uc tures in an
arc t ic marine env i ronmen t and an at t empt is mad e to answ e r the f i rst question
posed here.

THE RMAL CONS IDERATIONS
lee Structure Mo del
Consider the mode l i ce structure shown in Figure 2.
d ime nsional with width A and total height B.

The structure is assumed two

The lower portion of the structure

is in contact with the sea floor at depth D belm., the sea water surface.

The

structure protrudes from the water surface into the atmosphere to a height C.
The surfaces either r e ceive or lose thermal energy depending on the time of year
under consideration.
Difference Equation

A heat balance on a small volume element Hithin the model may be expressed as
follows :

02T
2~T
a
+ ay2
(1)
where T is the vo l ume element temperature, t is the tircl(:. and a is the thermal
aT

dt

[b

k
(the thermal conduc tiV ity divided by the product of the
pc p
mass density and heat capacity), with all properties expressed in compatible

diffusivity

Ct

=

units~

Eq. (1) may be expressed as a difference equation by u s e of a finite difference
approximation.

The difference equation may then be used to predict the future

temperature of any node within the model in terms of discrete spatial and time
steps.

The size of the spatial and time steps is chosen to assure a stable solu

tion for the equation.

With suitable property values for the material making up

the model and appropriate temperatures existing at the boundaries, the time
temperature history of any position within the model may be obtained.
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Boundary Conditions and Property Values
Temperatures of the atmosphere were assumed to be sinusoidal with time (Johnson
6
and Hartman ), and the surface temperatures of the model exposed to the atmos
phere were assumed to approach these values for that period of time when the
temperatures were below 32°F

When the sinusoidal variation indicated tempera

tures above 32°F the atmospheric surface temperature was held at 32°F.
typical time-temperature variation is shown on Figure 2.

A

The values used in the

solution of the difference equation were those ·of Barter Island, Alaska, with a
mean annual air temperature of lO.4°F and amplitude 31.3°F.
The sea water temperature was assumed constant at 29°F over the entire year and
the temperature of the model at the sea-floor interface was assumed to approach
this value.
The property values which determine the thermal diffusivity of the ice used for
the model are all functions of temperature, and combine to cause a decrease in
the diffusivity with an increase in temperature.

Values used in the solution

consider this temperature variation by use of the functional relationship
7
established by James
DISCUSSION
Though the boundary conditions applied to the model have been vastly simplified,
they do place the model under more severe thermal conditions than a natural
situation.

A comparison between the temperatures predicted by equation (1) and

those obtained in the field (McKayl) is shown in Figure 3.

The close agreement

strengthens the assumptions made.

Numerical results obtained after five years of temperature cycling are shown
graphically in Figures 4, 5, and 6.

Figure 4 represents the isotherm pattern of

the model when the bulk of the model is at its highest temperature.

The only

region where the ice is near its equilibrium temperature with the sea water is in
the lower corners.

These corner regions may be considered to be the weakest

regions of the model.

Inspection of the isotherms within the model and considera

tion of the usual geothermal gradient suggest that the model ice structure could
freeze into the sea floor.

Consideration of the film conductance on the vertical

submerged faces and the temperature pattern within the model suggests the
possible freezing of additional ice on these faces.
also indicates that

~t

The shape of the isotherms

no position within the model may the heat flow be con

sidered as one dimensional as would be the case of a continuous ice sheet cover
ing the sea surface.
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Tempe~atu.e tluctuat~ons

at the vertical centerline for a structure with the same

dimensions as Figure 4 are shown in Figure 5.

The temperature profiles and the

envelope containing them are shown for six equal time intervals during the year.
It will be noted that the greatest temperature variation takes place in the upper
most portion of the model structure, while at slightly below 50 feet from the
upper surface the temperature is effectively constant over the entire year.
Figure 6 shows the envelopes of the time-temperature profiles at the vertical
centerline for four model structures grounded in 25, 50, 75, and 100 feet of
water.

In all four cases the horizontal dimension is 250 feet and 25 feet of

structure protrudes into the atmosphere.

The envelopes give the maximum tempera

ture range through which the ice in the structure would fluctuate at a specified
depth.

As the depth of water is increased the temperature at which no perceptible

fluctuations exist decreases and a maximum point for the depth at which this
occurs is noted.

This maximum suggests the dependency of the temperature profiles

on the geometry of the structure and that a thermally optimized structure would be
obtained with a unique geometry for a given depth of sea water.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATION
Based on this relatively simple model, man-made ice structures appear to be a
possibility from the thermal point of view in sea water up to depths of 100 feet
and in areas with annual atmospheric conditions similar to those at Barter Island,
Alaska.
The model structures for the dimensions considered do not appear to have major
regions where the ice comprising the structure would be excessively soft because
of high internal temperatures.

However, the warmest regions, in particular those

in the lower corners, deserve attention.

Heat loss from the structure to the at

mosphere could be enhanced, thus cooling the bulk of the structure still further
and minimizing the warm regions.
Reinforcing the structure will no doubt be necessary.

Caution should be exercised

in the selection and placement of the reinforcing to balance or even optimize the
thermal and menhanical properties of the structure.

Additives to the ice in the

form of aggregates may also be used to change the thermal diffusivity and result
ing temperatures such that stresses resulting from thermal effects are minimized.
The question of salt migration from the sea water into the structure and the pos
sible buildup of ice on the water-exposed faces should be studied further as
should the plastic flow of ice at the bottom and the possibility of the structure
freezing to the sea floor. Though the answers to these questions and others may
be obtained in part through analytical and laboratory model techniques, it is
strongly recommended that serious consideration be given to the construction of a
fully instrumented prototype

st~ucture.
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DISCUSSION BY:

K.R. Croasdale

The following question was posed by Mr. Croasdale:
With reference to the statement that an ice island co uld be built
artificially in up to 25 feet of water; what would be the time required
to achieve,

RESPONSE BY:

this?

Also what equipment would be needed ?

A.R. HcKay

Assuming the same ambient temperature conditions as those

used in the

paper and an average ,,,ind speed of 10 mph, an island could be built up in
approximately 120 days .

Equipment required would essentially consist of

high capacity pumps and a manifold system for flooding the surface uni
formly.
DISSCUSSION BY:

A. Assur

The following question was posed by Dr. A. Assur:
In order to evaluate the forces which can act on ice islands it would
be very valuable to know the overpressure which was available to act be
tween the i c e island and the bottom, the area on which the overpressure
acted; bottom conditions (friction c o ef f ic ient), and the diameter o f

island perpendicular to the direction of ice force s.

the

In addition the

thickness of the surrounding ice floes should be known.

Are these data

Or least part of them available and what are the va lues ?
RESPONSE BY:

A.R. HcKay

Data obtained at the time of the first motion of one of the grounded
ice islands (July 2, 1969) due to i ce floe action was as follows:
2
Overpressure: 140 Ibs/ft
2
Bottom area: 56,00 ft
Bottom conditions:
clay 60.9%.

gravel 0.8% by weight, sand 8.8%, silt 29.5%,

Coefficient of friction unknown.

Width of i s land perpendicular to ice forces:

190 ft.

Thickness of ice floe between 3.5 ft and 4.0 ft.
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This paper deals with some problems of preventing harmful
effects of ice on water intakes by maintaining deiced water areas
in front of them owing to lifting warm bottom waters and to out
side heat supplying, as well as by intensification of frazil ice
discharge by means of heating the grate and forming water craters.

Dans ce rapport on examine les problemes de la prevention des
influence nuisibles de la glace sur les prise d'eau au moyen du
maintient des surface d'elibere de glace a l'aide du levage des
eaux chaudes de hautes profondeurs et du conduits de chaleur de
l'exterieur et aussi l'intisification du passage de la frasil a
l'aide du cbaufage des grilles et formation des tourbillon.
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1.

General Description of the Problem

Discussing water intakes in general, we may point out two prin
cipal types of effects: 1) surface ice pressure on the gates and
2) filling up the cross section of the inlet by frazil ice.
The former type of effects is characteritic for the surface orifi
ces while the latter is a characteristic for the summerged ones.
As to the surface ice pressure on the water intakes and weir
gates it is due to ice expansion caused by sharp temperature rise.
This problem will be dealt with at the next sittings of our sym
posium. That's why the problem set forth below considers only the
way of preventing this pressure.
Maintaining of the free ice water area before the gate is the
most expedient solution. But as the tackling of this task is of
interest that comes out of water intakes work and is the subject
of the second part of the problem discussed, we shall first of all
dwell here on that of maintaining free ice water areas.
The second type of effect concerns the frazil ice formation, the
problem that has partly been discussed on the present symposium.
That's why we shall pay attention mainly to measures ensuring free
paSSing of frazil ice through water intakes.
2.

Methods of Ice Free Channel. Maintenance.

In the water areas where there is a considerable temperature diff.
between the bottom and the surface area, O,5°C), maintenance of
ice free channels may be accomplished either by means of raising
warm deep waters, or by supplying outside heat.
Raising of warm deep waters is accomplished by pneumatic instal
lations ,fig. 1), streamforming devices (fig. 2) and pneumatic
streamforming deVices (fig. 3).
The sphere of expedient application of each mentioned devices
is mainly determined by the thermal character of the water area sec
tion anu partly by the peculiarities of devices. Pneumatic installa
tions are advisable with considerable stretch of the water area
that is to be maintained ice free at considerable depths (h 6+7 m)
and full epura of water temperature distribution through the water
reservoir depth (fig.4). The advantage of pneumatic installations
1s that there are no troubles for running ships, rafts etc. on the
water surface.
2
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In these conditions, but with less extent of the water area the
use of the radial-axial stream forming devices is advisable (fig.
5). The advantage of this scheme is the possibility of creating
directional water stream.

fig. 5

With sharp temperature differences of the bottom water layers
and the rest of the water thickness (fig. 4), that is orten in
pools and other water reservoirs, having different velocities of
streams at the surface and bottom, it is expendient to use pneuma
tic stream-forming devices or stream-forming devices with an elbow
(fig. 2). In other cases considerable heat losses will take place
with water transfer from bottom layers to the surface.
As studies have shown, to maintain free ice water areas, having
no substantial temperature stratification over the depth it is
most expedient to use heated water or st-eam - air mixture.
For heating water it is advisable to use a steam injector as a
device having the most simple efficient design. The distribution
of heated water over the bottom of the water reservoir, the surface
of which is to be de-iced, may be carried out through pipelines.
Experiments show, that the system of heated water distribution
should be supplemented by perforated air out~t pipes ensuring the
4
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lifting of heated water to the surface.
Using stream-air mixture injector to wnich steam is supplied,
is used, air being sucked and. heaGed, Then steam and air escaping
tne orifices of the perforated pipelines rise to the surface hea
ting the surrounuing and lifted. water simultaneously. The advanta
ge is that only one pipeline is used. instead of ~,o ones which we
re necessary in tne previous variant. This is Que to raiSing steam
and. water by means of lifting rorce of air buboles. At the same
time it is not yet clear how such a system will work at se~, where
because of the salt saturation, water does not freeze even at con
siderable temperature fall below zero. It is not yet clear how
heat transfer from the fresh steam to the salt water will happen
and wether this ~eam is turned into ice crystals just as it gets
into the water with negative temperature.

3.

Calculation of Pneumatic Installations.

Calculation of pneumatic installations includes the determina
tion of main kinematic and thermal characteristics of the stream
provided by them, calculation of pipeline conveying compressed air
and choice of installation performance conditions.
Kinematics of stream formed by pneumatic installation in the
first approximation was stUdies by M.I.Jhydkykh in her report to
the present symposium on the previous problem. [1]
Based on the theory of bottom water lifting by air bubbles deve
loped by I.M.Konovalov the formulae for determining velocities in
region of ascending stream (fig.1) were obtained:
for plane current:
62~Z
-1,07 ~

(1 )

G= 6.55
for an axysemmetrical current:

'w'= W'm

e - 0,517
-cZ-r.,-+-r-h.---')

~q,-o-0

'w'

= 2 27

m'

where

w
Wm

!/

(1

(2)

i

•

P"h..)

G=12,2

flow velocity at any point of a jet;
the velocity at the jet axis;
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qo
Po

- an air discharge at the initial cross-section;
- pressure on the water surface (equal to the atmosphe
ric pressure);
h
- the depth of water reservoir;
6
- empirical constant jet structure.
In order to determine region limits there are 2 equations:
for plane current: ~p
O,26z,
for axisymmetrical current: ~p
O,20z.
The zone of spreading can be represented either as a turbulent
plane or fan-shaped semi-jet. According to Prandtle - Guertle it
is discharging from an imaginary source and limited in the plane of
symmetry by free surface. 1-)
Formulae for .flow velocities in this region are:

=

where:

=

V
velocity in any point of the region of spreading;
Vo - the velocity over a free surface;
) - the relative coordinate ~. G'(~-2) •

For the plane flow the following ratio is true.

-V 0, 6t-n ~

'tTo " 0.88 Wm

6' = 8,2 , 00 •

For space flow:

o,zzh

If,,- 0.39 "II ... 1
m

G-f4.2.

V

00·O,17h.

(4)

X

6=
h

6> 0,26

X

i

0.9711.+ x.
•

0:. O,f5x.

Owing to the peculiarities of the flows discussed, connected
with the space surface available, the values of experimental con
stants~ differ from the values obtained by Gertler, resulting from
specially made experiments these values as well as the values of
initial cross-section 80 • were determined.
1-) In A.Murota and K.Muraoka's reports at the XII Congress I.A.H.
R. the same flow scheme was assumed. [21

6
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In the reverse flow region the character of motion is more calm
than in the upper region. Here energy losses can be neglected and
the motion is considered to be potential. The formulae obtained are
rather unwildy and are not given here.
Comparing the designed data with the experimental oneti it fol
lows that the above-mentioned relations are true at a distance of
about 4 h. Then the velocities decrease sharply, the horizontal
jet decays and flow changes its direction.
Making the epura of velocities according to the depth for sur
face stream one can obtain the curve of water discharge changes in
the stream along the axis X.
For approximate thermal calculation to define the water reser
voir limits maintained free of ice the thermal balance equation for
surface stream elements ~x meters long (3) can be given:

Cfod(Qi:, )=[K(ts-t)- EJ dx + d Qt· Cfo + (S9 + Sm) dx
where

(6)

C

the thermal capacity;
the specific water weight;
Q - water discharge at a given cross-section of a jet;
t - the average temperature of water stream:t-Co.6+0.s)tsp(f'i4J,
K and E - coefficients in the heat irradiation formula respec
tevly dependent or nondependent on temperature;
ts - air temperature;
t· - the temperature of added or separated water masses.
In the ~irst approximation it is considered to be equal to the
domestic thermal section at the depth of set Dorder when discharge
is added and to average temperature of the jet itself when separated
Sg - the heat irradiation from the reservoir bed ground;
Sm - heat developed due to dissipation of stream, energy.
One can neglect the term (being too small) expressing heat develo
ped due to energy stream. As function Q = f (x) is given graphy
cally we must transit to final increment and can write the formula
(6) in the following form [3J:

fo -

where AQ - the discharge change between the adjacent cross-sections
n; n + 1, and Q'f - average discharge between above - men
tioned sections.

7
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Using tne expression (7) one can draw the mean change temperatu
re curve over surface stream length.
To d.eterwinb .l.'eservoir limits maintained free of ice t temperatu
re curve should be projected on the edge of ice cover tkt coming
from the emperical dependence confirmed by aumerous observations

t = _$_

(8)

el t<
where S - heat irradiation
k (t s- t) - E ,
ell< - t he irradiation coefficient in the e~e area wh4.Ch is
based on experimental data 0( K = 0 t 002 Vc t cal/m2 °c
per 24 hours.
Vc - the average velocity in the considered jet cross-section
in m/24 hours.
Intersection of curves tl(= ~(X) and
will point out the wa
ter reservoir limit to be maintained under conditions free of ice.
The aim of calculation of pipe-line of pneumatic installation is to
de£ine the initial pressure for passing air discharge given and ne
cessary diameters of perforation orifices providing the uniform dis
tribution of air discharge over the pipe-line length.
To find out the necessary dependences one can use Bernoullfa
equation:
I<

t=tCX)

dP

r

.. dh =0

(9)

conservation equation when D = Const.

~[

r

+

at{

=0

(10)

= COn.st

(11 )

if

and equation of gaseous state

p

rrL
Here

11'

overall mean velocity of gaseous stream;
volumetrical weight of a gas;
~ - specific energy losses;
polytrope index.
Assuming this process to be isothermal which best corresponds to
the character of the thermal proc ess during air pipe operation
B.S.Borodkin and G.I.Melkonjan have obtained the following designed
dependences (3].

r

8
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1+

Here

Q S2

7

1,41

a

Q

t
tf""'\t
,;:"

~( Oulll,
c

6

air pressure corresponding to the air pipe submersion
depth H that is: PH = 0,1 H -+ 1 atm
volumetrical air discharge referred to pressure;
cross-sectional area of air pipe;
total resistance coefficient of air pipe;

WK+f =

Q

1

-----r==::::::::::=::::;- • - 
-f 19 a M.
PK+' i
n"1
,
OJ K+I
'"
PH

Je..,

- wrea of k + 1 orifice;
adiabatic sonic velocity equal to
1, 41 ~ RT 1
gaseous constant;
absolute temperature;
acceleration of gravity;
<J
discharge
coefficient;
}4:1(+'
pressure
in
front of K + 1 orifice;
PK+,
orifice
number
counting from the sealed end of air pipe;
k
the
number
of
clearences
between orifices.
n.
The value of
1(+1 is defined by the formula:

-V

WK.'

00
R.
T

r

£ /C+.
1+ ~

WK.' P.. ]2
- [f. (K+l)~' -p
oJ"

i".1

Where

EK+I -

K+'

(14)

1<+1

contraction jet coefficient in orifice;

1
- resistance coefficient of orifice.
L oc+'

Economical indices are defined to a great extent by the right
choace of installation operating conditions. Rational relationship
between the period of idleness in the operation of installation
Tp and that of its active operation conditions in installation Ta
may be set up, if ice freezing on the water reservoir surface and
the preceding meltlng ice process by using this considered instal
lation can be investigated , This investigation must be carred out
Tp
at different durations of ~ ; at different air temperatures and
temperature of water, lifted to the surface by means of this ins
tallation.
9
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If the influence of heat stream from the bottom and heat deve
loped due to energy dissipation can be neglected, that goes for
period of ice formation of small thickness at considerable negative
air temperatures, the differential equa-t ion of heat balance will
be 0) s
(15)
where

Q-

heat stream through ice equal to heat irradiation;
time;
~
volumetrical ice weight;
d...
P - latent ice formation heat;
hJl - ice cover thickness.
Having integrated the equation (15) we get:

T -

Where

~

IVI I '

~ - coefficients of thermal conductivity of ice and
C

snow respectively;
coefficient of heat irradiation from snow cover
to the atmosphere.
hi • hz - thickness of ice at the beginning and at the end
of considered period of time;
air temperature.
Heat balance equation for the ice melting process during pneu
matic installation operation will be
0(

-

tg -

(17)

Where

t - average

temperature of surface steam formed by
pneumatic installation ;
0(1 - heat irradiation coefficient of running water to
the bottom ice surface.
Approximately:
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1""
Ta

),--3£"

11

I

".

It
3

taQ.S"

t-~.25~ >-

I

2

...

I

0.2

la.
Til

10

I

0.4

t :- 'S.

12

Q.6

I

0,8

(,0

Til cymol( c/tJin

f=1.0'i

I - l-

I

I-

8
G
4
2.

t"~5°
t· 0.25"

00

.&.
To:

-I. "

5

d2

dil

0.6

I
T"

0.8

1.0

cymolC cla. 'fS

•
20 r-t "-7. •r -  t-I.O
1&
16
II,

12

l-

,

V

I

taO.S

10
I
8 I
6 (
4

t='uJ·

z

a

a

a:z

0."

0.6

8.8
to
Tn CljmOI< da.y.5

l 'ig. 6
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1f - water flow velocity under ice in meters per second.
Having integrated the equation (17) we derive the formula for Ta
that is a period of time necessary ror ice melting:
(18)

Figure 6 shows the resul~s of calcula tions for different values
Tn; t
Accord.ing to figure 6 the usage of condition
with interval some 1,5 -2,5 hours is considered to be the most ex
pedient. The usage of short intervals is not effective. Prototype
investigations show that unstead.y heat condition near the pneuma
tic installation is maintained about 0,5 - 1,5 hours after it has
stopped acting. Thus during those intervals ice covering would not
be formed even in severe condition.
T"
Figure b shows tnat in ordinary conditions the ratio
T~
approximates 3 - 4 ~hat i s to make installation operate in sever al
stages. (Fig.7). This allows either to provide high e:tficie.ut dura
ble operation of the compressor and to reduce capital investments
or to enlarge the wi dth of reservoir maintained free of ice by la~
ing several parallel pipe lines operating in certain sequence.
Reservoir maximum width Bt to be ma intained in some conditions i s
defined from the fo r mula :

;t,.

;: ;

(19)

\There

81
~

iceless reservoir ~idth formed by an air pipe operatipg
separately;
 coefficient taking into account the change of reser
voir width per an air pipe when passing to parallel
operation of several air pipeS,on the base of experi
mental data this coefficient can be assumed to be
equal 1,5 - 2, O.

12
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2 j§.~= ::::

:: ::~wr

-- _0- - 

Operating
pipeline
not operating - - - - - - 
pipeline
fig. ?
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4. Calculation of stream forming devices.
Kinematics of fluid movement in the area of stream forming de
vice is due to the availability of a jet discharged from the nozzle
which should be considered as a free turbulent jet and to suction
fluid stream. The studies carried out showed that the latter's in
fluence on the distribution of velocities in turbulent jet can be
neglected.
The velocity at any point ofaxisymetrical turbulent jet at a
distance of "r" from its axis can be found according to the formu
la (3) :
7. 2

tr = 7-0 v;,

e -

~

(20)

2ax
Where

Lo

radius of nozzle outlet section;

lTo - velocity in nozzle outlet section;
~

- coordinate along jet axis counted off the nozzle end;
experimental coefficient which can be considered to be

a -

equal 0,04.

Accounting the influence of limiting surfaces parallel to jet
axis on its velocity field and in particular the influence of fluid
surfaces availability can be made by interposing epure of energy
~z from several fictitious properly placed stream forming devices.
He~ce the resulting velocity will be v=V".'1.+
as the equa
tion used is linear in relation to the square of velocity.
Thermal calculation can be carried out using the equation (7)
with the only difference that in this case the energy irradiation
term should not be neglected especially near the orifice since the
velocities of water discharging from the stream-forming device are
considerable.

v:'

The value of the term Sm may be defined as the amount of heat
given off by the stream due to its kinetic energy change between
cross-sections un" and lin + 1" used for overcoming the turbulent
friction forces.
(21)
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The values "m" and "k" correspond to the number of intervals
over the vertical axis "y", counted of!" the orifice axis up to the
· point where velocity value will approximate zero, otherwise the
intervals will n ot reach the fluid surface. As well "p" and "u"
correspond to the number of strips this sec tion is divided into,
towards the axis "z".
The limit of the water area maintained icefree is defined in the
same ways as it was when calculating pneumatic installations.
To define time necessary for ice melting up to the thickness
required or for deicing the water area of given limits is possible
by solving for the first problem the equation integral (17) as
follows,

T=-

rA\JlJ3[olJI(~_h )-t En tg+C£+~+~)o{,t]
(o(,t)1.

AJI

2.

i

8

(22)

t +(i.h+k)", t
8

ol

A-c A-J\

I

the initial and final thickness of the ice
Where
hi and h z
cover respectively.
To solve the second problem the equation (18) can be used, if
the calculation is carried out for separate parts.
It should be noted that the above mentioned method of calcula
ting gives, the minimum deiced area of reservoir during some period
of time, as the inhomogeneous structure of the ice cover, consis
ting of crystals and inter-crystal filling is not taken into account.
The latter is broken faster as a result of thermal and especially
mechanical effect of the stream-forming device jet. Thererore,
after weakening or complete destruction of inter-crystal bonds,
the spontaneous breaking of ice cover carrying unmelted crystals
may occur. In this case to melt 1 kg. of ice less thermal energy
than
will be required.

"P"
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5.

Calculation of pneuoatic stream-forming devices.

Discharge of water supplied by a pneumatic stream-forming device
can be defined by the formula [3):
(23)

~

the specific weight of water-air emulsion;
the depth of lowering of the bottom pipe end from
water surface;
pipe sectional area;
W
coefficient of discharge.
fi
Air volume change being neglected, air discharge will be:

Where

H1

Q=Q

(24)

S

Comparative data of ~ater discharges supplied to the surface by
means of pneumatic installation or pneumatic stream-formin~ device,
air discharge being the same and correspondin~ to the optimum sa
turation of water-air mixture with air in the pneumatic stream
forming device, are given in table 1.
As the depth becomes lesser, the difference between water dis
charge supplied by the pneumatic installation and pneumatic stream
forming, device is reduced. If the to of wa ter supplied by the
pneumatic stream-forming device is equal to the temperature of near
bottom layers, and that of the pneumatic installation is lower, then
it comes clear that the less the depth, the more efficient the use
of pneumatic stream forming devices.
Table 1.
Depth
m.

Air discharge per
one pneumatic
stream-forming
device or per one
measure metre of
pneumatic instal
lation
m3 /sec.

The discharge
of ",.rater lifted
by pneumatic
stream-forming
device
when ,...(.J =:0 ,1 m2
Q m"3/ sec

The discharge
Dis
of water lifted charge
by one mea
ratio
sill'e metre of
pneumatic in
stallation.

Q' m3 /sec.

~
Q

3

0,13

0,30

0,65

2,16

5

0,25

0,38

1,40

3,70

16
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10

0,32

15
20

6,35
0,36

0,55
0,66
0,77

3,70
5,20

6,70

6,95

'::l,0

7,9

The velocity condition of the stream, pouring out over the upper
edge of the pneumatic stream-forming device can be calculated by
using the following dependence for the velocity in the fanshaped
turbulent jet [4].

lf1 ( bo - lJ-) -t If' ( IL + ~
2ax

Where:

)

2ax

radius of the pneumatic stream-forming device;
distance of the point, where the velocity is defined
by the radius from the edge of the pneumatic streamforming device;
lfo - horizontal jet veloc~ty on leaving the pipe is ap
Q
proximately equal to:

"to
X

~

coordinate over the vertical counting from water sur
face;
0/
Cramp's function;
go distance from water surface to the upper end of the
pneumatic stream-forming device;
a - experimental coefficient ~ 0,04.
The calculation of the de-iced water area limit can De carried
out using the recommenda~ions referring to the calculation of pneu
matic installations.
Maintenance of non-running and poor running water
areas iceless and their deicing by artificial heating.

6.

When solving the first problem the main
sed as follows:

equat~on

can be expres

(26)
Where:

s

heat irradiation from 1 sq.m. of free surface per
hour;
17
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k
q
t

- the coefficient of supplied heat utilization;
water discharge per 1 sq.m. of the surface;
temperature of supplied water;
volumetrical water weight;
c
thermal heat capacity.
To solve the problem with minimUlli expense it is necessary to
supply water at ~ 20°C correspondingly increasing the discharge
in order to get the necessary product value "qt" at minimum ther
mal irradiation. The same stipulates the requirement of maximum
uniform distribution of supplied warm water over the water area
surface, The system of perforated pipe lines laid on the reservoir
bottom meets the requirements best of all.
As physical and convective heat conductivity in stagnaut or
poor running water reservoirs, where artificial heating is most
expedient, are small, it is necessary to provide intensification
of stream turbulization not to utilize much heat for initial water.
The best solution of this problem is to supply compressed air by
the system of perrorated pipe lines located amidst adjacent pipe
lines supplying hot water. Necessary air discharge in accordance
with necessary water volume which is ~o be lifted to the surfaoe
is defined by the following formula (3):

r-

(27)

Where:

H - depth;
~o- air discharge per 1 measure metre of air pipe line;
P.. - atmospheric pressure;
specific water weight;
~ - .acceleration of graVity.
The specific feature of calculation of horizontal perrorated
pipe lines ror supplying warm water [5] is in the necessity of
keeping constant product of discharge by the temperature of water
dischar~ing from each orifice, that is:

r-

(28)
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water uischarge at initial cross section',
water temperature at initial ~ross section;
the number of outlets;
thermoirradiation through the walls of vhe pipe
line;
C - thermal heat capacity of the water;
volumetric water weight;
C,
assumed as non - depenaent ont&mperature.
Heat balance equation for the portion of the pipe-line dx long
can be written:

Where:

Qo
to
n
S,

-

r -

r-

(29)

dS

thermoirradia~ion through the walls;
- heat discharging through outlets together with water.
dS 3 - heat developed Owing to the forces of internal fric
tion;
dS3 - may be neglected as being very small a value.
Suppose. that heat charge over the pipe-line length takes place
according to the linear law. Then, to calculate waDer temperature
change over the pipe-line length, we obtain:

Where:

1

-

dS z

Where:

t=

(0)

9 -

the temperature of surrounding pipe-line medium 
water in the reservoir;
the length of the perforated portion of the pipe
line;

':f.. -

B=
3)- the diameter of the pipe-line;
K - heat transfer coefficient;
Supposing. as usually,
9~ 0
we derive:

19
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•
t=
A=

Where:

(31 )

1-At,o en(1-:;)
"Ji~K~

Qoc

r

If the linear change of the dischexge over the pipe-line length
is supposed to be near the really exhisting one, as the experiments
show, the equation (31) will be:
(32)

It is proved by the experiments to be satisfactory.
The area of the outlets can be determined by means of the formQ
lae derived both from the equation (28), with (32) taken into ac
count and the value of heatirradiation through the walls all the
pipe- line length
= KTr ~ (t - 8 J ~

St

Where:

A+1

a

i: - piezometric

pressure in front of the outlet;
outlet discharge coefficient.
When the pipe-lines are laid on the inclined plane, i.e. at the
building-berths and slips, it is necessary to provide not the uni
form heat distribution, but the equality of axial temperatures at
the surface in all the jets discharged froID perforated pipe-line.
According to Tailor's theory the following temperature depen
dence in a submerged, axisymmetrical turbulent jet [6]:15 derived

".fn -

(34)
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the difference between iT over the jet axis at
the distance ~ from the outlet and the tempera
ture in the surrounding space;
Ato - the difference between t~ at the initial cross
section of the jet and the temperature; Q in the
surrounding space;
a
experimental coefficient '" 0,1;
- the distance from the outlet up to the point on
the jet axis, we are interested in
R..o - outlet radius.
Due to relatively high temperature of the water discharging
from the outlet, one can take Bg;; 0 besides, it should be taken in
to account that
0,29 and hence:

Where:

~tT

7»

tOI Ro,

~

to?. R.o'Z.

1j2,.

(35)

Where
~1 and ~2 - coordinates over vertlcal.
To satisfy the conditions (35) non-linear change of the dis
charge over the length is required. In the first approximation it
may be expressed by the formula:

Q_Q (
o

Q
Qo
nt
If the heat
neglected, the
long will be:

~-X)rn.

£

water discharge in the cross-section of the per
forated pipe-line considered;
- water discharge in the initial cross-section of
the pipe- line;
degree index determined experimentally.
developed owing to the internai friction forces is
heat balance equation for the pipe-line portion dx
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Havin5 integrated it (36) taken into account. the following
expression for temperature isobtained:

Where:

Ai =

Taking into consideration (35) the following expression for the
area of any K shaped outlet at the distance x from the beginning
of the perforated pipe-line portion is obtained:

= W

W
K

(
0

to· ~IC
t·
K

)

2

(39)

!j 0

The value of uJ o - the first outlet should be determined from
additional condition the equality of the sums of discharges pas
sing through separate outlets to the initial discharge Qo.
To tackle the second task i.e. to deicing the area such heat
balance equation may be written:

Kq" tc (ciT =Jtdh.JI-

(40)

The integrating of this equation results in the formula:

From this expression we can see that the second term of the
equation in brackets characterizing the time rise for deicing water
area by heat irradiation into atmosphere is lnversely proportional
to the second power product of the supplied water discharge by the
22
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temperature.
That's why ror the fastest and most economical deicing the water
area at low air temperatures one should rise the temperature and the
supplied water discharges as much as possible.
If for heating instead of .arm water steam-air mixture is used,
the calculation of the temperature change over the pipe line length
as stuules show [7], may be carried out by the formula (32), the
expression ror "A" being given as follows:

A=
Where

Go - weignt discharge of steam-air mixture in the initial

cross section •
.H'or the area of the outlets the following expression is derived:

(42)

W n. =

Where:

Here '{... and Pk
- volumetric weight and pressure
To
- absolute gas temperature.
As to other calculations tney may be oarried out by using formu
lae for pnell1!1.;.tic installations given in 3 of the paper.
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7. Maintenance of reservoirs of running water in iceless
conditions by artificial heating.
Maintenance of navigable channels or rivers deiced may be carried
out by using exhaust water of enterprises and first of all power
ful condensed thermal stations ~ith the rational disposition over
the waterway.
For preliminary solution of the problem, the task of stream mo
tion having value of heat irradiation from its surface due to
stream temperature change should be considered here. The tempera
ture -and meteorological conditions in the regions surrounding the
stream, its depth and width as well as the coming in discharge are
supposed constant.
Heat balance equation for the elementary stream part "dx" long
will be written [4J:

Cra(t-dt)-CfQt = (Mt+}/)

ax

(43)

Q - stream discharge;
M and N - coefficients in the heat irradiation formula.
The solution of this differential equation under boundary con
when x c 0 gives
ditions: t = to
(44)

Hence, it is easy to find out the distance at which temperature
changes from "to" to "t", i.e., the distance froin one condensed
station to the next one.
X=

erQ

M

en.

Mt o +N

Mt+N

For most economical utilization of heat supplies availaole espe
cially in the conditions of non canalizated river, it is expedient
to separate in some way the region of ship running where the deiced
channel is to be maintained. Nowadays, it may be achieved by guard
ing of the chlUlI1el, e.g., by the film of synthetic materials (t-ig.8)
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fig.8

According to the conditions considered, the value of temperatu
res, surrounding the main stream of regions taken into account,
coefficient values "M" and "N" may be written:

M;: KB + 2hKl+ BKl
N :: K ts B + EB+ 2h K 1 e + BK l 8 I
where

K,

E, ts

see the equation (6):
B - stream width of warm water;
h - the depth of the same stream;
K. - total heat transfer coefficient from stream
reservoir water through the film;
K, - total heat transfer coefficien~ from stream
water to reservoir bottom;
9
reservoir temperature, considered constant;
91
reservoir bottom temperature, considered cons
tant.
More detailed studies of the problem of the temperature change
over the channel length and depth may be carried out by using the
equation suggested by A.I.Pekhovich, S.M.Aleinikov and V.M.Jhidkikh.
The derivation of these equations is set forth in the paper to be
delive~dat the present sitting. Therefore, I shall give now only
the final expression to ascertain stream temperature [8]:
(46)

where:

M.=
"
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•
.:x:

coordinate over the stream;
channel depth;
h.
water
temperature;
t
initial temperature;
to
coefficient of heat conductivity;
A.
- coefficient of heat irradiation;
oC.
rt! - effective air temperature;
If - flow velocity;
thermal heat capacity water;
C
specific water weight.
Using the equation (45) one can find the distribution of tempew
rature both over the length and depth of the stream in any section.
Criterian for choosing final temperature "t" where the next
station is to be situated is the requirement of the power station
to water temperature of the pond, i.e. water cooler. It should be
noted tbat in warm seasons when more intensive cooling is required
it may be carried out in accordance with the scheme considered by
means of removal guarding facilities of running and including the
whole water area of the reservoir into the cooling surface.
Here:

r

8.

Rational

Construction of Water Intake and Means of

Intensification of Frazil Ice Discharge through
Water Receiver.
Fraizil ice, haYing lesser volumetric weight than water usually
tenas to concentrate on the rluid surface or near it. In accor
dance with this the configuration of water intakes is of vital
importance for improving their operation. The most favourable con
ditions for aiversion of near bottom water usually saturated least
of all with frazil ice are created when placing water inlet accor
ding to the scheme (fig. 9-a), when water shed fills near the bot
tom. Then it may be expressed:
(47)
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Where

z

geonesic height;
pressure;
volumetric weight;
acceleration OI gravity;
velocity;
raaius of jet curvature;

p

!

9if
Hence

.P
Z
8

-t -

TPo

"7

>.>

c'A

~

p...

T

fig. 9

I~ such a position of water intake is not convenLent for some
reason and the water intake mouth raises at higher marks it should
choose water intake according to the scheemetfig.~-b)
Least successful is the scheme (fig.9-c) which should be avoided.
Rather often some reason that makes the operation of water in
take more difficult or impossible is icing of grate rods.
To prevent this electric heating of grates is usually used.
Investigations carried out by A.r.Pekhovich and S.M.Aleinikov [9]
showed that value of heat irradiation coefficient on the surface
of the grate rod is not constant but varies depending on the
length of the stream line way. From criterial equation derived by
M.A.Mikheev.
~(
0.8
0.'1

J'I u =

0,0356

Re

P't

A.I.Pekhovich obtained the following dependence heat irradiation
coefficient from iron to water when having frazil ice.
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fig. 10
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•
o<.c=1672

if
X

0.8

0.2.

k.cal./m 2 hours °c

(48)

if - water velocity in a grate in m/sec;
- the coordinate, being counted from the frontal sur
face of the rod.
Instability of heat irradiation coefficient over the rod surface
involves instability of temperature on the surface of the same rod,
the beginning of the rod being less heated. That's why calculation
of power capacity is to be made for it, but not for mean coeffici
ent of heat irradiation or for average temperature of the rod.
Only then i t is possible to prevent coverring rods with ice. With
a view of economy of electrical energy it is advisable to make
heating making of the frontal part of the rod by eccentric dispo
sition of heaters or by partial heat insulation of heated rods.
The following formula e were derived for calculating power capacity
of heating of right-angled rods.

Where

:c

P - 7,7 tJ 0.8 (O,01-t t )

2-

(49)

Kvt/m"

(50)

Kvt/m

for round rods
VQ.6

p - 2 dO... (O.01-t.)

t i -_

temperature of super cooled water ,., - 0,09 0
diameter of the rod in m.
el
Experiments and field investigations are confirmed by formulae
(49) and (50). It should be taken into account here that devices
for heating should protect grates from sticking crystals of ice
to rods. As well as from crystalization of saper cooled water upon
them rather then the task of melting passing masses of frazil ice
that is unpracticable. The character of surface of the grate rods
is strongly influenced by freezing crystals to in frazil ice.
Covering rods with rabber, asphalt, oil, bitumen, silicon orga
nic combinations creating hydrophobic films on the surface of metals
improves the functioning of the grates.
Determination of correct distance between rods is of great im
portance for proper function of grates. Eddy water craters are
means of intens~fication of frazil ice discharge through water re
ceivers. The essence of such a method of frazil ice passing is the
following 'fi~.10) [H) , 11] •

Here
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In pressure cell thrust chamber in front of the intel of the
water intake a wooden shield reaching the bottom of the basin is
installed at the angle of~ 18 0 to the vertical line. The second
shield don't reaching the bottom but creatir.g a fall 6h is put
between them and the grates of water receiver. A water cr a ter is
formed be between these shields. Because of considerable ve l oci
ties of circumference of water rat er bodies, floating on the sur
face are carried down and fUrt her to t he pipe-line of a turbine.
Dimens i ons of seperat e elements of c omplex of measures bringing to
water cra ter f ormation in the first approximation may be found
from the f oll owing relations:

where
A

a
di stanc e betwee n s hields N 1 and 2 (fig. 10);
b - width of the shi eld (f i g.10 ) ;
h
value of fall \, step);
H
depth of str eam in f r ont of cell ( chamber ),
K - co eff i cient varying approximately linearl y wi thin the
l imits of 0, 2, when V = 0 ,5 till 0,4 , when V = 1,2;
F

c o efficient varyi .n g approximately line arly wi thin

the limits of 0, 8 when V = 0,5 till 0,3 when V = 1, 2 .
velocity water approach to the shield.
Value of a fall depends upon the percentage of frazil ice in the
stream and must not exeed 1,2 m.
It is necessary to protect the pipe line from cold air penetra
tion through a water crater, shaping the inlet part in such a way
as to insure air outlet from the water crater to the surface.
It should be noted that large velocities in a grate, created by
a water-crater, increase the value of the coefficient (~) and,
hence, temperature gradient being (t z - t 1 ) and showing absence of
crystalization on grates, it increases necessary heating capacity.
That's why th€ usage of method of intensification of frazil ice
passing through the turbines of hydro-power stations by means of
eddy water craters is more expedient with watercourse having com
paratively great flow velocities (mountain rivers) and in case of
unsteady cold snap. Then in front of the water intake frazil ice
mainly brought from above is accumlated and there may be on super
cooling of water in the site of water intake i.e. the danger of

V
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grate freezing may lack. A water crater will promote (help) brea
kage of ice sheets covering the surface of water in front of the
water intake and the free passing through grates.
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SYNOPSIS
The most important terms in the heat balance of a body of ¥ater
are radiation, convection and evaporation.

hxamples of empirical

approximations to the more exact expressions are given.
Tbe hea t

lost by the vater results in a change of state after the

v ate r has become sufficiently supercooled.
When the surface turbulence is strong enough, an ice cover cannot
form, and beat losses then produce frazil ice.

This process and

the sUbsequent history of the frazils are discussed.

2.11

THE HEAT FLUXE5
Introduction
Between a body of water at rest and its environment heat is ex
changed, with the

at~oBphere

throuBh the free water surface and with

the earth through the boundaries.
kinds:

These heat fluxes are of three

radiation, convection/conduction and evaporation/condensation.

The heat balance for flowinB water includes one more
frictional

~eat.

ter~,

namely

Friction converts mechanical energy into heat by a

one-way process that can only add heat to the water.
The heat flux which is a consequence of mass transport by preci
pitation, surface runoff or gro und-wat er flow,
this discussion.

is not included in

Neither is the terrestrial heat flux, from the

inner of the earth through its mantle, taken into account, as this
term is small compared with the other terms.
The various heat fluxes out of and into a water body are listed as
loss or gain in table 1.
Table 1

Heat

fluxes

Loss

Gain

long-wave radi~tion (51)

short-wave radiation (51)

evaporation

(52)

long-w ave back radiation (51)

convection

(53)

condensation

(8

friction

(8

The net heat loss results 1n cooling when T >
and ice formation when T

<

oOe

2

)

4)

and in supercooling

oOe .

A review of the terms in table 1 is given below followed by a
discussion of the conditions under which frazil ice forms.
summary of the heat balance in rivers is given by

A good

FREY5ThI~55 0 N

1 968.

Radiation
The radiation flux is for our purpose conveniently split into short
wave and long-wave components:
The short-wave radiat ion is made up of those heat rays that
penetrate water to considerable depths, such as sunshine a~d
visible light.

2
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The long-wave radiation is due to heat rays that are stopped by
a few mm of water, such as infrared light.
The dividing line between short and long wavelengths is at a few
microns (fig. 1).

Instead of short-wave radiation we can just as

well say solar radiation, because the solar spectrum has 99% of its
energy in the wave range 0,15 -

~

Similarly, long-wave radiation is also called terrestrial radiation.
10
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The reason for

Wave leneth ranges

splitting the

radiation flux

in these tva

components,

is that short-wave radiation shows up in the heat budget only as a
gain, like frictional heat.

Long-wave radiation, on the ?ther hand,

causes heat gains as well as heat losses.

This is demonstrated in

Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2

Schematic of radiation fluxes

Short-wave radiation.

The most common formula for the heat flux by

short-wave radiation is

3
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Go is the heat flux vith a cloudless sky (insolation), and a, band
m are local coefficients depending on latitude and topography.
N is an index for the cloud cover vith range

0-8 or 0-10, commonly

used by meteorologists.
Of the incoming radiation G a fraction a G is reflected by the vater
surface, vhile (l-a)G is absorbed.

The coefficient of reflection

a

is called the albedo and depends partly on the roughness and texture
of the surface, partly on the sun's declination.
There exists so many observations of solar radiation that ve can
determine fairly accurately the short-vave radiation flux.

The solar

constant, or the energy flux at the upper limit of the atmosphere,
2
2
is approximately 2 cal/min cm
(in more familiar units, 1,4 kW/m ).
Most of the solar energy is absorbed or reflected by the atmosphere.
That part of the short-vave radiation reaching the earth as sunrays
is called ~~E==~_E~~~~~~~~!

Rays vith other directions, reflected

from the air or from clouds, is called diffuse radiation.

The

insolation Go includes both direct and diffuse radiation.

Table 1

gives some characteristic daily values of Go' averaged over 24 hours,
and derived from the records of the Norvegian Meteorological Insti
tute, 1901-1930.
Table 1
Met. station

N. lat.

Lillehammer
~10

i

Insolation, kcal/daa,s

Rana

Alta

Dec

Jan

66,1

3

4

Feb
12

32

66,3

3

1

6

25

70,0

0

0

4

20

Bar

The albedo of a vater surface is 8-10%.
DEVIK (1931) proposed b

Long-vave radiation.

1 in (1).

0,09, m

Long-vave radiation obeys BOLTZMANN's laY,

vhich states that the radiation flux from a body is proportional to
the fourth poyer of the body temperature:
heat flux =
vhere

~

~oTb 4

is the emissivity of the body surface,

(2)
a is the Stefan

Boltzmann constant and Tb is the body temperature in OK.

4
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The competing fluxes of long-wave energy from the water surface to
the atmosphere and the other way around gives a net heat loss
according to the old DEVIK (1931) formula
kcal/daa,s
where Tw is the water temperature and Ta the air tem p erature in °C.
This formula is based on the following assumptions:

1) the water

surface is surrounded by an extensive earth surface with the same
temperature as that of the air immediately above,
lapse rate is O,5°C per 100 m and

2) the atmospheric

3) t h e water surface acts as a

black body.
The latter assumption is permissible, as the emissivity of the water
~

surface is

= 0,95-0,97.

The two other assumptions are restrictive.

If there is an inversion, (3)

overrates the radiation lo s s.

The total radiation loss is
where 5

L

1S

51 = 5L - G
given by (3) or some other approximation to (2), and G

is given by (1).

Evaporation and Convection
Evaporation and convection are analogous processes of diffusion, and
the heat loss

losses

by these mechanisms

de
K
e dz
dT

dZ

may be written

( 4)

yL

y c

K and ~ are turbulent diffusion coefficients for vapour and heat,
e de
dT
and dZ and dZ are gradients of humidity and temperature, respectively.
L is the latent heat of evaporation, c is the specific heat and y the
specific weight of water.
In contrast to radiation, which is not greatly influenced by wind,
the diffusion fluxes depend strongly on the wind speed and the wind
profile.

The wind field actually generates the turbulence that

carries out the transport.

However, near the water surface where the

turbulence is damped out, molecular diffusion takes over.
region Ke and

In this

Ka in (4) and (5) should be replaced by their molecular

counterparts De and Dh • The resulting fluxes still depend on the
turbulence in the air flow because the gradients de/ dz and dT/ dz at

5
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the yater surface are functions of the Reynolds number of the air
floy.
Many empirical formulae exist for the heat losses 8

2

and 8 ,
3

As an

example ye give those of DEVIK 1931

8
8

2
3

3,0 (v+O,3)0,5 (e y -e a )
= 1,4 (v+O,3)0,5

(6 )

(T y -T a )

yhere v is the yind velocity in o/s, and e y and e a the vapour pres
&ure in mm fig at the yater temperature Ty and air tenperature Ta'
respectively.

Frictional heat

84

Joule's constant gives the relation betYeen thermal and mechanical
energy:

=

1 kcal

427 kpm

It takes 427 kpm of nechanical energy to heat 1 kg of yater lOCo
This means that a head loss of 4,27 m (or 4,27 kpm/kg) raises the
1

yater temperature 100

0

C.

The heat gain due to friction is therefore important only in steep
~ivers~

Fig. 3 Stable ice cover yith small open area due to frictional heat

6
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Fig. 3 shows a reach of the river Glonma with just the right bed
slope to maintain a small open area, through which the frictional
beat can escape, throughout the winter.

Fig.
Fig.

4

4

Stable ice cover at low flow velocities

shows another reach of the same river with a milder slope.

The heat loss is the same, but the frictional he2t gain is here too
small to naintain an open water surface.
One of the prime concerns of hydro power engineers is to avoid the
conversion of mechanical energy into heat.
finds

Therefore, one rarely

conveyance systens where frictional heat needs to be taken into

account.

Heat loss and ice production
By summing the heat losses and gains discussed above the total heat
loss S

o

~s

obtained

So = Sl+S2+ S 3- S 4
giving an ice production
M.

~

tons/s

(8 )

(9 )

where L is the latent heat of fusion, equal to 80 kcal/kg, and A is
2
If A is measured in km , (9) gives

the free water surface.

7
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H.

1080 S A tons/day kffi2

~

0

FRAZIL ICE FORMATION
Experiments
ExperiDental demonstrations of frazil ice formation have been made
in open air by MIChEL 1963 and in cold rooms by CARSTENS 1966.

Fig.

Time history

5 is taken from the latter publication and shows

a typical time history of the water temperature in a recirculating
flu!:le.

The water !:laSS in the flume is giving off heat at a constant

rate while a propeller generates sufficient turbulence to prevent
thermal stratification.
RAtE. OF FREEZING,
GRAMS / MIN.

WATER
TEMPERATURE,

Toe

.0,05

0,00

.f'------...;,..ww.'"..,;

h
~:::=::::=:=l==s
T,+
. 0,05 l-------+----~~4i:'*~"..,...-...,.;~
TJ +-----------~r_----------_f~~
-0,10

Fig. 5

Typical

ti~e

history of supercooling

The lower curve in Fig. 5 shows first a linear temperature decrease
with time.

At time tl the water temperature reaches the freezing

point, and beyond ti!:le tl there is supercooling.
curve starts to deviate from the straight line.

At time t2 the
Since the heat loss

is constant, this means that the first ice crystals have formed and
released the liquid's latent heat of fusion.
Once started, the growth of ice crystals accelerates.

At time t3 the

water temperature reaches a minimum, indicatin g a balance between
released heat and heat loss.

Between time t3 and t4 the water tem

perature rises, indicating an excess of released latent heat over the
heat loss, until at time t4 most of the supercooling has disappeared.

8
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From time t4 on the water tenperature T4 remains essentially constant,
and this means that the released latent heat equals the heat loss.
Thus the characteristic T-t curve, after crossing the freezing point
as a straight line, levels off to reach a minimun temperature, or a
0
C.
The curve then rises to a constant
3
temperature T4 which is lower than the freezing point and represents

maximum supercooling, of T

the residual supercooling T °C.
4
dr1.

The upper curve in Fig. 5 shows the rate of freezing,

1

~,

which is

derived from the lower curve T(t) by the formula
dr·! .

1

1

L

dt
where H

w

dT

(CM wdt + So)

is the mass of water in the flume.

Visual observations
visible at time t

•

The first ice crystals, the frazils, became
These disk-shaped crystals had diameters up to

2
2-3 mm, and they showed up anywhere in the liquid.

The frazils

increased rapidly in numbers, but not in size, until shortly after
time t3 the formerly clear water became more or less opaque.

Then,

probably through collisions, flocs formed that were large enough to
gravitate towards the SUrface, and the water soon became clear again.
The floes formed clusters that were still to a large extent suspended
in the flow, but now with a high concentration near the surface and
very small amounts near the bottom.

From time t4 on, only a gradual

thickening of the slush layer near the surface was observed.

Rate of cooling

The influence of the rate of cooling on the water

temperature is seen in Fig. 6.

As the cooling rate increases,

corresponding increases were observed of

i) the maximum supercooling

ii) the residual supercooling and iii) the rate of temperature rise.

9
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Turbulence

bffect of rate of cooling

00

supercooling

A qualitative change of the turbulence in the flow vas

made, and the resulting curves are shown in Fig. 7.

Curve A was

obtained while the water in the flume was driven by the propeller,
at a speed of about 0,5 m/s.

A mini~um temperature of _O,06°C was

observed after 4 minutes of supercooling, followed by a rapid rise
to a few thousandths of a centigrade residual supercooling.
The next test started out exactly as the one giving curve A, but
this time the propeller was stopped after one minute of supercooling.
The flow therefore gradually lost its speed, while the turbulence
decayed.
The time history of the water temperature for this decaying flow is
shown as curve B in Fig. 7.

A minimum of - O,lSoC was observed

after about 30 minutes of supercooling.
temperature had climbed to -

O,15°C.

After another 30 minutes the

Now the propeller

was started,

and within 3 minutes the temperature jumped almost to the freezing
poiot.
During this experiment the water surface gradually became covered
with ice, and for the last 15 minutes a strongly supercooled flow
prevailed under a 100

('I

/J

•

~ce

cover.
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hXperiments of tne type described above have shown that when a body
of water is subjected to a neat loss, the water becomes supercooled.
~he

supercooling is a function of the heat loss and the turbulence

of the flow.

When the heat loss is reduced or when the capacity for

heat transfer, ie the turbulence of the flow,

is increased, the

supercooling is reduced, and vice versa.

Field observations
It is difficult to observe the same sequence of events in a river as
described above for a recirculating flume, however, the same modes
of ice do appear in nature as in the experiments.

A metamorphasis

from individual frazils through frazil slush to more solid ice forms
such as pancake ice, takes place in the downstream direction of a
river reach (MIChhL 1965).
hach reach of a river is thus cnaracterized by a typical ice regime.
In addition to its dependence on the local heat flux and river
discharge, the ice regime of any particular river reach is usually
heavily influenced by upstream conditions.
Frazil

formation

Tbe liorvegian experience

from rivers

is

that

surface velocities exceeding 0,6 mls are required to prevent the
formation of a solid ice cover (FLATJORD 1964).

Consequently,

frazil forms continually in river reaches with higher surface
velocities than 0,6 mis, corresponding to bed slopes steeper than
about 1,5.10-3.

however, it is not the mean surface velocity but

rather the surface turbulence, which determines whether freezing
results in a solid ice cover or in frazil.

With a strong wind

frazil forms 1n lakes even with zero mean velocity.

As soon as the

wind ceases and the turbulence decays, tne frazil rises to the sur
face and forms a continuous cover, preventing further production of
frazil.
Frazil slush
slusn.

The cluster or cloud mode of ice is called frazil

Referring once more to the iorwegian experience, frazil

slush is observed to accumulate at the free surface of rivers where
the surface velocity is in the range 0,6 - 1,2 m/s.
For velocities exceeding about 1,2 mls the turbulence becomes strong
enough to suspend the frazil slush and maintain a water surface almost
uncovered by ice.

The transported ice is now more or less uniformly

12
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distributed throughout the vhole depth of flov, and anchor ice grovs
from the bottom.

Frazil Ice Accumulation
A simplified picture of the frazil deposits can nov be dravn, based
on the information outlined above.
Any case is assumed to fit into one of the three regimes shovn in
Fig. 8.

<D
SOLID

ICE
SLUSH ACCUMULATION

V> ,,2

I
I_

0.6< V <

Fig. 8
1.

m /,

V < 0.6

,,2

Regimes of river ice

High flow velocities (v>l,2 m/s).

Free water

surface,

cooling, supercooling and local ice formation.

strong

Some of the

locally produced ice, as yell as some of the ice from upstream,
is accumulated as anchor ice, however, most of the ice moves
downstream.
2.

Medium flov velocities (0,6 m/s<v<1,2 m/s).

The water surface

is more or less covered with moving frazil slush, cutting down
on the heat loss and the subsequent ice production.
temperature is at or close to the freezing point.

The vater
There is

little anchor ice and a general tendency for the ice to move on.

3.

Low flow velocities (v<o,6 m/s).

The solid ice cover prevents

large heat losses, so the local ice production is small.

Frazil

slush from upstream is deposited underneath the ice cover, and
there is a general tendency for the ice to accumulate.

13
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Examples of these three modes of ice formation and/or accumulation
are shoyn in Figs. 9, 10 and 4, respectively.

Fig. 9

Fig. 10

Free surface nnd anchor ice buildup at high floy velocities

Floating frazil slusn at medium floy velocities

14
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CONCLUSIONS
Estimates of ice production must be preceded by estimates of the net
heat loss from the water to the atmosphere.

The various heat gains

and heat losses through the free water surface have been studied by
meteorologists and others, and successful prediction formulae are
developed in many countries.
The heat lost by the water results
water has become supercooled.

~n

a change of state after the

The degree of supercooling is a

function of the rate at which heat is lost from the free water
surface, and of the intensity of the flow turbulence that transports
this heat to the water surface.
When the surface turbulence becomes strong enough, an ice cover
cannot form, and the heat loss results in the formation of frazil
ice.

Field experience indicates a limiting surface velocity of

0,6 mls for ice covers to form.
The

subse~uent

history of frazils depends on the flow velocities.

In swift rivers, with velocities exceeding about 1,2 mIs, some of
the frazils are trapped at the bed and builds up anchor ice.

In

calm rivers, the frazils accumulate underneath the ice cover.
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DISCUSSIO~

R.S.

ARD~N:

With reference to a diagram which indicated that wnere

Question:

v<O,6 mIs, no frazil ice occurs, does one infer that anchor ice
will also not appear?
The suggested limiting velocity of 0,6 mls is of course no

Answer:

absolute limit, it is merely serving as a rough measure.

The

formation of anchor ice may take place at any velocity, however, it
is unlikely to occur at low velocities and very likely to occur at
high velocities.

L.S. TSANG:
Dr. CARSTLNS' lecture is a good summary of the existing

Question:

basic knowledge in heat transfer and ice-forming.

I venture to

suggest that whether Dr. CARSTENS may like to use the Richardson's
number approach to aefine the frazil ice regime instead of simply
using

f~ow

Answer:

velocity.

In order to determine the Richardson's number you must know

both the velocity and density gradients, and so it is a cumbersome
parameter.

It would be very difficult to determine it accurately

because of the extremely small density gradients.

B.N. MICHEL:
The author has given a most clear, original well organized review
of actual knowledge on frazil formation.

The only point I would

like to discuss is the fact that he was not able to conclude on toe
origin of anchor ice as to whether it actually nucleated at toe
b~ttom

or at the surface of the flow.

To me it seems quite clear

that the only place that anchor ice could origin indirectly is at
the surface of the flow.

This is the only place woere you would

have enough supercooling (many degrees CO below zero), in the thin
boundary layer at the surface, to get the best known ice nucelators
to start the ice crystals.

These nucleus carried down by turbulence

would easily stick to protruding rocks in their early stage of
growth, from which anchor ice of different forms would build up or

16
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grow up in supercooled water.

I have expressed that view a few

years ago and I am pleased to see from a paper presented here by
Ontario Hydro that they have seen frazil nucleating at the surface
even when the average water temperature of the flow was above
freezing point.

AUThOR'S CLOSURE:

This suggest only one origin of ice nucleus.

While preparing the final manuscript, I

looked

up the original data for the determination of the limiting velocity
v = 0,6 m/s of a stable ice front.
The constant limiting velocity was obtained with little spread in
depths ranging from 1 to about 5 m.
velocity tends to decrease.

For larger depths the limiting

Thus the Froude

nu~ber

does not appear

to be the obvious similarity variable.
Several of the observations refer to moving ice fronts.

In those

cases the limiting velocity is the relative surface velocity.
The essence of Arden's question and

~ichel's

comments is the

nucleation process, which takes place whenever the temperature
gradient at the nucleating surface is large enough.

While the

temperature difference 4T (equal to the supercooling) surely is
largest at the free surface as Michel states, it does not necessarily
follow that the temperature gradient

6T/6n is also largest there.

The gradient depends on the liusselt number

'IU

=

~'r

6T

6"

IIhere 1 is

a measure of the boundary layer thickness on the nucleator.
~ucleation

at the bottom should occur when

i) supercooled surface

water is gently carried downwards by lar g e eddies with lOll vorticity
and

ii) srr.aller eddies of hign vorticity are generated at the

nucleating surface as a result of the no-slip condition on a fixed
boundary.
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REYKJAVIK

ICE COVZR FORMATION AND ASSOCIATED HYDRO-DYNAMIC
EFFECTS IN THE LO';IER PART OF THE RIVER RHINE.

H.M. Oudshoorn

Rijkswaterstaat
Directorate for
'ila termanagemen t and Hydraulic
Research

chief engineer

The Hague
Netherlands

Synopsis
In the Netherlands studies have been made on phenomena related to the for
mation of an ice cover on the various branches of the river Rhine. This
was done with special regard to the future situation when, after the com
pletion of the Deltaproject, the watermovement in the area concerned will
be changed considerably. In order to study the possibility of discharging
ice to the sea the movement of drift ice in the estuaries was observed by
~arking ice floes with dye.
The influence of a fast ice cover on the discharge distribution and the
waterlevels was determined by means of gauge readings and discharge
measurements Conclusions CQuld be drawn about ~ roughness of the river
with a fixed ice cover.
The formation of ice dams in the tidal area was investigated and related
to flow conditions.
Rith the aid of the investigations it was possible to conclude on the
operational procedure to be followed after the completion of the Delta
project.
a

Resume
Aux Pays-Bas des etudes ont ete faites sur les phenomenes que se
deroulent lors de la formation de la couche de glace sur les differents
bras du fleuve du Rhin. Les etudes ont ete orientees vers la situation
future ou, apres l'achevement du Projet du Delta, le mouvement de l'eau
dans le region prise en consideration, sera considerablement modifiee.
Afin d'etudier les possibilites d'une evacuation des glaces vers la
mer, le mouvement des gla90ns dans les estuaires a ete observe par marqu
age des gla90ns avec de la peinture.
Pour determiner l'influence de la couche fixe de glace sur la reparti
tion des debits et les hauteur d'eau, des observations des niveaux aux
echelles et des mesures de debits furent employees. Ceci a permis de tirer
des conclusions quant
la rugosite du fleuve avec une couche de glace
solide.
La formation d'embacles dans la region des cours d'eau avec un regime
maree a ete examinee et mise en rapport avec les conditions de l'ecoule
ment.
Les investigations ont permis d'etablir la procedure de gestion a
suivre apres l'achevement du Projet du ~elta.

a

a
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The presence of ice in the rivers of the Nether lands i s not a very
common occurence. In the central area of the country, where the main rivers
Rhine and

~euse

find their way towards the sea, on an average only about

10 days per year the maximum day temperature remains below zero. As a
result in the lower reach of the rivers navigation is hampered on an
average for small craft

only during 3-10 days per year and for more power

ful ships this happens during 4-7 days per year. The winters being rather
mild on an average during one out of five winters the ice COver i n the
rivers become land-fast. Then backwater effects due to the ice-cover for
mation are occuring and the flow distribution Over the various tributaries
is changed considerably.
The rivers are bordered by districts which lie below the waterlevels
prevailing in the rivers. These districts are protected against inundations
by dikes along the rivers.
Especially at the entrance of the tidal region conditions are favour
able for the start of the formation of a landfast ice cover. This solid
mass of ice may grow very thick indeed and usually several ice-dams are
formed. ~h en thaw sets in rapidly, or thaw sta rts in the (more southern )
upper reaches of the Rhine and ;,ieuse these dams may cause a dangerous rise
in the waterlevel, threatening the dikes and the land behind. In history
numerous dike breaches due to these backwater effects have caused serious
inundations.
To reduce the danger of the floods and to op en up the river for
shipping as soon as possible ice-breakers start to break up the fast ice
cover

fro~

the down stream end before thaw sets in. In the winter of 1860

61 an ice breaker was used for the first time, but not until 1890 were
ice breakers use d on a larger scale. To carry out the ice breakin g

progr~

roe on the river 'Thine and its branches during the winter 1962 -63 24 ice
breakers were in action.
Since 1850 important regulation works were carried out in the delta
of the Rhine and Heuse. It is due to these regulation works and to the
ice breaking programme that no dike breaches, resulting from ice dams,
have occured since 1861.
Jhen the delta project, which is under construction now, will come
into operation it has to be expected that the discharge of drift ice will
meet more obstructions.rhis project provides for the closure of three
large sea-arms situated between the

~estern-Scheldt

and the Rotterdam

Naterway. Furthermore the waters of the tidal delta will be devided into
two separate basins by means of the Volkerakdam. The southern basin will
be entirely cut off from the sea and become an almost stagnant fresh water
lake. The northern basin which comprises the mouth of the ahine and Keus e
2
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rivers, will continue to be in communication with the sea. In the mouth
of the naringvliet estuary a discharge sluice has been built. l~rough 17
2
gates of 56,5 x 5,5 m surplus water of the Rhine and the Meuse will be
discharged into the sea. The Rotterdam Jaterway connecting Rotterdam with
the North Sea will remain open for shipping. Consequently tidal waves will
still be able to penetrate inland via this inlet. 'rhis scheme will upset
completely the ice formation and its discharge. This is the reason that,
in recent years, whenever ice conditions occurred studies have been made
about the ice phenomena in the Rhine delta especially with regard to the
changes in the future.
Soon after entering uutch territory the river Rhine is splitting up
into various branches

(see fig.1). The southern-most tributary, called

Waal, is the main carrier of water and, if available, of ice. On a part
of the northern branches called l'ederrijn-Lek and IJssel a fast ice COVer
is formed in most cases already during early stages of a severe winter
period. The IJssel debouches into the almost stagnant fresh water basin
"the IJssel Lake" which freezes early even during moderate winters !;average
about 25 days per year). During such circumstances the ice discharge of
6
6 2
the river ~aal is of the order of 2.10 m3 or 6.10 m per day.
This quantity of ice is formed downstream of Cologne because upstream of
this city nearly no ice is observed due to the narrows at the Lorelei.
It is to be expected that the ice production of the Hhine and especially
in the German part of the river will decrease due to the discharge of
considerable quantities of warm cooling and waste water coming from the

German industrial area bordering the river and its tributaries.
An investigation has been made on the ice production on the Nether
lands part of the river. ?ig.2 and fig.3 give the increase of the ice
discharge coefficient (C) over a stretch of 100 km as a fuoction of the
air temperature for two branches of the Rhine, namely the

~ Iaal

and Neder

rijn-Lek. The ice discharge coefficient has been defined by Santema and
2
Valken [1J as the ratio of the ice discharge in m /sec and the discharge
3
of water in m /sec.
The graphs are based on numerous, but rather rough, estimations of
the ice cover coefficient during the winters of 1939-40 and 1953-54.
Obviously the ;'ederrijn-Lek has a greater ice production than the Vlaa!.
The slope of the waterlevels is

~ early

the same for both rivers while the

ratio of the depths was 1 : 1,3 and that of the discharge 1 : 3. Over
the whole depth the temperature of the water during the period of floating
ice was zero centigrade or a little lower.
The ice formed in the stretch

downstream of Cologne is discharged

to the tidal zone of the delta. As can be seen on fig. 1 the branch

4
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continues in some wide estuaries called Beneden Herwede, Hollandsch Diep
and tia ringvliet. ~he river Meuse is also debouching in the Hollandsch Diep.
wate~

The rivers and estuaries mentioned above contain predominantly fresh

but there is a considerable tidal movement. 'rbe tidal range varies from
about 1,75 m at the seaface to about 1,1 m at Werkendam. In this tidal
area huge quantities of ice are formed. The total area of the water sur
2
face of Nieuwe ~e rwede, Hollandsch Diep and Haringvliet is about 130 km •
As a comparision it can be mentioned that the Rhine between
2
Cologne has an area of water of about 80 km •

~e rkendam

and

'The ice produc tion per uni t area in the fresh water tidal zone is
even bigger than in the river itself. In the estuaries there are extensive
shallow zones which are covered during long periods of the tidal cycle
with only a thin layer of almost stagnant water. At HJ the ice produced
here is moved by the tidal currents and wind to the main channels and the
southern (predoming.nt down-wind) shore. Therefore on part of the shallows,
especially those along the northern shore of the estuaries, every tide new
ice is being formed.
This is the reason why in ge n eral on the Haringvliet-Hollandsch Diep
stretch ice is observed one or two days before drift ice is occurring on
the river Rhine itself. The ice formed in this area together with the ice
originating from the river is moved to and fro by the tidal currents and
drifted away by the, during severe winter conditions predominant, northern
or northeasterly winds. Studies have been made about the ice drift in the
tidal areas and the discharge of this ice to the North S ea. Ice floes in
the Hollandsch Diep and Haringvliet have been marked from helicopters
with dyes. The marked floes were traced back by air reconnaissance. The
result of this investigation is shown on fig.

4.

It appears that the majority of the floes marked in the Hollandsch
Diep were observed to follow the Volkerak-Krammer-:Zijpe-Eastern-Scheldt
route to the sea. Only a few floes were found in the eastern part of the
Hari ngvliet and not one floe was observed to find its way to the sea
through this estuary. The average ice drift per tidal cycle on the Hol
landsch Diep varied between 1 and
this drift was about

13~23

6

km. In the Volkerak-Krammer stretch

km per tidal cycle. In the eastern part of the

Haringvliet the drift was observed to be 1-3 km per tidal cycle and in the
western N .-;J. orientated part hardly any drift at all was found during
severe winter conditions. However when weather changed and with thaw S.W.
winds occurred, within one tidal cycle, the marked floes of the western
Haringvliet were observed scattered along the adjoining Northsea shores.
From this investigation it followed clearly that in addition to the water
movement the wind force and dir ec tion are the main factors influencing

6
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the drift of ice in the wide tidal estuaries.
In the transition zone between the tidal area with twodirectional
flow and the river with a constant unidirectional flow there is a river
section in which during a relatively long period of the tidal cycle the
flow velocities are very low. A typical example of a velocity curve in
the Nieuwe Merwede-~erkendam area is given in fig. 5. During the flood
period of the tidal cycle the velocities are low and they tend to pack the
ice together in the relatively narrow river section, thus increasing the
ice cover coefficient. This weak flood period is followed after H'"

by a

long period of slack water during which,if the conditions are favourable,
the ice may freeze together to a solid sheet.
From a number of observations in the area concerned it appeared that
the following combination of conditions is critical for the formation of
a landfast ice cover in the upper reaches of the tidal zone of the delta
(also in the Nederrijn-Lek area):
1) 'rhe ice cover coefficient has a value of 1 (or somewhat greater
due to packing) during a period of

5 or 8 hours.

2) the average temperature during that period is lower than _9

0

c.

3) the water velocity during the period concerned is not more than
50 cm/sec

In fig. 6 an example is given of the associated effects leading to
the formation of a land fast ice cover near "erkendam and in the Lek during
the 1954 winter.
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Once a fast ice cover is formed in the lerkendam-Nieuwe Merwede region
the fast cover grows upstream due to juxtaposition of floes on an average
at a rate of about 25 km per day on the ' Iaal. On the river Meuse an avera(le
upstream movement of the edge of the fast ice cover of about 18 km per
day is observed.
As soon as the ice become landfast ice breakers start to pr'oceed from the
downstream edge of the ice cover, in order to remove ice-darns and to clear
the river for the free discharge of water. Ice breaking is only done
during the ebb tide since during flood the danger exists that the ice
breakers will become trapped. If a progress is made of 3t km per tidal
2
3
cycle 300.000 m (about 1000.000 m ) free ice is produced.
A' careful analyses has been made of the factors incluencing the up
land discharge and its distribution over the various branches of the river
system during the 1962-63 winterseason.
As the norma l stage discharge relationship of the Jutch gauging stations
was disturbed due to the presence of an ice cover all possible methods
were used to determine the actual situation. The rtuhrort gauge on the
German Rhine was not disturbed by the ice cover acd the discharge at that
station could be used as a known boundary condition.
The discharge observed in the uninfluenced part of the German Rhine how
ever could not be used without correction as given quantity at the
bifurcation points in the ~etherlands.

~ hen a landfast ice cover is being

formed in a relatively short period the hydraulic ra,dius of the river
section concerned is roughly halved and the ice cover is exerting an extra
resistance. Consequently the water levels will rise. This increase of
waterlevels can develop in such a way that during a few days a substantial
part of the discharge

is~ored

in the river section. Due to this storage,

downstream of the section in which the ice cover is being formed,

the

discharge may temporarily decrease considerably. During break-up the
reversed will happen.
In fig. 7 the effect of this storage is given for river sections of
the upper Rhine, 'Iaal and Nederrijn. t'rom this figure it follows that
considerable quantities can be involved in these processes. 'The , formation
of the ice cover in the period January 17 - January 22 caused a sudden
drop in the discharge of the lower sections of the river of about 150
200 m3/ sec. fhisphenomena resulted in a unp r ecedented serious intrusion
of salt sea water in the tidal area of the delta. At the intake of the
Rotterdam municipal drinking water supply system even at L,'". a chlorinity
of 3000 - 4000 p.p.m Was observed and actually this \'la ter had to be fed
into the distribution system. The chlorinity of the drinking water in the
city of Rotterdam increased during this period to a maximum of over
10
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3000 p.p.m.
The graphs of Fig.? were deduced from the waterlevels observed along
the sections and the known storage area in the river itself and in the
adjecent storage area, as harbours etc. Various checks were made with the
aid of discharge meas urements under the ice cover. A good agreement was
found. With the aid of these s tora g e calculations the discharge at the
site of the reference gauging station for the ~etherlands at Lobith could
be reconstructed. '>'l ith this discharge its distribution over the various
branches under normal conditions is defined.
The deviations from this normal di s charge distribution have been
deter~ined

by means of measur e ments carried out in holes in the ice and

just upstream of the edge of the solid ice cover.
Other information could be collected about the discharge of the
various branches, when after the end of January the ice breakers had
cleared the lower part of the rivers and the stage discharge relation
curve at the stations along these sections was reliable again.
With the aid of these observations for a number of gauging stations new
"ice conditions" stage discharge relationships were determined which of
course varied with the changes in the ice condition. Using the observed
waterlevels and the "ice stage discharge relationship" it was possible to
interpolate between the observed discharges in the various branches. When
keeping in mind that at the bifurcation points the condition of continuity
should hold a good estimate could be made of the distribution of the dis
charge over the various branches.
In fig. 8 the results of these investigations are given. As a compa
rison also the discharge distribution under normal conditions is indicated.
From this figure it appe a rs that, due to the ice cover, the dis
charge along the Waal was reduced considerably. A minimum of 400 m3/sec
was observed. The minimum discharge of this branch observed under normal
conditions is 490

m3/sec. The deficit of the Waal discharge was diverted

along the two northern branches IJssel and Nederrijn.
These changes in the discharge distribution and its associated effects,
as the observed waterlevels, could not be fully explained by the decrease
of the hydraulic radius due to the ice cover. Therefore a study was made
of the variations of roughness coefficient of de Chezy (C) of the river
section concerned.
~ith

the aid of the observed waterlevels and the observed and re

constructed discharge for a number of riversections.during the ice
conditions, C

i

values were determined using the formula

Q
in which

b
I

b.h. C

v-a-r

width of the river bed
slope of water level
12

h
R

'!iaterdepth
hydraUlic radius
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Under ice conditions

R

=

bh
2b + 2h

h

"2

If Q, h, b an I have been observed
C.

~

bh'1r
In order to compare these C values with the roughness of the river
i
s ecti o ns under normal conditions the coefficient of de Chezy is determined
for the situation with the same discharg e in each section without an ice
cover (C ).
q
In fig. 9 the variation of the ratio ~i for some river sections is given.
q
From this figure it can be concluded that
1) the Ci values are considerably lower than the corresponding Cq
values
2) the Ci values are lowest just after the solid ice cover has been
formed.
3) with the continuation of the ice period the Ci values rise gradua~
ly.
Furthermore it followed from more detailed investi g ations that there is
a tendency for Ci to raise steeper during a period of thaw with relatively
higher water temperatu r es. If after such an intermediate period of thaw,
lower temperatures are reoccurring Ci ha s not the tendency to fall again
to lower values.
From the investigations it appea red that on the ~aal relatively the lowest
Ci values were observed and these low values persisted during a longer
period than in the other branche s . Thi s is the explanation for the change
in the distribution of the upland discharge as shown in fig.

8.

Parallel with the variati ons of Ci is the variation of the water
levels. According to the decrease of the hydraulic radius an increa se of
the waterlevels with 3 0% could be exp ected. Fig.10 shows the development
of the increase of the waterleve l s during ice conditions (hi) in per cents
of the waterlevels under normal con ditions (h) during the continuation
q
of the ice winter. From t h is fi g ure also the departure of the behaviour
of the Waal branch

i s clear.

In addition to the consequences of a landfast ice cover the formation
of ice dams and its associated effects on the water movement has been a
subject of special interest.
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Figure 11
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The investigations concerning ice dams are concentrated especially
to the tidal area since, due to the delta project, the conditions are
changing considerably in that area. The aim of the investigations is to
determine the hydraulic conditions under which ice dams are being formed
and to find out which river sections will be vulnerable in the future for
the formation of these dams.
On fig. 11 an example is given of th e history of the formation of
some ice dams during the 1962-1963 winter. In the lower part of this
figure the recorded waterlevels at the gauges along the Nieuwe herwede Waal section are given while in the upper part are shown the locations of
the gauges and, at four instants, the longitudinal profiles of the water
level with the location of the ice dams.
On January 17th the tidal movements was not yet disturbed by the
presence of a fast ice cover. After the midnight H.J. on the 17th a land
fast ice cover was formed in the Werkendam area, which resulted in a
general divergency of the waterlevels as compared to the normal tidal
th
an ice

movement in the entire river section. At about 7 a.m. on the 18
dam was formed between Herwijnen and

~altbommel

causing a deviation of the

waterlevels up and downstream of this dam. The maximum differential head
between the Herwijnen and Zaltbommel gauges was about 2 m at about 21 hours
th
on the 18 • Then it was 1'.'1 at the downstream side.
Apparently the dam could not withstand this head and it collapsed. This
resulted in a sudden rise of the downstream waterlevels

and a fall up

stream. Due to the high velocities in the downstream section and probably
the ample supply of ice a new dam was formed, around

H.~.,

a few hours

later in the section between Herwijnen and Gorinchem. This dam damped out
almost all tidal movement upstream.
th
At about noon of January 19
another dam was formed between St. Andries
and Tiel.
For a number of years the history of the formation of ice dams has been
reconstructed. Using the gauge readings and the reconstruction of the ms
charge distribution it was possible to determine the hydrodynamic condit
ions

occur~

during the formation of the ice dams. Using the work of

Kivisild published at the eighth I.A.IT.R. Congress held in 1959 in
[2J ,[3J

Mo~real

the Froude number was chosen to describe the hydrodynamic

situation. The results of this investigation are shown on figure 12. A
good agreement is found with the findings of Kivisild. Also for the river '
\1aal an avera ge critical Fround number of
Fr=

v

= 0.08

g h

is found for the

for ~u ation

of an ice dam. The single observations vary
16
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mainly between Fr= 0.06 and Fr= 0.09
As of the 1956 winter good detailed information was available about the
hydrodynamic situation the formation of ice dams during that winter was
reproduced in an analogue computer. This computer is specially built for
the computation of the tidal movement of the Delta area. An ice dam could
be inserted as a special section with a variable resistance. It appeared
that the methods used for the determination of the hydrodynamic situation
in the other winters

~ere

giving reliable results.

', "lith the ai d of the analogue computer a study was made of the hydro
dynamic conditions occurring in the riversections concerned after the
completion of the Delta project.
During low upland discharges, which prevail during ice conditions, the
discharge sluices in the Haringvliet estuary will be closed and the Froude
number in the iierkendam-Zal tbommel area will be lower than the critical
value. During higher upland discharges the Froude number will rise, but,
within certain limits, it can be controlled with the aid of the Haring
vlietsluices and other means in the river system. The investigations on
this subject are not yet completed.
From the studies described in this paper the following general conclusions
could be drawn:
- The discharge route of the ice to the sea through the southern Delta
will be blocked due to the construction of a dam in the Volkerak
- 'The possibility of discharging ice through the Haringvliet and the dis
charge sluice in the mouth of this estuary is highly problematic during
ccntinul.n; freezing periods wi th prevailing NE to E winds.

17
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- If in the Haringvliet and Hollandsch Diep the ice cover should be re
moved in a systematic way the ice production of these wide estuaries
should be considerably bigger than the production of the rivers.
- With the aid of gauge readings and the observed roughness of the river
a good estimate can be made of the distribution of the upland discharge
over the various branches and its consequences for the hydrodynamic
situation
The formation of ice dams is related to the hydrodynamic situation in
the river section concerned (0,06 <Fr<0,09)

From these conclusions it was possible to determine a general operational
procedure which can be followed during ice periods after the completion
of the Delta project. The main points are:
- During the freezing period no efforts should be made to break and dis
charge the ice in the Hollandsch 0iep and Haringvliet.
- Ice breaking activities for safeguarding the free discharge of upland
water should be confined to the narrow (and deep) rivers of the Oude
Maas, Beneden Merwede - Waal route.
- The hydrodynamic situation should be followed carefully and all possible
means should be used to avoid a critical situation for the formation of
ice dams.
- During break-up and S or S.'II. winds as soon as possible the ice of Hol
landsch Diep and Haringvliet should be discharged to the North Sea.

litterature
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Discussion by R.O. Ramseier on paper

3.0

by H.M. Oudshoorn

Question:
In your paper you suggested that after a few decades the water
temperature of the river Rhine is high enough to eliminate the
ice problems. Bould it be possible to accelerate the thermal
conditioning process by use of strategically plaaed nuclear power
plants an other installation producing hot waste water.

Reply:
The best location of power plants depends on quite a number of
factors such as planological aspects, biological aspects,
climatological aspects, transport of energy to the user, circulation
system and cooling capacity of the river under summer (high
temperature) conditions, etc. etc.
The influence of the thermal processes on ice conditions is
just one, and even not the most important, point of consideration
in the planning of the power s ystem in the overpopulated area
boundering the Lower Rhine.
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ABSTRACT

An understanding of the formation of primary ice is essential to the pre
diction of the mechanical properties of ice covers.

Certain meteorological and

hydrodynamic parameters can be correlated with the texture of primary ice.

A

review of laboratory results is given indicating the effects of water tempera
ture and current on primary ice crystal formation.

Its texture is correlated

to air temperature at time of formation.
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INTRODUCTION
The primary ice layer has been defined as the initial ice skim forming on a
body of water.

On a calm surface its growth is predominantly in the horizontal

plane forming a very thin ice layer.

Where there is a current the primary layer

begins with the formation of border ice and also frequently with the freezing of
frazil slush which has accumul"ated on the surface.

An understanding of the formation of primary ice is essential to the pre
diction of the mechanical properties of ice covers since the primary layer
imposes its texture on the secondary ice which grows parallel to the heat flow;
usually perpendicular to the water surface.

In addition, certain meteorological

and hydrodynamic parameters can be correlated with the texture of primary ice.
The most important of these parameters are air temperature, wind velocity and
current.

Impurities in the water also have an effect on the texture of the ice

but their role is not yet well understood.
Shumskii (1964) has given an excellent description of the formation of
primary ice which needs no further elaboration here.

A knowledge of the amount

of supercooling and the thickness of the supercooled water layer is needed for
quantitative analysis.

Early work by Altberg (1963) and Devik (1944) indicate

that the amount of supercooling varies between a few hundredths of a degree
centigrade for disturbed water to lC for calm water.

Different amounts of super

cooling cause different growth velocities of the c-axis and a-axes as well as

different shapes of the crystals forming" in the supercooled surface layer of an
undisturbed body of water.

Table 1 gives the free growth velocity for the c

and a-axes, with the ratio Va/Vc* added (Pruppacher, 1967; Knight, 1968).

In

nature, the small amounts of supercooling cause a rapid growth in the a
direction, i.e., parallel to the basal plane.

If impurities such as NaCl are

added to the water the growth velocity in the c direction is greatly reduced
while it is unaffected in the a direction (Sperry, 1965).
Table 2 gives the shape of the crystals formed at the various degrees of
supercooling for ice grown from pure water.

The table was compiled from work by

Macklin and Ryan (1966) and Williamson and Chalmers (1966).

Although these data

were collected under laboratory conditions and on particular crystals, they
should reflect similar occurrences in nature.
At nucleation a certain number of minute spherical ice crystals form
(Michel, 1967) which will grow to disks (Table 2).

These crystals grow rapidly

in the supercooled layer unti.l they come in contact to form a continuous thin ice
sheet.

Since the crystals tend to float, the ice layer will have a preferred

vertical global orientation of the c-axis.

The various possible orientations of

the primary ice layer have been classified by Ramseier (1970) and Michel
*Growth velocity in the

~

direction divided by growth velocity in the £

direction.
2
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and Ramseier (1970) by means of a Wulff net to determine the angular relationships
between grains.

During growth crystals will interfere with each other causing

some to have their c-axes inclined at some angle to the vertical.
of

supercoolin~

As the amount

increases, both the growth velocity and number of nucleation

centers will increase giving rise to further interference, reducing the crystals
tendency to float.

This will result in a random distribution of the c-axis on a

Wulff net plot.
Two types of tests were performed to document the above conclusions.

Ice

was permitted to form in a tank filled with tap water at air temperatures of -10
and -30C (Ramseier~ 1970).

Still and motion pictures were taken using polarized

light during the process of ice crystal growth.

Figure 1 shows a series of

pictures taken during the course of growth at an air temperature of -lOCo

Needles

first appear, their c-axes tending to be at some angle to the water surface.

As

the skim becomes slightly thicker the dendrites become visible and cover most of
the areas in view.

This type of primary ice will grow on a calm surface with a

small air-water temperature gradient.

The crystals tend to be several centi

meters in length and contain a large amount of substructure caused by interference
of secondary and tertiary dendrite arms.

A Wulff net plot reveals a preferred

vertical global c-axis orientation.
Figure 2 shows the growth of ice at an air temperature of -30C.
rapid with many needles initially visible.

Growth is

Areas between the needles are then

filled in with dendrites at some angle to the water surface.
to be smaller with less visible substructure.

The .crystals tend

The c-axis orientation is random.

This type of ice forms on a calm surface with a large air-water temperature
gradient.
Other forms of primary ice formation are due to the presence of snow or
frazil which cause the growth of small grains with random c-axes.

Wind will

modify the thermal regime causing a greater heat loss from the water surface and
thus enhancing growth.

With a strong enough wind there will be mechanical action

among the free-growing crystals or with the water, reducing the crystal size and
favouring a random orientation of the c-axes in the primary layer.
Pariset and Hausser(1961) and MiChel (1966) have given a general description
of the formation and evolution of ice covers in rivers.

They treat the evolution

of the solid ice cover from the thermo and hydrodynamic Viewpoint, but do not
cover the evolution of the primary layer or its crystallographic properties.
A further factor influencing the formation of the primary layer is current.
Miksch (1969) studied the solidification of ice dendrites in flowing supercooled
water.

He found that the primary and secondary dendrite axes are deflected

toward the current.

This can be explained by the heat flow.

The supercooled

water is warmed by the growing ice causing the tip of the downstream dendrite to
be exposed to warmer water and therefore have a smaller growth velocity than the
upstream side.

Dendrite growth rate increases with higher flow velocities.

3
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temperature of -0.3C the gro~h rate at a flow velocity of 20 cm s-l is 10 times
greater than at 0.37 cm s-l (Fernandez and Bardulan, 1967; Miksch, 1969).

A

preferred crystallographic orientation of the ice cover may develop due to the
preferred growth direction.

Some evidence of this has been found in nature

(Ramseier, 1970; Michel and Ramseier, 1970).

This results in columnar ice having

a preferred aligned horizontal c-axis orientation.

More work needs to be done to

definitely establish that the aforementioned conditions cause this' ice type.
The formation of frazil has been well documented in the literature (Michel,
1966; Carstens, 1966; Bukina, 1967; Chalmers and Williamson, 1965; Ramseier, 1970)
and will not be further elaborated upon here.

In terms of primary ice, it will

have a random crystallographic orientation and will be fine-grained.
In order to predict the presence of a possible ice type, one would have to
know the air temperature, wind velocity and the current.

These factors have to be

correlated with the texture of the ice (grain size, crystallographic orientation,
grain shape) in order to determine the mechanical properties of the ice (Ramseier,
1970).

The prediction is not as simple a matter as may at first be assumed.

Attempts have previously been made to estimate lake ice strength (Andrews, 1963).
It is hoped that the approach taken here will eventually aid the forecaster and
the engineer to determine the mechanical properties of an ice cover.
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TABLE 1
Free Ice Growth Velocity Component of c -axis and a-axes

Va IV c

(C)

(deg)

V
c
(m s-l)

-1

1.5
4

0.0004

0.015

38

-2

0.004

0 .060

-3
-4

7

0.023

0.185

15
8

9.5

0.063

0 . 379

6

0.136
0 . 242

0.634

4.7

0.935

3.9

T

a

-5

12

-6

14.5

V
a
(m s-l)

TABLE 2
Characteristics of I ce Grown in Pure Water
as a Function of Supercooling

- 0 .2 C

Disk-shaped crystals ~ 0.01 cm thick. Disks
have a diameter of 0.2 cm and grow to 1 cm in
~ after one to two minutes.

-0 .4 C

Small protuberanc es (no preferred growth
direction) appe ar on the edge ·o f the disks,
some may start to branch.

>

-0.6 C

Dendritic sha pe having preferred growth
direction in the <1120>.

>

-1. 0 C

Dendritic growth dominates; secondary and
tertiary branches appear.

0. 9 C - 2.5 C

Plane stellar dendrites or dendrite sheets.

2.5 C - 5.5 C

Simple double pyramids (pyramidal caps).

5.5 C 

Complex double pyramids showing secondary and
higher order nonrational growth.
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Figure 2 - Still picture sequence of primary ice forming at
an air temperature of -30e i n calm water.

The

number underneath the i ndi vidual pictures indicate
the time at which the pi ctur e was taken after
nucleation was observed .
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Figure 1 - Still picture sequence of primarJ ice forming at
an air temperature of -lOC in calm water.

The

number underneath the individual pictures indicate
the time at which the picture was taken after
nucleation was observed.
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SYNOPSIS
The change of velocity distribution in the cross-section of a freezing
river is discussed.
are shown.

Field data showing such a change in velocity distribution

The loading of frazil ice in an ice-covered stream significantly in

creases the boundary shear and greatly affects the magnitude and distribution of
the velocity of the flowing water.

Field data showed that the presence of an

ice cover and a high loading of frazil ice can easi Iy double the maximum velocity
of an open channel flow for the same rate of discharge.

Velociti distribution

equations for water flow under an ice cover wi th a high, or a low, frazi I ice
loading are developed and were qualitatively verified by field data.

SYNOPSIS
Le sujet traite du changement de" la repartition de vitesse dans la
coupe en travers d'une riviere gelQnte.

On y montre les resultats d'une ex

perience faite sur place qui met en ~vidence ce changement dans la repartition
de la vi tesse.

La charge totale de frazi I dans un cours d'eau gele augmente

considerablement Ie cisai Ilement sur les bords et la surface gelee, et affecte
Ie grandeur et la r~partition de la vitesse du courant d'eau.
sur place ont montre

Des experiences

que la prlsence d'une couche de glace et une charge llevee

du frazi I peut facilement doubler la vitesse maximum d'une voie d'eau pour Ie
me me d~bit.

Les ~quations de la r~partition de vitesse pour un courant d'eau

sous une couche de frazi I, y sont d~velopp~es et ont

ete

qual itativement veri

fi~es par des experiences sur place.

3.2

.
INTRODUCTION
The freezing of the surface of a river introduces a new boundary condition.
The effective flow area of the river is reduced by a displacement boundary layer
thickness at the top.

This causes an increase in flow velocity and a higher

velocity gradient in the bottom boundary layer.
As ice cover forms at the banks, the extra res istance causes a reduction in
flow in the i ce covered part and an increase in flow in the open chann el part of
the rive r.

The increase in flow in the central portion of the river produces a
Once a complete surface ice caver is

higher velocity gradient at the bottom.

formed, the resistance in the central porti on is also increased.

This in turn

causes a reduction in flow in the central pa r t a nd an increase in flow at the
sides.

Thus, as the surface of a river is being frozen, there is a gradual

change in velocity distribution in the cross-section of the river.

Un til today,

there has been I ittle knowledge about the above problem, it is co nsi dered
beneficial to collect some field data at this point.

Some lim i ted fie I d da ta

have been obtained i n the Winter of 1969-70 and wil I be shown.
Once the surface freeze of a river is completed, the river becomes a closed
condu it.

If the river is not too narrow, the water flow under ice may be

approximated by the flow of water between two paral lei boundaries.

This offers a

possibil ity of theoretical approach to deter mine the distribution of velocity as
shown in the following section.
VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION OF FLOW UNDER ICE AND THE EFFECT OF FRAZIL ICE LOADING
In considering flow under ice cover, the effe ct of frazi I ice must be
considered if it is present.

The density of flowing water with a frazil ice

concentration is non-homogeneous, which modifies the distribution of velocity.
In the discussion here, a loading of frazi I ice is assumed.

The situation of

frazil ice free flow is then the special case of water flow with zero frazi I ice
concentration.
The suspension of frazi I ice is s imi lar to the suspension of sa ndy sediment
in the reversed way.

There is, however, a significant difference between them,

which is that the density of frazil ice is not much different from that of water
and its concentration in water can be quite high during cold spel Is.

"Th is means

the effect of frazil ice suspension on velocity distribution and bed shear can be
very pronounced.
Viewing the problem qual itatively, when water flows turbulently under an ice
caver with 1 ittle frazi I ice loading, the velocity distribution is fairly uniform
except in the boundary layers.

The uniformity of the velocity distribution is

the result of turbulent mi x ing, which transports fluid particle s of different
ve locities from one layer to the other.

When the rate of discharge remains the

same, but the loading of frazi I ice is substantially increased, the above flow
situation is changed.

Because of buoyancy, frazil ice particles tend to float to
2
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However, because of the turbulence generated by the flow, part of the

the top.

frazil ice particles is transported back to the lower layers.

Thus, when the

state of equilibrium is established, there is a density gradient in the flow,
The existence of the density

with the density increasing from top to bottom.

gradient discourages further turbulent transport of fluid particles because a
large turbulent energy is required to overcome the density gradient.

The

reduction of turbulent mixing thus produces a non-uniform velocity'distribution
for the upper part of the flow.

Accompanying the non-uniformity of velocity

distribution is the reduction in discharge by the upper part.

For the same rate

of discharge to be carried by the stream, the maximum velocity has to increase to
compensate the reduction in carrying capacity of the upper part of the stream.
The increase in maximum velocity in turn increases the velocity gradient in the
bottom boundary layer and hence bed shear.

The change in velocity distribution

due to frazil ice loading is shown in Figure I.
To study the problem quantitatively, a xoy coordinate may be placed in the
stream, with its x axis coincident with the maximum velocity as shown in Figure I.
For elementary fluid body dxdy, the forces acting on it are related by

- t,;- dxdy
Where

t,;-

+ p gsdxdy +

~~

dxdy

~

(1)

0

is the pressure gradient and is a constant for a long ice-covered

section,s is the bed slope, P is the density, g is the gravitational acceleration
and 1: is the shear stress.
bounda ry cond i t i on of

1;

~

The integration of the above equation, with the
0, at y

££
dx Y -

gs

~

0, gives

S~ P dy

In the upper part of the flow, the densi ty
the concentration of frazi I ice.

Pw

if the concentration of sediment

According to equation (2), at the upper b'oundary

is

££
dx

where ~

p is a function of y, depending on

In the lower part of the flow, the density is

approximately the same as that of the water
is neglected.

(2)

YI - gs

the shear stress

j(Yo I P dy

(3)

is the thickness of the upper part of the flow and ~ is the average

dens i ty in the upper part.

'to

At the lower boundary, the shear stress is
(4)

2

I t is seen from equation (3) and (4) that if the point of maximum velocity and
the average

density can be determined, the shear stress at the top and at the

bottom can be calculated.
The shear stress at a point is composed of two parts

L=;\II~ +
dy

where

~

pulV '

(5)

is the molecular viscosity and u ' and Vi are the velocity fluctuation in
the x and y axis respectively.
The bar above the second term means the time
3
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4

average.

The first term is

the~ear

due to molecular friction and the second
When the concentration

term is the shear due to turbulent momentum transport.

of frazil ice is high, as discussed earl ier, the momentum transport of fluid
particles is prohibited and the molecular shear is predominant.

The substi

tution of equation (5) under this condition in equation (2) and the subsequent
mathematical operations lead to
(6)
I

upper boundary,

where u,'1 = (-l:O/f) 2 is the
the Raynolds number defined as
is obtained assuming a constant molecular viscosity.

N

r*1 is

The above equation
Y/YI'
ThiS, in fact, may not be

true since the viscosity of the mixture may vary with the concentration of frazil
ice.

As information relating the molecular viscosity and frazil ice concentration

is not yet available,

~

is considered to be a constant as an approximation here.

Once additional information about viSCOSity and frazil ice concentration is known,
appropriate velocity distribution equation may be obtained by the same approach.
When the concentration of frazil ice is low, the shear contributed by
momentum transport will be the predominant part.

The combination of equations

(2) and (5) under this condition and the use of the mixing length theory lead to

9SPw _
du
dy =
where L is the mi xing length.

-

ie.
dx

(

fw

)! y2L
.L -I

If, simi lar to the approach in boundary layer

studies, the mi x ing length is assumed to be proportional to the distance from the
boundary, the above equation can be integrated and gives
I

I+y,.,'
In l-y*! ) - 2.5

(8)

In the above equation the subscript "I" is dropped because the theoretical
approach is equally val id for the lower part of the flow.

Therefore, if it is

borne in mind that for the lower part of the flow y'" = Y/Y2' where Y2 is the
thickness of the lower part of the flow, the above equation can be appl ied for
the whole flow.
is zero.

y,,>o in the above equation gives the point at which the velocity

y'ko can be obtained from the velocity distribution equation in a

turbulent boundary layer

!:!.

2. 5 In (I -y,~ ) N

r,.,

u'"

which gives

Q.

III

- -N--

+ 5.5

(9)

( I 0)

r.",

It may now be concluded that for water flow under an ice cover, if the
loading of frazil ice is high, the velocity distribution in the upper part of
the flow is approx imately given by equation (6).

5

If the loading of frazil ice
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.
is low, the velocity distribution is given by e quation (8).

When loading of

frazi 1 ice is moderate, the distribution of veloci ty wi 11 be between the above
two extremes.

For the lower part of the flow, the veloci ty distribution is

given by equation (8).
FIELD DATA COLLECTION
Field data were collected from Nottawasaga River in Southern Ontario in
the Winter of 1969-70.

This river has a meandering course and the e xper imental

section, which is a straight section of about 600 feet, is the longest straight
section in eight mi les.
80 feet.

The width of the river in the test section is about

The bed material of the test section is silt and sand and is sensitive

to erosion.

A weir is built across the river about two miles upstream from the

test site.

An open section free from ice-cover always exists immediately down

stream from the wei r and provides a so urce of frazi 1 ice under cold weather
conditions.
A metering crossing, where stream gauging was made, was selected about
150 feet downstream from the entrance bend
veloci ty measurements

to the test section.

For obtaining

and depths during the time of surface freezing and when

the covering ice was thin, a cable bridge was bui It across the river at the
metering crossing.

Velocity was measured along verticals at 5 to 10 feet spacing

across the river.

At each vertical, velocity was measured from bottom to top

at intervals from 2 to 6 inches.

An Ott current meter wi th a 5 inch diameter

propell e r was us e d for measuring the flow velocity.

Openings

w~re

drilled in

the ice-cover for the Ott meter to pass through.
The cross-sectional contour and the depth of the river at the metering
crossing and at two other crossings, one about 100 feet upstream and the other
about 350 feet downstream from the metering crossing, were surveyed.

The

thickness and the elevation of the top of the ice cover were also obtained.

The

density of the flowing mixture could not be obtained because a workabl e instrument
had not been developed.
EXPERIMENTAL FINDINGS.
From the velocity measurements, contour 1 ines showing the velocity
distribution under (1) a partial ice cover, (2) a complete ice cover and with
low frazil ice loading, and (3) a complete ice cover and with high frazil ice
loading, were obtained as shown in Figures 2a, 2b and 2c respectively.
of discharge

The rate

of the river, which can be obtained from numerical integration of

the velocity Over the flow area, was found to be about the same in the three days
in which the three sets of data were obtained.
It is seen from Figure 2a that the gradual forming of an ice cover pushes
the main stream towards the open section.

It is noted that the point of ma x imum

velocity was no t in the open section but rather sl ightly in the ice-covered part
at th e right bank.

This was likely caused by the remaining centrifugal effect

of the flow in the upstream bend.

There was a comparatively low veloci ty region
6
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between two high velocity regions under the left ice cover.

There is no

satisfactory explanation for the existance of such a region except that it might
be caused by instrumental malfunctions.

It is unfortunate that the velocity

distribution under the completely open condition was not obtained for comparing
with Figure 2a.
From Figure 2b it is seen that as the surface freezing was completed
and the ice-cover thickened, the flow area was reduced.

The reduction in flow

area caused the maximum velocity and the average velocity to increase.

Coupled

with the increase in maximum velocity is a general increase in velocity gradient.
It is Seen from Figure 2c that when the loading offrazil ice was
substantially increased, the maximum veloc i ty and the velocity gradient of the
flow increased significantly.

although on December 27, 1969, the ice cover was

thinner than on January 2, 1970, and thus the flow area was larger.
velocity was stil I more than 3D percent higher.

The maximum

The comparison between Figures

2a and 2c shows that if an ice cover is present and the loading of frazil ice is
high, the maximum velocity and the velocity gradient can easily be doubled.

It

was observed on December 27, 1969, that with a high concentration of frazil ice,
the boundary between the covering ice and the water-frazil ice mixture was
blurred.

For this reason, the lower boundary of the ice cover in Figure 2c is

shown by dashed 1ine.

Field observations showed there was no apparent over

hanging ice-dam under the ice-cover . to affect the velocity distribution.
The field data for obtaining the hydraul ic gradient, and consequently the
boundary shear stress, were found unrel iable because of the inferior qual ity of
the surveying equipment.

This, plus the lack of density data, prevents a

quantitative examination of the velocity distribution equations (6) and (8).
However, a qual itative study can still be made by looking at the change of
velocity distribution along a vertical under various conditions.

The velocity

distribution along the verticals 15 and 25 feet from the right bank for the
three days is shown in Figure 3.

The verticals were sufficiently

the two banks that flow there was approximately two-dimensional.

far away from
It is seen

from Figure 3 that when the loading of frazil ice was low, the presence of an ice
cover introduced a thin boundary layer at the top.

The velocity distribution

between the top and bottom boundary layers was fairly uniform as would be expected
for a turbulent flow.

The velocity distributions along the 15-feet vertical

showed that the presence of an ice cover increased the maximum and average
velocity.

When the loading of frazil ice was high, it is seen from Figure 3

that the velocity distribution in the upper part of the flow approached the
parabol ic form as predicted by equation (6).

The parabol ic trend of velocity

distribution was more obvious along the 25-feet vertical.

This might be due to

the fact that the depth of the river at chainage 25 feet was less than that at
chainage 15 feet.

I f the distribution of frazi I ice varied 1ittle laterally,
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the above means that proportionally there was a higher loading of frazi I ice
along the 2S-feet vertical.

This pushed the velocity distribution more to the

I t is noted that the lower part of the velocity distribution

parabol ic extreme.

curve also tended to be parabol ic when the concentration of frazi 1 ice was high.
This might be due to an increase in sediment concentration following the increase
in bottom shear, seeing that the bed material was rather sensitive to shear.

It

may be presumably safe to conjecture that if the river bed was composed of coarser
material, the parabol ic trend of the lower part of the velocity distribution
would be less marked.
CONCLUSIONS:
As a result of the pregent study, it may be concluded that
1.

As the surface of a river is being frozen, the boundary condition

of the flow changes.

This causes a continuous change in flow pattern in the

Nore experimental data have to be obtained before a be t te r under

stream.

standing of the problem is reached and a theore ti ca 1 analysis can be made.
The loading of fraz i 1 ice greatly affects the magnitude and

2.

dis tr ibut ion of velocity of flow under an ice cover.

Ins trumen ta t i on needs to

be developed to measure the concentration of fraz i 1 ice in the flow.
3.

Relationships governing the distribution of velocity for water flow

under an ice cover with a high or a low frazil ice loading have been developed
and were found at least qual itatively correct.

Comprehensive experimental data,

which include boundary shear, hydraul ic gradient and velocity profile at regions
close to

the boundary, are required for a quantitative examination of the

relationships and further theoretical exploration.
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DISCUSSIONS.
Professor T. Carstens.

The extrapolation by the author of the velocity

distribution profile to the sol id ice COver is hazardous when there is frazil
underneath, such as on December 27.

The consequence of the velocity profi Ie

assumed by the author is a reduced hydraul ic gradient compared with that
prevail ing without frazil.
been observed.

But such a reduction, caused by frazi I, has never

On the contrary. frazil has invariably been observed to increase

the energy losses.

A more probable velocity profile, in my opinion, would show

very low velocity through the frazi I, followed

by a strong gradient just above

the depth range measured by the author.
Dr. S. Hanagud.

This is a corrrnent on Dr. Carstens' discussion.

Dr. Carstens

pointed out that the velocity profile obtained by the author for the frazil laden
10
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part of the flow does not agree wi th observed results.

The discrepancy can be

explained by considering the flow as flow through a porous material, instead of
a viscous flow.

If analysis is made, considering water and frazil are two

different materials, improved veloci ty profile may be obtained.
Dr. E. Fa Iosuo.

The direction of current, not only the speed, is an important

In Finland I made some measurements of currents under the ice.

factor.

The

observations were made far from the coast in water which was about 30 meters
deep.

In the 10 to 20 meters layer, there was very often a constant current

showing I ittle variation in speed and direction.
was a free one.

So I assumed that this current

In the layer between 9 meters and the undersurface of the ice,

the speed of the current diminished sl ightly and the direction shifted to the
left.

therefore suppose that here we can find an Ekman's spiral, inverted.

Author's reply:

(I) To Dr. Carstens' cOfmlent.

The velocity profile showed in

the paper does not necessarily lead to a reduced hydraul ic gradient.

Although

the velocity gradient, and consequently shear, is small in a parabol ic velocity
distribution, the displacement boundary layer is thick.

This will cause the

maximum velocity and the average velocity in the lower part of the flow to
increase.

Seeing that the head loss in the lower part of the flow increases

with the square of the average velocity, the overal I effect of the parabolic
distribution of the velocity in the upper part of the flow could be an increase
in hydraul ic gradient for the total flow.

I agree that the velocity profile

in the part where field data are lacking is only hypothetical.
to be obtained to show what actually happens.

~ield

data have

The non-parabol ic behaviour of

the velocity profile, if observed, may be accommodated by the non-uniformity of
the molecular viscosity of the water-frazil mixture.
(2) To Dr. Hanagud's comment.

There are no publ ished field data shOWing the

velocity in the region close to the ice-COVer in a frazil-Iaden flow which is
contradictory to the proposed equation.

The frazil ice can not be considered

as a porous material since it moves with the stream and the distance between any
two

frazi I ice particles is not a constant.

(3)

To Dr. Palosuo's comments.

For open ocean currents, the Coriol is force is

important which affects the direction of the currents.

However, for streamflows,

the boundary effect far outweighs the Coriol is effect so the- direction of flow can
be considered constant throughout the depth in a straight channel.
The ocean current observed by Dr. Palosuo seems to be a drift current.
But it is puzzl ing to me that the shifting of direction should be in the opposite
direction to the Ekman's spiral.
The dlffusivity of a current of shifting direction in different
layers is much higher than that of a current of uniform direction.

Therefore,

it is I ikely that the frazil-Iaden layer in an ocean current is much thicker than
that in a stream flow of the same speed.
11
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Synopsis
River ice in heavy snow cover areas differs considerably from that in
low temperature areas with a small precipitation.

River ice in heavy snow

cover areas is characterized by a layer of slush (like mixture of snow & water)
sandwiched between layers of solid ice.

It is pointed out in such case that

the ice growth into the slush is a phenomenon independent of the thawing seen
at the under surface of the river ice.

In the present paper, the first

mathematical approximation concerning the ice growth under a snow cover was
led forth.

It was shown that the second approximation was negligible compared

to the first approximation under ordinary conditions.

In addition, formation

and thawing of river ice in a heavy snow cover area was discussed based on
observed data obtained at the Ishikari river in Hokkaido.

R~sume
Les glaces de riviere dans le pays neigeux est assez diff~rentes de
celles Qans 1e pays peu neigeux. Les premi~res sont caract~ris~es par une couche
de neige ~ demi fondue(une sorte de m~lange de ~ eau et de l a neige) serr~e entre
deux couches de glace solide. Dans ce cas, no us pouvons montrer que la croissance
de la glace dans la couche de neige ~ demi fondue est un phJnom~ne ind~pendant du
dkgel vu sous la surface des glaces de rivi~re. Dans cet article nous avons montr~
la premi~re approximation math~matique concernant la croissance de la glace sous
una couvarture de neiga. Ensuite nous avons indiqu4 que sous une condition ordi
naire, la deuxi~me approximation est n'gligeable en comparaison de la premi~re.
Enfin, nOus avons fait une consid~ration sur l a formation et le d~gel des glaces
de rivi~re dans le pays neigeux en nous fondant sur les donnees obtenues ~ I s hi
kari : rivi~re du Hokkaido.

3.3

1. Introductioq
The Ishikari river is 365 km in length, 200 m in width at the
observation site. The observation post is located 25 km upstream
from the riv~r mouth. The discharge at th e site is 535 m /sec on
3

an average for 1 year , the discharge is 90 m? /sec at its lowest
in winter. This river generally completely freezes over around
the middle of January and breaks up early in ['iarch.
Fig. 1 shows shematic cross sections of the river ice at the ob
servati on site in dates. Some terms used in the following diss
cusions are defined in fig. 1. The river ice in heavy snow cover
areas consists of some strata of solid ice and slush,l i ke mixture
of sno w & water). The water level in a hole drilled througth the
river ice plays an important role in the formation of river ice.
In other words, when the water level is h igh and is seen in the
snow cover , the new l ay er of solid ice grows downwa rd into the
slush from the capillary potent i al level of wa ter in snow.
At the same time a new twin layer of solid ice and slush becomes
part of the river ice, and t he river ice grows upwdrd increasing
the apparent thickness of it. However when the water level is low
er than the upper surface of the river ice the apparent thickness
does not show increase and the ac c umulated temperature of a ir is
consumed by the growth of the u ppermost solid l ay er of the river
~ce

into the s lus h . Water appearing on the ice surface is due to
floodings from exposed portions of the ice cover which were detec
table both upstream and downstream from the observation site, and
is due to somewhat thawing of the accumulated snow on the ice sur

face. Mechanism of the flooding from the exposed portions sho uld
be disscused by taking into consideration relations between dis
placem ent of the river ice in a vertical direction and the water
level in the drilled hole through the river

ic~~ It is po inted out

emprically and theoretically that the flooding arises under condi 
tion of a heavy precipit ation. Fig. 2 shows the growth of solid
ice into the slush under a s no w cover as seen in fig. l(The data
presented in fig.

2 a re independent of the da ta in fig. 1). On the

other hand, the river ice thaws at the

surf~ce

in contactine with

the river flow.

1) S.Krunada; Studies on the Ice Formation and Streamflow under
I ce Condition in the rliver(in Japanese), No.38(Nov.1965), Civil
Engin eering Research Institute, HOKKAIDO Development Bureau .
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2. Ice growth und e r a cover
The authors led forth the following formula of ice growth under a
~)
snow cover in analogy with Ogura ' s forrrrula which is considered to
be valid in the ice growth without a snow cover;

E:::Et+E:z .

(/)

E,= -sf + {(st)' - ~[Udtr.
_

E.-

~

I

IE'r UP

ell

+2t£.U(I_Csi-vHl)

ST+E lrtst+E.t
3r
(Sftf]
+ ~~~ - O(~ +vH)()t +E,M1 +p + i~H+EJ
K.

0

(2vH - 3si - E,)j)dE,
p = vH(v,t<' + vH) - t.H(~ + vH)(st - vH) - t(vHl

(3)

f-

(I-#.)

i=+,
v=(~f

K,C,t.

r =.L:1a
K.
s=t+H

L=(1- ~)'L
S,
where E;
k;
H;
A;

thi ckness of ice
coefficient of heat conduction
thi ckness of the snow cover
heat transfer coefficient=k(du/dx) /(u - U) at the snow
surface
u; temperature in a layer of snow or ice
x ; coordinates in a vertical direction
e : den si ty
g, : density of snow in sl ush
U: air temperatu re at a pOint sufficiently far from the snow
surface
L: lat ent heat of ice
suffix 1 ; a suffix for snow
suffix 2; a suff ix for ice

t

A mathematical approximation with (cl g 1kJ./c z g.2kl
inste&.d of k;l./k l
as f in (2) was previously set forth by S. Kamada , one of the pre 
2) Y.Ogura; A Supplementary Note on the Yrob lem of Ice Formation,
p23l , vol.xxx(1952J, J.Met.Soc.Japan.
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sent duthors , in 1965. However, thi s forlUulu shows an dccuracy only
for c, g, /c.2. g;l. ~k,./k " 'i'h e teLperhtur e a t the u pjJer sur f&. ce of the
i ce grow i n g under a snow cover Wh S obtained du r ing the process of
l ea di ng f or th ( 2) , (3 ) as fol low s :

where u 1 i s t empe r ature at th e pper surfac e of the ice .
Jo:xClli.pl es of tn e cal culht ion io.re ,i dicuted in tabl e 1.

~
5
10
15
20
25
30

5
0. 14
0 . 24
0.32
0.3 9
0.44
0 .49

20
10
30
0. 08
0 .0 4
0. 03
0. 08
0 .0 5
0.14
0 . 11
0.u8
0 .20
0.14
0 .10
0 . 25
0.1 7
0. 12
0. 29
0.20
0.14
0. 33
-\.=40 Jou1 / de g . crrt . h r

~
5
10
15
20
25
30

5
0.14
0 .25
0.34
0 . 40
0.4 6
0. 50

10
0.08
0.1 4
0 . 20
() . 25
0. 30
0. 34
kl / A«

20
0 .v4
V . Ot!

0.11
0.14
0. 1 7
0.20

30
0 . 03
0 .05
v.08
0 .10
0 .1 2
0 .14

l!

3 ,E in cm, g l =0 .) gr/c~ , k l =13.3 Jou l/d eg .c m.hr ,
k;l. =79 . 2 Jo ul!deg .c m.hr
Table 1 u , /U
u, i s a var i<,bl e depending on he thi ckn e " s of the ice eve IV nen Ii
=c ons t ., U=cons t .. Th,
it I .ay :l P ' <lid tr.l:1t the f Or!:.ula s of Ste f an ,
l euilldnn conc ern ing ice fo r~at io n may be res tri c ted to a consitler 
hb le ext en t und er sno w co ve r ccn i l i ons. Wh i le E, pr es ente d abo v e
i s not af fect ed by U' (=d U/d ), E,,- give s r i se t o a d i screpan cy com
ing from lJ ' and he a SSUllJ"ti on s of lin eG.r d istr i but i on of temper
a tu re in the i ce dnd the snow . 1'1g. 3 i ndic& t es tha t ::: .2. is ne gl i '-i 
ble <l.S co ~pare d to
in ord i n<l.!'y cundi i on s of V suc h as s ine cur 
ve s . By t, kl r K,/(k, / A + _I) as the b.pp«r ent he' t t r an!Ofer co effi 
ci en t
• (2) is re duc ed to

"I

which co in cides with (2) f or H=O (sf=k:>,/A) dS a L:i<itte r of f orm .
h e Wind veloc ity on h e : stik<iri ri ver in w' nt er is 5 ~10 m/sec on
a n a v erage and h e G. S s Ulllp ti on k, /Jl« H fIIdY be alI a ed in t hi s cas e .
Thus, the b.pp; r ent he -- t t r sf er co effi c ient A' i s g i ven by k, / H
and E tb.kes t he f or of

6
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Consequently, the thickness of the ice layer under a snow cover
can be estimated by (5) . If (5) is applied to the uppermost solid
ice at the Ishikari river in fig.

2 and it is assumed that the snow

cover is uniform in a ver.tical directfon and H=const. (16.0 cm) , P(
and gr take the following values by taking the mean of observed
data g, =0.3 gr/c~

into consideration:
A'=2.0(Cal/m~.deg.hr)

gr =0 . 6 ( gr/ cm~ ) .
3. Thawing at the under surface of the river ice
Fig. 4 shows rates of thawing at the under surface of the river
ice per day caused by the river flow. The rate of thawing seems to
be protortional to the distance between the river bed and the low
ermost level of the river ice, although relative levels of the ri
ver bed are used in fig. 4 . The factor contributing largly thawing
at the under surface of the river ice is the turbulent heat trans
fer from the river bed and warming of water by the absorption of
solar radiation in the exposed portion of the ice cover. In any
event, it may be surmized that the rate of thawing per day is pro
portional to the distance between the river bed and the lowermost
level. of the river ice. If the turbulent heat transfer. is taken as
the main factor of thawing, the temperature of the river bed may
be estimated as 16~163(oC) from the rate of actual thawing in the
Ishikari rivel~ The thawing at the under surface progresses to
some extent and the river ice breaks up and a channel opens in the
center of the river.

3) S. Kamadaj Supplementary Notes on the Ice Formation and the
Streamflow under Ice Conditions in the River(in Japanese), No.42
(Nov.1966), Civil Engineering Research Institute, HOKKAIDO Develop
ment Bureau.
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SYNOPSIS
Some results from a field study of ice damming and ice roughness in three Norwe
gian rivers are referred and discussed. Average ice roughness values of
n~O.013-0.020
(Manning's n) have been found, which is much less than the bed
roughness, but still significant for the flow. The difficulties involved in the
use of average slope as an aid to estimate winter discharges are discussed.

RtsUMf
Quelques resultats d'une etude de rugosite de glace et d'influence de glace aux
hauteurs d'eau dans trois rivi~res norvegiennes sont expos~s et discut~s. Val
eurs moyennes de la rugosit~ de glace environt n~O.013-0.020 (n de Manning) sont
trouves. Ses valeurs sont beau coup plus moins que le rugosit~ de lit, mais en
core significants pour l,ecoulement. Les difficultes rencontr~e utilisant la
pente moyenne pour estimer le debit d'hiver sont trait~es.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The
for
ing
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

influence of ice on the water stage in rivers is a complex practical problem
hydrologists and hydraulic engineers. The most important causes of ice darn
are
actual damming, from ice dams
reduced cross section, by bottom ice, bank ice and ice cover
increased bed roughness, due to bottom ice etc.
added roughness, due to ice cover fo rmation
modification of turbulent viscosity due to ice particles

a), b) and c) are local problems that have to be studied separately for each river,
while d) and e) to some extent can be treated theoretically. The hydraulic aspects
were studied by Devik (1,2) and also applied with success to data from G6ta River
(3) assuming equal roughness of ice and bed. More recent findings have shown that
the situation varies much from rive r to river, e ven situations with much greater
ice roughness than bed roughness have been reported (4). A bibliography by Michel
and Triquet contains several references to the subject (5).
One way to treat the problem of ice damming is to include all the irregularities
into what is commonly referred to as the winter coefficient, i.e. the ratio between
actual discharge and the equivalent ice free discharge for the actual stage. This
method was probably first proposed by Kolupaila (6).
A program to collect more field information about the ice roughness and the influ
ence of ice on the stage/discharge ratings has been run last winter by the Hydro
logy Division of the ~orwegian Water Resources and Electricity Board.

2.

THE FIELD CONDITIONS

Discharge T.. ea surements with Ott propellers have been made in three rivers where
ice da:nrr,ing occurs regularly. Emphasis has been put on correct registration of
the veloc i ties close to the ice and bed boundari e s of flow. The measurements have
been related to existing water stage gauges with kno,,'Tl rating curves for summer
conditions. Additional gauges have been installed to be a ble to control the aver
age slope of the river.
The locations and surroundings of two measuring stations are shown on fig. 1, and
the longitudinal sections of part of the rivers on fig. 2. The third station lies
in a nearly flat reach of Numedalslaagen.

STAGE GAUGE
BENCH-MARK

DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS
ORBAK

Fig. 1.

NYBERG
SUND

o

Location of field stations in Glomma and Klara rivers

Klara has moderate sl opes for more than 10 kID both upstream and downstream of the
station. A stable ice cover usually forms early in the winter. Pack ice or fra
zil ice accumulations normally do not occur as far down as the station, hence ice
damming at the gauges is due to the plain ice cover only.
The permanent gauge at Stai in Glomma is usually disturbed by large accumulations
of pack ice from ice flows o r frazil ice formed in the rapids upstream. The ice
cover is usually undisturbed at the measuring station near Imsa outlet.

m
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MEASUREMENT
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355
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345
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3.

\

\..'

Longitudinal sections of parts of Gl omma and Klara rivers

THE ROUGHNESS OF' THE ICE COVER

The velocity measurements have been used t o calculate r ough ness parameters for the
river bed and the ice cover. By substituting measured values from two points near
the boundary in question into the KArm~n-Prandtl formula
v = 5.75

v

*

Ig 3~

y

(1 )

a value of k is obtained that can be used in "the rough channel law':
_1_ = 2 1

Vf

14.8 R

g-k

( 2)

or the equivalen t formula with Manning's constant

Here v=vel ocity, v. =friction velocit y, y=distance from bou ndary in question,
R=hydraulic radius, here assumed R=Ym, where Ym=distance to velocity maximum,
g=acceleration of gravity, n=constant in Hanning's formula
V=.!.R2/3 S l/2
(4)
n

k=roughness parameter, f=constant in Darcy-i'ieissbach's formula,
V= (.§..gRS)1/2
f

V=average velocity and S=slope .

(3) a nd (4) are in metric units.

3

(5)

A different approach i s to calculate v. from (1) and then use the average vel oci ty
V in each vertical to calculate f from the expression
f = 8(v./V)2

(6)

It is not likely that (2) and (6) will give identical f-values, due to the approx
imation R=Ym' and the use of local V-values.
Values of n according to (3) and of Vt/V have been calculated by e le ctronic com
puter. The single values have been valuated to onunit obviously erroreous results.
In particular values of n < 0,01 have been adjusted to n = 0,01. Simple means
have then been calculated by hand both for each complete measurement (si x verti
ca ls) and for the whole season (12-16 measurements). Als o median and quartile
values have been calculated. The average v./V-values have been used to calculate
f from (6).
The use of simple means overemphasizes the importance of large values of Manning's
n-coeffesient, but gives an idea of the importance of ice roughness against bed
roughness. The r esu lts for the three locations are li s t ed in tabl e 1.

Table 1.

Roughness data from field studies .
River
Location

Klara
Nybergsund

Glomrrta

Period of measurements
Number of days with measurements

18 .11-29.4
12

28.11-23.4
16

Ice:

Bed:

Imsa

Number of n-data
Mean value of n
1./2./3. quartile of n
Mean value of v"./ V
1./2./3. quartile of v... / V
f f rom mean V1l./ V

61
74
.020
.013
011/ .016/.024 .010/.010/.013
.0 35
.073

Number of n-data
Mean value of'n
1./2./3. quartile of n
Mean value of v"./ V
1./2./3. quartile of v.. / V
f from mean v,,/ V

66
91
.04 0
.044
027/ .038/.053 .033/. 040/ .055
.13 8
.124
.0 3/.12/.1 7
.08/.1 2/ .1 8
.124
.151

Ratios of ice and bed means: ( n)
(v#./ V

(f)

. 01/ .05/.15

.043

.50
.53
.28

.01/.02/.01

.0lD

.29
.2 8
.08

Numedalslaagen
Kongsberg
18.12-11.4
14
58
.014
.010/. 010/ .015
.039
. 02/ . 03/ . 06

.01 2
65
.037
.021/.029/.040
.087
.04/.0 7/ .11
.061
.38
.45
.20

The results show that assumptions of equal ice and bed roughness or negligible
ice roughness are both insufficient for practi ca l ·purposes.
The mean values for bed r oughness vary little in the three cases, while there is
a distinct difference between the ice roughness at Nybergsund and the two oth er
locations. A possible explanati on may be that the mean velocities were higher at
Nybergsund (0.20-0.34 m/s) than at Imsa (0.15- 0 .22 m/s) or Kongsberg (0.11-0.21
m/s). The material does not al l ow further study of this aspect, however.
Though the n- and f-values have been obtained by different procedures, there are
good agreement between the findings, as shown by the three lowe.r 1 ines of table 1.
According to (2) and (3) as well as (6) f is proportional to n 2 and (v~/V)2. The
ice/bed ratios for n and v~/V agree well, at least for two of the l ocations .
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4.

THE ICE DAMMING

The results of stage and discharge measurements in Klara and Glomma are shown on
fig. 3 and 4. The ice da~ing at the stage gauges has been calculated as the
difference between the measured stages and the stages compatible with the measured
discharges according to the rating curves. The diagr~~s also give the ratio
k=Q/Q' between ·actual discharges and discharges according to the rating curves.
Fig. 3 gives the average ice depth at Nybergsund, where the discharge measurements
were made only about 100 m from the stage gauge.
Except for the first part of the ice season, both the ice damming and the values
of k seem to vary smoothly. This adds support to the use of Kolupaila's method
for estimation of ,,.inter discharges (6) based on the stage ratings and a few
determinations of actual discharge during the winter season.
The ice damming at ·Nybergsund was roughly half of the ice depth during most of the
season, which means that the average velocity under the ice has been greater than
it would have been for the same discharge without ice. The added shear .force from
the ice cover must therefore be balanced by an increase of slope. This agrees
with the fact that the ice damming has been higher at Orbak than at Nybergsund.
Ice depths were not measured regularly at Orbak, but check measurements indicated
little difference from Nybergsund, so apparently the difference between ice depth
and damming decrea ses upstream.
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The ic:;:e damming in Klara increased during most of the wi nte r, probably as a direct
consequence of the increasing ice thickness. In Glo~ma at Stai the ice damming
reached its highest value around 1. January, caused by ice flows and jamming, then
decreased s lowly until about 1. Harch, probably as a result of wear ing or melting
away of the mos t distinct irregularities and obstructions under the pa ck ice.
After 1. Harch the ice damming at Stai varied in a similar manner as in Klara.
The ice da~ning (and discharge) varied significantly with temperature only in the
first part o f the winter.

5.

DISCHARGE, SLOPE AND ROUGHNESS

Table 2 shows the results of slope measurements in the Klara and Glomma rivers.
Values of Manning's n have been calculated based on the obv iously wrong assumption
that the averag e slopes on reaches just upstream or dowmst ream are repres enta tive
for the ~easured section.
Some data for ice free conditions ha ve been added at the bottom of table 2.
6

Table 2.

Slopes and average roughness.
Klara river

Glomma river

Orbak-Nybergsd. Nybergsd.-Kolos
Date

Q

1970
18.11
27.11
04.12
11.12
18.12
14.01
29.01
05.02
19.02
11.03
18.03
17.04
20.04
29.04
14.03

~.

28.07
04.08

Vm

S

n

3
m /s

rr,/ s

m/bn

36.7
25.7
26.0
30.8
27.4
22.8
19.5
18.6
15.5
15.7
15.2
14.2

.34
.26
.27
.33
.30
.26
.23
.23
.20
.22
.21
.18

.206
.256
.271
.262
.247
.247
.260
.249
.249
.289
.287
.254

.051
.072
.071
.056
.059
.068
.076
.073
.085
.080
.081
.093

17.5

.21

.240

.078

67.0

.4 8

.217

.051

51.8
63.7

.43
.48

.229

.056

S

n

Stai

Date

m/bn
.0274
.0142
.0160
.0160
.0160
.0140
.0038

.019
.013

.015
.017
.019
.018
.011

.0189
.0236

.017

.0151

.016

1970
28.11
11.12
18.12
08 .01
15.01
22.01
05.02
12.02
19.02
26.02
05.03
12.03
18.03
02.04
09.04
16.04
23.04
11.08

-

Imsa

Q
Vm
3
m / s . m/s

34.6
48.3
41.4
39.0
40.6
39.6
37.6
32.3
30.5
37.3
36.4
34.9
35.0
34.0

.15
.22
.20
.19
.20
.20
.19
.17
.17
.20
.19
.19
.20
.19

24.1
33.8
93.0

S

n

m/km

.14
.18

.058
.072
.104
.138
.142
.142
.124
.122
.120
.106
.104
.112
.122
.122
.110
.124
.118

.089
.072

.35

.046

.038

.063
.048

.063
.074
.072
.072
.070
.074
.073
.061
.063
.057
.063
.065

The only reliable measurement of the actual s lope at a measuring station was made
at Nybergsund 13.1. 1970 over a 200 m long reach and gave 0.125 m/bn. Combined
with the discharge etc. measured next day, this gives n~J.049.
Attempts to estimate n-values for calculation of discharge from measured slope
and stage data will be very difficult, due to the large seasonal variation accord

ing to the table.
6.

FINAL COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The study has provided some valuable information about ice roughness and winter
discharges to be added to the still insufficient knowledge available for the esti
mation of winter discharges from stage readings. A more thorough report is being
prepared where also earlier, more occasional measurements on the same locations
will be included.
So far, the following conclusions can be drawn:
The roughness of the ice cOver on calm reaches varies from place to place. The
study has given roughness values varying from that of smooth river bed to glossy
surfaces.
No simple relationships seem to exist between bed and ice roughness or between ice
damming and ice depth.
The ice damming at a stage gauge and the related ratio k~Q/Q' (the winter coeffi
cient) vary smoothly during periods with stable ice cover. The trends of varia
tion differ with the local conditions.
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DISCUSSION
B. tlICHEL

There has been interesting discussion on the fact that ice roughness some times
increase as winter goes by and o thertimes decrease ;Iith time. May I submit that
this may be only an apparent contradiction which depends on the type of ice cover
you are considering. With a solid ice sheet, there is thermal erosion under the
ice approaching br ea ku p, dunes are formed dnd roughness increases.

In most ice

co vers in rivers, floes and s lush get incorporated into the cover at formation
time. vii th time they settle, a be tt er channel is formed in the unconsolida t ed
part of the cover, and the roughness decreases as winter goes by .
JOHN F. KENNEDY

Mr. Tesaker has presented some very interesting data on the r oughness of the under
side of ice co vers. Data of the type he has reported are making it increasingly
clear that the roughness of the ice-water interface is by no means constant, but
rather evolves - sometimes decreasing (when the cover is composed of fragmented
ice), some ti mes increasing (when there is a solid ice cover) during the ice season.
It took some years to realize that the roughness of sand beds of alluvial rivers
is extremely variable as the ripple and dune configuration give way to a flat bed.
In some instances, however, the roughnesses of river beds and ice covers are
opposing. Ri ver beds of sand obtain their minimum roughness during periods of high
discharge and large velocity, thereby reducing the stage rise accompan ying floods.
Continuous ice covers, on the other hand, appear t o become rougher during the peri
ods of melting from below, which is generally during the spring when the annual
river flood may be beginning. Hence once again it seems that natural processes
are such that they may favor man's works, but just as often they oppose them.
C. R. NEILL
Were any of the ice-cover roughness measurements made late in the season, when the
roughness of the under-side of the cover might have been expected to increase due
to erosion?
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E. TESAKER
The data have been stud1ed a little more 1n detail since the preparation of the
report.
The variation of the ice roughness ./ith time is sh o,,'l1 on fig. 5 (Hanning's nl.
If the period of initial ice formation is excluded, a gradual rise in r oughness
from n=0.012 to n=0.025 has been found for Nybergsund , falling again at the end
of the season. No particular trend has been found for the two other locations,
may be due to less average velocity and consequently less turbulen ce than at Ny
bergsund .

n

Fig . 5.

Variation of Manning's n of ice cover during winter 1959/70
I=Imsa, Kb=Kongsberg, N=Nybergsund

To the bed roughness results can be added that recent surrmer measurements at Ny
bergsund and Imsa both gave bed roughness n=0.042, in good agreement with the
winter values. Similar check measurements have not been made at Kongsberg.
By comparing the curves for ice thickness and ice da~ing on fig. 4 in the paper,
it is found that the velocity under the ice ac tually has increased compared with
similar summer discharges, despite th e added ice friction.

The reason is a com

paratively greater increase in slope, documented by the band N curves for ice
damming on fig. 4, and also shown in table 2. A similar increase in velocity has
also been found at Imsa.
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ACCUMULATION ET COURSE DE ~US SOUS LE CHAMP
DE GLACE SUR LA RIVIERE VLTAVA

Prof. Lng. Dr. Ladislav
Vo t ru ba,
D o~t~ 8S Science

Hau.t e Ec ole Polytechnique
Prague

a

Tchecoslovaquie

During t he cona trucrt.ion of the Vlta'l'8. Cascade in 1935 till 1962 ,

dangerous ice barriers occurred mainly at t he end o~ the reservoir
backwater. In this paper the passage of the ice jam through. Vrane
Reservo ir in the couree of the whole winter season in relation to
t he f ree s urface area in the St. John Rapids is descxibed. By measure
ments it W8B found t hat thB f ree discharge area in the cross-sect ion.
did no t change to any great extent and t hat hence neither the velo
ci ty, coefficien.t in the Chezy equation increased as stated by Bome

suthors , perhaps under other conditions •

.

..

Pendant la construction de la cascade des grands barrages s ur la
riv,iere V1.tava durant la periode 1935 - 1962 i l y a'reit des barrages
de glac.e. dBD8ereux, speciallement au bout du r emous des reser"oira.
Dans le rapport on decrit 1 'avaneement du sorbet de glac:e dans le
bieff de Vrane pendant tout i'hiver en relation. avec la surfac.e libre
de l ' eau dans "les courants de Saint-Jean". Par les mesurages on a
cons tate que la section de passage dans le profil transversal ne
changeait pas d'une fa~on importante et que m~me le coefficient de
v ite~ae de Chezy ne s'agrandissait pas au cours de l'hiveu comme on.
l'indiqu. parfois dans la litterature, quand il s 'agi t sana doute
d'autres conditions.

1

3. =,

1.

~escription

de la voie fluviale et des ouvrages d'art.

Les barrages des glaces se produisent au bout du remous du lac
de barrage, en amont duquel se trouve Ie courant libre avec des sec
teurs qui en consequence des grandes vi tesses d' ecoule men t ne pren
nent que tres tard ou meme pas du tout durant tout l'niver.
Ce deroulement des phenomenes de glace s'est manifeste d'une
maniere typique au cours de l'edification de la cascade sur la ri
viere Vltava. La situation 1a plus daflgereuse c'etait celIe apres
l'edification du pre~ier barrage
Vrane, km 17J,4 /15 kill environ
en amont de Prague/ et elle s'est traduite pend&1t les hivers extra
ordinairement rigoureux, quand Ie barrage de ~t~chovice au kID 160,4
etait en construction /Fig. 1/ .

a

La glace flottante se formait dans Ie secteur qui se trouve en
amont du chantier ~t~chovlce, secteur caracterise par une plus grande
pente du lit de la riviere /i > 0,2 %/ et ou se trouvent les blocs
de pierre depassant Ie niveau de la nappe d'eau et elle se tassait
d'une part en amont du chantier mais principalemer.t au bout du re
mous cause par Ie barrage Vrane entre Ie km IG2 et Ie kID 167. On
peut caracteriser la riviere Vltava, en amont du km 160,4, par une
grande vitesse d'ecoulement /au-dessus de 0,5 m/sec./ pendant une
gelee forte et d'une longue duree; c'est alors que prend sa naissance
un regime difficile d'hiver, Ie sorbet de glace se produit pendant
longtemps et d'une maniere inte~se, ils se forment des barrages de
glace, la glace flottante penetre dans les installations de prise
et elle se tasse dans la partie terillinale des lacs de barrage.
2. Description des phenomenes de glace.
a/ La periode d'hiver 1928-29 a ete la plus rude dans ce siecle.
Le secteur poursuivi de la riviere etait
cette epoque sans
construction haussant un remous. L'epaisseur de la glace a atteint
~t~chovice 48 cm.

a

a

b/ La periode d'hiver 1940-41 a ete, elle aussi, extraordinairement
froide. Sur la figure 2 se trouvent les temperatures de jour max.,
min. et moyennes de l'air du poste Tabor, les niveaux d'eau li de
~teehoviee et les debits ~ constates dans la riviere. Les niveaux
d'eau
~techoviee etaient influences par Ie remous du barrage
Vrane et par Ie bouchon de glace et de sorbet dans Ie trajet fi
nal du remous. C'est pourquoi au mois de janvier les niveaux d'eau
ont ete relativement hauts c.s.d. + 190 em jusqu'a + 285 cm, les
debits ayant ete moyens /Q = 80 mJ/sec./ et au passage de glace

a

2

Fig. 1. Le profil longitudinal de la 'll tava entre les km 153 - 174.
1 - le fond dans l'axe de la riviere; 2 - les points les plus bas du fond;
3 - In rive gauche; 4 - la rive dro i te; 5 - l' ouvrs8e hydraulique de '!rane;
6 - l'ouvrage h;ydraulique de ~techovice; 7 - les ponts; 8 - le niveau d'eau
max. pendant l'ecoulement des glaces en 1941 et 1942; 9 - la nappe d'enu,
Q = 2400 m3 /sec. (1890); 10 - le niveau d'eau normal EWant la construction
de Vrane; 11 - l'etat successif du sorbet de g18ce.
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Fig. 2. Le cours de l'hiver 1940-1941

a Stechovice:

a - les temperatures de l'air ta Imin.; max.; moyenne
.
de JOur
t aI , 0 C;
b - les niveaux d'eau H, m;
c - les debits Q, m3 /sec.
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Ie niveau d'eau a atteint le 12 fevrier une valeur catastrophique
de + 590 cm.
;.lalgre que l'hiver en 1940-41 etait plus modere que celui
en 1928-29, l'ecoulement des glaces a ete beaucoup moins favo
rable et cela precisement en consequence du remous de l'eau
cause par le barrage Vrane.
c/ Dans la periode d'niver 1941-1942 j'ai fait des observations des
phenomenes de glace dans le secteur kill 151-170, c.s.d. sur Ie
trajet ou la glace flottante se formait et se deposait. Par Ie
travail du bateau brise-glace, par l'amorcement de la glace et
par la manipulation avec la nappe d'eau du barrage Vrane on est
arrlve
un ecoulement des glaces non nuisible, malgre que cet
hiver-ci a ete plus froid que l'hiver precedent [table

a

IJ.

Table 1.
caracteristigues des nivers les plus rudes
Caracteristique
Le total des temperatures
de jour moyennes ne
gatives de l'air,
L ta [OcJ
La temperature ta min.

1928-29

1940-41

1941-42

- 720

- 446

- 612

rOc]
Le niveau d'eau max. au
passage du glace
(1 0 de l'echelle
d'eau = 199,55 m)

23

33,8

+

510

+

590

25,5

+

335

En consequence du barrage des glaces flottantes les niveaux

d'eau a ~techovice etaient, durant janvier et fevrier 1942,
dans les limites de + 250 cm
+ 325 cm, les debits etant
au-dessous de la moyenne et ils n'ont atteint que la valeur
maximum de + 335 cm /Fig. 3/. II est evident que les mesures
prises ont donne la satisfaction.

a

L'origine des pluB grandes difficultes consistait, comme
d'habitude, dans la formation des glaces flottantes qui se pro
duisent durant tout l'hiver dans les raies de la nappe d'eau libre
en amont du chantier du barrage de ~techovice. La surface de ces
raies change const~ent suivant la variabilite de la temperature
de l'air. Dans la table 2 figurent les dimensions d'une nappe libre,
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Fig. ]. Le cours de l'hiver 1941-1942
~techovice:
a, b, c - comme sur la figure 2.

apres IdS gels d'une longue duree, du 12 fevrier 1942, et pour
les temperatures elevees de l'air du 5 mars 1942. Le reservoir
de Vrane a ete sous une serre de glace du 27 decembre 1941

jusqu'au 19 mars 1942.

6

Table 2.
Les dimensions des raies de la nappe non prise
Dimensions de la nappe libre /m!
k:m

12/2/1942
Longueur

151,850
152,450
152,700
15J,000
15J,5 - 154,2.
154,JOO
155,700
156,000
156,100
156,200
156,2 - 157,J
159,100
Surface
tota1e, m2

5/J/1942

Largeur Longueur

100
200
40
60
60
400
250
40

20
20
10

J
5
10
10
2

lJ J80

Remarques

Largeur

10
40
20
80
5
150
JOO
50

:5
5
10
10
5
JO
25
10

80
1100

10
20

5 orifices
5 x 5 ;n

J5 JOO

Une part de la glace f10ttante est absorbee le long des bords
du trajet d'amont, mais le propre trajet de deposition commence
dana le km 159,5. C'etait deja le 12 jru.vier 1942 que 1a glace
flottante a penetre jusqu'au kID 165,0 et 1e 18 ~s jusqu'au km
167,2 /Fig. 1/, c.s.d. 6 k:m environ dans le reservoir. Le rront
des glaces f10ttantes avan~ait a10rs durant tout l'hiver.
Par des mesurages multiples effectues dans le km 162,041 de
la section transversale des debris f10ttants de glace et du courant
d'eau durant tout l'hiver on a constate, que 1a surface relative
des debris ne change pas d'une maniere substantie11e au cours de
l'hiver. P1usieurs oDservateurs sont au contra~re d'avis qU'au cours
ae l'hiver la quantite des debris de glac.e diminue et alors Us
soutiennent l'aff'irmation que le coefficient de vitesse da.'ls l'equa
tion Chezy augme~te d'apres 1a duree de l'hiver. Le parcours suivant
1e temps de 1a relation mutue11e de la surface totale du debit s,

7
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I

de la partie bouchee par les debris flottants de glace et du lit
libre est marque dans la figure 4. De la comparaison avec les tem
peratures de l'air d'apres la figure J on voit que m~me sous l'in
fluence de l'augmentation considerable de la temperature de l'air
au-dessus du zero la partie du profil bouchee par les debris de
glace n'a pas diminue; Ie debit a augmente et par suite Ie niveau
d'eau est monte et la partie du profil avec l'eau c~rante s'est
agrandite, mais la surface du profil appartenant aux debris de glace
est restee
peu pres constante. Cet etat a dure jusqu'a l'ecoule
me~t des glaces et on pouvait observer seulement une diminution de
la densite des debris.

a
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Fig. 4. Le cours du bouchage du profil kIn 162,041
par sorbet
1 - l'eau coulente; 2 - sorbet;
J - surface totale
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DNIESTER RNER
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AUX EMBACLES POUR LE CAS DE LA RIVIERE DNIESTRE
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Synopsis
Considered is the possibility of forecasting maximum stages due to ice jam
formation at locations in the backwater of repeatedly occurring ice jams. The
relation between the maximum water stage due to ice jams at the location
considered and the maxlmum da.ily rate of water stage rise upstream is shown

to be very strict and to lead to a timely (several days In advance)

prediction

of the maximum 'Nater stage on rivers for which sufficiently comprehensive
long-term data ace available (e.g. the Dniester).

Resume'
Les auteurs analysent Ie probl~me de la prevision des niveaux maxima
d ' em~cle

dans les zones de remous du aux emb!lcles

qul sly forment constamment. On a
-quelles ' On a

demontre que sur les

rivi~res

ou

fait les observations de'taillees et ~ long terme, (Dniestre) il

existe une relation

tr~s

stricte entre Ie niveau maximal d' emb!lcle dans Ie

site conside;.e- et I' intensite' maximale

journali~re

de la ieve'e du niveau dans

les sites amont, cette relation permettant de pr~oir ~ temps Ie niveau maximal.

1
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Ice jams are inherent to the annual regim e cycle of many rivers in the
Northern He misphere. Such phenomena are detrimental to the national economy
bdnging about floods and possible failures of hydraulic structures.
One of the methods of controlling ice jams is their timely forecasting, i.e.
predicting their location and the maximum possible rise of the water stage due
to the ice jam -

!'.Hj .

The problem of forecasting the maximum water stages due to ice jams
cannot be solv e d without predicting the pro bable locations of ice jams. The
latter proves inleasible or quite impossibl e in many cases. Therefore any more
or less justified for e casting of the magnitude of an ice jam can be carried out
only for locations where ice jams will occur repeatedly, viz. morphological ano
mali e s, reach e s

characterized by gentler slopes, etc. The rise of the wate r

stage due to an ice jam ( Ll

J )

H

depending on diverse factors and/or their com

binations in different years, chance pfays a

major part in evaluating it. The

same considerations preclude solution of theoretical Or experimental problems on
ice jam prediction for specific cases. Hence relationships to b e used in ice jam
forecasting can be obtained only by way of using field observation data conside
ring the main factors causing ice jam formation.
The latter include:

1. Amount and rate of ice movement towards the ic e jam;
2. Flood rate, in particular, the maximum (based on mean daily values)
rate of water stage rise during the ice run,Ps );
3. Obstacles to ice drift (abrupt bends and contractions of the channel, is
lands, etc.).
When a

sufficiently comprehensive series of long-term data on the elements

of river hydrometeorology is available, it becomes possible to establish a

corre

lation betweenfjfj;, and the main factors causing ice jam formation. The Dniester
was chosen for our studies as a

river where ice jams are liable to occur most

fre quently. At the same time , data for the perlod from 1945 to 1969 being avail
able, it is one of the most thoroughly investigated rivers.
Based on long-term data s e ries for nine gauges (located in the back-wa
ter of the ice jam)

relationships between

that the rate of water stage rise,!'.

fj;',

Js

and diverse factors clearly indicai-e

is the key factor here. It should be no

ted that in certain years other factors may become predominant (due to ice
conditions during the debacle, meteorological conditions during jam formation etc.)
and change the relationShip.1'!J

=1(:);)' Sultable

corrections are to be introduced

in such cases using correlations between !J.fj;and other factors.
Being given such correlations of

!'.Ijj =f (JS )

for individual line gauges

located in the backwater of ice jams at stationary sites, and evaluating
beforehand from th e expecte d

Js

snow melt run-off and weather forecast, one can

predict the stage rise due to the ice jam with a

certain degree of accuracy.

3.6
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However such a

procedure is schematic and does not consider the actual

specific conditions. The authors suggest that the correlation, betweenf:,~>, at
the line gauge in question, and the rate of rise of stage,

J-s

,at the upstream

gauges should be made use of.
Such relationships were established for three locations on the Dniester
river (lViogllev-Podolski, Soroki, Kamenka)

in the backwater of eermanently

r ecurring jams, with gauges located 100 to 600 km upstream.
Quantitative evaluation of the effect of the factors conducive to jam forma
tion was carried out by the least squares method, the degree of correlation
being determined by correlation analysis. The correla tion coefficients in the
equation Ll.

Hj = I(J;)are

near unity, which is indicative of a

close agreement of

the values.
Figure 1 shows the correlation between 111; (the town of Soroki)
( the vllJage of Zhvanets), the distance

and

J;

between them belng 280 kIn. The curve

can be described by the equation

LJ1;>=
The values of

L\ Hj

114 + 1,15J;

( 1)

obtained from this equation fIt the actual ones fairly well.

Durlng some years occur deviations from the relation ( Fig.1) the effect of addi
tional factors (vIz. greater thickness of ice cover in 1956, 1963, 1969; simulta
neous breakIng of ice cover on the tributaries in 19 64 etc.).
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They can be taken into account by supplementary dependencies
and

"'II; =I(J)

Simllar relationships between

tl~'

tJ1'=1(Efl)

and secondary factors were de

rived for locations mentioned above, the correlation coefficient equalling 0.5-();6.
Considerir:>g the above factors the relationship for

/',11;' may

b e expressed

by

~~=~+G~+~[~+~J
Where

L:8_ ~the

(2)

accumulated negativ e alr temperatures, which indirectly

J

characterize ice UUckness;

=

rate of temperature rise equal to the accumu

lated positive air temperatures from the moment of the steady transition to above

ze co temperature s up to the start of the Ice
per/od;

Ct , C2 ) C.3

and

Cit-

run, related to the duration of the

=coefficlenls established from hydrologic data for a

number of years in the past.
The ratio adopted in the Weather Service Manual i.e. that between the
root-mean-square error (

S )

to be predicted is used as a
procedure for forecasting
the correlation coefficient

tJlt!"

(fj )

and the standard deviation of the variable (

basic criterion to check the effectiveness of the
The

values obtained for the ratio

f=

0.50 and

'Z =0.88 for the procedure developed to foreCast

t;f!;'

on the Dniester river at the town of Soroki fall Into a good quality category.
The timely pre diction of

/','t;',

by the method evolved depends on the time

necessary for the Ice edge movement during the ice break from the first up
stream gauge to the line gauge under consideration.
For the case of the Dniester river at the town of Sorokl according to
the relationship represented in Fig.1

/',~'was

forecast on the average two days

in advance, the time varying between 24 hrs and 4 days depending on the spe
cific conditions of the debacle.
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Resume

On e'tudie Ie probl';;me du plongement des gla'l0ns so us un obstacle dont
I

/

/

\

t

I epaisseur est egale a

celle d un gla<S0n. Sur la base de la nature physique

de c e phe'nom,),ne on a

e'tabli les lronti';;res de reproduction du phe'nomene

lors de son e'tude en laboratoire, les lronti,),r e s

e'tant confirme'es expe'rimenta

lement. Les expe'riences e[fectue'es dans un canal hydraulique avec des
/

gla'50ns en paraffine ont montre que la v itesse critique ~ laquelle commence
Ie plongement ne de'pend que de la longu e ur du g lason.

Synopsis
The problem on diving of ice floes under an o bstacle whose thickness is
equal to that of an lee floe is considered. Based on the physical nature of
this phenomenon, the boundaries of simulating this phenomenon when s tudied
under the laboratory conditions are established, these boundaries being COrro
borated ex perlmentally. The experiments performed in a

hydraulic flume using

paraffine ice noes sho\Ned that the critical velocity at which diving starts is
a

function of the ice floe length only.

:L

Le mouvement des gla~ons dans
I

\

un ecoulement,

et en parUculler les

,.

phenomenes surgissant lors de 1 impact des gla<;,ons sur un obstacle, se rap

,

,

portent au nombre de problemes de 1 hydraullque et de la glace

mal connues

sont

portance pratique dans toute une

. ,

dont les lois

Cependant, ces probl';'mes ont une grande im

,

.

s~rie de cas ( formation des emb3cles en

rivleres, progression du bord d un champ de glace vers I' amont en

,

p~riode de

congelation, arret de la glace par les barrages pour les corps flottants et par
les estacades).
II est .;, noter que I' .;'tude de l' entralnement des gla'}ons ';'tait effectue"e
principalement pour les cas d 'un ':coulement par-dessous la vanne sur la

d~versoir et les pertuis approfondls afin de determiner les ouver

cr;;'te d' un

tures admissibles

/1

Dans Ie cas

et2/.

consid~r~ I' ~paisseur de l' obstacle est beaucoup plus fa.lble
~coulement par-dessous la vanne et Ie plongement des

que dans Ie cas d' un

,

gla':f,ons de~end essentiell,ement de la vitesse super~cielle. Les recherches
analogues etalent effecruees au Canada.., mais les resultats obtenus donnent
....

les traiter critiquement et,

en particulier, a

,

/

I

I

a

\.

etudler ce phenomene par de nou

veaux procedes.
Le plongement des glac;ons sous un obstacle

d~pend d'un grand nombre

de facteurs parmi lesquels on peut citer la vUesse

l'~coulement,
sseur

/5 du

l' approfondlssement

h

V

et la profondeur

de l' obstacle, la longueur

t

H de

et l ' e'pai

gla)'on. 11 est plus commode d' adopter constants les facteurs com

ple'mentaires tels que: angles de biseau du glas:on et de
d' approche du gla<;,on, r~sistance de la glace, etc.
En considerant un gla'l'0n de forme carree de cote'

l' obstacle, angle

t.

ayant, comme

obstacle, un angle de biseau droit et une resistance empechant la destruction
lors d' un impact, ainsi qu' en consid~rant l' impact du glac;on sur l' obstacle
sous un angle droit, on peut ~crlre une expression pour la vitesse superficielle

de l' ~coulement ~ laquelle commence Ie plongement:

La profondeur de

l'

ecoulement influencera Ie plongement dans Ie cas

ou la dlmension du gla<:S0n

t

et la profondeur

H sont

rendre plus facile l' analyse, =nsfde'rons Ie cas
pas Ie plongement

r~sultats

des

(

H;>/ 2t ).

Cette hypothese permet de confronter les

exp~riences r~se-es

,

commensurableso Pour

o~ la profondeur n' influence

dans les conditions des profondeurs

~gales.

En considerant Ie cas du plongement des glas:ons sous Ie couvert de

glace de la mE1me ~paisseur, on peut ~crire:

2
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Dans les essais de laboratoire on a utilise en tant que

gla~ons

des

minces plaques en parailine carre'es (poids spe'citique de la paraffine est de

0,92)

de c';te'

J-

groupes -

l

t . 28

et d' e'paisseur

"glasons" e'taient sUbcllvise's en cinq

t

0,6; 1,0; 1,5; 1,8; 2.8 cm, dans chaque groupe la valeur de

variant de 2,s a

40 cm.

Conside'rons une partie de 1 J e'coulement lirn.ite'e par des plans
la surface libre et parall';'le

~

celle-ci

6.

H = t.

une profondeur

I

trace's par

De lelles

zones peuvent ~lre choisies dans un courant quelconque et indepen..--damment
de la profondeur

fI

dans chaque zone auront lieu les conditions plus ou moins

analogues, en ce qui concerne la re'partiti on des vitesses. Un tel proce'de' per
/

/

/

/

met de confronter et de generaliser les resultals des essais experimentaux
effectue's pour diffe'rentes profondeurs

J

mettant diffe'rentes valeurs de

fI , mais

si

H,~2t.

De plus, en ad

, on peut parler d une

qui do.r:me lieu ~ la lransposition des re'sultals obtenus en nature.

Le cas consld~r~ du mouvement du corps dans I' e'coulement peut etr&
repre'sente'si fz=idem et

&

aldem. Comme U est impossIble de remplir simul

tane'ment ces deux conditions, la reproduction du

phe'nom~ne doit s' effectuer

dans la zone d' auto-simulation.
Si I' on conslruit, sur la base des essais effectues, la relation

C'

ou 1·'Zc~=

Vc~

_l(YH)
flH =;IlJ'J,on

LJ;'
ob~entn~=const =

0,01/3. Cela donne

V = f (&)

V
V(jF{'

= 0,112.

Cette valeur se trouve enlre les valeurs donnees dans les travauxgdes savants
canadiens

/3

et 4/. Cela contirme encore une [ois que, selon les conditions de

l' experience. on peut obtenir une relation particuli~re
A

/

/

,

elre lransferee en nature a

fi =

const qui ne peut

cause du cholx des valeurs arbitraires des profon

deurs de 1f ecoulernent sur Ie mod~le.

Si l ' on examine. selon Ie sChe'ma choisi, un e'coulement de profondeur

H=e.

la relation.

I

Fze = ft~ =f(~= VcJl)
/

/

/

au ra la forme monlree sur la figure 1. Elle reunit les resultals des essais
effectue's pour diffe'rentes
pour les rapports

J

0/e=0,05

(c'

-

est~ -dire

elle re'unit la se'rie d I e'chelles)

et

1,0.

La forme de la relation inonlre que l' auto-reproduction commence quand
3
40 , 10 • Cela signifie que les donne'es obtenues pour la zone avec
3
>40 • 10
et caracterise'es parFrt a 0,035 peuvent ~lre lransf'("e'es en nature

Ret>

Ree

dans Ie cas du plongement des gla90ns
Si

Fz =

0.035. on obtient

t

£

q5H.

Vcz =VO,035!!t:

Ainsi, on de'termine expe'rimenta

lement que la vitesse critique assurant Ie plongement des glacsons sous Ie
bard du couvert de glace de la

m~me ePaisseur ne de'pend que de la longueur

du g!a5on.
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SYNOPSIS
This paper describes some results of field observations of ice pil
ings in the Baltic and in the Great Lakes in the United States and
Canada. Although the forces exerted on the ice by winds, currents and
waves may vary considerably and the structural characteristics of the
ice as well as bottom conditions and geometry without doubt play an
important role for modes and relative magnitudes of ice pilings, cer
tain common features seem to exist particular with respect to the
geometrical behaviour of pilings. Certain simple experiments in a
laboratory tank seem to have confirmed the experience from the field
qualitatively regardless of shortcomings in model scaling due to lack
of knowledge on forces and structural abilities of the field ice in
various degrees of crushed condition.
Cette publication decrit quelques resultats obtenus en observant,
directement sur le terrain, des accumulations de glace sur la Baltique
et sur les Grands Lacs aux U.S.A. et au Canada.

Bien que les forces

exercees sur la glace par les vents, les courants et les vagues puis
sent varier considerablement, et que les caracteristiques structurales
de la glace ainsi que les conditions et la disposition des fonds
jouent certainement un role important pour la fOrmation et les dimen
sions relatives des accumulations de glace, il semble exister un
certain nOmbre de traits communs, particulierement en ce qui concerne
le comportement geometrique des accumulations.

Certaines experiences

simples, dans un reservoir de laboratoire, semblent avoir confirme
celles faites sur le terrain, reserve faite qualitativement des
insuffisances imputables, pour echelonner les maquettes,

a une

connais

sance incomplete des forces et des possibilites structurales de la
glace reelle, soumise

a des

conditions variees d'ecrasement.
1
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INTRODUCTION
Only little information seems to be available on the behaviour of
sea and lake ice versus shores and shore structures.

Many different

kinds of sea and lake ice exist (ref.5). The part of the ice/shore 
ice/shore structure interaction which has particular interest in this
paper is the piling up of ice on or in front of a shore or shore
structure. The forces which cause piling up of ice are mainly due to
winds and currents. Wave forces are in action when the belt of ice in
front of the shore structure is so narrow that waves penetrate

through

the belt without losing all its energy by damping effects.
Floating ice is exposed to shear and drag forces by winds, currents
2

and waves. The shear force by wind may be written TW = 1/3600 u
w
2
(kp/m ), where ~ = wind velocity in m/sec, and the friction coeffi
cient for wind te'nsile stress is given the value 0.0023 (ref. 4). The
2
shear force by water current can be written TC = 1/4 u~ (kp/m ),
where u

c

= current

velocity in m/sec (ref.6).

Wind, waves and currents transfer huge forces to floating ice. Any
shore or coastal structure that

obstruc~movement

of the ice may be

exposed to ice pilings, the extent and geometry depending upon depth,
frontal slope and roughness, ice properties and the actual forces by
the ice {ref.l).
FIELD EXPERIENCE ON PILING UP OF ICE ON SHORES AND COASTAL STRUCTURES
The Department of Port and Ocean Engineering asked different insti
tutions in Scandinavia, the United States and Canada for information
on ice piling on shores and coastal structures. A short abstract of
some results is given below.
Scandinavia
Nordre R¢se Lighthouse is located in the Sound at Copenhagen. The
construction is shown in Fig. 1.

The dashed lines indicate the design

before the reconstruction in 1893. This lighthouse was exposed to
considerable ice piling in 1892 and 1956. In 1892 the ice reached an
elev. of abo

io m above sea level (Fig.2) and in 1956 an elev. of abo

8 m. It seems to be no significant difference in the piling before
and after the reconstruction. From Fig. 3 it may be noted how ice
first fi+led up the platform just above sea level (see also Fig.ll).
This resulted in a nearly straight slope from the water line up to
the top of the deck upon which the ice piled up easily. The resulting
slope of underlying ice was somewhat steeper than the slope was before
the reconstruction. This together with "the delay" due to the plat
2
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form, may cause a somewhat less piling on the lighthouse.
In the Danish seas, particularly at the 0re-sound,

(between the

Danish island Seeland and the southernmost Swedish province Skaane),
ice piling of abo 10 m and more takes place as a result of wind and
current action, particularly at sloping shores,while ice piling hardly
ever occurs at vertical walls if the water is not very shallow in
front of them. Typical examples of ice piling on sloping shores is
shown in Fig.4, which are from the shores near Hamlets castle
KRONBORG, at the entrance of the sound.
Many ports in Denmark and Sweden occasionally experience ice piling.
Examples in Denmark are the Port of Aarhus and the Port of Skagen,
both in Jutland, where ice occasionally climbs the rubble mound break
waters up to elevations exceeding 4 m, and damage the armour layer.
However, the ice does not climb the old vertical caisson jetty at the
Port of Aarhus. Fig.5 and 6 show ice climbing in March 1963 on the
1:2 slope rubble mound breakwater at Knudshoved ferry-port on the
Great Belt shown in Fig.7. Maximum elevation of the ice was abo 8 m.
The ice caused considerable

damage to the armour layer. Knudshoved

was exposed to ice piling in February 1941 too, when the ice also
climbed the breakwater up to elevations of abo 8-9 m. The ice floes
had a thickness of abo 0.4 - 0.5 m and up to 20 m floes were found on
the lee-side of the breakwater. Many ports which occasionally are
subjected to strong ice drift, have experienced that ice does not
climb vertical faced structures if the depth in front of them exceed
abo 5 m.

An

example of ice piling in front of a vertical structure is

shown in Fig. 8, the Port of Halsingborg on the 0re-sound between
Sweden and Denmark, Design Fig.9. The depth in front of this break
water varies from 6 to 11 m.
United States and Canada
At Duluth, Lake Superior, northeasterly winds cause westward ice
drift. When the ice runs aground on the shore at Duluth or is stopped
in front of structures, it builds up pressure ridges above the sur
rounding field usually at a certain distance from the point of contact.
Storms may form more ridges in front of the first ridge. Before Lake
Superior froze over during the 1966/67 winter season, a total of three
ice-ridges were formed west of the Superior Entry. Surveys revealed
that ice climbed to 9 m elev. on a rock reef with slope 1:5 to 1:10.
The actual thickness of the ice from bottom to crest of ice pile may
have been of the order 9 to 15 m. Accumulation of broken ice under
wave action as well as ice pilings up to 9 m on rock reefs and slopes
were observed. Vertical walls however, did not cause ice pilings.
3
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Based on information by the Northumberland Causeway's interests in
Canada, the ice at Cape Tormentine, Lake Eric, may pile up very fast
on rubble mounds to elev. exceeding 7 m. At Summerside, Prince George
Sound, ice piled up on a steep beach to elev. 9 - 11 m above lake
level. According to experience by Dr. Peyton (ref.2) ice-stacks up to
10 m high have been observed along gently sloping beaches in the
Arctic Ocean.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Based upon observations in the field the following general conclus
ions may be drawn:
1) Sloping shores and structures favor ice piling. As a result of
wind and current forces, ice may pile up to elev. of 10 - IS m
above still water level.
2) Vertical walls do not favor ice piling. If the depth in front of
the structure is sufficient the ice does not climb but is rather
forced down. When depth in front of the structure including any fil
ling e.g. in the form of a rock mound was above S m, no piling up
took place in most cases, but with 4 m depth (including a rock mound)
piling occurred at Hals Barre Lighthouse in Denmark. This does not
allow the conclusion that 4 to S metres is a "critical depth". Such
depth must depend upon the actual exposure. Cases mentioned in this
paper are examples On medium to heavy situations. In Lake Superior
ice ridges formed at depths up to approx. 4.S to S.S m which is in
agreement with the experience from Denmark.
3) Fig.lO illustrates scematically ice piling on a vertical wall, Fig.
11 piling on a sloping wall, Fig.12 piling on a berm wall and Fig.
13 the formation of ice ridges in shallow water.
4) Laboratory tests were run in an attempt to simulate the behaviour
of ice when it is forced against coastal structures. The tests
were carried out by pushing the constructions up against a "sea"
covered with ice floes of wax. Performing the tests like this,side
wall effects were largely eliminated. These tests confirmed qualita
tively the field experience that ice does not climb vertical walls
located at deeper waters (e.g. exceeding approx. S meters) and that
tendency to climbing increases with decreasing slope of structure.
S) The experience mentioned above seems to reveal two main principles:
a) Prevention of ice piling requires vertical walls of SUbstantial
design to withstand heavy horizontal ice forces.
b) Sloping walls cause ice pilings whereby ice forces and energy
are absorbed by gravity, friction and compression forces. The
elevation of the ice pilings as well as the forces involved
depend upon slope angel, roughness of armour, and ice properties.
4
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ABSTRACT
Cross-sectional profiles, internal structures, temperatures, salinities
and brine volumes have been obtained from eight pressure ridges off Barrow,
Alaska. Two of these ridges are described in detail and underwater photographs
of the ridge keels are shown. Ridges form by either marginal "crushing" or
overthrusting. Lack of isostatic adjustment appears to be common. The degree
of bonding between ice blocks in a ridge is related to the cold reserve of the
blocks when they are incorporated into the ridge. Representative ridge
salinities are 4°~0 and the keels are commonly at near melting temperatures
(brine volumes between 40 and 12~~0)' The repose angles of the upper and
lower parts of ridges appear similar.

RESUME
On ~ obtenu les pro~i~s/de coupes transversales, les struc~ures intern~s,
les temperatures, la sal1n1te et les volumes de saumure de 8 cretes de poussee
au large de Barrow, Alaska. Deux d'entre elles sont decrites en d~tail et on y
montre des photographies sous-marines des bases des cr~tes. Les cr~tes se
forment soit par lI~crasement", s9.,it par chevauchement./ Un man~ue
d I adaptation isostatique semble ';.tre 5ourant. Le ~egre de cohe~ion des bloc·s
de glace se trouvant dans une crete depend de la reserve de fr01d des blocs
quand ceux-ci sont incorpores ~ la cr~te. Les salinit~s typiques des cr~tes
sont de 4°~0, et les bases sont g~n~ralement proches de la temperature de
fusion (volumes de saumure entre 40 et 1200/00). Les pentes nature lIes des
parties sup~rieures et inf~rieures des cr~tes paraissent ~tre semblables.

INTRODUCTION
The fact that pressure ridges and hummocked ice are an integral part of
the deformation that accompanies the drift of sea ice has been known since the
voyages of men such as Frobisher and Davis in the 1500's. Detailed observations
of the formation and properties of pressure ridges have, however, been rare,
even though ridges have long been considered the principal impediment to the
movement of both surface and submarine shipping in the polar seas. To gain
information on the external morphology, internal structure, and properties of
pressure ridges, a number of ridges located in both the fast ice and in the
pack north of Barrow, Alaska, were examined. The techniques used were crude
but effective: the profiles of the upper surfaces of the ridges were deter
mined by leveling, spot measurements of ice thickness were made by drilling,
and the centers of the ridges.were sampled by coring. Ice temperatures,
salinities, and densities were obtained. Brine volume was computed from temp
erature and salinity. A total of eight ridges were investigated, two of which
will be described in the present paper.
TWO RIDGES NEAR BARROW
Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively show a general view of Ridge A3, a cross
section of the ridge, and its salinity-temperature-brine volume profiles. The
profile locations are referenced to the distance axis in Figure 2. The ridge
consisted in large part of ice blocks 15 to 20 cm thick, indicating that it
formed when the surrounding ice was thin. Salinities in the ridge are con
sistently lower than in the surrounding ice and show less variation. The temp
erature profiles are all roughly linear, with surface temperatures varying be
tween -6 and -9C. The ice in the ridge, therefore, has the same average
temperature as the surrounding plate ice. As a result of these temperature and
salinity. profiles, the brine volume in the ridge was consistently lower than
in the surrounding ice.

•
Figure 1.

North edge of Ridge A3 on the profile line.
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Transverse cr oss - s ecti on of Ridge A3.
The shaded area indicates snow .
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Figure 3.

Salinity, temperature and brine volume profiles of Ridge A3.

No large voids were observed below the wa ter line. The ice was surprisingly
"solid" when cored and it was apparent from examining the cores that the ice in
the ridge was composed of innumerable small ice blocks that had been frozen
together. This type of structural identification was simplified by the fact that
the plate ice incorporated within the ridge had a pronounced horizontal layering
of plankton. Many times these brownish layers would be found tilted at high
angles in cores from the ridges . Figure 4 is a n underwater view of a portion of
the keel of a smaller but similar ridge that had just formed . Note the numerous
ice fragments that have been mashed together. The open circles in Figure 2 indi
cate the calculated isostatic levels of the lower ice surface based on the average
determined densit~es of the snow and ice in th e ridge. The sheet surrounding the
ridge is in isostatic equilibrium. However, the ice in the ridge itself does not
appear to be isostatically compensated. This is also indicated by the deflections
in the plate ice at the edge of the ridge where flooding was observed after
coring.
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Figure 4. Underwater photograph of the ice in Ridge AI.
The light area in the upper left-hand corner is the
lower surface of the undeformed plate ice.
Significantly larger snow accumulations on and around the ridge indicate
that the ridge acted as a snow fence. The fact that ridges are natural
barriers to drifting snow is immediately apparent to anyone who has flown
over the arctic pack in winter.
Figure 5 shows the spatial relations of three profiles from a larger
ridge CA7). A general view of this ridge is presented in Figure 6. Examina
tion of the ice blocks in the ridge showed that there were two principal
thicknesses: 15 to 20 cm and 50 to 60 cm, indicating that the ridge had
formed by the interaction of ice sheets of two different -thicknesses. The
coring logs, temperature and salinity profiles and calculated brine volume
profiles are shown in Figure 7. As indicated in the core logs, this ridge
was heterogeneous in structure with "layers" of sea ice alternating with snow
and granular slush ice. The slush ice was distinctive with an equiaxed struc
ture and a grain size of 1 to 3 mm. Because the slush was very poorly bonded
core recovery was poor. Pronounced deterioration cavities up to 2 cm in
diameter were observed in the lower portion of the ridge.
Figure 8 is an underwater photograph of a portion of the ridge keel. Note
the rounding of the corners of the larger blocks, indicating that appreciable
melting has occurred, and the general deteriorated appearance of the ice. In
this ridge the calculated isostatic levels are of doubtful value because of
difficulties in obtaining adequate denSities for the snow and slush. However,
the deflections of the plate ice near the ridge suggest that the weight of
the ridge is partially supported by the surrounding ice sheet. The ice temp
eratures are as expected: the surface of the ridge is colder than the surface
of the surrounding plate ice and the keel of the ridge is very near the freez
ing temperature of the sea water. With the exception of two "irregularities,"
the salinities of the ridge ice averaged 4%,. There does not appear to be
any consistent difference in the brine volume profiles when compared relative
to sea level.
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Figure 5.

Fence diagram of a portion of Ridge A7.
The shading indicates snow . .

GENERAL RIDGE CHARACTERISTICS
The observations at Barrow in combination with ridge profiles published
by Japanese (t) .and Russian (2) investigators suggest that the following
statements can be made about ridges:

t. New ridges can be classified into two main types: a) those produced
by marginal breaking and grinding of the interacting ice floes, and b) those
formed by the thrusting of flaps of one sheet over, or under, the next sheet.
When, during the formation of ridges of t yp e (a), the relative motion is
primarily compressional, the general trace of the ridge may be irregular. When
the motion is primarily shear, the resulting ridge is straight. A fragment of
such a shear ridge is shown in Figure 9. Large overthrusts grossly similar to
finger rafting occur even in very thick ice (>200).
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Salinity, temperature and brine volume profiles from Ridge A7.

2. Lack of local isostatic adjustment is common in ridges. In new ridges
a significant portion of the load of the ridge is supported by deflections in the
surrounding plate ice . When ridges form by thrusting, their upper and lower
portions may be laterally separated by tens of meters. This obviously results in
a nonisostatic condition which is compensated by deflections of the local plate
ice.

3. The degree of bonding between ice blocks and, therefore, the overall
structural integrity of the ridge keel would appear to be variable, presumably
changing'with the temperature of the ice being incorporated into the ridge. It
can be shown that during the winter the cold reserve of ice blocks being incorp
orated into a ridge can be sufficient to cause significant inter-block ice
growth.
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Figure 8.

Figure 9.

Underwater photograph of ice in Ridge A7.

Shear ridge fragment off Barrow, Alaska.
Note the steep straight side.

4. A representative salinity for the ice in the ridges we examined was
The temperature profiles were reasonably linear except in the lower p8r~S
of ridges with pronounced keels where temperatures were roughly constant at near
freezing values. The brine volume of the ice blocks in the keels varied between
40 and 1200/•• corresponding to a flexural strength of 2 to 4 kg/cm 2 (5).
40/~.

5. Present results do not support the contention that the average angle of
repose in the above-water portion of a ridge (25 0 ) is larger than that in the
underwater portion (32 0 ).
6. Ridges act as effective snow fences, causing large amounts of snow to
accumulate both in and around their upper parts.
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DISCUSSION
R.O. Ramseier
Based on your travels in the Arctic and particularly on your detailed work
on pressure ridges, could you give me some idea of the distribution of pressure
ridges, especially the keels? What kind of network can be expected?
Authors' reply
Submarine sonar data indicate that the frequency distribution of keel depths
is exponential. If this is so the depth-distance relationship must also be
exponential. A recent study of ridge orientations in the area east of Barrow
indicates that when ridges of all ages are considered together, the orientation
distribution is close to random.
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Dr. Phil

Rather big ridges have been studied.

The

h~ght

above sea level has

been 1-2 meters and the submarine part 6-10 meters, but in some cases
as much as 20 meters.

The dimensions seem to depend on the thickness

of the level ice from the ridge has been formed.
Characteristic for an ice ridge is that pieces on the surface will freeze
together, but at a depth of 1-1,5 meter the pieces are loose.

1
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Ice ridges are an obstacle to modern winter navigation and the ice
breakers have to cut their way through them.

Investigation of the structure

of the ice ridges is thus- ev.e n more important than before.

Another problem

is estimating the pressure causing the ridges.
The sur f ace for mat ion has been studied from aerial pictures.
An ordinary camera with a focal distance of 15 cm was used.

Before

taking the pictures "references", i. e. black cardboard sheets 50 x 50 cm,
were placed on level ice at the side of the ridge (Fig. 1).

I also tried using

soot, but the soot spots were not sharp enough for stereoscopic measurement.
Photographs were taken at heights ·of 1000, 500 and 200 meters.

The

best altitude proved to be 200 meters, at which a profile through an ice ridge
could easily be drawn.
meters (Fig. 2).

In this case profiles were drawn at intervals of 4

From a height of 500 meters only a topographic map with

contour lines could be drawn (Fig. 3 and 4).

Experiments were m·ade with

using a stereoscopic camera on the bridge of an icebreaker, and the results
looked promising.
The sub mar in epa r t of the ic e ridge was investigated by diving and
photography.

To obtain the original form of the profile an opening was made

in the level ice close to the ridge using a chainsaw.

If the opening was made

by an icebreaker the bow propellers moved the loose pieces, which rose to
the surface.

This happened even if natural cracks were used, and loose

pieces also rose to the surface through cracking.
When the opening was ready the skindiver went down and stretched a
marked rope under the ridge.

Recording the depth of every knot, he

able to make a profile of the under surface of the ice.
he had a good view from below (Fig. 5).

w~s

If the water was clear

If possible he also measured the

thickness of lce pieces or floes.
Photos were taken with an underwater camera.

In order to get a

continuous view of the submarine part of an ice ridge a water-tight television
camera was used, which the skindiver brought along the ice wall.

He was not,

however, able to focus, so the pictures in our experiment were not sharp
enough (Fig. 6 and 7).

To avoid the inconvenience of diving in cold weather

a motor-driven frame was used to carry the camera under the ice.

In the

frame were a television camera for following the view and an ordinary camera
for taking the pictures.

Unfortunately the range of the television camera was

limited and the objects could not be chosen very well.
2
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Fairly big ridges were investigated (Table 1).

The highest peak rose

one meter above the surface.

In a few cases the altitude of the visible part

of the ridge was two meters.

The average depth of submarine ridges varied

from 6 to 10 meters.

In most cases they were formed by fairly thin ice,

15-20 cm thick.

The biggest ridges were formed by considerably thicker ice,

40-50 cm thick.

They also lay much deeper, the maximum depth observed

being 20 meters.

Ridges formed by thick ice lay at great intervals, whereas

the smaller ridges were often close to one another.
One characteristic of the ice ridges in the Baltic was that the pieces were
loose at the bottom.

On the surface the pieces were frozen together and a

coherent ice sheet was formed during the winter.
sheet could be one meter or a little more.
were frozen to the sheet at one end.

The thickness of this ice

In addition, some vertical floes

This made it possible for the icebreakers

to remove the loose pieces with their bowpropellers and then break the
coherent sheet.
The situation of the sludge and small pieces was a subject of special
interest.

In the case of deep ridges only big floes were found at the bottom

of the ridge.

But this happened late in spring. when small pieces had

probably already melted.

In some cases the photos showed that pieces got

smaller and smaller deeper down (Fig. 8).

This aspect of the problem

therefore remained unclear.
The inclination of submarine ice ridges was measured.

When the ridges

were formed of rather thin ice the angle was 30 degrees at most.

But in the

case of a deep ridge formed by big floes. the inclination was high, 50-60
degrees.
Calculations were made to determine the ice pressure necessary for
formation of these ridges.

Using the theory of Caquot and Michel and

estimating the porosity of ice accumulation as 0.2

I obtained the following

values:
d =

4 m

p =

6 tons per meter

8m

23

12 m

52

"
"

"
"

"
"

where d is the total thickness of an ice ridge and E the horizontal pressure.
This last value may seem high.

But in winter 1967, when the ice in the

Gulf of Finland pushed caissonlight Tainio from its position, it was evident
that such high pressure force values occur in the Baltic.

This accident

happened as follows.
3
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In the fall of 1966 the cone-shaped substructure of caissonlight Tainio
had been placed on its groundwork and was standing on a nine meter deep
levelled rock on which crushed stones or granules were spread.
came early,

time did not permit

A s winter

fixing the building to the bottom.

On February 7, 1967 it was observed that the caissonlight had been
pushed some fourteen meters to the east by the ice.

In the surrounding ice

field the thickness of the level places varied from thirty to fifty centimeters
and the brine content of ice from O. 9 to 1. 2 per thousand.

It was noted

that floes of this thickness had formed a heap as much as 3.5 meters below
the water surface on the windward side of the caissonlight, and as much as
one meter on the lee side.

On the night between 6th and 7th February there

was a 13 m/sec wind blowing from west south west and the minimum air
temperature was -5 Co.
of the caissonlight.

It was assumed that this wind caused the dislocation

According to preliminary calculations using the value

0.6 as the friction coefficient between the caissonlight and the granules under
it, and considering that the estimated weight of the caissonlight was 779 tons,
the force required would have to be at least 467 tons in order to move the
caissonlight in a horizontal direction.

As the diameter of the cylinder-shaped

upper part of the caissonlight was 3.5 meters, this would give a value of 134
tons per meter.
As this value seemed considerable the technical bureau at the Board of
Navigation performed tests with a miniature model, according to which the
friction coefficient could in this case have been as small as 0.3, and the
pressure force would thus have been 67 tons per meter across the side.
However, it is worth nothing that the caissonlight had come to a stop when
the corner edge met with a raised level of rock, whereas a greater pressure
force could have been possible.
Efforts were made to determine the stress caused by wind and current.
The calculation gave an approximate stress of 3.0 tons per meter when
wind was 13 m/sec.

If the velocity of the current under the ice is estimated

as being as much as one knot or about 50 cm per sec. it would, according to
Shu lei kin, give a stress of 4.5 tons per meter.

It thus seems likely that

the static pressure will not give sufficiently high values.

4
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Table 1.
The ridges investigated

Place

Nr

Date of
obs ervation

1

1965 IV

1

2

1966 II

24

3

1966 III

3

4

1969 II

21

5

1969 III

3

6

1970 IV

8

7

1970 IV

8

Height
Depth
Thick
above
ness of
undeL
sea level sea level ice
(m)
(m)
pieces

0
64 39'N
0
64 39'N
0
64 39'N
0
63 57'N
0
60 08'N

0
24 13'E
0
24 13'E
0
24 13'E
0
22 25'E
0
26 15'E
0
63041'N 21 57'E
0
0
63 45'N 21 42'E

Angle
of ice
wall

0.8

8

30

20_25°

0.3-0.4

0.8-1

40

(10°)

0.3-0.4

0.8-1

40

(10°)

0.7

5-7

55

30°

1.2

8

(15-50)

x

2.6

20

40-80

50_60°

0. 8

6-7

20-30

(30°)

Explanat ions:
1.

The ridge lay at the edge of fast-ice west of Raahe.
below sea level was a coherent ice sheet.
there were loose ice pieces and sludge.

On the first meter

Then to a depth of 8 meters
The skindiver cut the ice

straight above the ridge, removed the loose pieces came up and went
down,
The brine content in the ice was not measured, but at a coastal station
nearby it varied from 0.0 to 0.5 %0'
On April 24 the icebreaker Tarmo made a channel through the ridge,
but it took some two - three hours to penetrate it.
2 and 3. Spot measurements of the ice thickness were made along a 9 nautical
mile line from the fast-ice edge to the sea.
fairly even ice 40 cm thick.

On January 24 there was

On February 24 the ice was already

ridged and the thickness of the ice at level point varied from 40 to
60 cm.

The dimensions of three ridges were nearly the same as thos e

given in the table.

4.

On March 8 the ice field was broken and had moved

a little towards the coast.

The old ridges were almost unchanged in

shape (given in the table).

Some new ridges had formed.

The ice ridge investigated lay 10 nautical miles off the fast-ice edge,
west of Mlisskar in the Bay of Bothnia .

5

).1 0

5.

The ice ridge lay beside the Tiiskeri shoal in the Gulf of Finland.
It is possible that the ice had been pressed against the coast several

times.
6.

Bay of Bothnia, 17 nautical miles southwest of M1isskiir, the ice ridge
investigated can be seen in Fig. 1 and 5.

7.

Bay of Bothnia, 23 nautical miles west of M1isskar, the ice ridge
investigated can be seen in Fig. 3 and 4.
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Fig. 1.

Aerial picture of an ice ridge on Bay of Bothnia
April 8, 1970.

The photograph has been taken at the height of 200 meters.
The "references" for stereoscopic measurement, i. e.
black cardboard sheets placed on the ice have been marked
with figures. The black spots are soot.
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Fig. 2.

Profiles through the ice ridge seen in Fig . l.
The interval of the profiles is 4 meters. The
references are marked with same figures as
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. Aerial picture of a hummocked ice field on
Bay of Bothnia April 8, 1970. The photograph has
been taken at the height of 500 meters. References
for stereoscopic measuring are marked with figures.

Fig. 4.
Topographic map with contour lines of
the hummocked ice field seen in Fig. 3.
9
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Fig. 5.

The submarine part of an ice ridge sketched
by a diver . The thickness of ice pieces have
not been corrected.
Explanations: Close by the ice ridge sludge
and pieces of thin ice, thickness 5-10 cm.
Deeper down the noes get thicker.
The ends of the noes are rounded and erroted.
Sponge like pieces were seen.

BAY of BOTHNIA 8.4.1970

10

).10

Fig. 6. The upper part of the ice ridge seen
in Fig. 5. The ice sheet from sea level to a
depth of 120 cm (in the left corner) consists
of four floes frozen together. The' depth
gauge on the front of the underwater camera
is seeing in the right corner.

Fig. 7. The ice at the depth of 13 meters (in
the same ridge as in Fig. 5.) The pieces are
loose and the porosity of the ice mass is
estimated to be 0.3.
11
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m

GULF of FINLAND
Fig. 8.

14.3.1969

Schematic drawing of an ice ridge drawn according to
the pictures seen in a television camera.
Explanations: 0 c the surface formation, I = a coherent
ice sheet, 2 c noes frozen together, intermingled, 3 ~
big noes askew, 4 = smaller noes loose, 5 " rounded
off ice pieces, 6 = small ice pieces, 7 = sludge, 8 = a
level ice noe.
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Discuss ion :
Assur:

We assume that the height and other dimensions of pressure

ridges are proportional to the thickness of surrounding ice sheet.

In the

Arctic Ocean, for example, pressure ridges are more higher than in the
Baltic Sea.
What was the thickness of the adjacent ice sheet in the cases

st~died

by

Dr. Palosuo? Such date would be valuable in studying the forces which lead
to the formation of ridges.
Palosuo:

The thickness of ice pieces in Table 1 is nearly the same as

the thickness of the adjacent ice sheet.

13
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Synopsis.
The purpose of this paper is to give a general description of ice conditions in
the Thjorsa river system. Southern Iceland.

The Thjorsa river with its

tributaries has the greatest power potential of all rivers in Iceland.
By the mountain Burfell. 75 km from the sea, a run-off-river power plant is
situated that went into operation in 1969 (1).
Reaches of the river which remain open throughout the winter act as a great
frazil ice producers (2), causing ice jams as high as 15-18 m with a volume
of 10-40 Gl (3).

The maximum rise in the water level occurs immediately

below the section with the greatest slope.

FLOW.
The Thjorsa drainage system covers 7530 km, 16% of it or 1200 km

2

is

covered with glaciers.

The length of the river is 230 km. Hydrological
3
records are available from 1947. Average flow is 380 m sec -1
Maximum
3
floods observed are about 3500 m
sec -1.
They occurred during melting of
snow accompanied by rain in a winter storm in March, 1948, and during melting
of snow in June, 1949.
At the Burfell run-off_river power plant the average flow is 340 m

3

sec-

l

but

during prevaiiing periods of frost the flow is usually within the range of 110
170 m 3 sec -1 •
.STREAM TYPES.
According to the classification (4) of rivers in Iceland, the Thjorsa river must
be considered as a mixture of the three stream types recognised, glacial
streams "J", direct run-off streams "D" and spring-fed . streams "L".
Interaction between these hydrologically different streams have a profound
influence on the ice phenomena.
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Glacial melt water "J" supplies the Thjorsa river with fine mud that remains
suspended in the water and has a great effect on the shape of the river bed.
It makes a wide channel on flat areas, filling all depressions between rock

controls with alluvial sand and mud.

On its course the river changes repeatedly

from a braided river into a swift current in a gorge.
Direct run-off stream "D", also erode wide channels almost wi th the aid of lce
floes.

The amount of glacial water and surface run-off supplied to the main

river is only very minor in the wide channel during frost.

When a spell of frost

sets in anchor ice and ice dams easily cause a great backwater effect, decreas
ing the flow farther down stream.
Spring_fed streams "L" supply most of the water in the Thjorsa river during
the winter.

As the name implies the spring-fed streams derive their flow from

ground water.

The temperature of most springs in the Thjorsa river drainage

area varies from 3

0

to bOC.

The discharge is very constant all the year round.

These streams originate dominently in areas of recent volcanic eruptions where
the bedrock is extremely porous.
ing drift sand as bottom load.

All the year round these streams are carry_

Their channels are rather narrow and deep.

One of the main characteristics of spring_fed rivers is that they do not freeze
near the head spring even in the most severe frosts.

In this respect they are

like outflow from reservoirs.
CLIMATE.
The Thjorsa river drainage area is situated between 64

0

and b5° N so solar

radiation is very insignificant in midwinter but this does not tell the whole story.
In Iceland there is a maritime climate.

Continental climate is hardly anywhere

to speak of although the difference between the weather in the outermost coastal
regions and in the central mountain regions is quite pronounced.
river drains primarily the central highlands.

The Thjorsa

For this reason and also because

of variable geology of the drainage area it seems likely that the ice regime will
be most clearly propound if the drainage area is divided into zones.
THREE ICE ZONES.
Zone I includes the uppermost headwater parts of the Thjorsa river itself and
its tributaries Tungnaa and Kaldakvisl above elevation of about 550 meters.
The main rivers in this ZOne are mostly braided rivers, so the temperature of
the air affects the water easily.

The flow in this zone is mostly derived from

glacier meltwater and surface run-off.

Due to lack of melting of glaciers in the

winter and the fact that the precipitation in the headwater areas is entirely in the
form of snow, the discharge in this zone decreases rapidly as the winter sets in
and usually remains low throughout the whole winter season.

Although the

weather in Iceland is very variable from one year to another and from day to day,
it can be expected that, as a

rule, by the end of September or early~ctober,

3
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that sludge ice is flowing down the main rivers out of this zone.
Although the freezing-up process is interupted perhaps many times the rivers
become frozen over in this zone not later than about the middle of November and
remain under stable ice and snow cover until the end of April or the beginning of
May the next year.

Mild weather during one or two days when storm of ordinary

magnitude is blowing Atlantic warm airmasses north across Iceland is not
sufficient to break up the ice.

The rivers in Zone 1 can become free of ice in

exceptionally mild and long periods in winter time as far up as the margin of the
glacier.

During such mild periods the whole river system is exposed to enortn

ous quantities of frazil ice production with ice jams as the common sequence.
This is what happened on the 10th April, 1963, when in the course of 24 hours
the discharge at the gauging station, Urridafos s, 23 km from the sea dropped
from 340 m 3 sec _1 down to not more than 20 m 3 sec -1
In the freezing-up periods step- burts (Icelandic: prepahlaup) occur occasionally
and they can always be expected during those periods.

These step burts are

rather small, and not as catastrophic as this phenomenon may be, although from
gorge stretches they can carry la.rge blocks of alJnost blue ice of rectangular
shape, so huge that no side is under 2 m.
~

is downstream from Zone 1 and reaches down to the lowland, that is

near the Burfell damsite.

A characteristic feature of this zone are large areas

of open water, especially in the tributaries Tungnaa and Kaldak.visl and in
Thjorsa itself downstream from the Thjorsa/ Tungnaa confluence.

This is

primarily due to supply of heat to the river water from ground-water flowing
from post-glacial lava fields such as the spring-fed streams mentioned above.
Secondly the rivers tend to remain icefree because of frictional heat and the
swift current, the fall in this zone is 300 m.

During frost periods, especially

when accompanied by strong wind the turbulen.t flow in a wide rectangular river
bed cutting through post-glacial lavas gives rise to a great

hea~

loss by con

vection, and large amounts of ice are produced.
When there is a high pressure area moving southwards over Greenland and a
low pressure area west or south of Iceland is moving eastwards, strong and cold
northerly or northeasterly winds can be expected in Iceland, frequently
accompanied by blizzards in the highlands.
the most effective in producing ice.

Records show that this weather is

1,'p.erefore a close watch of position and

movement of the major pressure system in the vicinity of Iceland, would be
profitable to give a warning to the power plant before the ice production starts.
Due to the supply of heat to the river water from ground water mentioned pre
viously, a moderate rise in air temperature may be sufficient to render the heat
balance of the river in this zone positive, and this may occur although the air
temperature is still a few degrees below zero.

4
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the bottom and blocks of shore-ice are also transported downstream.

The

sludge is now flowing downward in a passive condition, instead of in active
condition before.
The open water areas increase by such rise in temperature but also the heat
losses.

So it mayor may not shift over again to a negative balance; depending

upon the weather.
In the extremely chang able weather conditions in Iceland the ice regime con
sists of alternating periods of freezing and thawing, a number of incomplete Or
poorly developed ice-cycles.

The open water area in this zone that is near
2
and is reduced rather soon by about 50% and
2
in severe frost periods it can come down to almost 1 km .
Burfell damsite is about 10 km

~.

The zone from Burfell to the river mouth.

The most salient feature

of the ice in this zone is the accumulation of sludge ice and the formation of
large ice jams predominantly in three places.

The uppermost place is south

west of the Burfeil mountain, if one considers the conditions before the con_
struction On a dam above Burfell.

The other two ice jams are farther south

and submerge the waterfalls Budi and Urridafoss.
Ice jam data.
Name

Burfell jam

Max. rise in water level (m)

Approx. Volume (Gl)

Normal

Normal

Extremes
15

10

UrridafosB jam

20

15-40

20

10-40

12

Budi jam
13

Range

0-30

18

Although this 75 kIn zone of the Thjorsa river is farthest from the glaciers
the river is still maintaining its braided character although its bed narrows
into a gorge for a 1 km long stretch.

Both in thi s zone and in the middle zone

ice bridges fonn where the river bed is a gorge and therefore deep and narrow.
But such ice bridges which are not supported by resting on the bottom do not
stop the prevailing downward moving sludge.

The sludge ice passes under the

bridges and so it moves farther downstream.

On the other hand the sludge is

retarded in its' downstream movement on the braided stretches because here
the water is shallows and the ice scrapes the bottom.

The braided sections,

with weak current and the water divided into a number of small, irregular
channels, between sand bars greatly impede the flow of ice with the result that
the ice starts to accumulate in these sections.

An ice cover is formed and it

progresses rapidly upstream until it reaches higher gradient by the next up
stream rapids.

If the flow of ice from above is maintained it will be carried

under the ice cover as long as the velocity is above the critical value 0.5_
0.6 m sec -1 and accumulate beneath it.

The buoyance of the water will lift

5
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the cover and cause further rise in water level behind the ice jam until the up_
stream velocity is reduced below the critical value.

When this stage is reached

the sludge ice will no longer flow under the cover but will freeze at its upstream
edge thereby extending the cover further upstream.
formation proceeds up the rapids.

In this manner the jam

The maximwn rise in water level occurs

immediately below the section of greatest slope.
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This review paper presents background information on the process of
river break-up and control of ice during break-up .
break-up are briefly outlined.

The main factors affecting

As the process of break-up depends on variable

weather conditions and on local variations in channel morphology, break-up
patterns vary from river to river and from year to year for a given section of
river.

The limitations and main problems associated with various control

methods are surrunarized.

Economic and local site conditions usually determ.ine

not only the method but also the extent to which river ice can be controlled.

All

methods of control have the basic requirement of being able to handle success
fully the worst ice conditions likely to Occur.

Forecasting the different events

associated with break-up is thus an important part of river ice control.
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This review paper presents background information on the process of
break-up and control of ice during break-up.

Two major sources were used

extensively in its preparation: a recent survey of literature on river ice jams by
Bolsenga (1) and the U.S. Corps of Engineers bibliography on snOw and ice (2)
which contains abstracts of much of the voluminous literature available on these
subjects.

As most of the references on break-up are case histories, describing

conditions at a particular site, only a few selected references have been cited.
Figure 1, showing the average date s of clearing of ice from rivers in the
northern hemisphere (3), indicates the extent of the area in which river ice
occurs.

The zone where the mean monthly air temperature is O°C during the

--- AVERAGE OATE OF
OPENING OF RIVERS

m. DIFFICULT TO

"
DEFINE OPENING DATE ../ -
-VARIABLE CONDITION ~-'ffi!~_

Fig. 1 - Occurr e nce of river
ice in Northern Hemisphere.

o'c

DUR ING COLDEST

coldest month of the year (4) marks the approximate southern limits of ice forma
tion in rivers.

The duration of ice on most rivers in this zone is about one month

Or less, depending on the severity of the winter.

North of this zone of unstable

ice, rivers are closed for s everal months of the year because of ice.

Ice condi

tions on these rivers vary tremendously, ranging from massive ice jams extend
ing over several kilometres in the large northward-flowing rivers such as the
Mackenzie, (5). to the relatively minor ice formations in riV'ers such as the Po
in Italy, where significant ice has occurred during only a few winters in this
century (6).

Patterns of break-up of rivers also vary from river to river, and
2
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frmu year to year for a given section of a river.

THE PROCESS OF RIVER BREAK-UP
The term "break-up" refers to a process that extends over a period of
days or weeks, beginning when the ice in a river starts to move, break, Or
deteriorate, and ending when the water is completely free of all ice (7).

The

term, usually associated with the disappearance of ice in the spring, is used in
this p a per to include the movement and break-up of unstable river ice during the
late fall or winter months.
The process of break-up is cOInplex, depending on weather conditions that
prevail during the ice season and on local variations in channel morphology .
Figure 2 outline s the general sequence of events that end with the cOInplete dis
appearance of the ice.

The type of ice that forms, the pattern of movement, the
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process of jarmning. and the type of jarrlS that form, are quite different for
winter and spring break-up periods.

In both cases, however, serious ice

problems occur when drifting ice in a river cannot be transported because of
flow restrictions.

The drifting ice accumulates and jams, resulting in high water

levels, flooding, bank erosion, darrlage to structures and hazards to shipping and
hydro-plant operation.
The first movement of ice can be considered as the beginning of the break
up period.

For winter break-up, the movement of ice is more or less a contin

uous process as long as weather and flow conditions are favourable for frazil
and anchor ice production.

During spring break-up, the fir st movement and

intensity of break-up of stable ice is determined primarily by snow-melt runoff.
The arrlount of ice available for movement past a site in a river usually
determines the severity of break-up problems.

The arrlount of ice produced

during winter break-up depends primarily on the area of open water and on the
rate of heat loss from the water surface in ice-producing rapids.

Rivers with

steep gradients and extensive rapids, exposed to frequent freeze-thaw periods,
are subject to severe ice problems because of the vast quantities of frazil
produced.

Enormous quantities of frazil can also be produced in rivers before a

stable cover forms if sudden intense cold weather with high winds occurs after a
late fall when much of the river is open .

During spring

break~up

the amount of

ice available for m.ovement depends on the thickness and areal extent of the ice
covers which are fed to the site from. upstrearrl reaches of a river, including
tributaries and lakes.
The channel morphology of a river determines whether it can transport
drifting ice or whether jams will form.

JarrlS usually start at restrictions to

flow caused by bends in meandering rivers, islands, bridges or other structures,
and by stable, immobile ice covers.

They can also form at the mouths of rivers

emptying into shallow, tidal estuaries or ice-covered lakes.

In general, the

jarrl is destroyed when the force frotn the head of water created by the jarrl is
sufficient to overcome the forces resisting downstrearrl movement of the accu
mulated ice.

Once the jarrl is destroyed, the flood wave will move the masses of

ice downstrearrl until either the river is clear of ice or another jarrl is formed at
another restriction.
The size of the jarrl, degree of deterioration of the ice in the jarrl, the
extent of grounding of the ice, the pattern of drainage channels through the jarrl,

4
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and the configuration of the river channel are factors that detennine how readily
the jam will break up.

The strength of the ice cover is especially inlportant in

northward-flowing rivers when southern tributaries choked with ice meet thick
solid ice covers that have not yet started to melt.

In contrast, the break-up of

southward-flowing rivers can be quite gradual without appreciable januning if
ice covers in downstream southern reaches have had a chance to melt Or deterio
rate before spring runoff begins.
Jams formed from frazil and anchor ice are generally of lower strength
than spring break-up jams.

Winter jams can, however, consist of high strength

ice if they are exposed to severe freezing weather.
Many local factors, too numerous to mention in this paper, are important
in the break-up process.

Wind and tidal effects have an appreciable influence on

the break-up of ice at the mouth of large rivers flowing into the sea.

Break-up

is affected by watershed conditions, i. e. break-up of rivers in basins with
extensive forest cover are considerably delayed because of delayed snow melt
when compared with the break-up of rivers in basins with linlited forest cover.
Ice formation and break-up of rivers in mountains have special characteristics
(8).

Rivers that freeze to the bottom have unique break-up features.

The

break-up period on each section of every river is an individual event that can only
be described adequately by considering all the factors that affect it during a
particular year.

ICE CONTROL DURING BREAK-UP
River ice problems during break-up can be handled in three general
ways:
(1)

Ice Modification. - Ice covers or jams are melted or broken
up by ice dusting, warm water discharge, explosives or ice
breakers at locations in a river where break-up problems
are known to occur.

(2)

River Modification. - The river channel is modified and
river control structures are built to control the formation
and flow of ice and thus prevent ice problems.

(3)

Design and Location. - Structures are SO located and designed
to withstand ice movements, jams, and flood conditions.

5
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Economic conditions usually determine not only the method but also the
extent to which river ice can be controlled.

It is often impractical to attempt to

control massive ice jams extending over several kilometres using any form of
ice modifica.J;ion.

In these cases structures must be designed or located to avoid

serious ice damage.

The complete control of serious ice problems by river

modification usually requires extensive engineering investigations and major
expenditure s.
All methods of ice control have the basic requirement of being able to
handle successfully the worst ice conditions likely to occur.

Ice modification

technique s are sometimes not completely reliable because they cannot be de
pended upon during years with adverse weather and ice conditions.

The success

of river modification techniques and the design and location of structures depends
primarily on the ability to predict the most serious ice conditions that can occur.

ICE MODIFICATION TECHNIQUES
Control by Ice -Dusting
Early melting or deterioration of the ice cover may be induced at critical
sections of a river by applying a thin layer of suitable dust to the ice surface
during the early stages of break-up (9).

The dust layer increases the melting

rate by decreasing the reflectivity of the surface and hence increasing the amount
of solar radiation absorbed.

Abnost any dark material applied in a thin layer on

an ice surface will increase the rate of melt under suitable weather conditions.
Air temperature and the amount of sunshine during the early stages of
break-up are critical factors in ice-dusting operations.

Ice-dusting is not very

effective if the daily minimum air temperature falls much below O°C.

If the air

temperature is too low, heat losses from the surface by convection, evaporation
and long-wave radiation will offset the increased solar energy absorbed by the
darkened ice surface .

Ice -dusting is most suitable for ice control of rivers in

high latitudes as available solar energy can be high during early stages of break
up.

Approximate calculations indicate that dusting can increase melting rates

up to about 1.0 cm a day in latitudes of 45°N and up to 2 to 3 cm of ice a day in
latitudes of 70 to BOON (10).

The thickness of stable ice will range from 50 to

70 cm in the south to 120 cm or greater in the far north.

Several days of

weather conditions conducive to increasing melt rates are needed to decrease
significantly the length of the break-up period Or weaken thick, stable ice covers.

6
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As air temperature. snowfall and solar radiation at a site vary greatly
from year to year. so will the success of dusting.

In southern latitudes weather

conditions are frequently completely unsuitable for dusting operations; even at
high latitudes weather conditions can be quite unfavourable (10).
Successful dusting operations require detailed studies of past weather
records. past ice conditions and dusting techniques.

Information is needed on

the frequency of new snowfall during potential dusting periods. the availability of
suitable dusting material. and the cost of transporting and applying the dust.

If

potential benefits exceed anticipated expenditures. large-scale trials may have
to be carried out before the most effective technique is developed for a site.
Chemicals such as calcium chloride have been combined with dusting to
increase the rate of melting and deterioration of ice.

As large quantities of salt

are needed to melt ice. the success of chemicals may depend more on their
ability to melt holes completely through the ice. creating zones of weakness that
may expedite the natural process of deterioration.

Research is needed on this

aspect of ice control as there are few pertinent references in the literature.
Control by Thermal Discharge
The formation of ice in canals and rivers may be retarded or prevented
by warm water discharge from thermal heating plants. atomic power plants and
other sources.

This method of ice control is attractive because extensive

stretches of river can be kept completely free of ice.

A major difficulty is

locating thermal plants so that they can be useful for ice control and. at the
same time. meet other more important requirements such as nearness to
markets and adequate water supply during the summer months.
The main technical problem in ice control by thermal discharge is to
estimate the length of river that can be kept open by a given discharge of waste
water at a known temperature.

The problem requires a reasonable estimate of

heat los se s from the anticipated area of open water using weathe r observations
available for the stretch of river under consideration.

Dingman. Weeks and Yen

(11) have recently outlined a procedure for such estimates.

The calculations are

made for a steady-state ice -free reach when weather and flow conditions are
relatively constant.
Other sources of warm water can be used to prevent or retard the
formation of river ice.

The success of these methods depends on the amount of

heat available for ice prevention.

Air bubbling systems. which bring warm
7
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subsurface water to the surface by various techniques (12), are especially
successful in deep lakes or reservoirs where considerable heat is stored in the
deep water under the ice cover.

The method has serious liniitations in rivers

because the temperature of well mixed water under river ice seldom exceeds
GOC by mOre than a fraction of a degree.

Warm water from deep wells (13) and

waste water from sewage disposal plants have been used to help control river
ice.

Specially designed intakes that draw water at different temperatures from

deep reservoirs (14) have SOTr'.e potential for ice control at particular sites.
Ice Control by Explosives
Explosives have been used extensively for removal of ice jams.

The

main requirement is to have sufficient knowledge and capability to place the
Charges in the right place at the right tinie.

Unfortunately, the effectiveness of

various surface explosives (dynamite, thermite, anunonium nitrate compounds,
etc.) and the best procedures for placing them are still debatable (1).

Explo

sives are best suited for breaking up relatively small jams where a small amount
of explosive placed at key locations will clear a section of river of ice.

An open

channel and sufficient flow of water are needed to carry away the ice loosened by
explosives.
One of the more comprehensive investigations on the use of explosives for
river ice control was conducted in the Netherlands by Van Der Kley (IS).

His

calculations, giving the size of charges for different ice thicknesses, indicate
that explosives placed inunediately beneath the ice cover are most effective.

He

concluded that explosives tended to make craters in the ice with very few cracks
and, consequently, the ice was often not weakened enough to aid removal by ice
breakers.

His conclusion that ice-breakers are always pr.eferable to explosives

for ice-control is of special interest; if explosives are not very effective in the
shallow ice covers encountered in the Netherlands, they would be even less
effective in the thick, solid ice covers of more northern areas.

This conclusion

may not be valid for all locations and problems; recent experinients with
explosives in Alaska are somewhat more encouraging (16).
Aerial explosives (bonlbs, rockets, etc.), including conventional explo
sives dropped or placed from planes or helicopters, have usually been used on an
emergency basis and have not been the subject of extensive Investigations.

Their

effectiveness will depend on adequate preparation and organization based on
knowledge of the river and the jams to be de stroyed by such action.
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Control by Ice Breakers
Ice breakers have been widely used to open up channels in an ice COver
before natural break-up begins and to break up ice jarrlS that have forrned.
breakers are best suited for ice control on large rivers.

Ice

Frequently, several

ice breakers work together in a well-established plan of action.

The ice break

ers open up a channel by working upstrearrl against ice jarrlS and ice covers.
Although ice breakers provide one of the most effective means of controlling
river ice, economic considerations limit their use to rivers where serious
damage, loss of hydro power or loss of shipping time will occur unless the river
ice is controlled.
The many problems as sociated with the de sign and operation of ice
breakers are beyond the scope of this paper.

Waas (17) describes some of the

design requirements for shallow draft ice breakers used on the Rhine River;
other recent references are reviewed by Bolsenga (1).
Combined Ice Modification Prograrrls
It is often advantageous to combine various techniques for breaking up an

ice cover at key locations on a river.

For example, explosives combined with

ice cutting operations are used to control ice januning on a section of the Rideau
River draining through the City of Ottawa, Canada .

Long narrow cuts are made

in the ice by power-driven saws a few weeks before break-up starts.

Sections of

the ice cover between the cuts are blasted loose with explosives and then floated
downstrearrl.

The operation starts at the mouth of the river and is gradually

moved upstrearrl until the section of the river, where januning previously
occurred, has enough open water to transport floating ice over the Rideau Falls
into the Ottawa Rive r .

Figure 3 is an aerial view showing the start of operations

near the mouth of the Rideau.

This operation illustrates several basic require

ments for ice control: potentially serious economic loss because of januning,
adequate preparation and organization before break-up, a relatively small
section of river where the ice needs to be broken up, and a site where broken ice
can be transported downstreaITl.
ICE CONTROL BY BOOMS , STRUCTURES AND CHANNEL IMPROVEMENT
Booms
Ice booms are placed as barriers to ice flow in rivers to promote the
formation of stable ice covers.

Ii a stable ice cover is formed upstrearrl from

9
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Fig. 3 - Ice control operations, Rideau River, Ottawa, Canada.
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the boom, the area of open water is reduced thus diminishing the rate of frazil
production.

Booms of this type range from log booms and artificial ice bridges

Or barriers (18) to massive ice control structures such as the one on the St.
Lawrence River near Montreal, Quebec (19).

Detailed engineering investigations

are needed to determine the forces that will act on the boom and to determine the
effect of the boom, barrier, or structure on water levels and ice movement.
Booms are also used to stabilize border ice and prevent the movement of
lake ice into rivers , and diversion channels.

One of the most successful booms of

this type has been constructed on Lake Erie to prevent funnelling of ice covers
into the Niagara River (20).
Ice Control Structures
Ice control structures such as ice diversion dams, submerged weirs and
dykes are used to hold ice accumulations or direct them during break-up to
locations where the ice can melt in situ (21).

The structures present obstacles

to the movement of ice at certain predetermined water levels and flows.
A power dam can be considered as an ice control structure although its
main purpose is power production.

The darn may drown out rapids which

previously had produced large quantities of frazil.

Water levels and flows can

often be controlled by power plant operations to minimize river ice problems or
break up ice covers downstream from the dam.
The construction of a power dam does not always solve frazil problems.
In some run-of-the-river power plants it is difficult to form a stable ice cover
upstream from the dam and frazil problems occur every year.

Frazil can still

be produced in large reservoirs where a stable cover normally forms, if strong
winds, combined with low air temperatures, occur at the time when a stable ice
cover is just starting to form.

This hazard from frazil, not always recognized

because of infrequent occurrence, has resulted in power plant shutdowns for
short periods of time.
Channel Improvements
Channel modifications that improve the flow of ice, or cause stable ice to
form at chosen locations, provide a reliable, effective means of river ice control
(22).

Modifications include removing restrictions, deepening the channel,

widening the river, stabilizing banks, straightening out bends and relocating
bridge piers and structures.

Hydraulic models are useful for determining the
11
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effect of proposed improvements on the flow of ice.

The cost of extens ive chan

nel improvements can often be prohibitive on large rivers with severe ice
problems.
THE ROLE OF FORECASTING IN BREAK-UP CONTROL
Efficient planning and design of ice control projects for hydro-plant
operations, construction, and navigation require forecasts of ice movement,
height of water levels, occurrence of ice jams, and the magnitude of the forces
associated with ice movement (23).

The success of various ice control methods

often depends on the ability to forecast accurately the different events associated
with the break-up of river ice.
The seasonal forecast of maximum water levels during break-up is one
example of a basic forecast problem .

The forecast of water levels during spring

break-up is part of the more general problem of forecasting snow melt runoff,
which requires: snow survey data from the watershed, snow melt equations
relating weather parameters to rate s of snow melt, and flood routing technique s
to translate the snow melt forecasts into flow forecasts.

Forecasting water

levels during winter break-up requires information on the rate of ice production
and on the behaviour of ice downstream from ice-producing rapids, i. e. whether
ice will progress upstream to form a stable cover or move further downstream
to form hanging dams or jams at restrictions (24).

For both winter and spring

break-up periods the usefulness of water level forecasts depends on the accuracy
of short-term weather forecasts.
Forecasts of the probable occurrence of ice in rivers, occurrence of ice
jams and probable date of clearing of the ice are especially useful in regions of
unstable ice where serious ice problems do not occur every year.

The probabil

ities of an ice -free winter and probabilities of obstructions by ice are an essential
part of ice control for shipping in the navigable rivers of the Netherlands and
Germany (25).

The events associated with spring break-up tend to be more

predictable on rivers where a stable ice cover forms each year, but even on
these rivers the frequency and dates of occurrence of serious jams are often
required.
In designing ice control structures or structures exposed to ice action
during break-up, an estimate is needed of the worst ice conditions likely to be
encountered.

Most of the failures of structures because of ice could have been

prevented if designers had been able to anticipate the severe conditions that
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caused failure.

A classical example of a failure due to ice was the collapse of a

bridge across the Niagara River (26)

The collapse was caused by massive jams

that created enOrlnOUS lateral pressure On the bridge piers.

The problem of

designing for the worst ice conditions is similar to, but much more difficult than,
In

the problem of predicting the so-called "lOO-yr. flood" for spillway design.

spillway design, past records of peak flood flows are usually available for statis
tical analysis.

In designing for severe ice conditions adequate past records are

often not available and designers must rely on information from local observers
and on studies of the effects of previous high water levels and ice movements on
rivers, banks and vegetation.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The process of break-up of river ice depends so much on local site
conditions that it is difficult to apply control methods and forecast techniques
developed for a particular site to other locations.

Several years of field

observations of ice behaviour for different weather and flow conditions are
usually needed for each stretch of river to develop reliable control methods.

In

the past, solutions to river control problems have often been necessarily
empirical without developing a solid scientific basis for the advancement of ice
engineering practice.

It is only within the last few years that a more scientific

approach has been taken in the design of ice breakers, the use of explosives on
ice, the theory of ice movement and ice jam formation, and the many other
problems associated with the break-up and control of river ice.
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on paper by

G. P.

WILLIAMS

(3rd Session)

I disagree with Mr. Williams that the strength and other
properties of the ice are important or have to be known before
effective blasting can be accomplished.

Our

tests were conducted

on very strong clear ice of Northern Alaska and the weak river
ice,

which is typical during the breakup period,

and Minnesota.

of New England

The results were approximately the same and are

discussed in our paper (co-author,

N. Smith).

AUTHOR'S REPLY
It is surprising that the strength of ice is not of
importance in determining the a mount of explosive to be used.

I

do not think that this point has been made in the literature I
reviewed on the subject.

The results of Mr.

Frankenstein and

Mr. Smith investigations are most useful for engineers who have
to use explosives for clearing ice from rivers.
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THE USE OF EXPLOSIVES IN REMOVING ICE JAMS

Guenther E. Frankenstein and North Smith, Research Civil Engineers,
U. S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
Hanover. New Hampshire, U.S.A.

Synopsis
A brief history of the use of explosives for ice jam removal is discussed.
Ammonium nitrate mixed with fuel oil is considered the best explosive for ice
jam control because of its cost and safety features.

For maximum effect, the

charge should be placed in the water below the ice.

A curve is included which

gives maximum crater hole diameter as a function of the cube root of the charge
weight.

1
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Introduction
Ice jams have been a problem to man for hundreds of years.

One of our

earliest forms of transportation was by water, which encouraged settlers to
locate as close to river banks as possible.

During the spring ice breakup

periods, the discharge (or flow) of many rivers was restricted by ice cLogging
in the bends and shallows to form an ice jam.
settlement.

The net result was a flooded

Today man settles along the river for esthetic reasons and is

still subject to spring floods caused by ice jams.
There is no general or universal method for preventing ice jams.

Each

river, even in the same geographic area, has its own flow characteristics so
a preventative measure which works on one stream may not be effective on
another.
One of the many methods used (extensively in Alaska) to prevent ice jams
is to dust the ice sheet with heat-absorbing materials such as coal dust to
weaken the ice sheet upstream from a potential jam area.

Ice diversion

structures have been constructed in Canada and the United States to force the
floating ice to accumulate in selected areas where overbank flow will cause
little damage.

Channel improvement, i.e. eliminating sharp bends, sand bars,

or large boulders, is another preventative measure.

When jamming does occur,

explosives are used to eliminate the jam and release the flood waters.

Damages

from spring floods are minimized in many areas by moving residents and trans
portable belongings to higher ground.

Discussion
The first record of the use of explosives to remove an ice jam was in 1758
(1).

This first experiment consisted of exploding bombs placed under the ice.

Since then explosives have been used regularly for ice jam removal.

The most

common explosive used has always been 40% dynamite and the usual practice was to
place two to twelve sticks within the ice jam.

The results of this type of

blasting were not very effective.

2
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Thermit, a high-heat release powder, was used extensively by Barnes (2) in
his original ice jam work prior to 1940.

Thermit, not really considered an

explosive, is composed of aluminum powder and iron oxide and is used in
incendiary bombs.
Until a few years ago ammonium nitrate was known only as a fertilizer
and an ingredient in blasting agents.

During World War I I it was mixed

with trinitrotoluene (TNT) to form a much-used military explosive.

About

ten years ago it was discovered that if a finely divided carbon fuel was
added to prilled ammonium nitrate, packed tightly and confined, the mixture
could be detonated.

Further testing found that 6% by weight of diesel oil

mixed with bulk ammonium nitrate (or 1 U.S. gal of fuel per 100 Ib of ammonium
nitrate) was an ideal explosive when detonated with a powerful booster charge
such as TNT or a stick of 40% dynamite (3).

It is not only cheap but also

very safe to handle and is now commonly referred to as ANFO (Ammonium Nitrate
Fuel Oil).

The first users of ANFO mixed the ammonium nitrate and fuel oil in

the field.

Ammonium nitrate, which is readily available in a granular, crystal

line, or prilled form when mixed with Number 2 fuel oil should stand for a
minimum of 24 hours to assure maximum effect.

It is important to keep the mix

ture dry, and for a more uniform mix the prilled ammonium nitrate is better than
the fertilizer grade.

Today it is possible to purchase ANFO pre-mixed and

packaged in plastic bags of various weights.
During the winter of 1965-66 the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers conducted a
series of tests designed to determine the optimum placement depth of an
explosive to yield the maximum crater hole diameter and maximum c racking in
sheet ice.

Three different explosives were used, namely Military C-4, ANFO, and

TNT.
"Operation Peggy" (4) was conducted by the Alaska District, Corps of
Engineer~,

on Peggy Lake near Anchorage, Alaska.

The objective of the tests was

to determine the optimum placement depth to give maximum cracking of the ice
sheet.

The explosive used waS ANFO placed in plastic bags inside used oil drums.

3
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The project was considered a succes s even though the crack data were not as
good as anticipated.
"Operation Breakup" (5) was conducted by the Corps of Engineers with
cooperation from USACRREL and the Alaska Fish and Game Division.

The

objectives of these tests were to determine the optimum placement depths to
give maximum crater radius, the effect on the fish population when explosives
are detonated under the ice, and the optimum horizontal distance that row
charges should be placed to give a continuous failure hole.
show detonations of single and row charges.
Blair Lake, south of Fairbanks, Alaska.

Figures 1 and 2

The project was conducted on

The explosive used was Military C-4.

The project was very successful and the results have been directly applied to
the elimination of ice jams on many rivers in the United States.
The results from the project clearly indicate that the charge should be
placed under the ice.

For an ice thickness of 36 in. and a semi-infinite water

depth a 130-pound charge should be placed 10.0 ft below the bottom of the sheet.
This can be expressed by
h

where h

~

1. 98

wl /3

Eq. 1

placement depth in feet below the ice sheet and W is the charge

weight in pounds.
The first application of the test results of Project Peggy and Operation
Breakup was an ice jam on the Upper Mississippi River in April of 1966.
typical river ice jam is shown in Figure 3.

A

It was decided to try various

explosives to determine their usefulness in eliminating the ice jam.

It was

found that ANFO, TNT, and dynamite produced approximately the same crater diamear
for equal charge weight when placed at the same distance below the ice surface.
It was also determined that Thermit was not really useful in ice jam elimination.
Because of its low cost per pound and low detonation velocity (12,000 ft/sec),
ANFO was recommended for ice jam elimination.
Whenever possible the placement depth, charge weight, and crater radius were
recorded.

Figure 4 (6) is a plot of the crater hole diameter in feet as a

function of the cube root of the charge weight in pounds.

4

The data are tabulated
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Figure 1.

Figure 2.

A single charge.

A row charge.
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Figure 3.

A t y pical ice jam.

TABLE

I

Ch ar ge l.Je i g hts a nd Crat e r Diame ter Measu remen ts

Charge In.
(l.J)
pound s

Cra t er Diamet e r
(0)
fee t

940

9.79

167

133

5. 10

70

48

3.64

42

32

3.18

32

7
,':

wl /3

I

9*

1. 91

Estima ted f rom proj ec t film.
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in Table I.
sheet .
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6
Root

of

Chorge Weight,

The crater hole diameter versus
the cube root of the charge weight.

The charges are placed at optimum depth below an undisturbed ic e

It is interest ing to note the linearity and consistency of the results.

The data cover a range of ice thicknesses from 6 to 40 in.

Figure 4 is now used

universally in the Unit ed States, including Alaska, for determining the charge
weight for the desired crater hole size .
During the spring breakup period of 1970 the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
was asked to assist a number of communities in eliminating ice jams.
of areas the decision was made to use the explosive technique.
7
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determined that the most efficient method was to place between 10 and 20 charges
to detonate simultaneously.

The desirable charge spacing i s one hole diameter

as determined from Figure 4.

More than a mile of river ice can be broken up in

an 8-hour period using this method.
For maximum effect the charges should be placed in the water below the ice
and never on the surface.

To keep the charges dry the recommended procedure is

to transfer the ANFO from its original container into strong plastic bags (Fig.S).
If more than one bag is to be used for each charge these should either be tied
together or placed in another container such as a burlap bag (Fig. 6).

The

charges should be weighted so that the water current will not alter their placed
position as determined from equation 1.

In sheet ice the placement hole can be

easily drilled (Fig. 7) or cut with a power chain saw.

In broken up ice one can

usually find an opening to the water by probing with an ice chisel or long bar.
When one or more charges are to be detonated simultaneously they should be joined
with primacord.
If desired one can use delay fuses when setting off more than one charge;
however, the authors feel that this method is really not necessary.

Either

electric ·or fuse caps can be used depending on local restrictions.
Conclusion
Explosives can be effective in eliminating ice jams if used correctly.

The

ammonium nitrate and fuel oil mixture (ANFO) is preferred for this application.
The two important parameters are the placement depth and the correct charge
weight.

Explosives can be safe to use if all of the proper safety precautions

are taken.
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Figure 5.

Transfer of the ANFO from its original con
tainer to a strong plastic bag.

Figure 6.

Placing multiple charges into a
burlap bag.

Q
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Figure 7.

Drilling a placement hole with
a power auger.
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SYNOPSIS
The design of the Burfell Hydroelectric Project on the Thjorsa River in
Southern Iceland was greatly influenced by the great quantities of slush ice
carried down the river each winter.

The approach to the evaluation of the

problem is described, as well as the methods used to solve it.

One winter of

operating experience confirms the soundness of the solution.

I
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THE THJORSA RIVER
In the early fifties investigations were started by the State Electricity
Authority toward harnessing the Thjorsa River for hydroelectric power.

The

Thjorsa River is the biggest river in Iceland and has by far the greatest hydro
electric power potential.

All the appraisals of the potential sites pointed

toward the Burfell Project as being the cheapest for initial development.

At

this site water from about 85% of the entire watershed could be developed and
this plant could develop considerably higher head than any other development
conceived in the initial appraisals, except one.

It was,

therefore, no wonder

that all attention was focused on this site as the best and cheapest initial
development in the Thjorsa River Basin.

The consulting engineering firm, Harza

Engineering Company International, was engaged to study the feasibility and
later design this project.
The drainage area at Burfell is 6350 km

2

3
and the average flow 338 m /sec.

Due

to the stabilizing effects of the groundwater in the extensive lava fields in the
basin,the discharge is rather constant, with a minimum flow on record of
3
3
70 m /sec and a maximum flow of 2000 m /sec. The river channel is relatively
wide, shallow and steep, especi ally where the river flows on top of the lava
fields.
The Thjorsa River has for centuries been notorious for the great amounts of ice
carried down the river each winter.
pile up.

In several places huge quantities of ice

For example, below the Urridafoss Waterfall, only 10 km from the ocean,

the ice pile can reach a height of 18 meters,and both at Urridafoss Waterfall and
below the Burfell Mountain the ice piles amount to tens of millions of cubic
meters eac h year.

Mr. Sigurjon Rist, state hydrologist, will in a separate paper describe the ice
formations in the Icelandi c rivers(l), so here only a brief description will be
given.

The most troublesome ice formation is the

ice conditions are also present,

bridges and jams.

slush ice, but other types of

such as drifting sheet ice, anchor ice,

and

ice

When ice jams break, a flood wave goes down the river,

carrying with it large amounts of ice.
these ice conditions are important, the

This is called step-burst.
slush

Although

ice problem completely overshadows

them because of the tremendous volume of material involved.

It has been est i-

mated that up to 15 tons per second of ice may be carried down the river. This
3
would amount to between 40 and 50 m /sec of the loosely packed .slush ice.
During step-bursts these quantities can be even greater, and step-bursts also
carry large amounts of broken sheet ice and bank ice.
periods are associated with the lowest discharges.

2

The worst ice producing

This suffices to show that any power development on the Thjorsa River had to
take the ice problem into account in One way or another.
DESIGN CRITERIA
The ideal solution to an ice problem as the one described above is to build large
reservoirs where all the ice can be stored during the winter.

The topography of

the project site does not, however, allow any such reservoir construction.

The

only reservoir that could have been constructed economically would have been too
small to store all the ice.

Such a reservoir would fill very quickly, and after

that,water and ice would have to find its way in one place or another over the
spillway and/or into the waterways of the power plant.
therefore, only a temporary solution.

A small reservoir is,

For economical reasons the Burfell Project

was designed as a run-of-river project with very little reservoir capacity.

For

those types of developments, there are only two possible solutions to the ice
problem:
1.

Separate the ice from the water, flush the ice on downstream,and divert
the water to the power intake.

2.

Divert both

slush· ice and water to the power station and allow the ice

to go through the turbines along with the water.
The primary design criteria of the diversion features selected for the Burfell
Project was to flush all the ice Over the dam and down the river.

By flushing

the ice, considerable water will be wasted at times when water is most needed.
From this standpoint it would be preferable to let the ice-water mixture go
through the turbines and use the ice in that way for power production.
been done successfully at several small power plants in Iceland.

This has

This operating

procedure would, however, involve the risk of complete blockage of the waterways
by ice, putting the power station out of operation for considerable periods of
time.

Therefore, it was not considered feasible to depend on this operating

procedure, although the design of the waterways is such that it will be possible
to employ it.

The primary · solution will be, as stated before, to flush the ice

over the dam and divert ice-free water to the power station.

In addition,

several measures will be taken to reduce the ice production upstream from the
dam.
THE BURFELL PROJECT
At this place it is appropriate to give a short description of the project.
layout of the Burfell Project is shown on figure 1.

The

A low, 370 m long concrete

diversion weir in the river channel diverts water through a.canal with a gated
control structure into Bjarnalon Pond, a small pond which will be utilized for
daily ponding.

From Bjarnalon the water flows through a canal and a 10 x 10
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meter horseshoe-shaped tunnel driven through basaltic rock.

A concrete lined

bifurcation connects the power tunnel with the two penstocks which deliver the
water to six 51600 HP Francis turbines.

From the turbines the water flows

through a short tailrace canal into the Fossa River which joins the Thjorsa River
about 2 km downstream.

Two interconnected surge tanks straddle the upstream end

of the penstocks and act as gate houses for the penstock emergency gates.

The .

design calls for the installation of three 35 MW units initially, with provisions
to add three additional units, bringing the total capacity to 210 MW.

The

pro~

ject is designed for run-of-river base load operation with a net head of 115 m
3
and station flow of 225 m /sec.
EVALUATION OF THE ICE PROBLEM
As described above, nature and economics formed a framework within which an

engineering solution had to be found.

Furthermore, the element of time made it

necessary to produce estimates for design purposes long before any results from
scientific studies could be expected.
The elements required for the engineering solution can be enumerated as follows:
1.

Collection of qualitative and quantitative information about the ice
formations in the river .

2.

Evaluation of the magnitude of the ice problem from the information
already available and a quantitative estimate of its influence on the
operation.

3.

Analytical evaluation of the various types of operational conditions
that might be encountered.

4.

Verification of these solutions by all means possible, such as hydraulic
model tests, observations in nature, and analytical studies.

5.

Development of instruments for the quantitative collection of data and
to give continuous information about the condition of the river during
operation of the diversion features.

6.

Establishing design criteria for the structures of the diversion
features.

7.

Developing operational procedures based on the hydraulic model tests
and analytical evaluation.

The first field study especially for the study of the ice conditions in the
Thjorsa River at Burfell was started in February 1963.

5

Two men were stationed
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at Burfell making daily observations of the meterological and hydrological
conditions.

Estimates were made of the quantity of ice discharge and observa

tions of its character.(2)

The hydraulic model studies were later based to a

large extent on these very limited observations.
After this first experimental field study two well-known ice speCialists were
consulted and they conducted field surveys here during the next two winters.(3)
These stUdies involved general observation of ice formations and collection of

meterological data, as well as important calorimetric measurements for evalu
ating heat losses from the river.

This evaluation of heat losses has since been

expanded and is described in a separate paper by Freysteinsson.(4)

However, no

quantitative observations or estimates of the ice discharge were made.

From the beginning it was evident that instrumentation for the measurement of ice
discharge was totally lacking.

As early as 1962 I suggested investigating

several ways to measure the ice concentration, especially the possibility of
using resistance meters similar to the ones used in coastal engineering for

measuring wave hights.

At that time it was not considered practical to start

this development work, but two years later the State Electricity Authority
engaged the firm Rafagnataekni for the purpose of developing the ice discharge
meter.

After the National Power Company was established this work has been

carried out in cooperation between these two agenCies.

The instruments developed are described in a separate paper.(5)

They consist of

an ice discharge meter, an ice thickness meter, and a step-burst indicator.

All

these instruments are very valuable to aid in the operation of the plant in
addition to being of scientific importance in collecting basic data.

The

developing of these instruments has taken a lot of time and effort, but

believe

that, with exception of the step-burst meter, most of the troubles have now been
ironed out and these instruments can be considered as fully developed.
No quantitative appraisal of the influence of the ice on the operational
characteristics of the Power Plant had been given in the Project Planning Report.
A dispute arose Over the feasibility of the project due
the ice and the magnitude of the ice problem.

to the danger caused by

At this time it was of utmost

importance to analyze quantitatively the importance of the ice on the operation
of the Power Plant.

No precedence was known for this type of evaluation.

However, it was assumed that it would be possible to flush the ice over the dam
and that the amount of flushing water would be directly proportional to the
amount of ice to be flushed.

The amount of ice in the river was computed, based

on the equations for heat loss developed by Devik.(6)

No meterological informa

tion was at that time available from the upper part of the Thjorsa River Basin

6
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and simple assumptions were made to transfer and use meterological data from
nearby stations.

Very little was known about the size of the open water surface

area producing ice,

but it was assumed constant.

Although the evaluation of

the influence of ice on the operation was based on a

number of questionable assumptions it showed first of all that several days each
year one could expect very severe ice conditions during which most of the avail

able water would have to be used for flushing purposes.

Secondly, it showed

that, provided the ice could be separated from the water and flushed on down
stream,

the overall reduction of the energy production due to ice flushing was

not too serious.

DESIGNING OF THE DIVERSION FEATURES
To solve the problem of arranging the diversion features in such a way that they
could efficiently perform its function of separating ice from water and flush it
downstream, the Hydraulic Laboratory of Trondheim, Norway, was engaged. The
2
laboratory built three models, the biggest one about 650 m , to investigat e the
diversion features with respect to handling water,

used as bed-load and plastic shavings as ice.

ice,and sediment.

Sand was

No precedence was available to

guide the modeling technique for the ice, but the behav1Qur of the plastic in
the model was very encouraging.
It was soon evident that it was not easy to find an ideal design.

One design

after another was tried and gradually a design developed that could handle the

ice fairly efficiently.

From the model studies it appeared that the following

factors were of primary importance for an effective design:

1.

By maintaining reasonably high velocities and gradual changes in the
cross section, mixing of ice and water is prevented at the same time

as the ice is kept in steady motion with minimum deceleration towards
the intake.
To fulfill this requirement the water level at the intake had to be
kept within rather narrow limits.
2.

To minimize the water requirements for flushing ice, it is necessary

to concentrate and guide the flow along the inlet wall.
3.

Stagnation zones are dangerous as ice accumulation caD easily start

there and build up.
4.

Shallow depths should be maintained upstream from the gated weir.
With an ice carpet on the surface and a considerable depth in front

7
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of the weir,

there is a definite tendency to draw clear water from below

the ice carpet over the weir.

A description of the model is given in a paper by Carstens. (7)
The adopted design of the diversion structures is shown schematically on figures

2 and 3.

The flow is guided towards the inlet, and in a direction approximately

parallel to it, by a rock jetty.
excavated in the river bottom .

In front of the inlet, a depression is
This depression has gentle slopes to avoid any

sudden changes in cross section and the resulting turbulence and mixing of ice

and water.

The depression slopes towards the inlet, which has the threefold

function of paSSing ice, water, and bed-load.

At the top level there is a long

On

overfall into a trough or ice sluice which opens into Bjarnalaekur Canal.
the second level there are Six,
diversion canal.

5 x 10 m, openings for passing water into the

The lowest level opens into three undersluices which serve the

dual purpose of passing bed-load and providing slugging water for the Bjarna
laekur Canal, should ice begin to accumulate there.
Ice can also be passed over the gated weir.
the side runway channel.
laekur Canal.

In this case the ice would go into

A gate connects the side runway channel to the Bjarna

By closing this gate, the ice and flushing water will go down the

river channel, but otherwise it will go into Bjarnalaekur Canal that discharges
into the Bjarnalaekur Creek, a steep gradient creek, that joins the Thjorsa
River about 8 km downstream from the dam.
Considerable water is required to pass the ice over the dam.
this will result in shortage of water for power production.

From time to time
Therefore,

it is of

great importance to be able to utilize the available water as effectively as
possible .

To accomplish this, a gated control structure is constructed in

the diversion canal.

By manoeuvring the gates in this control structure,

possible to control the diversion of water from the river,

power production.

it is

independently of the

In this way, the amount of water diverted, and the water

level at the inlet, can be kept constant while the station is operated with
fluctuating water level in the Bjarnalon Pond.
OPERATIONAL EXPERIENCE
The Burfell station has only been operated for one winter, and then at less
than! the design capacity.

Last winter was milder than average with no

extremely severe ice producing weather.
below average .

The river discharge was also somewhat

The experience from last winter is, therefore, rather limited

and generally characterized by relatively small amounts of ice and abundant
flushing water.

8
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Figure 2.

Schematic drawing of the diversion structures.

o
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Figure 3.

Section through the diversion inlet.
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As the station picks up load the operation will have to change in the sense of
being more consious of conserving water.

This will be necessary even though

release from upstream storage will become available to firm up the winter flows.
Nevertheless,

the experience from last winter has been very interesting and

educational with respect to the future operation of the Project.
The design of the diversion features was the outgrowth of e xtensive model tests

carried out in the Hydraulic Laboratory of Trondheim, Norway.

These tests

showed that for the operation the water level and thus the approach velocities
to the inlet should be kept within a rather narrow range, depending primarily on
the total flow in the river.

If the water level was lowered beyond this lim;i t

the turbulence at the edge of the depression in front of the inlet would carry
into suspension a portion of the ice and carry it into the diversion canal.

If

on the other hand the water level was too high an ice bridge would form upstream
from the inlet.
For parts of this past winter the approach flow to the inlet was through a
narrow gap in the rock jetty.

The flow through this gap entered the depression

at a high elevation and with considerable velocities.

Therefore, the water

level in front of the intake could not be kept high enough to secure tranquile
flow.

Nevertheless, no significant amounts of ice were carried into the

diversion canal.

Unfortunately, the structures limit the amount, the pool level

Can be drawn down during normal flow conditions, which means that high velocity
approach can normally not be achieved.
The upper limit of water level was also found to be not as critical in the
prototype as in the model.
tions during step burst.

Figure 4 shows the passing of heavy ice concentra
Please note how a shear zone developes between the

ice in motion and the stationery ice.

In the model,

the granular plastiC

shavings interlocked and there was no possibility of a shear zone being formed.
Therefore, an ice bridge was always inevitable in the model if the approaching
ice began to thicken due to decelerating approach velocities .

In the prototype

on the other hand this shear zone developed, allowing the ice to move as a thick
carpet towards the inlet.

It was, therefore, possible to let the approaching

ice thicken considerably and pack together into slush ice flocs although that
created the danger of possible ;ice bridge formation upstream from the inlet.
Any disturbance of this precarious balance could start an ice bridge and there
was also .the danger that the ice floes would thicken so much due to the
decelerating velocities that they would strand on one of the protruding parts
of the ice skimming weir.
The ice skimming weir is a low overflow weir placed on top of the apron wall
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Fig. 4

Heavy ice concentration during step-burst .
between moving and stationary ice.

Fig. 5

Normal winter operation
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Note the shear zones

in front of the ice sluice.

It is made of 16 sections, each 4 m long.

This

weir was defe ctive from the beginning and several of the sections fell down
while it was impossible to move the others.

Last winter all the ice had to be

passed over this sawtooth shaped overfall.
The operation last winter can be divided into three period s of rather distinct
type of operation .

During the initial period the diversion features were

operated according to the recommendations of the model studies keeping the water
level in front of the inlet relatively low and constant.
normal type of operationt

Figure 5 shows this

This type of operation was carried out successfully

until on the evening of November 10 when an ice bridge formed in front of tile
inlet.

This bridge grew into a substantial ice accumulation that filled the

river channel for about 1 km upstream.

This ice pile up lasted for about 6

hours when a step burst with increase d water caused it to start moving and

cleared most of it away, leaving only a small ice bridge.
The second phase of the operation started with the collapse of a section of the
Bjarnalaekur Canal.
the ice.

The Bjarnalaekur Canal is the principal way of flushing out

For most of its length it is blasted out in solid lava, but in the

lowermost reach the canal bottom goes through the lava and into easily erodible
materials.

During initial testing of the canal, several sections of lava had

been undermined and collapsed into the canal partially blocking it.

Some of

these had been blasted away while others had been left in place forming a
low rock dam in the lower reaches of the canal.

Sediment had collected in front

of this roc k dam protecting the eas ily erodible underlayer.

When the amount

of flushing water had to be increased due to the ice conditions at the inlet
the protective sediment layer was eroded and big blocks of rock fell into the
canal practically closing it off.

Ice started to accumulate in the canal until

by the evening of November 11 it was practically full and ice even beginning to
accumulate in the ice sluice above the dam.

Attempts to clear it out by

increasing the flushing water proved unsuccessful as the difference in water

level across the dam was relatively s mall.

In a final attempt all flushing

water was cut off and the water level above the inlet allowed to increase
somewhat.

This-made the ice pile in the canal collapse into the ice tunnel.

Then both bottom sluic e s and flap gates were opened and the ice pile in the
canal slowly moved down and out of the canal.
The raiSing of the water level in front of the intake was not without consequ
ences.

During that time the ice had accumulated upstream from the ice bridge

and all attempts to clear it proved unsuccessful .
to the ice concentration.

A big step burst also added

The ice pile gradually extended further and further

upstream forcing the water out of the river channel and up on the left bank and
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from there over the ungated weir.
inlet.

Up to this time all the water had come to the

Now, however, 75% of the flow was lost over the ungated weir.

To

increase the flow to the station a small cut was made in the rock jetty.

This

cut gradually eroded through the jetty and the ice pile between the jetty and
the inlet so by midnight on the 12 an open channel had formed all the way to
the inlet . (figure 6).

As mentioned before the water entered the depression in

front of the inlet at a high level and with high velocities and great turbulence
even with the highest possible water level in the pond. (figure 6).

This flow

condition was, therefore, very stable against ice bridge formation and very
efficient for passing the slush ice.
tion was,

however,

The disadvantage of this approach condi

shown on January 1 when a big step burst carr ying great

floes of solid ice came down the river.

The big blocks of ice rammed right

against the ice skimming weir and finally stopped and filled all the approach
channel.

Thi s condition prevailed for some period of time or until a period of

mild weather melted an approach channel in the ice in the river bed.
The third period of operation s tarted on February 1 when freezing weather sat
in again.

During this period the approach condition was essentially normal

except for the opening in the rock jetty which created an unf avo urable cross
current in the approach flow.

The mode of operation during this period was,

however, different from that of the 1st period.

In normal operation the wat e r

le ve l is kept constant at the level corresponding to the total flow in the
river While the amount of flushing water is varied according to the ice diS
c harge in the river.

This is the type of operation recommended by the Labora

tory and the one that should result in the least amount of water for flushing
operation,

and,

therefore,

the best water utilization.

During last winter the water was abundant for the requirements of the station
and for i ce flushing.

The conservation of water was, therefore, not of primary

importance and a different mode of operation was tried i.e. the water le ve l was
kept at all times as high as possible compatible with the ice discharge in the
river and the water requirement s of the station.

The theory was that when the

ice discharge inc reased suddenly the water level would be brought down to the
recommended value and the added water from storage would then be available.
Although the theory is basicall~ sound, two things made it very difficult in
practice.

The first is hydraulic the second human.

The hydr'aulic factor can be described as follows:
and sand is brought into the diversion canal.

During the winter both ice

The ice accumulate s on the sur

face and the sand on the bottom leaVing only a tunnel of a size determined by
the average discharge to the station.

If the water level is suddenly decrea sed,
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Fig. 6

Flow approaching through the rock jetty . Note the turbulent
approach condition and the chunk of slush ice sitting on the ice
skimming weir. Photo taken Nov. 13. 1970.

Fig. 7

Ice bridge aOOUl: to IOrIn 1n Iront of the inlel:.
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the water pressure or buyancy supporting the ice is decreased with the danger of
a collapse that might reduce substantially the area of the tunnel and thus
increase its frictional resistance.

After operating with a lower water level

for some time, the water will of course erode a new equilibrium tunnel in the

ice and sand but until then a substantial head difference will be experienced
between the inlet and the Bjarnalaekur Pond.

This hydraulic condition makes it

rather risky to lower the pool in front of the inlet suddenly.
The human element is equally important.

Every station operator feels a sense of

security with the reservoir full to capacity.
case of an emergency.

There is,

therefore,

This volume is very valuable in

a natural reluctance to lower the

water level more than absolutely necessary.

The results from tbis third mode of operation are not favourable.

Again and

again ice bridges formed because the water level was not lowered fast enough.
These bridges were of minor significance and could be cleared away easily after
a few days when the ice in the river decreased again.

Nevertheless, they are

annoying and unnecessary and can and did result in one big ice accumulation

upstream.

Figures 7 and 8 show the forming of one such ice bridge.

Such an

ice bridge is removed by raising the water level, causing the bridge to float
up and then open all the main spillway gates.
The ice forces and the frequest movements of gates has caused considerable

damage to the gates.

Figure 9 shows a closeup of the ice Skimming weir which

has taken the heaviest beating.
CONCLUSIONS
The operation of the Burfell Project ice passing facilities has shown the basic

soundness and flexibility of the design.

Operational experience has been

obtained to deal with various forms of ice conditions in the river.

In this

paper these various ice conditions and the difficulties they caused has been
emphasized.

Nevertheless, these troubles have caused very little disturbance

in the operation of the power plant, and the reduction in discharge to the
station was only a fraction of what had been predicted theoretically.

The

operation has verified the use of modelling techniques to study sludge ice
movement.

No effect from undercooled water has been noticed and no effects

of freezing is noticeable with respect to the hydraulic characteristics of the
sludge ice.
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Fig. 8

Ice bridge fully developed.
7.

Picture taken 6 hours later than

fi~ure

Fig. 9

The ice skimming weir on the apron wall in front of the ice sluice.
The ice has destroyed this weir.
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DISCUSSIONS

Dr. B. Michel
How much water depth is needed on the sill of the ice sluice way to prevent
ice slush, floes and cakes to stop in front of it?

What are the continuity

conditions at the approach to prevent ice slush from bridging?
Dr. A. Assur
Several Cases of damage of engineering coupments from floating ice were
shown in the ural presentation.

For the benefit of future design. Would

it be possible to publish the forces which were necessary to accomplish the
described damage and relate them to the ice condition (thickness and magni
tude of floes, approach velocity and similar information).
Dr. G. Sigurdsson
No measurements are available on these pOints, so I will only give you my
considered opinion.

Ice slush can be passed with very shallow depth over

the sill (say 20 to 30 cm).

Floes and cakes will require depths about

equal to their own thickness to go over the ice skimming weir.

The thicker

floes are passed over the main spillway gates where they Can be passed with
depths of only 60 to 70% of their thickness due to the strong current, and
more favourable approach geometry .
17

The continuity conditions at the approach can be described as follows.
The slush ice has to pass over a short section of deep water between the
shallow river section and the ice sluice, without thickening too much.

The

width of the section is approximately constant but the depth increases
about 8 to 10 times over a distance of about 150 meters.
It is difficult to estimate exactly the forces that are caused by the i ce.
But for design purposes one might estimate that sheet ice as heavy as
100 tons could ram into the structures with velocities of about 1 m/sec.
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A fundamentally new concept in the design of the ice and silt passing facilities

was used at Icel and's Burfe II Hydroelectric Project. These fac i Iities have operated through
one winter season. This operation, while very satisfactory, has, nevertheless, shown the
need of some equipment modifications or demonstrated possible improvements thereto for
incorporation into similar designs at other locations. Most of these pertain to the
regulating gates and are discussed.

The design philosophy of the faci lities is presented.

Means for presenting the sludge ice from reaching the facilities are also presented.

1.

4.1

The design and engineering supervision of construction of the Burfell Hydroelectric
Project was by Harza Engineering Company International. This design included a fundamen
tally new concept of ice and si It passing facilities. The design concept of these facilities
was to reduce the normally high ve locity of the water approaching the river diversion struc
ture by excavation of the riverbed and by some increase in surface levels by spi IIway flap
gate control. This reduction permits the ice to float to the surface, be skimmed into a trough
within which it is directed to downstream, then dropped into a hi9h-grodient discharge
canal. Gates on the skimming weir and at the downstream end of the trou9h control the
quantity, depth, and velocity of the skimming water. The velocity reduction also permits
the bedload to sink to near the excavated riverbed where it is directed into undersluices for
release to the common discharge canal. Slide gates at the downstream end control the
quantity of water required to move the bedlood as well as the quantity of supplemental water
required in the discharge canal to sluice both the ice and bedlood to downstream. PIQ'ls and
sections of the diversion structure are shawn on Figure 1. Power diversions pass trrough open
ports above the undersluices and under the ice trough and into the diversion canal.

Lift

gates located in a control structure within that canal regulate the amount of water flowing
to the pond age reservoir of the powerplant.
The main spillway with four 20-meter long by 2.5-meter high flap gates is positioned
at right angles to the diversion structure and located such that the over-deepened spillway
bucket serves as a side runway channel to direct spillway overflow to the discharge canal,
with regulation provided by a lift gate. This arrangement provides supplemental or
emergency means of passing ice, bedload, and sluicing water.
These ice and silt passing facilities worked extremely well during their first season's
operation the winter of 1969-70, even with the handicap of lack of experience in the proto
type operation. The maximum professional benefit comes not from negative criticism or the
converse, but from the designer presenting, with the benefit of hindsight, possible i fllM'"ove
ments ba'sed on the experiences to date, as is intended hereinafter.
The in itial design of the ice and si It passing faci lities was based somewhat on previously
constructed projects, with the wall of the diversion structure acting as a shear wall, using
some of the flow to direct the ice to downstream. The principal changes brought about by
the hydraulic model studies were: (1) the addition of a skimming weir and trough paralleling
the diversion structure wall to contain the ice and flushing water, plus (2) deepening the
spillway bucket and converting it into a side channel to conduct ice, si It, and water into
the discharge canal. The tests shawed the former to be essential for reasonably satisfactory
operation and the latter to be benefic ial in some instances.

2.

The ice passing facilities were oper-ated tlw-ough the wfnter c:K 1969-70 when ice flows
were more severe t .... nocmal and they performed sotisfactOl"ily their design function of

excluding ice from the power- diversions. It C'-l be said that the winter's operations were
-as intended - but not always coq>letely -as designed -. This differential

~

be contributed

in peri to the physical element of design and construction, and in peri to the l.nnm <l5peCts
of the operation.

However-, it nust be kept in mind that the recent operutions were on the

basis of only about one4alf the design diversion discharge required fur the ultimate SUt-ulit
Ibfell Plant . It is appI"OflI"iate at this time to review the results of this first winter's
operutions in OI"der to establish, insofar as feasible,

~

modifications which should be

accomplished to the facilities in the nee.- term as well as to establish imp.-ovements to be
incorporated into future desi!JlS of similar facilities.

The operations have not established the optimum angle between the approach C\Kl'erlt
and the ice skimming weir. The design provided this angle to be a rather acute one.

However,

~

ice jam in the river- ee.-Iy in the winter resulted in the watew- apfII"oaching the

trough at almost a right angle and at moder-ately high surface velocity fell" a relatively long
period of time, with the facilities continuing to perfOl"m their h.nctions in a reasonably
satisfactay

m~ner.

It is probable that this angle may vary widely, with either '-l optimum

ell" '-l odequate one being dependent on local site conditions and design diversion capacity.

The optimum relationship of elevations between reservoir, weir and trough gate crest
fOl" ultimate design conditions was not established the first winter, principally beccaJSe of
operations at one4alf ell" less of design diversion requirements. It is rather certain, however,
that some control of skimming weir elevation is essential. Mcx-eover, a coq>letely positively
controlled weir of heavy construction is prefer-able to the design provided at Ibfell. It is
possible that a segmented one of Vel"tical action controlled from underneath would be best,
even though probably expensive.

The Ibfell design did not provide fOl" p<l5Sing c~e ice

routinely except over- the main spillway, but the ru~ element resulted in passing much of
that ice the first winter normally tlw-ough the ice trough with at least some damage to the
skimming gate leafs which were, of course, of relatively light construction. Thus the gate
05Sermlies nust be of heavy construction and be capable c:K being quickly removed from the
flow path when heavy cake ice approaches. Such passage of hunks of c~e ice tlw-ough the
ice trough may have in odd it ion caused some i~ damage to the flap gate, the side c ....nel
gate, and the bottom of the stilling basin at the head of the disclx.ge

c~l.

The recesses fOl" the flap gate operating arms tended to collect some ice which inter
fered with gate operation and resulted in some bending of a gate arm, possibly because c:K

3.
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inadequate ewe in opetation. Reflected heat applied to the ice will pr-event this build-up.
However, a flush-type -.m.llation with the operating mecha.ism housed inside the pier
_Id be the preferred design .
The slide gate in e ach of the ...denluices moves upwwd into a cavity when opened.
Ice can float upwwd into this undenvater- cavity cnt form a blockage interfering with gate

operation. While this oppwently did not happen with any of the tlree gates the first winter,

it is considered that a segled menix-me should be pr-avided to exclude the ice, or else a

full body gate be pr-avided, although the latter is somewhat expensive.

The

~Iuices

pass a considerable bedload. Thus

sent could enter the metal-to

metal seals of the gate to the extent to cause binding and thus interfere with gate operation.

A design utilizing more flexible seals of rubber or plastic should reduce this potential
hazwd cnt be easier cnt cheaper to maintain.

Some of the seals on the cona-ete -corb - fi" ing the access slots in the bottom of the
trough cnt extending to the bulkhead gate slots pr-aved ino:lequate to pr-event their removal

by hydraulic pr-essure a few times. However, an o:Iequate wnIp-Q"ound design involving a
glued cflachment of the seal to the frene, which would not be damaged in placement as
were the steel stud attachments, should be simple cnt effective. Venting of the slots is

also necessay.

The rather thin skin plates on the normally downstream face of the side runway cha.nel
gme and the gates of the control structure were damaged during the winter, pr-obably by
churning cd<e ice.

All of these gates are designed to permit unbalanced hydraulic l.-k on

either side. Damage at the control structure gates was pr-obably pr-ecipitoted by the ice
shearing the

SCl"e~

studs attaching the plates to the gate frame cnt might not have occun'ed

hcd the cantractor followed the design cnt welded the plates to the frene. Damage to the

skin plmes on the side runway channel gate was pr-obably mostly the result of the above
mentioned operation of passing cd<e ice routinely over the adjacent trough flap gates
contrary to the design intent.

It is obvious that heavier plates welded to the gate frame

we required an the gate faces downstream from the general direction of flow.

Some ice was formed in the cavities between the skin plates of the control structure
gates which increased greatly the p e hcntling weight. While this resulted from the
deferral of the construction of the heated pe house on the concept that the control gates
would not be used in normal operations until the design divenion was increased, it is
pr-obable that mast or a" of the cavities should be filled with lkethene foom to exclude the
wWet. However, the resultant buoyancy may require the use of some

ballast. Heat ing of

the entire gate is an alternative pr-otedion, but expensive.

4·
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Hydraulic model tests of the overflow gates were made in a hydraulic laboratory for
the manufacturer. The nappe splitters were, insofar as feasible, required to be designed to
represent extensions of the gate skin plate. This was on the theOf"y that they would be less
likely to gather a build-vp of ice than the more conventional type of raised splitters, with
resultant interference to ice passing. This design, developed in the laboratory, worked very
satisfactorily and no vibrations have been noted in any of the gates. However, the design
supplied by the manufocturer was too light in construction such that a number were bent from
the impoct by cake ice. A stronger design is obviously required, but is a simple matter.
A few conventional splitters were shown by the model test to be required on the higher flap
gates to supplement the normal circumferential design in order to eliminate vibrations under
some conditions . The manufacturer's heavier construction of these conventional splitters
resisted the ice damage, thus proving the inadequacy of his other construction. Moreover,
even these protruding nappe splitters showed no tendency to precipitate extensive ice build
up, but it must be considered that they were in locations of nearly constant flow. Thus, the
circumferential design of adequate strength is to be preferred to the extent possible, with the
more conventional type used only as necessary to prevent gate vibrations which cannot be
prevented by the circumferential design alone.

On several occasions it was observed during the first winter that ice jams, beg inn ing
against the upstream side of the diversion structure, formed within a matter of seconds
whenever the depth of water over the skimming we ir became inadequate to permit the sludge
ice to pass without stopping to the trough and irreversible regelation began. Such ice jams
have, for the most part, remained until melted by warm water in the river after a thaw.
Thus, it is evident that, while ice jams may also be precipitated by an overly high pool
level, it is better to err on the high side of skimming depth than on the low.
The reduction in the amount of ice (and of bedload) reoching the diversion structure to
be occomplished by upstream constructions was an important part of the original project
design which is now being undertaken. These construction features will include,as appropriate:
1.

Canalization of the river upstream to reduce the area of exposure to frazil ice formation
by such means as permeable weirs, channel narrowing, temporary booms, and other
appropriate means.

2.

Elimination of rapids and waterfalls which are great ice producers.

3.

Installation of snow fences to entrap blowing snow, thus preventing it from entering
the open river to form snow slush.

4.

Oeation of upstream multipurpose projects involving reservoirs of adequate surfoce
Q"ea to largely eliminate frazil ice production in that river reach. This is, of course,
a long term solution.

5.
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Resume

Deux

proc';d~s

hydraulique et thermlque de re'gularisation de la formation du

frasi! lors du me-lange des eaux douce et sale"e sont conside"re~. Le procecIe"
hydraulique se
tion du

d~bit

r~duit .;. la re'gularisation de la quantite' du frasi! par la varia

de I! eau douce. Le proc':de' est base" sur les

valeur du "surrefroidlssemenl de concentration" durant Ie
/

/

/

/

~tudes

mE~iange

de la
des eaux

.

douce et salee. Pour Ie procede thermlque on determine les vltesses de la
fonte de glace en differentes conditions thermlques, hydrodynamiqjues et de
concentration et on obtient les relations correspondantes.

Synopsis
Considered are

hydraulic and thermal methods for the control of frazi!

ice formation due to mixing of fresh and salt water. The hydraulic method
provides

control of fraziJ ice amount by means of varying the discharge

of fresh water. The method is based on the study of the value of concentra

tion supercooling~ induced by mixing of fresh and salt water. For application
of the thermal method, the velocities of ice melting under different temperature,
concentration, and hydrodynamic conditions are established and corresponding
critical

relationships are obtalned.

Introduction
On observe souvent dans le s

biefs aval des usines hydro-tledriques,

dans les bassins des usin es mare'motrices et dans les embouchures

ph:nom~ne

le

de Ia formation du fra sll qui donn e li e u

A

,

"

~

~ mare"e

la formation des ern-

/

"

bacles de frasH engendrant I elevation du niveau en amont et, par conse
quant la diminution de la chute et du rendement de I' usine, aussi bien que
I'lnondation du pays peuple'.

,

Les causes de la formation de glace ayant lieu lors de I intrusion de
I' eau salte dans les embouchures des dvi eres sont tout ~ fait diU./rentes:
r e froidissement du fond de la dvi~re et de la nappe de glace, et surtout,
I' apparition du frasH imputable au m~lange des eaux d e mer et de dvi'?'re.

Le volwne du fresU peut :tre re'g uladse' par deux proce'de's: h y draulique
et thermique.
Le proce'd'; hydraulique est employ'; pour la regularisatlon de la forma
tion du frasH lors du me'lange des eaux douce e t sale'e froldes, mais pas sur
fondues; ce proc.;'de' se re'dult alors ~ choisir les d~bits de I' eau douce et
sale'e de telle maniere que Ie volwne du frasil se formant ne de'passe la va
l e ur admissible.
L e proc';d'; thermique consiste ~ utiliser la chaleur de I' eau pour [ondre
la glace d~j~ existante.
II Y a

/

/

une correlation entre ces deux proce des. Ainsi, Ie changement du

r e'glme hydraulique peut

~tre avantageux pour Ie proce'd.;' the rmique: par exem

pie, I' augmentation de la vitesse de I' e'coulement de I' eau chaude ACcel~re la
du r~gime thermique Influencent les condi

fusion des glaces; les changements

tions de la re'gularisation hydraullque: variations d es temp~ratures provoquent
la variation du volwne du frasil se produisant },. la suite du m.f'lange des eaux.

§I. R~gularisation hydrauligu e
C est lors du m~lange d es eaux de dviere et de mer ~ temp~raLures

( t7 et

[2) proches aux temp~ratures de leur conge'lation que se forme la

plus grande quantite' du frasil. Cela peut ~tre expliqu.{ par Ie faiL que dans
les conditions indiqu:es un "surrefroidlssemenl d e concentration" du

I1t )

a lieu, ainsi la temp';rature du me'lange (
/

/

sous de la temperature de sa congelation (

!1t

=

~

tmet)

&con ):

tmee - tcon < ODe

La temp';rature du m';lange se

m~lange

se Lrouve au-des

1 )

d~termine par une r~oIution combin~e des

';quations du bilan de la chaleur eL du sel dans ceIui-ci. La fig.I donne ies
re'suitaLs du calcui de

!1t

pour Ie cas de

2

tl = ODC et t2= tcon

ce qui

4.2

dtmontre que Ie "surrefroldlssement de concentration" est la foncUon de la

rz =

relation

( 62

)

&'

(G7
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sal~e
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aLl tmaxet

ensulte son abalssement. Les re'sultals donne's sur la fig.1 permettent de trouver
la relation

at~ax=!~~).
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p-

Si l' on tlent compte de la porosit.,;' (

0.6 -

peut ~tre d~termln.{ par:

Q

=

(1-

(-Ljt)Cmee·C~(I+
.f!f ( 1 - p)

o~ Cmee-cc;paclt': calorifique

spedfique du

-='polds speclfique de la glace,

!

= 92,S

,fm

-k)

d~bit

0.7), le
J
_

du frasil

7,

2)

h J

;;i -q,al1!i..~ad' fgt
W
lange

g

3
920 kgjm

ur latente de la formation

d

de glace.
Par exemple, conform.{ment
a-Q,OSoC et
,

rz . -0,1;

done,

. ~

l:
<)

.i

~2-0,029

la figure 1 a

/;2

I

mtr ----n+1'

a

nous a;vons

Cmet- 1 ,12

0,0264 et

Lltmax

Ifjj7aii .

Par consequent

')

.

-3

(
QfZ = --,o.~l0;:.:8,-'7-",:-=.,2'-7-'1_+--->4[>.-'.1;-,G, = 0, 0.184 ·10 fEr

92,B·920( 1 - 0,7}

C !

est-~ -dire pr~s de 4 % du d:bit volumlque de I' ea.u douce.
/

/

En pratique on peut regularlser la quantite du frasll se formant lors du
3

mtIange des eaux par variation des d':bits d' eau douce et sale"e

n

en

n:glant les dtbits d' ~acua.tion de I' usine.

§2.R':guJ.a:risation thermigue
/

/

Pour ce procede 11 [aut savoir les vUesses de la Conte de glace en

dlff~rentes conditions.
C est dans ce but qu' qn a

effectu': les recherches expe"rimentales sur

la fonte des plaquettes de glace (~O x ~O x 2.5 cm)

dispose"es horizontalement

dans I' eau et les solutions aqueuses de NaCI dans les conditions de la con
vection libre et forc/e.

~

L' approximation des r/sultats relatlfs ~ la vitesse de la fonte de glace
convection libre dans les limites de

,
s effectue

avec

W

'
a

,
I aide

,

tcon ( tmet (.

'to" et

Ot{"

i; ~ 0, 135

/

(~)

de I equation

1,7 1+0,9",
w=o.11( t met - t con)
, tmit + 273

(3 )

-vitesse de la fonte de glace. cm/sec.

~ convection forc':e ont ~t'; accomplles

Le.s recherches sur la fonte

pour trois sch.{mas diff/rents de I' ~oulement autour d' un obstacle dans les
o
< ~ ~ ~ 135
et
0<' lJ'£. o,S~u.

limites de

tcon<-tme e<20 C.

o

Les r.{sultats des exp':rlences sont consign.{s dans la table ci-dessous:
'Table
SChe'ma

Vilesse de la glace et du courant

,

,

Resultats e--xperimentaux
8

Ecowement aUtour d I un obstacle

La glace s' avance avec Ie courant

II

m

La glace est en mouvement dans Ie

Vftt =1= 0, if = 0
Pe = ~Z -c':"'r-ll-~';:r-e-d-e-P-e-c-I-e-t;-()(-,-A-,-a---ta--ux--d-e

liquide en repos

~ ~ =~;...r -crit'ere

de Nusselt;

tran sfert de chaleur eau-glace, de la conductivit': thermique et de la diffuslhillt/
thermique;

L -dimension

d~terminante,

e'gale

~

la relation entre Ie volume de

glace et sa surface.
La plus grande vitesse de Ia fusion est observe'e pour Ie premier sche'ma.

c' est~-dire pour ie cas de I' .{coulement autour d I un obstacle fixe, ~

.AIu[ >.Nu@ ;,.!V~ .
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The Kazakh Research
Institute of Power Engineering

Alma-Ala
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of Sciences

Synopsis
A

problem is considered on utilization of groundwater to prevent subcooling

of water in water courses. A

conclusion is dra wn that in some cases frazll

ice may be passed through hydropower plant turbines.

R~sum~
L' auteur examine Ie probI~me de I' utilisation des eaux souterraines pour Ia
lutte contre Ia sur fusion de I' eau dans un COUrs d I eau. Les recherches ont

demontr~ la posslbillte d' evacuer dans un nombre de cas Ie frazil par les
turbines des usines hydroeledriques.

1

At hydropower stations with a
0.8

power channel flow velocities exceeding

1.0 m/sec are in most cases determined by the economically optima1

value of the channel slope. This condition is unfavourabie to ice cover forma
tion, in particular, in the South of the Soviet Union( the Caucasus, Central
Asta and South Kazakhstan). Thus, in winter a

frazil transport regime with

subcooling is established in open power channels of hydropower plants.
At hydropower stations with a

power channel in Transcaucasia and

Central Asia for trouble-free winter operation ice chutes are usually arranged
in pressure basins for diverting frazil masses trom turbines, and electric heat
ing of trash racks in pressure tanks is installed to prevent their freezing-over
due to subcooling.
These winter arrangements are highly inefficient economically because of
a considerabie reduction in power production due to the discharge of frazil and
water by-passing the turbine units, (the discharge beIng 2 to 3 times higher
as compared to ordinary discharge) and substantial power consumption for heat
ing

trash racks. As a

rule, these phenomena occur at a

time of peak

power demands in power grids.
A

different winter operation scheme Is feasible because in the majority

of cases groundwater is available in the vicinity of the plant headworks, the
groundwater temperature ranging from 15

0

0

to 18 C, i.e. close to mean annual

ambient air temperatures in the region.
0

As the observed supercooled water temperatures are limited to O.o4-0.06 C
below zero in natural conditions, an inflow of about 0.3-0.5% of ground-water
of the power channel discharge is sufficient to eliminate subcooling.
This Is however valid in case the heat of the tnflown groundwater is not

lost on the way and through melting of trazil ice. Therefore, on the one hand.,
the elements of the groundwater supply system at the injection point should
be thouroughly heat insulated. On the other hand., the injection of

warm ground

water should be effected in small subsurface Uuents throughout the channel
cross-section. For this purpose an inj ector designed at the Kazakh Institute of
Power Engineering may be employed, consIsting of a

heat-proof collector across

the flow above the water level, equipped wIth perforated vertical plpes across
the whole depth of the Uow, wIth small openings on the upstream side.
To avoid ·freezing-over of trash racks they shouid be completely sub

merged and supported by the skimmer wall located not less than 0.5 m below
the water surface.
Under such conditions it is possible to pass frazil ice through the turbine
waterways instead of by-passing it. The operation experience obtained at a
number of hydropower plants without subcooling (with 80-100 mm vertical spa
cing of trash racks)

conlVrms that no difficulties arise in passing trazil masses

through turbine waterways.

2

Thus, the availability of warm groundwater and the feasibility of captation
of 3-5 I/sec per cubic meter of water discharge In the power channel permit
to put Into practice this winter operation scheme. The economic effectiveness
of the scheme depends on the magnitude of

~ltaI

Investments for the capta

tion and conveyance of warm groundwater to the plant pressure basin.
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When placing ships into fl oating docks in winter, many diffi
culties connected with the penetration of drifti~g ice (together
with the ship) into the dock are likely to arise.
To prevent the case, stream forming devices may be efficiently
useo.•
In this work are obtained the dependences allowing to establish
rational disposition of flow forming units along the floating
dock arid their main parametres for protection of slipdeck from
floating ice-blocks when towing the ship and lifting the dock up.

Quand on depose les navires dans les dock flottant en conditions
d'hivers des obstacles surgissent a cause des glaces flott~tes qui
arrivent avec le navires dans les limites du dock flottant.
Pour prevenir Cela on peut employe tres effectivement des forma
teurs de flots.
Dans le travail on a obtenu la dependance qui permet de fixer
la position rationelle du flux suivant la longueur du dock flott
ant et les parametre principales. pour prevenir l'atteinte de la
glace sur l' embarcation pontee au cours de la_ flottation du dock
et du navire.

1

4.4

During the sulntersion o:f a :floating dock, SurroUllding broken
ice-:fieltt is actett upon by:
:friction o~ the :flow a~inst the UIldersi de of ice sheets , p.",
f
~~c p:ressUZ'e loa.a. on the nnder water part o:f the ice
:field ertrelliq "~ ; :rrtction o:f the air against the upper surlace
o:f ice sheets,
the :force "~ dUe to inclination o~ the ~e
surface; and :rrtction o~ ice against the dock tower inner walls
and protruding parts, 1!'s •
The :force 1!'s can be excluded :rroa c OD.Sideration :tor it c ounter
acts both the :torces pushing the ice inside the dock and the h3dro
d,naaic iD.:tluence on the :floating ice-sheets due to the arti:rici
ally created :tlow.
In view o:f the aboye one can calculate the total :torce value
under the tn:rluence or which the rloating ice enters the dock when
the lat~er is subaerged :foll~ ~he :tor.ula:

"3 ;

I!

..

~

_

Y.

". = k,T.lBLn + k,.vdBeh + ~w BL,,+ ~h L:

(1)

where:
the surt'ace velocity o:f the :tlow :filling up the space
between the d.ock 1oowrs, ~sec.;

Yd.

•

-

wiml

velocity assu.ed equa1 to 10 -.lsec.;

B

the width o:f the aoyinS ice :field equal to the distance
between the inner -.alls o:f the dock tOirers, .eters;

Ln

the length o:t the ice :field aartng inside the dock
assuaed to be L. = }S, aeters;
the averase thickness o:t ice-:floes, in aeters;

h
k,

the coe:t:ficient acconnting :tor water :friction against
the underside o:f ice-:floes and :for density o:f water at
O·C and of the value equal to 0,5 kg.sscl! / a~ [1]
k z - coe~icient allowing :tor the cross-section shape o:t ice
noes and. :for conditions o:t water :tlow roUlld thea, as
well as water densiq at O"'C; its value is assu.ed to be
I
..
equal to 50 kg.sec /a; [1]
- Inc:rease o:f the ice :tield length -L." oyer (2,5 + ~,O)B does
not cause t'urlher increase o:f the :flOir dragging :force which is
due to the :tact that the preassure inc:reaent is absorbed by the
dock towers thanks to the ice :tloe :friction against their inner
wal1s.

2

k3 - coefficient allowing for the air friction ~t the
upper ic_floe surface and the air density within tell
perature range - 2O·C to + 10·C, its value being assuaed
equal to 0, 001-0,002 kg.sec~ la-;
e - coefficient accounting for the ic_floe extremdty por
tions acted upon by the flow hydro~c pressure.
With the average broken ice field density of ~ •• and
the specific weight of ice
= 920 kg/a3 its YBl.ue is
equal to 0,46;
L..
the length of the dock: as lI.easured along the pontoon
<leck, in aeters;
V.. - average rate of :iJluDersion of the dock, in aeters per
second.
The average rate of water inflow into the inter-tower space
of the dOCk during its iaaersion aay be calculated on the basis
of the rate of water flow entering one of the dock ends. ~e 1nco
aing flow surface velocity, Vel , can be aost conveniently c1ete~
ned according to the graph of l'ig.1 with J, '"

r

90:

The dragging force of the rlow created by flow roraing deTices
Pno , is the total of forces P, and P 2 pUShing tne ice floes out
of the dock being tmaersed. The force P_ is to be equal or soae
what excee<l tne total force of pule-in P e in order to perait t.ne
reaoving of t.ne ice for the g:1ven. distance, i.e.
(2)

w.nere:

x-

is tne aargioal coerricient equal to 1,2.
In view of the above the flow dragging force fo~a aay be
written in the f~ of
~
p... = k,T,.BL,. + k.v.. Beh = 1,~ v.. B(B+~h)
(~)
The necessary surface flow velOCity which the flow foraing de
vices are to assure, IUJ be found froa equatiOll.S (1) and (3), con
sidering the condition of (2):

.

V

n

,.

V

.

·

~,8(1,2YdB

,

a
+ 18,4Toth
+ O.24B +4416Bh !a.
La)
B + 30h

•• As a result of nuaerous observatiOll.S during docking of ships
it was found that upon. the dock iIIIIersion and filling up the
dock by the broken ice coaing froa the water surface the ratio
of filling up the water surface does not exceed ~.

3
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The vel ocity of water outfl ow fr om the nozzle of a fl ow f or
ming devic e (V o ) may be replace d by the thrust of the fl ow f or
ming device, that is by the parameter which is simple to deter
mine :
or :
(6)

where:
p~

d.
7.0

6.0

- the thrust of the hydromechanical unit of the fl ow
f orming device, in kg.
z
Fp =TiR - the hydraulic cross section of the propeller
of the flow ~orming device, square meters;
R
the prop eller radius;
f - water density at OOC, equals 102 kg.sec2 /m 4 •

d ,.f (~)

TT------sJ:f1E==:::::::::==-lfTTf

;;."X

\
\

5.D

\
\

4.D

3.D

2.0
1.0

~------~------~------~------~n-~
0.25
0.50
0.75
1,0 v- He
Fig. 1 - The graph of surface fl ow vel ocity c oeffi
cient ( d) variation with the degree of the
flow constraint (X) and declivity of an ob
stacle enc ountere d (~).
As it has been f ound fr om numerous thrust measurements during
actual testing of different types of fl ow f orming devices over
the power range 4,5 t o 30 kw the thrust of the hydromechanical
unit varies at the r a te of 20 t o 28 kg per 1kw of the electrical
motor p ower.
4

As a result of the inverstigation of the laws governing the
spreading of submerged hydraulic jets in a limited space (docks)
the following relationship between the velocity (V~) and the
thrust of the hydromechanical unit of a flow forming device was
found to be :

v

1\

1,54-v'P:

=

L - 14,;R.

On the basis of the relationship for the parameters of a jet
injected from the nozzle into the body of the same liquid, descri
bed by the equation of liquid motion with variable rate of flow
along the duct circuit, one can find that:

L
p

where:

= K (X p

1) ,

(8)

Yep

Lp - the distance from the nozzle outflow section to a given

range;
Vo - the mean velocity of outflow;
V~p

the mean velocity of flow at a given cross section;

Kp - an empirical coefficient.

If the surface velocity of the floVT, created by the fl ow for
ming device within the range, is assumed to be not less than (V",),
the equations (7) and (8) allovl to arrange raticnally the flow f or
ming

---
f-----,/.,2I---...."..+---

~------------~Lp----------~

Fig.2 - A schematic diagram showing the principles of po
sitioning of flow forming devices along the length
of a floating dock.
The distance between rows of flow forming devices (Fig. 2) with
allowSll-ce made for the parallel propage,tion of a pair of streams
in passing flow current created by the preceeding rows of flow
forming' devices, is determined according to the formula:

5
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L'2 = me '( f,5~VnIP;' wheres

14

)

3R')

(9)

me

is a coefficient of multiplicity of streams depending
on the distance between the axis of a pair of parallel
streams.
Operation of the ice-guard equipment in existing docks has
shown its high efficiency as regards doc~ing of sea-going ships
and regular servicing of docks in ice conditions.

Literature:
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Synopsis

In Siberia under severe climatic conditions, on a number of hydroelectric
stations in the ereetlon stage ice was successfully passed in spring through
a

stretch of the river constricted by cofferdams, through spillway openings,

and bottom outiets. A

special hydraullc regime was developed for passing

ice through bottom outlets upstream and downstream from structures under
construction.

,

,

Resume

Dans les conditions climatiques rigoureuses de

]a Siberie on a

nombre d I ame'nagements hydro-,..1 ectriques en construction
r

'-'

,

p'intemps ]a glace par ie tron'50n retrec1 a

a

reussi Sur un

evacuer au

cause des batardeaux, par les

/

pertuis de ]a partie deversante du barrage, runsi que par les orificeS de fond.
Pour l' ~cuation de ]a glace par les orifices de (ond on a mis au point un

~gime hydraullque s p e'c1a1 dans Ies biefs amont et avru des ouvrages
en construction.

4.5

Hyc4"oelectric development now in progress in the eastern regions of the
USSR enriches our experience in building structures under Siberia' '5 severe
climatic conditions.
Conditions of spring ice drift at the following construction stages are
considered:
a)

ice drift on a

b)

passing ice through spillway openings, whiie the channel is constricted

river stretch constricted by first-stage cofferdams;

by the second-stage cofferdams;
c)

passing ice through bottom outlets.

Used are field observation data on passing ice during the construction
period at the following power plants: the Ust-Kamenogorsk and Buchtarma plants
on the Irtish river, the Novosibirsk plant on the Ob river, the Vllyui plant on
the Vilyui river and the Krasnoyarsk plant on the Yenisei river.
vVhen ice was passing a

river stretch with first-stage coUerdams, the

channel constriction ranged from 0.30
ice passed through a

to about

~80

to 0.54. At the site of the Vilyui plant

construction trench

~8

m wide, with the river constricted

m wide. Channel constriction through first-stage coUerdams exer

ted generally little effect on the break-up of the ice cover and on spring ice
drift.
On the river stretch downstream from the cofferdams the break-up often
occu&d ~-3 days ahead of break-up in the upper pool and no Ice gorges were
noted therefore in the viclnlty of cofferdams.
Formation of an ice gorge took place on the !rtish river within a

few klio

meters downstream from the coUerdam. The above formation resulted In the wa
ter stage rise In the vicinity of the plant structures. The magnitude of the rise
did not exc eed those due to ice gorges on unregulated rivers.
During Ice pushes considerable masses of ice several meters high heaped
up on the upstream coUerdams at some sites. The differences in the water le
vel that develop in the vicinity of the structures ( for .instance, at the beginning
of the cofferdams)

greatly affect the destruction of ice fields. During the ice

drift period ice floated along the constricted portion of the river more or less

calmly.
Thanks to higher current velocities in the proximity to the cofferdams, as
compared to those in the upstream stretch of the river, there occurred no rise
in Ice drift density despite the reduction of the channel width.
As ice passed through the spillway openings the channel was constricted
to 0.75-0.82 by the second-stage cofferdams and the splllway piers. The span
between the piers amounted to

~8-24

m. An appreciable constriction of the

channel by hydraulic structures resulted in retardment of ice drift start upstream.
Ketardment of ice break-up in the proximity to the dam was accompanied by the
development of appreciable Ice gorges at the end of the backwater zone. Those
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le e gorge s

broke up into more or less small lee flo e s. In the u p stream pool

the ice COver lost its strength. At the beginning of the ice

drIft the dimensions

of lee fields approaching the plant structures conside rably exceeded the width
of the spillway spans. The Ice fields generally broke up in zone s of conc e n
trate d wate r level differences upstream of the openlng s In the dam under con
structio n ( for Instance, at the channel constriction at the beginning of coffer
dams and in front of the dam). An increase of current velocities in front of
the unfinlshe d

dam was accompanled by disp?rsal of ice flo e s, which when

striking against the piers got broken in-1:o piec e s

commensurate to the width

of the opening s in the dam under construction. Through the openings the Ice
floes often passed in the vertical position.
After the break up of ice gorges upstream a

heavy mass of ice approa

ch e d the dam, which mass consIsted of comparative ly small ice floes heaped
up in several layers 3-4 m thick. Specific ice di s charge s

through the dam

. amo unted to 2.5-5.5 cu.m/sec instead of the usual discharges
for the

of 0.5-2.5 cu.m/sec

unreg ulated river.

After th e break of ice gorges increased water discharges ( a

"break wave ' ~

p assed through the unfinlshed dam. The increase of water discharge and of
outle t roughn e ss combined wIth the decrease of the wate r
to ice result e d at the time of ice

cross-section due

drIft In increasing the water level difference

b e tween the upstream and the downstream pools,. For some pow er plants this
difference amounted from 2

or 3 up to 4 m.

Ice passed through the unfinlshed dam openlngs almost without delay, but
the ice drift was of a

turbulent nature. Through narrow but de ep

passed easler (though with higher specific di s charges)

openlngs ice

than through wide but

shallow op e nlng s.

At the Krasnoyarsk station Ice passed through 18 bottom outlets during
two years. The outlets were 6 by 12 m. All the openlngs w e r e

fitte d wIth slide

gates. At th e time of ice drIft the second-stag e coffe rdams allowed to keep
th e wate r leve l more than 20 m higher as compared to th e winter level.
With the turbulent nature of ice drift, consIderable i c e discharge, enormous

ice block sizes and high ice strength the passage of ice through bottom outlets
pre s ented a

serious problem. Only ice that had lost its streng th could pass

through small bottom openings.
To weaken the Ice strength b y

the warm runoff and solar radiation Ice

w as temporarily accumulated in the upstream pool. This delay was achieved
throug h

curr ent velocity control due

to g a te o p eration, current velocities not

ex ceeding 0 .5 m/sec being maintained.. At the time when th e water level rose
was

therev an anchored ice field

25-35 km in length In front of th e dam. A

great

ice gorge composed of ice floes comIng from the upper reaches formed at the
end of the backwater zone of the dam.
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After water temperature rose above zero speedy thawing of Ice began
owing to warm runoff. The ice thawing was most inte nsive in the upper part
of the storage reservoir at the Ice gorge.
Mass drifting of ice started in 6 -8 days. as the ice strength was reduced
to 20-40 t/sq.rn and the entraining force of the current was break1ng up the
weakened ice cover. At first great

ice .fields approached the dam and broke

easily to pieces at the I m pact with the dam piers. The broken ice was drawn
into the bottom outlets. Later masses of small brok e n ice cakes, heaped up in
several layers, floated continuosly toward the dam and easily passed through
the bottom outlets. Some strong ic e cakes came to a stop in front of the dam,
broke slowly and were drawn with dlffIculty into the bottom outlets.
Next year as water discharges rose quickly, the passing of the ice
through the spillway was begun early . Being of considerable strength the ice
passed through the bottom outlets with difficulty and delays of several minutes
in front of the dam. Ice dived in the bottom outlets

that were located at a

depth of 8 m from the water surface. From 30% to 40% of the accwnulated ice
was moved downstream, the rest of it melted in the upstream pool.
ments provided in the project design enabled to pass the
through the partly built structures.

4

Arr~e

ice drift trouble-free
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In this work are aons~dered the problems of passing the ice
through an unfinished dam with a low sill.
Criterial condition is found for drifting of ice in head race
of hydropower station being built. Critical magnitude for ratio
of d.imensions of a span to the dimension of the piece of ice is
found for passing separate pieces of ice. Pieces of ice which
have dimensions larger than criterial ones are taken with the flow
to the tail-water.

On a examine les questions du passage de la glace par le
barrage inacheve

a

seuil bas.

On a trouve la condition aux limites de l' evacuation de glace

a

l'amont de l 'usine hydro-electrique en construction. Pour faire

passer la glace on a trouve la valeur critique du rapport entre
les dimensions d'un pertuis et du glacon. Les glacons de dimensions
critiques sont entraines par Ie courant vers Ie bief aval.
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When constructing a hydroelectric station including a concrete
dam, the first, after damming the river bed, flood is usually let
through an unfinished dam with a sill laid at bottom level or
slightly above it.
As calculations ana accumulated experience show, with so low
a sill, at the entrance to the contraction, ~ormed by aikes of
the second turn, there appears water plane drop
2
, which
greatly exceeds value
(1 )

(

h - ice depth;

R - bending strength of ice covering; Oc: - wa

ter volume weight), required to break ice fields.*
That is why from large floes when they enter the contraction there
periodically separate sheets with a mean size along the water
flow
(2)

which then, during the movement along the contractea bed, break
down into ice blocks of length
C = (~D -I- f, 3) d
Pattern of ice run in the contractea bed ana unfinished dam
operation, when letting ice b~ocks, formed as a result or ice field
breaking, through, largely depends upon the relation between its
span width b and ice block size d. With the relations
exceeding some critical value

j

( V- - mean flow speed before dam; 9 - gravitational acceleration)
separate blocks of ice which came to the dam are immediately carri
ed off by the stream to the aft bay.
With the values ~ , lower than critical ones,ice blocks stop in
front of the dam what leads to pilling up of ice masses at the head

•

D.F.Panfilov, Breaking of Ice Fields under the Influence of
Local Changes of Water Plane, "Gydrotechnicheskoje Stroitel
stvo" ("Hydraulic Engineering Construction"), 12, 1965
2
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race, to their compaction by the stream, and,as a result of it,
to the creation of thrust transferred to the banks. With an in
sufficient span width tor the given particUiar conditions ice
pillings up are not capabL~o overcome the resistance of the dam
piers and of ice-carying route banks even in case they spread
throughout the whole water plane between the upstream aike cross
section and the dam. In other words, there exists the second cri
tical
width of a span
for which,as applied to the case,
when the longituuinal dike is parallel to the bank, the following
fomula was derived previously : ••

(4)

Since for carrying out practical calculations by formulas (3)
and (4), it is necessary to know ice depth and strength for the
moment of ice run, besides the main characteristics of the water
flow and the dam, the investigation was continued, and as a result
of theoretical analysis and handling available experimental data
there was derived a criterium inequality determining the conditions
for ice run coming at the headrace of the hydro-electric project:
;

~~

J, f

(f + 0, f ~o )
2

where
ko = ~
Fz "~
8
H
and
width,
.r;; 80
91-10
mean depth and mean speed of the stream before the hydroelectrio
project.
When the bed is contracted along its width for 50-70% as a
first approximation we may assume
; = 0) f
and
8 0 v;, = 81f
( 8 - be d width contracted by dikes). That is why, taking into
D)

0

v:.
0

-

••
D.F.Panfilov, Calculation of Dam Crest for Letting Ice Through,
"Gydrotekhnicheskoje Stroitelstvo" ("Hydraulic Engineering
Construc--tion"), 7,1968.
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I,

consideration formulas (2) and (5) and noted during experiments
deviations of maximum values d from average ones (up to 25%),
it is possible to derive the following approximate relation inste
ad of expression (3):

h*

B

=

y;Z '
g8

095 /
'

(6)

0

Finally, solving together expressions (4) and (5) and substitu
ting numerical values of coefficients characterizing the interac
tion of water-ice flow with the dam piers and the bed, after some
simplification not inflicting serious errors, condit10n for jam
less passing of compacted ice masses between
low sill dam blocks
is obtained:

t

=D,41 k

:0 (f - 'l)

In this inequality
rz. ~ exp (- 0 , 3 ~ )
; L - d1stance
from contraction entrance to dam;
8 - overall width of dam
block front equal to contracted bed width;
bo - pier thick
ness;
b, == b +- bo
- span width between piers' axes;
k - coet'ficient allowing for contact density of ice mass with
pier front edges lvaries linearly from k = 0.6 at bo = 3m to
k = 1 at bo = 10m ). In as much as the numerical coefficients
of formulas (6) and (7) are obtained as a result of few experi
ments, they should be ref1nea in future.
The analysis of inequality (7) results in an important and,
so far as it is known, unusual conclusion : the necessity of
letting ice through does not limit
the Choice of degree of r1ver
bed contraction Ly dikes. In other words, ice can be let through an
unfinished dam with low sill at any relations
it is only
necessary to determine correctly the width of its separate spans
and the elevation of the dam blocks,

:0 ;
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SYNOPSIS
The fundamental importance of supercooled water in the creation of ice troubles
is reviewed in connection with a description of ice conditions in Pasvik River
and experience with measures to reduce these troubles.

L'importance fondamentale de l'eau surfondue pour les conditions adverses cr~es
par Ie glace dans lacs et rivi~res sont exposes avec une description des condi
tions de glace dans la riviere pasvik;elv. Experiences des moyens employee pour
reducer ces troubles sont aussi traitees.

I

1.

HYDROLOGICAL AND METEOROLOGICAL DATA RELEVANT TO THE ICE CONDITIONS

The Pasvik river basin is located in the northern part of Norway, at the boundary
with the Soviet and Finland, catchment area 20890 km 2 . The river fl ows from Inari
lake, area 1800 km 2, altitude 120 m.
In fig. 1 is given the size of drainage area and the longitudinal section of the
river between Inari and Fjorlake, 95-112 km.
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The upper part of Pasvik river.

The flow from Inari is normally regulated within the limit of 120-240 m3 /s, as an
average of 24 hours. An extension of this limit to 80-240 m3 /s is permitted under
certain conditions.
The duration of the winter and its intensity is illustrated by the following table
based on measurements at the Pasvik meteorological station.
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Winter characteristics from observations at Pasvik meteorological station 1963-70
Winter

a
b
c
d
e

a

b

1962-63
63-64
64-65
65-66
66-67
67 -68
68-69
69-70

23/10
2/11
8/10
13/10
8/10
23/9
23/10

16/11
7/11
25/10
18/10
18/10
10/11
1/11

Median

13/10

1/11

-

c

d

e

9
11
19
24
10
17
19

-25,5
-29,3
-26,8
-37,0
-25,2
-35,2
-30,5

25/4
5/5
15/5
10/5
5/5
15/5
30/4

17

-29,3

5/5

first day of frost
ice formation
number of pentades with mean temperature colder than _lOoC
min. mean temperature °c
last day of frost

Graphical illustration of pentade means of temperature and pentade sums of pre
cipitation for the 3 last winters are given in fig. 2
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2.

Five day means of air temperature at Pasvik.

ICE CONDITIONS BEFORE WINTER 1967-68

In autumn, after the river temperature has fallen to DoC, shore ice appears along
the river banks. In quiet sections of the river this shore ice grows from both
banks out into the middle of the stream, unites and forms sheet-ice. The river
is divided into open and frozen sections.
In the open parts of the river ice formation is much more complicated. The super
cooling of a free water surface is one of the most important factors, but there
are also critical values of water velocity and water temperature which are of
importance for the formation of ~ce cover in rapids and waterfalls.
wpen the turbulent water stream has been cooled down to OOC, the heat loss from
a free water surface will cause a supercooling of a very thin water film which

4.7

incessantly is being renewed during the turbulent motion of th e water masses.
A supercooled element of the surface film will move in an irregular way thr ough
the water and may just as often sweep the bottom as be moving al ong the surface.
On the way down the supercooling of the element will decrease and a slight super
cooling of the surrounding water will result. The consequence of this is format
i on of frazil and bottom ice (underwat e r ice). Frazil ice may not only be float
ing in the surface stream. In turbulent water frazil ice may be carried with the
water stream in any depth of the river. This combination of frazil ice floating
in slightly supercooled water with inc essantly newformed supercoo led water film
elements whirling down and gradually "dying" represents a most potent factor in
the ice f ormation in rapid rivers. It may be called "active frazil ice", in con
trast t o frazil ice floating in water which is not supercooled and might be class
ified as "passive frazil ice".
Sketch fig. 3a illustrates the f ormation of an ice dam in a rapid.
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Fig. 3

Formati on o f ice darns.
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Fig. 4

Ice Dam in Pasvik River at Hestefoss January 1967
Damming height about 3 rn.

Fig. 5

Accumulation of pack-ice at Bailey bridge.
About 60 em thick ice blocks.
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Fig. 4 shows a typical ice dam built up by the formation of bottom and frazil ice
in Pasvik river.
The bottom ice is very loose, but the dam reduces the water velocity in the basin
behind it and a cover of ice may be formed. This stops the supercooling and dyna
mic ice formation. If the development goes on without interruption, the flow will
concentrate in a narrow main channel. The supply of heat from the fall energy is
a contributing cause to this. In this way nature stabilizes the ice conditions in
rapids.
A bottom ice dam is most often poorly fastened to the river bed. If some changes
occur, for example variation of water flow or weather changes, such an ice dam
may burst and start an ice-drift. Such a winter ice flow will bring serious
trouble.
Fig. 5 shows an accumulation of pack-ice masses at a Bailey bridge after an ice
flow in Hestefoss on the 16. January 1967.
3.

PRESENT EXPERIENCE ON REDUCING THE ICE TROUBLE

The production of frazil and bottom ice is directly proportional to the cooling
surface
i.e. the area of open water.
The heat balance of ice formation in rivers, after Devik, is presented by the
following table.
Heat loss from a water surface of OOC measured in kcal/daa, sec, by clear sky,
N=O

~C
V mls

0

-1

-5

-10

-15

-20

-25

30
46
64
79
95
110
125

43
83
125
164
202
238
272

57
124
195
261
324
383
431

70
162
260
350
436
518
597

82
197
321
434
543
645
745

94
232
381
516
647
769
889

a

1
5
10
15
20
25
30

27
37
47
57
66
75
83

Correction table for claudiness, scale 0-1
N
Corr

0,1
0

0,2
-1

Humidity = 75 %

0,3
-2

0,4
-3

0,5
-5

0,6
-7

0,7
-9

Global radiation = 0

0,8
-12

0,,9
-15

1,0
-18

V = wind velocity in 2m height

The most important tasks will be to prevent and reduce such open water surface and
production of underwater ice.
By discussion with KIS, AIS Norelektro & Co and firma Pasvikkraft the following
programme has been accomplished for this problem:
1.

To layout timber booms and booms made of plastic tube, just above the first
rapid of Hestefoss, increasing shore ice production.

2.

Narrowing the river ·at Hesteioss rapids with stone fences (groins), see fig.
3b, to devel~p the basis for artificial ice bridges and stabilize ice dams.

6
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a.

Ice conditions during the winter 1967-68, fig.

The formation of ice went on very propitiously and by the end of December the
open part of the river was considerably reduced.
On the 2. January a very strong frazil and bottom ice production was observed.
The water level at the upper groins had risen about 1.5 m.
On the 4. January air temperature was -36 °c and a dense curtain of frost smoke
covered the bottom of the valley. The fog subdued the cooling of the water very
effectively.
The 7. January air temperature was -27 °c and a very strong ice production o n the
open river sections was observed. The water flowed over the groins.
On the 9 of January ice conditions had stabilized •
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Ice conditions in the Pasvik River at Hestefoss
during the winter 1967-68.

The dams were rock jetties, for practical reasons build on shallow parts of the
Norwegian river bank. They were ca. 4 m wide, and extended ca. 1,2 m above water
level.
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b.

Ice conditions during the winter 1968-69, fig. 7

The discharge was held continous ly betw~en 153-158 m /s until the middle of Feb
ruary, afterwards it increased to 165 rn Is.
3

The booms were laid out 17. and 18. October. The main boom above the flood-gate
was laid out 11. November. The plastic tubes were separated in water-proofed
bulkheads by j o ining them with plugs of wood in 3-4 places.
Stone fences (groins) as before.
The upper booms above t he rapids worked rather well, especi a lly the first one.
Already in November most of the river above the booms was ice covered.
The boom above the flood-gate had t o be strenghtened. The formation of ice first
began from the left . side. Water vel oci ty was about 1 mls and development of sheet
ice wa s st opped. At the st one fences in the rapids a stable ice dam was formed
which endured through the whole winter.
In the course of January an ice dam, abou t 3 m, grew up at the entrance of the
fl ood -gate, see rise in water level at the water gauge 1, f ig . 7.
Fig. 8 shows the arrangement o f the plastic-boom installed before the spillway.
Booms made of plastic are cheaper and easier to layout. The disadvantage is
that the plastic-tube is very smooth. It is advantageous to twist hemprope round
the tubes and if necessar y, pierce twigs in the twisting.
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Ice conditi ons in the Pasvik River at Hestefoss
during the winter 1968-69.
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I

Details of plastic tube boom arrangement.

CONCLUSIONS

Some basic principles will clearly emerge of the nature of ice formation in runn
ing water.
The production of ice is directly proportional to the cooling surface - the area
of the open river. The most important preventing work which must be done is to
reduce production of frazil and bottom ice. It might be advisable to accelerate
the formation of an ice-cover by use of different booms or groins as mentioned
before. An ice layer may then start growing upstream or the groins may initiate
formation of steady ice dams in rapids, secure slow water flow and promote the
fonmation of an ice cover.

To establish reservoirs in the river can stop the step bursts and prevent the for
mation of ice bridges at critical places.
Our experience shows that the time necessarry to build up an ice-dam fairly easy
may be decreased by artificial means. To keep the dams in place during winter is
more complicated. In cold stabile winters nature herself helps with this work.
In unstable winters flooding may break down the ice-dams.
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4 - 7

Mr. Kanavin's paper describes a new and extremely interesting type of ice control
structure. An iceproducing rapids is converted into a series of ice-covered pools
by means of constrictions. These constrictions ar e inexpensive rock jetties that
extend about one third of the width of the river from each bank , leaving a gap in
th e middle. Here the flow velocities are high enough for anchor ice to form, and
so an ice dam builds up from the bed.
In the stable winter climate of the Pasvik River this combina ti on of man-made and
natural dam has proved sufficiently strong to survice two winter seasons. The
jetties were slightly damaged by the spring floods, but were easily repaired.

10
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On rivers in areas with severe climatic conditions great
quantities of frazil occur in the autumn and in the winter, this
fraz1l contracting the river cross-section when accumulating be
neath the ice cover. Ice jams are formed in the spring after the
ice break-up on rivers with thick ice cover causing floods.
Large storage reservoirs of hydroelectric stations and ra
tional flow control during rivers freeze-up and ice break-up in
fluence radically the thermal and ice conditions of rivers down
stream of hydroelectric stations and diminish adverse effects of
ice which can occure on non-regulated rivers.

Dans les cours d'eau de regions a climat rude, on observe,
en automne et en hiver, de grandee masses de glace de fond, les
quelles, s'accuaulant sous la glace de couverture, font reduire
la section hydraulique. Au printemps, dans les cours d'eau a
couverture de glace epaisse, se forment, lors de deb~cles, des
amoncellements de glaces provoquant des inondations.
La c~ation de grandes retenues aupr~s d'usines hydroelect
riques et l'utilisation rationelle des d~bits de cours d'eau en
temps de gelees et de d~bacles, font changer radicalement Ie ~
gi.e theraique et celui de glaces de cours d'eau a l'aval des
ouvrages et ~duire l'effet d~favorable des glaces observ~ sur
des cours d'eau a ecouleaent naturel.
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The hydropower development in the east and north-east re
gions of the Soviet Union, where the rivers are oharaoterized
by a complioated ice regime, necessitates widening the scope of
ice thermal studies.
Creation of reservoirs of the hydroelectric stations essen
tially changed the thermal conditions in the downstream pools and,
hence, the ioe regime of river flows downstream of the structure&
Under natural-flow conditions the ice sheet on the rivers
is formed either due to gradual widening of shore ice and its
further jointing or due to advancing the ice edge upstream of the
ice bar formed in a certain place.
Compl~te freezing due to jointing the shore ice strips is
usually obser~ed on lowland rivers and takes place on large seo
tions of the river during a short period of time, expeoially
when the air temperature lowers considerably.
Long rivers with abundant flow and a oonsiderable heat re
serve are freezing usually due to advancing the ice edge upstream.
Especially this is oharacteristic of effluent rivers. The most
of these rivers are oharacteristio for frazil ice formation that
makes their ice conditions more complicated.(I)
The construction of hydroelectric stations on the rivers
and creation of reservoirs results in ohanging the downstream
pool oonditions whioh become similar to those of effluent rivers.
In this case a large frazil-ice-forming stretch of the river is
cut off and the frazil ice and ice in full or in part are aocu
mulated in the reservoir. In the close proximity of the hydro
eleotric station an a1r hole in the ice cover is formed which
does not freeze over during the whole winter period and which
area is conditioned by the depth of the reservoir, its thermal
conditions and hydraulic conditions in the downstream pool. The
ice conditions of the lower reaches of the river change respecti
vely.
Wlth air temperature below zero and inoreasing heat emis
sion from the water surface a zone of zero temperature establis
hes at some distance from the hydroelectric project. Downstream
of this boundary frazil ioe usually originates. Flowing downstream
and increasing ~n volume this frazil ice produces the material
for advanoing the ice edge upstream.
During the winter period, as the water mass in the storage
reservoirs becomes cool, the boundary of zero temperatures and
2
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the ioe edge are approaching the hydroelectric station until the
heat inflow from the reservoir exceeds the heat emission from
the water surface in the open part of the downstream pool.
As the ice edge is advancing upstream, a part of frazll ice
masses moving from the upper reaches of the river is carried away
underneath the ice oover with result that the water cross-section
is plugged with frazil ioe, the roughness coefficient of the lower
surface of ice increases, the backwater from ioe in front of the
ioe edge is created and the water level rises.
The larger the water discharge in the river, the slopes of
the water surface and flow velooity, the higher the water level.
This rise of the water level can be also observed on non-regula
ted rivers. So, on the Angara River near the town of Irkutsk 5 m
rise of water level was observed runder natural flow conditions
during complete freezing.
Espeoially large rises of water level oaused by frazil ioe
can be observed downstream of the rapids where the water fall is
highly concentrated.
On the Angara River, for example, downstream of the Padun
Rapid, the water level after oomplete freezing was rising up to
7 m, and downstream of the Yershov Rapid - up to 9 m.
Small rises of water level were observed on the Volga, the
Nieman, the Daugava and other rivers.
Quite different situation is created in the downstream
pools after hydroelectric stations are oonstruoted on the rivers.
Due to seasonal run-off oontrol the discharges inorease
considerably that causes the increase of the stream velocities,
the inorease of the stream turbulenoe and formation of a large
amount of frazll ice and, in oase of oomplete freezing,
the
inorease of the amount of frazil ice in the river ohannel
and
subsequent rises of water level.
This is proved by the results of field observation carried
out in the downstream pools of a number of hydroeleotric stations.
On the .Angara River, in particular, a I2 m rise of water
level was reoorded downstream of the Yershov Rapid when the oomp
lete freezing was s.t-in under the unfavourable temperature oon
ditions (air temperature rise), when the "frazil ioe's rises~ of
level are usually higher due to weak regulation of frazil 10e
masses.
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In case of higher discharge the value of the frazil ice's
rise of level can be oalculated by the formula (2,3) derived on
the assumption of equal disoharges in the open channel
Qs = at Zs
and during freez-up
Qw
at Z'"
Zs + II Z

(2
where

340 B
3/S
Y+h.
'(flc!.otVIee<>;) J/./:f/J(t:iliL-)+f *"1
(JJI/mme'!:) 'I ~mme'l:!L 8
-H.!itmrne'l {(IflcMlln"C,/ LI /lchonnee :J \::;winte~ / \BWLntel ) B"''''/lte~ ~

_

I t//llffle<

~

Hswmner I
Hchannel I

Z

the value of "frazil ice's risen of le
vel
mean depth
river channel roughness coefficient

J summer I

\"la.ter surface slope

Bsummer I

river width

with
open
river
channel
and wa
ter le
vel =
'" Z sum
mer.

river o hanne 1 roughness coefficient at ZWinter
wi th com
river width
BWinter
plete
slope
JWinter
freezing
and wa1er
roughness coefficient of the ice
nice
level in
lower surface
the ioe
well
Zwinter
This formula, ohecked at a number of hydroelectric sta
tions, gave satisfactory results. The above in view, when planning
the operation of a hydroelectric station provision should be made
for the creating the optimum conditions of releases to the down
stream pool.
In case ioe formations appear on the river in autumn it is
expedient (to an extent the power consumers permit it) to decrease
releases to the dovlnstream poll. It will decrease the flow velo
cities and frazi1 ioe formation and accelerate the complete free
zing. Owing to less amount of frazi1 ice in the river channel and
smaller thickness of the ice cover, the downstream water levels
will be lower resulting in a less deoreasing of the head at the
hydroelectxic station. As the ice cover of the river becomes
stronger, the discharges of releases can be inoreased little by
little up to normal ones.
Wide variations of discharges through a hydroelectric statwn
with daily pondage adversely affect the ice oonditions as they
nchannel 2
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can cause breaking-up the ice cover. ice movement. plugging the
river ohannel with ice and, as a result, decreasing the head.
Following these advices, it is possible to oreate the safe
conditions for the downstream strechte.
With spring coming, when the heat emission from the water
surface becomes less than the heat inflow from the storage re
servoir, the boundary of zero temperatures and the ioe edge be
gin to move downstream of the struoture. The larger the heat in
flow, i.e. the larger the water discharges, the faster this
moVing. Therefore, the water releases to the downstream pool oan
be increased to drive away the ice edge as fast as possible. The
releases are to be increased within reasonable limits to keep
from a sudden rise of the water level under the ice cover.
Formation of air holes in the ice cover in the downstream
pools of hydroelectrio stations during the winter period and
rapid retreat of the ice edge from structures prior to the begin
ning of a spring flood are the positive factors whloh better the
ioe conditions in the downstream pools.
Due to these factors ioe diffioulties have been eliminated
on the Angara River near Irkutsk after the Irkutsk Hydroelectrio
Station was construoted; on the Nieman River near the town of
Kaunass after the oonstruction of the Kaunass Hydroelectric Sta
tion; on the Daugava near the town of Yaunelgava and in the
Kegums Reservoir after the construotion of the PlyaVinas Hydro
electric Station and on the other rivers.
Construction of hydroeleotric stations with reservoirs of
large storage oapaoities is a very essential engineering measure
min1mSzing the damages oaused by the unfavourable ioe conditions
provided that the run-off and the ice thermal processes are
oontrolled judiciously.
References:
1) Gotlib Ya.L •• Zaimin E.E •• Razzorenov F.F •• Teeitlin B.S.
Ice thermal conditions of the Angara River. 1964.
2) Razzorenov F.P. Calculation of wint.er "K!!' · coefficient by hydra
ulic method. nGidrotekhicheskoye Stroitelstvo". 1963. No 8.
,) Gotl~ Ya. L. Formation of ice jams and· discharge capaCity of
the river channel in the downstrewn pool of the Bratek Hydro
electric Station. Trudy coordinationnykh sovestchany po
hydroteknike. Vypuek 42. izdatelstvo Energia. 1968.
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Synopsis

The paper deaTe with the inv . ,stigations carried out at the VNITG to elucidate

ice conditions , I .1ra cteristic for the upper and lower reservoirs, the Inlet
channei, the lr. l
plants operaUn§!

<

Ind

lI~e

pressure galleries of pumped-storage power

. . H l Jc.' r severe c limatic conditions. The scope of studies and

experimentai pr ·. cedures are described. Some investigation results are given
for the cases ("

the ;:jev and Zagorsk pumped-storage power plants.

/

/

Resume

Le rapport concerne les recherches du VNIIG ayant pour but d' e'tudier les
partIcularite's du r':glme des glac;:es des reservoirs supe'rieur et infe'rleur, du
canal d 'amene'e, des prises d 'eau et des conduites SQus pression des usines
d I accumulation en exploitation dans les conditions climatiques sh:?res. On

cte'crit les essais et Ies m~thodes employees: quelques re'sultats obtenus pour
les cas des usines d' accumulation de Kiev e t Zagorsk sont donne's.

:1
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In connection w ith designing and constructing pumped-storage power
plants in the U.S.S.R. where climatic conditions are varied and rather rigorous,
the VNTIG is carrying out research into th e ice regime of the reservoirs of this
type of power plants.
Wide and abrupt dally variations in the water level in the reservoirs as
well as reversion of the direction of water flow through the waterway system
are responsible for specific ice conditions in the upper and lower reservoirs
and over the whole waterway

in the vicinity of a

pumped-stor,-'ge power plant.

Information on ice regime in the reservoirs of pumped-storage power plants
is rather scarce /R.1/. There fore the VNIIG and some other research bodies
/R.2! are engaged in studying ic e condi tion s

characteristic for the upper and

lower reservoirs and for the whole waterway system of pumped- storage power
plants as well as in predicting ice troubles which may occur near these power
plants.
At the VNTIG the investigations are conducted:
a) on models in the Laboratory;
b) in an experimental basin at an open testing area;
c) downstream from some hydroelectric power plants with daily variations
in the water level from 3 to 4

m;

d) by calculations and theoretical studies using coefficients obtained from
laboratory and field investigation r esults.
Laboratory studies on the ice regime in such reservoirs were performed

in a

model basin (scaled 1 : 60 vertically)

of the Kiev pumped-storage powe r

plant /R.3/. The variation in the water l evel of the basin during its drawdown
and filling is 6 m. The internal slope 1 ; 4 .5 of the basin is protected with
reinforced concrete slabs. The Internal slopes 1

: 5 and 1

: 7 o( the inlet

channel are also lined with r e inforced concrete slabs.
The strength o( ice used in th e
ice. A

experlments was ciose to tha t of model

low-strength ice cover was obtained by altering the salinity of the wa 

ter supplied to

the model /RA). The drawdown and filling regime in the experi

mental basin corresponded to the operating conditions of the prototype power
plant.
Outdoor tests were carried out in a
15 x

5

rectangular experimental basin 10 x

m. One of the s ides of the basin with a

slope of 1

: 3 was lined with

reinforced concrete slabs. The depth of loss or gain in storage was 1.75 which corresponded to 1/3 -

2.0m,

1/4 of th e actual value of dra,vdown at the Zagorsk

pumped-storage power plant.
The ice cover on the water surface of the experimental basin formed
under natural conditions. The thickn ess of the ice cover formed on the stlrface
of the basin during one operating cycle varied from 0.5 to 7.0 em.
The draw down and filling regime of the experimental

2

basin corresponded

4.9

to the operating conditions of the Zagorsk power plant.
Field investigations associated wi th the problem in hand were carried out
downstream from a hydroelectric power plant in a

ship channel and near the

river b a nks downstream from this channel.
The bank of the channel (1 : 3)

had a

reinforced concrete lining. The

bank 1 : 3 and 1 : 5 of the adjacent stretch of the river was covered with
crushed stone. Downstream from this stretch where the river banks wer e unpro
tected the steepness of the slopes varied from 1 : 2 to 1 : 7.
The variation in the downstream water level of this hydroelectric power
plant reached 3

m In 24 hours.

The studies performed resulted in establishing the fOlio w ing:
1.The ice cover in a

reservoir, except the strip along the slopes, will

follow the water surface during

the drawdown and filling of the reservoir.

2.The ice cover formed during each cycle at the reservoir surface in
the strip near the slopes will break up and deposit on the slope, as the water
level drops, and will eve ntually freeze to the slope.
Drawdown-filling cycles in winter will result in freezing-over of the slope,
the thickness of the ice layer being likely to reach 4-5 m or more up on a
long period of frost and with a

large depth of drawdown. The porosity of such

ice accumulations is 0.3-0.4, the average value being about 0.2. The porosity
of

ice

depends to some extent on the depth of the layer of broken

ice

l yi ng

on the slope.
3.During winter tha w s and in spring ice masses will s lip fr om the slope,
if the concrete slope is steeper than 1

: 3.5

-

1

: 3.

4.Heavy wind waves on the open water surface and Crests (autumn-winter
transition)

may cause supercooling of water and formation in the reservoir of

frazil ice which may penetrate the intakes.
5.In Inlet and outlet channels with now velocities exce eding 0.5 m/sec
broken ice may move into the intake not only after the ice cover is broken
in the channel itself, but also in the portion of the reservoir adjacent to the
channel.
6.If metal pressure pipelines are not heat-insulated, ice may form on the
internal surfaces of the pipes.
7.Periodical wetting of metal and other surfaces of the s tructures within
the zone of varying water level enhances the probability of their freezing-over .
In designing pumped-storage power plants to be erected in the areas with
severe climatic conditions major emphasis mu s t be placed on the investigation
of ice regime in the reservoirs and over the whole waterway

system of pumped

storage power plants as well as on the development of adequate meaSures
ensuring trouble-free operation of the power plant In winter.

3
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In this work are given analytical dependences for calculating
the velocities of circulating flows originating in the basins
with stagnant waters due to the working pneumatic installations.

Dans Ie rapport on determine les dependances analytiques
pour Ie calcul des vitesses des courants circulaires, dans les
reservoirs dteau non courante pendant Ie travail des installa
tions pneumatiques.

1
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In basins with stagnant of nearly stagnant waters pneumatic
installations are applied for ice-fighting using the deepwater
heat. In operation of such installations air bubbles drag along
the surrounding liquid. Suction of water takes place in the
near-bottom region while at the surface the water jets spread out
forming closed circulatory currents. The resulting flpws can be
considered either three-dimensional or two-dimensional, depending
on the installation design. For determination of basic perfor
mance characteristics of the installations (rate of air flow,
nozzle-to-nozzle of pipe-to-pipe distance, etc.) it is necessary
to ascertain the velocity field in the clrculation zone. The gi
ven pertains to the latter problem.
Analysis of the experimental data shows the advisability of
dividing the entire flow zone into three regions tFig.1):

Fig.1. - Flow pattern in the zone of operation
of a pneumatic installation.
~ - region of ascending flow where water lifted by air bubbles;

ff - region of spreading of jets; at the subsurface region the
water lifted to a high~ of about o,8h , spreads outwardly from
the vertical axis;
~ - region of the counter rlow resulting
from suction of water to the air discharge reglon.
Region 1: By its properties and s~ructure the upward flow of
air-water mixture is similar to a free turbulents flow, or stream.
Its peculiarity is in that the velocity along the axis over a
2

major part of travel remains reasonably constant which is diffe
rent from the case of ordinary jets,
The following formula have been derived for velocities in an
air-water jet, based on the second pattern of L.Prandtle ana
along the lines of the theory of water ascension caused by air
bubbles, developed by I.M.Konovalov:
for a two-dimensional:

w..
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where: 'vi" is the velocity of flow at any given point of a jet,
"'vi", is the velocity at the jet axis ...
is the rate of air
flow at the initial cross-section; .. Po " - pressure at the water
surface (equal to the atmospheric pressure); "h " is the depth;
" '0 " -specific gravity of water; and" 6
is non-dimensional
empirical constant (6 = 6.55 for a two-dimensional jet and
6 = 12.2 for an axisymmetrical jet).
Region III Experiments show that the flow in ~egion II can
be schematically represented in the form of a two-dimensional,
fan-shapea semi-jet spreading out from an imaginary source and
being aelimited, in the plane of symmetry, by a free surface.
In Fig. 2 the general profile of a fan-shaped . jet is matched
against experimental data, for illustrative purposes. In order to
aetermine the flow velocities one can, therefore, make use of the
turbulent flow theory, bearing in mind, however, that the values
of the experimental constants in respective formula would be diffe
rent. If, for instsnce, the Guertler's formula

qo"

II

u

f,z f

,

= f- t
where
Um
is used for determination of the horizontal velocity components,
then for a two-dimensional jet
~ = 8.2 and for a fan-shaped jet

6

=14.2. In the result of the experl.·mental dat um processing the
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following
jets h - Zc
for a
for a

values of the ratio of width of the initial region of
were obtained:
to the total depth h
h -Z.c = O,22h;
two-dimensional jet:
h - z c = 0,1 7h.
fan-shaped jet:

1.0

0.8
0.6
0.4

0.2

a

(j

a

0.4

0.2

0.8

0.6

1.0

f.2

02('.

Fig.2. - General profile of a fan-shaped jet.
--- theoretical curve ;
o experimental data.
The following expressions were obtained for the}xial velocity
of Urn horizontal jets, based on the turbulent flow theory and
on the above experimental data:
in the case of two-dimensional jet:

Um

=

~92 Um ,'

Yx ~Xo

in the case of fan-shaped jet:

Um

=

1,14 U m,

x: ~X:D

(6)

XO = - O,97h
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Here "U me " is the rlow velocity at the jet axis and at the l.n1.
tial cross-section. One can calculate the values ofU me if one
assumes that the overall rate of flow of a vertical jet equals,
in section A...A', the rate of flow of a horizontal jet. Then,
using an equation Q6epmc. = Q,ZOP(!'
,one finally obtains:
for a two-dimensional jet:

(7)
for a fan-shaped jet:
+x

(8)

The above relations hold for a distance of only about (3 to 4)h
and then the velocity values decrease abruptly with the resul
tant decay of jets.
Region III. Usually it is sufficient to know the mean veloci
ties in the given region. Since the rates of flow in Regions II
and III are equal and the cross-section area of Region III is
w/: fJ, - w
(here, g, and {.(? are the cross-section
areas of the entire circulation zone and of Region III, respec
tively), the expressions for mean velocities are, then:
in the case of two-dimensional flow:

/

U cp ",0,821J",.

-(1.(0,641.. +xJ'
3,2h-x

in the case of three-dimensional flow:

/
It
U CP. =0)8 ~ . 5,71l - x
The derived formula can be used for calculating velocities
versus the rate of air flow and the circulation zone depth. Com
parison of the theoretical and experimental data proved to be
satisractory.

5
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As distinct from ordinary turbulent streams described
by Turner, Taylor and others, we consider in this article
the water ascension caused by air bubbles. In this case the
velocity along the axis of stream remains approximately
constant. This is confirmed by the data of laboratory and
prototipe experiments.

4.10
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LES RESERVOIRS AU MOYEN DE JETS D'AIR

Tatsuo Koike, Civil Engineer
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Eiichi Koike, Civil Engineer

Civil Engineering Department

Sa pporo
Japan

In the instance of ice-covered reservoirs in wintertime, it is necessary
to keep the upstream side of the spillway gates in an ice-free s tate s o as to
keep them functional in case of a flood emergency, and a useful measure to this
end is to blow air into the water so as to prevent the surface from forming an
ice-cover.

This paper describes the result s of the experiments conducted at a

few reservoirs of medium or small scale concerning the relation among air temper
ature, blow air volume and ice-free area width; it forms the first of a series of
experiments to be conducted in the future to establish a general rule in this
respect.

Dans un reservoir dont la surface gele en hiver, il est necessaire de
garder libre la surface de retenue, cote amont des vannes des evacuateurs de
crues pour maintenir leurs fonctionnement s en cas de crues, et un moyen tres
efficace consiste
geler.

a souffler

de l'air dan l'eau afin d'empecher la surface de

Dans la presente note, les auteurs traitent de quelques resultats

d'experience sur des reservoirs de capacite petite et moyenne donnants les
relations entre la temperature atomospherique, le volume d'air souffle et la
largeur de la surface d'eau fondue.
serie d'essais prevus et destines

Ces experiences sont les premieres d'une

a etablir

une loi generale dans ce domain.

4.11

It is generally supposed that the width of the ice-free area in reservoirs
is related to many factors such as the volume of the air blown into the water,
water temprature, air temperature, wind, earth temperature and so on, but
the authors took air temperature and the volume of air blow as the most dominating
factors, and during last winter ( 1969-70) conducted in situ experiments in the
hydropower reservoirs at Iwashimi z,u, Iliamatsu and Iwachishi, Hokkaido, Japan.
After a series of expriments, it has been concluded that the air blow
of 100 - 145 litres per minute will suffice to keep the upstrem side of the
spillway gates in an ice-free s tate at these reservoirs, which is believed
reasonably economical for the purpose.

/

WATER

FlOW

Spillway Gates at the Iwachishi Reserv oi r.
1. Measurement at the Iwachishi Reservoir.
The Authors conducted experiments on the relation between air volume and
ice-free area width at the spillway gates of the Iwachishi Reservoir, the results
being as shown in Fig. 1.

The volume of air blown into the water was at first

300 l / min. per gate, then was gradually diminished to 100 l/min.
The test was carried out at gates No.2 and No.3, each 10.8 m wide and
9 .1 m high.

Air was blown in at the depth of 8.8 m, when the water temperature

ranged +0.4'C-v+o.6'C at the depth of 9m.
The maximum ice-cover was 0.6 m thick before the test.

Air was supplied finally

at the rate of 145 l /min . per gate (13.4 l/min. per metre of gate width), and
at 100 l /min . per gate (9.3 l/min./m).
When two curves of air temperature ann ice-free area width are given, the
cross-a%celative function between them is shown in the form of :

Ru::c c-c ) = JIPrn - ' (I' XC tl • YCt t- T) dt
(J

r.o<> T)o

2
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cross- correlati ve function between the
variants x (t) and y(t) ,

where
x(t)

irregu l a r c urve of air temperature ---- the
variant at time (t),

y(tn)

irregular curve of i ce-free area ;ridth --

T

total time of observation .

the variant ~t the point O-part from time ( t ) by,
The r esults of the correl ati on compu ta tions are given i n Fif, . 1.
seen that the

c r oss -oOr~ a t ive

Fr om Fig. 1 i s

function f or gate No.3 is greate r t han that for

gate No.2, and thi s may be explai ned by the smaller supply of a ir a t ga te No.3.
2.

Measurement at the I'namatsu Reservoir.
The same cross-correlation functions were obtained by the experiment at

hlamatsu, ano ther reserv oir under different climatic conditions.
al l of t he same dimensions : 8 m '''ide and 6.2 m hi gh.

The gat es \Iere

Air bl ow into the water was

set at 6 m below water surface, "Iater tempera ture was +0.3 ·C-+O.6·C at the
- 6 m depth , and the llL'lximum thickness of ice-cover was 0 .55 m before air blow.
The supply of air blow was chosen at 9. 9 l / min. per metre of gate wid th.

In Fie. 2 is shown the

co~at ion

obta i ned by the experiment , a ll f i gure s

in the chart a re expressed as the average f or seven gates.
From the result s of the experiment we l earned that
(1). Air was supplied at the same rate as at Iwachishi, but the ice-f ree width
decrease d by one metre.
(2) . A time lag of about three day" is seen between the peak of a ir temperature
and that of the ice-fre e area wi dth .

(3 ).

The curve shape s of air tempe rature and ice- f r ee a rea width are not similar ;
this may be expl ained by the i nfluence of climat i c charac t e ri s t i cs at the
rese rvoir , such as cumulative a ir tempe ra ture an

3.

wat er tempe r a ture .

Measuremen t at the I'I'O- shimizu Res ervoir.
Spec i al measurement s '.;ere conduc te d a t another re servoir at I ;'a shimi zu,

chi efly to clarify the water tempera ture distribution before and aft er the air
bIOI; , the resul ts being as shown i n Fig. 3 .

From the measurements l'lere learned

the fo llowing facts:
1). A temperature ri se of 0 . 3

C was

me as ured, on the water surface after the air

blow : this might s how t he upl<ard movement of the lower water layer caused
by the air blow.
The temperature went down af ter the stop of t he air blow, and it l<ent back
to exactl y the previous stat e by three hours a f ter the stop of the air blow.
2) . When the water temperature di stribution diagrams befor e and af t er the ail'
bl ow were over lapped , a turning point '.;as perceived to exist nearly
3

t
4 .11

the centra l part; t emperature of the upper and lower ;Iater layers turned
over at this point.
3) . The water velocity cau sed by a ir blow was measured as shown in Fig.3(b ) .
The average velocity was 0.27 m/sec . in the upward direction, while the
surface average veloc ity wa s 0 .17 m/se c. in the horizontal (upstream)
direction.
Through the se experimental measurements, many interest ing facts were
learned by the authors, who are to continue this experimenta l study in the coming
winters at other reservoirs under a variety of conditions in order to es t ablish
a genera l quantitative rule on se l ecting an adequate a i r blow volume to prevent
ice cover in reservoirs.
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SCALE MODELS FOR INVESTIGATION OF ICE
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J

MODELES REDUITS DES ETUDES CONCERNANT
LES plffiNOM~NES DE GLACE
Dr. Eng.

O.

Starosolszky

Head of Department

Research Institute for

Budape st

Water Resources

Hungary

Hydraulic model experiments may be resolved into two groups, using
actual ice in a cooled hall Or performed with ice substituents.

In both c ases

difficulties are bound to arise in the determination of scales.

The effect

of distortion is investigat e d 00 the basis of the non-dimensional relation of
l
Pariset, Hausser and Gagnon concerning the stability of the ice cover.
Distorted models do not yield numerically correct values.

Des etudes sur modeles reduits peuvent etre effectuees: ou par
l'utilisation de la glace naturelle dans un hall d'essai refroidi, ou bien
par l'utilisation des subs tituaots de glace.
s'elevent dans tous les deux cas

a la

Des difficultes

a surmonter

determination des echelles du modele.

L'effet de la distorsion du modele est etudie sur la base des rapports presen
tes sous forme adimensionnelle de Pariset, Hausser et Gagnon, concernant la
stabilite de la couverture de glace.

Les modeles distordus ne peuvent pas

fournir des valeurs numeriquement correctes.

1
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Hydraulic experiments may be resolved i nto two broad groups, name ly
these using ac tual ic e in a cooled hall and those

per for~ed

with ic e substi

tuents .
In both cases difficulties ar e bound to arise in the determination
of scales.

Of course for studies into the proces s of i ce formation, the use of

natural i ce and cooled water i s inevitable.

Suit ab le l arge l aborat ory instal

lations are available at very few institutions only.
laboratory at Len i ngrad should be menti oned first.

Among these the ic e
Michel in Canada attempted

to s imulate natural conditions mos t clos e l y by building t he experimental f lume
outdoors for studying frazil ice fo rmat ion.

The small experi mental flume at

Trondheim has been installed at the r efr i gerati on l aboratory of the university.
The recirculation of i cy water and ice floes presents special difficult ies.
In the case of frazil i ce even the heating of the recirculating ice flo es spe
cial conv eyer belts have been devel oped - most l y in the Soviet Union.

Difficul

ties ar e also encountered in cons erving the dimensi ons, a nd pr eventing damages
of ice fl oes .
For this reason, 1n experiment s where t he objective is t o study jce
run condit ions , or t o design structures fo r pass ing i ce , ar ti ficial ice is used
as f or example by Z. Hanko in Hungary for the model studies o n the Nagymar os
;Jarrage .
When the ice cover is studied f or stab ility and jamming , t hen i n
keeping with the equati on of Paris e t, Hausser and Gagnon, t he ide ntity of
/ or the equ i vnl ent
must be ensured 1n the model and

p rotot~e .

Thi s i mplies that the sc a l e fac

tors are r equi red to meet th e condit ion
1

As is well k nown

, ,

AV

AC

A ~ A~
R Y

x

,

After rearrangement t his becomes
AC

,

A- 2

A2
x

AV

,

I

~

),i!

AR

Y

and further
and

A

x

2

y

where
A

is the horizontal, and

A

is the vertical scale factor.

x
y

Introducing these accordingly
1

The relationship is consequently invalid, unless the condition AR
Ay

is satisfied, which in turn is impossible, unless the condition AX
2

is also met, i.e., the model is an undistorted one .

A
Y

No quantitative conclu

sions can thus be arrived at from tests in distorted models on the stability of
i ce covers and the formation of ice jams, or at least checks must be run to see
whether the positions relative to the bell-curve of the model and prototype
are identical, or not.
Ice j amming and the stability of the ice cover are concerned, dis
torted models do not yield numerically correct values.

Even before qualitative

conclusions can be arrived at, it is necessary to check - with the help of
diagram of Pariset and Hausser - whether the points characterizing model and
prototype conditions lie in the same field, or not.
Literature
1-

Pariset, E., - Hausser
jams rivers.

R., - Gagnon, A.:

Proceedings of the ASCE.

Formation of ice covers and ice

Journal of the Hydraulic Division.

November 1966, HY 6.
2-

Starosolszky,O.:

Gondolatok a diffuzios- es a jegjelensegek kismintavi

zsgalatarol. /Thoughts concerning the model study of diffusion - and ice
phenomena, in Hungarian/.

Hidrologiai Kiizlony, 1970/1, Budapest.
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ICE MODELING IN HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING

Bernard Michel, Dr.Eng.

Universite Laval

Quebec

Professor of Ice Mechanics

Departement de Genie Civil

Canada

SYNOPSIS
This is a short summary of lays of similitude applied to problems of
floating ice acting on structure yhere hydromechanical similitude has to
be taken into account.

We also discuss briefly the latest developments

concerning the artificial material that can simulate ice on models.

RESUME

11 s'agit d'une courte revue des lois de similitude appliquees aux pro
blemes de l'interaction des glaces flottantes avec les ouvrages de genie ou
il. faut aussi tenir compte de la similitude hydromecanique.

Nous discutons

aussi brievement les derniers progres concernant le developpement de mate
riaux artificiels pour simuler la glace sur les modeles.

1.
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INTRODUCTION
More than twenty years ago the first model of floating ice
study a problem of river ice jamming.

l

was built to

It was conceived along standard practic es

in hydraulic engineering with the Froude scale and was followed by many others
of the same type.

The similitude was limited mainly to representing hydrodyna

mical cond ition s in order to obtain water l evels.
In the past few years new problems have come up where forces caused by ice
acting on structures have to be determined.

Modeling techniques have e volved to

cope with this problem but because of the difficulty in finding a material that
2
simulates the breaking of ice, the laws of similitude are being questioned , 3
So we think it would be in order now to state the simple laws of similitude
for modeling floating ice while giving briefly the latest developments concerning
the model mat erial itself.

HYDRODYNAMICAL SIMILITliDE
Models where the cond itions of internal collapse of the floating ice are
not represented have been widely used.

The ice is usually made of individual

pieces, considered unbreakable, and only their hydrodynamic behavior is simulated.

A model is geometri cally and cinematically similar if for corresponding
points at corresponding times , we have:
~ =).

~m

v = v. vm

~,

=

t.tm

A

=

v. t*

= .... t.

a~,,*am

where

t

t, v and a are the distances, times, velocities and accelerations

on the prototype with subscripts m f or model values.
are A, t .. ,

v.

(1)
2

The corresponding scales

and a,o

To obtain dynamical similitude it i s required that there be a unique ratio
of all f orces in the model and prototype:
F

(2)

= F.Fm

The forces of gravity on water, ice and other structures have the form:
F

= p g ,9.3

If water is used ln the model, this leads to:
( 4)

The forces of inertia and water friction have respectively the form:
F = p,9.3

~

/dt,

T = C(

E

/.9., Re)

~~
p -2-

(5)

For rough turbulent flows in the model as in nature, where Reynolds mem
bers Re are high enough, both these conditions lead to:

(6)
2.
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It can readily be seen from (4 ) and (6) that full dynamical similitude is
the Froude similitude:

1

Under those conditions, the roughness parameter
to the geometrical scale.

E

1n (5) has to be reduced

In the same manner the friction factor of ice on

other ice or other surfaces has to be identical in model and prototype.
Many ice models have been built with the Froude similitude, giving success
4
ful results , 5, 6, the ice itself being represented by paraffin, wood or poly
ethylene pieces.

We will not elaborate on this well known technique.

COMPLETE HYDRO-MECHANICAL SIMILITUDE

If brittle failure of the floating ice sheet of thickness h is considered for
the prototype and the model and if this failure can be predicted from the elastic
theory, the following supplementary forces have to be taken into account:
Shear failure forces:
T

TO h2,

a
Cj (

, £.

oS.

I.

I.

ac h2,

Cz (

~

,£.

I.

I.

oS.

I.

,

v)

,

v)

,

v)

(8)

Crushing failure forces:
N

~

I.

Flexural failure forces:
p

~

aD

a
h Z C3 (
L

, £.,
L

oS.
L

where T, Nand P are the forces producing failure;

(10)
TO, ac

and

aD

the shear,

compressive and flexural strength of ice; I., a, b, c , representative lengths
corresponding to conditions of loading Cj. CZ, C3 arbitrary functions; v Poisson's
ratio and L a characteristic length called the radius relative stiffness given
by:
(11)

L~

12 pg (l-v Z)
E:

Modulus of, elasticity of ice.

If we require complete similitude to be attained and particularly the correct
geometrical representation of the loading forces relative to the ice, given im
plicitely in fUnctions Cj, Cz and C3, we get from relations (4) (8) (9) (10) (11)
extra conditions of similitude:
TO"

}

L;1I-

A and

E" =

A (l-v Z).

(12)

Equations (7) and (12) gives complete hydro-mechanical similitude.

3.
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A fey models have been built in recent years vhere only some of the require
ments of (12) could be obtained, usually a correct value of the er ' scale. One
o
technique, developed by the Arctic and Antarctic Institute of the USSR 7 uses
veakened ice produced by quick freezing of brine.

The flexural strength is re

duced to scale but Young's modulus, the shear and compressive strengths are not
reduced to the same scale.
to appreciate.

This gives a distortion in the results vhich is hard

The same can be said of many materials to simulate ice based on

vax and paraffin veakened by various additives.

8 9

Very recently tvo breakthroughs '

have been made in developing model ice that vould permit in most cases full hydro
mechanical similitude at reasonable scales.
CONCLUSIONS
The techniques of simulation of floating ice has improved very rapidly in
the last fey years.

The theory itself is straitforvard and simple but the big

difficulty has been to develop a material that vould simulate to a small enough
scale all the mechanical properties of ice.
Such a material has been obtained recently and this vill improve considerably
our ability to solve the very complex problems of ice action on hydraulic and
marine structures.
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DISCUSSION
Dr. J. F. Kennedy·:

Director, Iowa Inst. of Hydraulic Research, U.S.A.

It is indeed interesting to learn more details about the artici
fial ice developed by Professor Michel.

The fixed strength properties

reported in one of his slides, together wito the strength scaling relation,
given by his Equation 12, impose a more or less constant geometric scaling
ratio, ~.

This could be a severe limitation when modelling large pro

totype structures.

It is to be hoped that there will soon be developed a

material whose strength can be readily varied over a moderately wide range.

Dr. A. Assur:

Chief Scientist, CRREL, U.S.A.

The oral presentation stressed among other things the effect
of the angle of internal friction for ice accumulations.

What are the best

values to assume and how have these been documented?

C. R. Neill:

Research Council of Alberta, Canada.

Concerning the new model ice material mentioned by the
author, are the specifications for this material freely available, or
is it a patented material?

5.
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DISCUSSION
P. J. Dix:

British Hovercraft Corp., England.

The approach to scaling the icebreaking mechanism described
by Dr. Michel is good and typifies the approach being adopted in several
research establishments.
It seems unlikely, however, that a completely accurate ice
model in which all properties are scaled precisely can at this stage be obtained.
We are therefore left to model in the best possible way and attempt to compare
the data with full scale.

Despite the fact that meaningful model tests on

ships in open water have been carried out since 1870 it is still not possible
to obtain a complete model of the situation, so how long must we give for tests
in ice?

The approach described by Edwards in his paper is the one to
be adopted i.e. if it agrees with full scale then the scaling cannot be too far
adrift.
It is considered important to note Dr. Michel's statement that
only a brittle failure can at this time be represented.

With particularly low

rates of loading as may be experienced with ice drifting, past structures,

this

is approaching the ductile regime and consequently presents different problems.

6.
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CLOSURE

B. Michel
I have not elaborate too nmch on the characteristics of the
model ice we have developed in our laboratory as this was not the objective
But I can say a few words on it following discussion by Dr.

of this paper.

Kennedy and Mr. Neill.

First of all the values of the different strength

characteristics (<r c' cr 0' E) can be varied at will from their minimum values
up to the design values that may be used in nature.

They can also be raised

one relative to the other in a more limited way by changing some components
of the chemical mixture.

But we have found that it is impossible to make

model ice withcrb smaller than 2 psi. that would hold itself up and be
workable in a model study.

So this is the value that gives the smallest

possible model (crb = 2.5 psi. to represent a given type of ice) and usually
the most economic one.

Of course any scale that gives a higher a-b model value

correspond to model ice that is easier to make and manipulate.

This material

is not patented but is available at our laboratory.
Dr. Assur has put up one important question in ice similitude
where the model technique

iP

better than nature.

We can easily measure the

angle of internal friction of model ice and adjust it.

Unfortunately, I

know of no measurement made in nature for this important parameter.

In the

computation of the equilibrium and stability of ice jams in rivers I have used
the value of 25

0

and I found that this factor had little importance for these

computations for values between 15

0

and 30

0

•

This might not be the case for

other phenomena of ice accumulation.

Mr. Dix is bringing up the whole philosophy of ice modeling.
He is saying that we still cannot fully simulate simple hydraulic phenomena
so it is certainly not possible to do it with ice and the only approach is
the pragmatic one of modeling that agrees with full scale data.
This reasoning is certainly correct when two conditions are
respected;

the first one is that you know what is being measured in nature

and the second one is that you are modeling the same phenomenon on the model.

7.
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10

The question of ice modeling makes me think of modeling in
fluvial hydraulics.

If you go to nature and make measurements you obtain re

sults of sediment load and bed movements only for the very special combination
of events occurring in nature.

You get qualitative understanding of the phe

nomena and a first statistical interpretation of the data not extrapolable to
any other river or any other case.

If you take the problem you are studying in

the lab. where you can control successively all the parameters you obtain a
large understanding of the physics of the phenomenon with a quantitative formu
lation of the interaction of the parameters.
tool than the measurements in nature.

The model is then a more useful

It is the same with ice.

If you go to

nature you get overall results where a large number of parameters (only a few
ones are usually measured) combined in only one particular set of circumstances.
You can define qualitatively the phenomenon and get a few measurements of their
overall effects.

But if you understand these phenomena and know how to model

them you can study systematically the effect of each parameter and quantify it
better than you will ever do in nature.
Modeling that agrees with full scale data can be done in a
number of ways that do not necessarily represents the phenomenon occurring in
nature.

This has happened quite often in fluvial hydraulics and a few times

in ice modeling.

A typical theoretical case is modeling a jam and the water

level rise in a river.

You can do it by having an unconsolidated ice jam.

can do it by having a too strong ice sheet on the model.

You

You can do it by having

a too weak ice sheet on the model but by putting a very heavy suspended lce
load in the flow.

All pragmatic results in each case can be adjusted to be right

but only one simulation would represent the natural phenomenon.

Extrapolation

with modified river conditions would lead in the other two cases to very erro
neous results.
Ice modeling is one of the most powerful tool to make our
field progress but under the condition that it is used properly for what it is
intended to do with its laws very well understood.

10- Michel, B. (1968)-

"Thrust by an unconsolidated ice cover on a boom"
National Research Council, Canada.
pp. 163-170.
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DISCUSSION RECEIVED AFTERWARDS

J. L. Haydock:

Acres Consulting Services Ltd, Canada.

I should like to comment on the general problem of ic e modelling
hydro-mechanical similitude with particular r e ference to the physical properties
of synthetic model ice.
Professor Michel opens the section of his paper on hydro
mechanical similitude with two qualifications.
1-

"If brittle failure is considered"

2-

"If this failure can be predicted from the elastic theory".

These imply linear elastic stress-strain behaviour, together
with ultimate strength, and stress-defqrmation characteristics which are inde
pendent of rate of loading and duration of load.

Though these assumptions will

often be justifiable for cases of rapid loading, the que s tion naturally arises-
what would the properties of model material have to be to cope with otber types
of problem in which the non-linearities and time-dependent load-deformation and
ultimate strength characteristics of ice and ice-snow mixtures cannot be ignored.
The complete similitude analysis is lengthy but it was carried
out some 6 years ago by the Canadian consulting engineering firm of H. G. Acres

& Company Limited prior to a series of hydro-mechanical i ce model tests executed
as a part of design studies for the crossing of Northumberland
the Canadian mainland and Prince Edward Island.

Strai~

petween

The results of this similitude

study can, however, be summarized quite briefly.
For complete similitude of static, quasi-static and dynamic
behaviour in a single model we must have, in conjunction with Froud~ scaling, a
synthetic model ice which has the properties shown on the accompanying sketch.
The full line is a more or less arbitrarily drawn form of stress
strain-time characteristic for the prototype ice or ice-snow mixture.

The stress

strain-time paths for the model material and the real ice, when tested under si
milar loading systems, say unconfined compression, must be related to each other
by the set of linear transformations shown on the sketch for all corresponding

9.
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•
points on the two paths up to and including failure .

The hatched curve shows the

required characteristic s for the model ice material derived in this way.
When time-dependency i s neglected, the paths become two
dimensional in the stress-strain plane and relation 1) on the sketch becomes
irrelevant.

With the additional assumption that the stress-strain pehaviour is

linear, relationships

2) and

3)

on the sketch yield the similitude criteria

indicated by Professor Michel in his paper as a special case.
The extent to which the complete requirements can be met in a
single synthetic material governs the effectiveness of the simulation in the
most genera l case.

If the requirements can be satisfied entirely, reproduction

of all the types of hydro-mechanical behaviour in a single model will be vir
tually complete .

Creep phenomena, plastic failure, "brittle" failure, hysteresis,

propagation of compres sion, shear and flexural waves, will all be satisfactorily
simulated.

Similarity fails only for flexural waves propagated across the ice

sheet at speeds approaching that of sound in water (about I mile per second) but
the type of shock wave problem to which this would relate is encountered only in
very special cases .
The general s imilitude requirements for synthetic ice in the
Froude type model are, of course, a great deal easier to state than to achieve,
and in any practical problem many compromises must be made.

It is, however ,

desirable to be aware of the general requirements so that a specific modelling
problem can be attacked with a knowledge of the approximations it is necessary
to make, and so that research work to develop better and more adaptable mat erials
can proceed toward well defined goals.
It is interesting to note that structural engineers concerned
with arch dam design and development have achieved remarkable success over the
years in evolving model materials simulating, to definite scales, the non-linear
and time-dependent properties of concrete and rock for use in static and dynamic
model tests of arch dams .

These studies include simulatio n of failure modes and

determinat i on of failure l oad factors.

The success achieved in this field must ,

I think, be very largely attributed to a thorough understanding of the ge neral
similitude requirements for such models and intensive development work on
model materials.
In spite of recent developments in hydro-mechani cal modelling
of ice and refinement of model ice materials there is still a great need for
further progress and I trust that this discussion will help to indicate the
opportunities which remain to be exploited.

11.
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B. Michel
I have said in the oral presentation of this short paper,
limited to four pages, that there was interest in the future of ice modeling
to simulate the non-elastic behaviour of ice in the ductile range.

This is

certainly a challenge and the approach described by Mr. Haydock is correct.
We have done extensive testing on fresh water ice in our laboratory and the
arbitrary curve shown by Mr. Haydock correspond to plastic flow of ice under
very small rates of deformation.

A few problems only are of practical interest

in this domain like the problem of thermal thrust of an expanding ice sheet and
the problem of internal pressures set up by wind and water friction forces.
These problems are certainly not of the types to be treated by model studies.
Another area of interest would be in the range of ductile behaviour of ice.
But again this is limited to rates of interaction of ice pieces with structures
less than a few tenths of a foot per second.

The very large domain of testing

will still remain in the elastic range where we have brittle behaviour both of
the ice and its modeling material.

12.
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MODELLING THE MOTION OF SHIPS THROUGH POLAR ICE
FIELDS USING UNCONSTRAINED, SELF-PROPELLED MODELS

Roderick Y. Edwards, Jr.*
Vice President

ARCTEC, Inc., Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

Jack W. Lewis*
ARCTEC, Inc., Washington, D.C., U.S.A.
President
Synopsi s
The desirability of performing self-propelled model tests of icebreaking ships is
outlined. Scaling relationships for modelling icebreaker performance are dis
cussed briefly. Model test techniques employed by the U.S. Coast Guard at the
Naval Undersea Research and Development Center are reviewed. The results of the
tests of models of the Wind class icebreaker and a new hull form are presented.
Correlation between model and full scale is demonstrated by comparing the results
of full scale and model trials of the Wind class icebreaker. The model test re
sults revealed theoretically predicted differences in absolute icebreaking re
sistances and also showed effects of hull form variations.
All assertions or opinions contained herein are the private views of the writers
and are not to be construed as official or reflecting the views of the Comman
dant or the United States Coast Guard at large .
*Formerly LCDR., U.S. Coast Guard
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INTRODUCTION
In 1964 the United States Coast Guard began feasibility studies for the design of
a polar icebreaker to replace the Wind class icebreakers. Little information on
the powering requirements for such ships was available at that time. A series of
model and full scale trials were therefore conducted in conjunction with analyti
cal work to find a suitable technique for predicting the powering requirements for
these ships. One technique is the use of a model sea ice, the properties of which
permit the application of scaling laws suggested by Nogid [5J and Kashteljan et
al. [1]. Model tests have the advantage of permitting a wide variation of the
parameters of test ships without the financial risk associated with testing un
usual ideas on a large scale. Usually, ship model tests are conducted by towing
the ship with a carriage and measuring the towing force and speed. In towed model
tests in ice the propulsive force cannot be applied to the model in a completely
realistic way. Self propelled tests permit realistic behavior of the model during
the icebreaking process and provide useful information on the propeller-ice inter
action phenomena.
Scaling Laws
The icebreaking problem may be characterized as the interaction of a propelled
body floating on a free surface with an elastic plate on a hydrostatic foundation.
Several important differential equations govern the elastic, hydro-dynamic, in
ertial and gravitational forces which arise during ice interactions. To insure
the proper relationship between the model and full scale behavior, these dif
ferential equations, in dimensionless form, must be the same for both the model
and the prototype. Nogid [5J and Kashteljan, Poznyak and Ryvlin, [lJ have given
an excellent development of these scaling relationships. They show that the use
of a material and a model ship which satisfies the constraints listed below will
provide a suitable model of the dynamic interaction between a ship and a floating
ice sheet
l/ A·h p

(1 )

l/ " .op
l/".E p

(2)

(3)

(4)

Pip
l/ AL
P
1/A 3 .M
P
1/A 5 ·r

1/ A l/2~v

(5)
(6)

(7)
(8)

p

where h, 0 , E and pi are the ice thickness, ice strength, elastic modulus of the
ice and mass density of the ice respectively and L, M, I, V are the linear dimen
sion, mass, mass moment of inertia and velocity of the vessel respectively. The
subscripts m and p refer to model and prototype (full scale) respectively. Lewis
2
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and Edwards [2] have arrived at the same conclusion using dimensional analysis
(Pi Theorem) and have corroborated their results with full scale data, model test
data in fresh water ice and model test. data in sea ice. They have proposed the
following continuous ice resistance relationship.
(9)

It may be seen that this equation implies the same scaling laws as equations (1)
through (8).
Model Test Technigues
The important components of self propelled icebreaker model experiments are a
carefully prepared model ice sheet, a well calibrated and properly balanced model
and ffi accurate method for measuring ship speed, propeller speed, and propeller
thrust.
Ice Sheet.
Tne ice sheets were formed on the surface of a sea water pool by
lowering the air temperature in the room containing the pool. Best results were
obtained using a freezing air temperature of -18°F. When the desired ice thick
ness was obtained the air temperature was raised to 10°F. The experiments were
conducted at this "holding" temperature. Strength of the ice was obtained from
in-situ cantilever beam tests. The elastic modulus was obtained by measuring
sheet deflection under various loads. At the end of each continuous or ramming
run, the ice thickness was measured carefully along the track of the model.
Model Ship. - An accurate scale model (1/36) of the prototype hulls was construc
ted. A series of towing tests were performed in open water on each model. The
result of these tests was an array of available model towing force as a function
of propeller and model speed. This data was subsequently programmed on a computer
so force available for icebreaking could be retrieved accurately from measured
values of propeller and model speed. The model was carefully ballasted and
dynamically calibrated such that the radius of gyration of the model about the
midship axis is l/ A times the radius of gyration of the full scale ship.
Model Measurements. - The self propelled model requires an umbilical cord (see
Fig. 1) to provide power to the model engines . Measurements of motor speed,
torque and 6 components of hull acceleration were removed through this umbilical
cord. Great care was taken to insure that it would not influence the behavior
of the model. The velocity was measured using the arrangement shown in Figure 2.
The system was carefully designed to minimize forces on the model. The outputs
of all the sensors were recorded on alight pen oscillograph.

3
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PHOTOGRAPH OF A 1/36 SCALE MOOEL OF AN ICEBREAKER PROCEEDING THROUGH 3.0 CM OF
SEA ICE. (MAN IN BACKGROUND IS TAKING UNOERWATER PICTURES OF THE SCREWS; MAN IN
FOREGROUND IS SHOOTING SURFACE MOTION PICTURES; THIRD MAN CONTROLS THE CARRIAGE
SPEED KEEPING THE UMBILICAL CORD VERTICAL OVER THE MODEL.)

LINE GUIDES

/

SLOTTED DISC (120 SLOTS
EVERY 10th BLOCKED)

, , \1 /, '

FIGURE 2
SKETCH OF MODEL VELOCITY AND DISTANCE RECORDING SYSTEM
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Description Of A Continuous Mode Icebreaking Run. - Prior to each run, values
were obtained for elastic modulus and strength. In-situ cantilever beam breaking
tests were used to obtain the strength of the ice sheet. The forces which caused
the beam to fail and the cantilever dimensions were measured. Strength was com
puted as follows :
(10)

where cr, Po' L, b, and h are the failure strength of the ice, the load required
to cause failure, the cantilever length, breadth and thickness respectively .
Elastic modulus is obtained by determining the characteristic length of the ice
sheet.

£c =

i,

Eh3

(11)

--=-:-'------'2"'

l2p g(l-v )
VI

where £ = characteristic length, v= Poisson's ratio (approximately .33), Pw = the
mass density of the fluid. The characteristic length may be obtained from the
solution to the deflection of the infinite ice sheet prepared by Nevel [3J.

\~p gX2

~

= -

X2
1/271 £2 kei

(il

(12 )

where W, Po' X, kei are deflection of the ice sheet, load, distance from load to
deflection gauge and a Kelvin function tabulated by Nevel [3J respectively.
Nevel [4J has tabulated the righthand side of (12) in terms of ~ . For each data
point the lefthand side is a constant, hence X/£c may be obtain~d by a table
search and interpolation. £c and subsequently E may then be computed.
While the strength measurements were being conducted, model sensors were calibrated
and the model prepared for the test. After being placed in a slot in the ice
sheet, power was applied to the propellers and the model was permitted to progress
unconstrained, except in the athwartships direction, for five or six model
lengths. Underwater motion pictures of the propeller area were taken when poss
ible. Surface pictures were also taken to provide an opportunity to evaluate the
similarity between model behavior and full scale behavior visually. At the con
clusion of the run, ice thickness was recorded at one meter intervals along the
track.
Data Reductlon
The model velocity and s haft speed readi ngs ~Iere obtained from the osc i 11 ograph
records at one meter intervals. The readings were combined with the ice thick
ness data and recorded on computer cards. Each run was processed using a program
5
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which computed available thrust from model and propeller speeds. The program
printed and plotted out the values of resistance (available thrust), ice thick
ness, shaft speed and model velocity at every meter. Average values of resistance,
ice thickness, and model speed were computed over those regions for which the
plots indicated steady state conditions (See Figure 3). Each average value of ice
thickness, velocity and resistance, constituted a data point . Usi~g this data,
combined with ice strength, ice density (assumed constant at 1.79 lb-sec 2/ft 4)
and model beam, the dimensionless coefficients listed below were formed.
N

NI"

R'

B'

=

Pi 9h / cr
Pi v2 / cr
R/crh 2
B/h

dimensionless
dimensionless
dimensionless
dimensionless

vol umetri c force
i nerti a1 force
res i stance
beam

(13 )
(14 )
(15 )
(16 )

where R, Pi' cr , h, B, V, g are respectively resistance, mass density of the ice,
ice thickness, ship beam, ship speed and the gravitational constant (in compatable
units). These dimensionless numbers, their application and development are dis
cussed at length by Lewis and Edwards [2J.
RESUL
- TS
Tests were performed on a 1/36 scale model of the Wind class icebreaker and on a
model of one of the candidate hull designs for the new U. S. Coast Guard ice
breaker (referred to as the M-13). The raw data was converted to the dimension
less numbers (13),(14),(15) and (16). These "dimensionless data pojnts" were
fitted to equation (9) and the three unknown constants determined using regression
analysis. The resulting dimensionless equation for the Wind class model data and
the results of the regression analysis of the full scale trial data of a Wind
class vessel are plotted in Figure 4. The dimensionless equations are shown below
for the Wind class and M-13 model data
(17) WIND
R'
0.838 + 5.382 B'N" + 4.211 B'N I
(18) M-13
R' = 0.323 + 6.606 B'N" + 3.246 B'N I
The complete results of the regression analysis associated with these equations
are shown in Tables 1 and 2. Equations (17) and (18) are plotted in model units
in Figure 5 along with the raw data from the two model tests. The equations are
plotted for the full scale conditions in Figure 6. A comparison between the two
hull forms is shown in Figure 7 where the ratio of equation (17) to equation (18)
for equal values of beam is plotted. Reference to Figure 7 indicates the small
relative superiority of the M-13 hull form over the Wind class hull form with re
gard to continuous icebreaking capability. Abbreviated forebody lines drawings
for the M-13 and Wind class are superimposed on Figure 7.
6
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TABLE 1.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION AND VARIANCE ANALYSIS OF WIND CLASS DIMENSIONLESS MODEL CONTINUOUS ICEBREAKING DATA

VARIABLE
NAME
100 (*) .f!i9!!.
a
P;V 2
100(*) a

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

CORRELATION
X VS Y

REGRESSION
COEFFICIENT

STD. ERROR
OF REG. COEF.

22.80616

13.84108

0.77605

0.05382

0.01086

4.95360

13.35272

18.66083

0.78551

0.04211

0.00806

5.22492

2. 62812

1.59744

DEPENDENT

co

INTERCEPT

0.83815

MULTIPLE CORRELATION

0.86510

STD. ERROR OF ESTIMATE

0.81814
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION

SOURCE OF VARIATION
ATTRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION
DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION
TOTAL

.j>.

.j>.

COMPUTED
T VALUE

SUM OF
SQUARES

MEAN
SQUARES

F VALUE

2
47

93.57888
31.46004

46.78944
0.66936

69.90150

49

125.03892

DEGREES
OF FREEDOM

TABLE 2.

SUMMARY OF REGRESSION AND VARIANCE ANALYSIS OF M-13 DIMENSIONLESS MODEL CONTINUOUS ICEBREAKING DATA

VARIABLE
NAME

MEAN

STANDARD
DEVIATION

CORRELATION
X VS Y

REGRESSION
COEFFICIENT

STD. ERROR
OF REG. COEF.

COMPUTED
T VALUE

~£..i.9.!l.
h 0

0.17606

0.06693

0.80245

6.60578

0.76792

8.60208

~

0.14067

0.18246

0.87446

3.24264

0.28170

11.51073

1.94245

0.95068

h

pil
0

DEPENDENT

<J:)

INTERCEPT

0.32322

MULTIPLE CORRELATION

0.95782

STD. ERROR OF ESTIMATE

0.27993
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE FOR THE REGRESSION

SOURCE OF VARIATION
ATRRIBUTABLE TO REGRESSION
DEVIATION FROM REGRESSION
TOTAL

..,.
..,.

DEGREES
OF FREEOOM
2
40
42

SUM OF
SQUARES
34.82563
3.13423
37.95986

MEAN
SQUARES
17.41281
0.07835

F VALUE
222.22750
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CONCLUSIONS
The comparison
Wind class model and full scale test results demonstrates the
validity of sea ice model tests. The nondimensional approach has been used to re
move the effects of different model beams. It also eliminates the problem of
ice strength varying from test to test. After removal of these two effects
only the effect of different hull shape and sampling and experimental errors
remain to account for the difference in resultant coefficients of the dimension
less resistance equations (17) and (18). It is concluded that changes incorpo
rated in the fore body shape of the M-13 produce a distinct improvement in con
tinuous icebreaking performance over the Wind class.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HYDRAULIC RESEARCH
ICE SYMPOSIUM, REYKJAVIK, 8-10 SEPT. 1970
DISCUSSION by P.J. Dix (British Hovercraft Corporation)
on paper by R.Y. Edwards & J.W. Lewis (Ref. 4.14) (Modelling the Motion of
Ship Through Polar Ice Fields, etc.)
The authors have neglected to mention under their section on scaling laws
that a representative coefficient of friction is required between the model hull
and the ice. To use the authors' subscript ~ = ~p.
Since the elastic modulus E is dependent on rate of application of load
it is considered important that the experiments carried out to measure deflection
are at a correctly scaled rate. The same may also be true for the measurements
of ice strength.
The solution to the deflection of the infinite ice sheet prepared by
Nevel assumes a compliant base, i.e., the water. However, in the case of the
fracture of an ice sheet by an icebreaker where the breaking occurs relatively
quickly it may be important to consider the virtual mass or inertia of the water.
It would be interesting to see the values of E obtained and what variation
in E occurs as the strength varies. It seems unlikely that the same scale will
apply to both strength and E.
The authors are to be congratulated on carrying out model tests in ice
which show a good correlation with the limited full scale data which is available.

DISCUSSION by Dr. Bernard Michel (Universite Laval)
on paper by Edwards and Le~li s (4-14)
The authors have been pioneers in icebreaker model tests and they were
the first ones to use weakened brine ice in a towing tank on the American con
tinent. This is certainly a worthwhile achievement in a very difficult field of
ice modeling. There is little doubt that this technique is very useful to under
stand and quantify in the first approximation the behavior of different icebreak
ing bows.
The technique however fails on a number of points to be a perfect tool
for research. This may be quite acceptable to answer a number of questions like
the ramming one, but may be needed for more complex icebreaking operations.
One of the areas of imprecision of the technique is lack of complete
similitude of all the forces and corresponding parameters that are intervening
in .the icebreaking process. The more obvious one is the Young's Modulus. The
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ice is weakened with brine and the scale is chosen in function of the flexural
strength value. The Young's Modulus is then measured and assumed to be of related
value in nature. There is no liberty to set it to predetermined values for var
ious types of natural ice. Less obvious, but important processes that occur in
the icebreaking operation are not scaled down. The crushing of ice near full beam
of the ship, the part of crushing strength in flexural failure and the secondary
shear failures of primary broken ice pieces. These phenomena may be neglected in
a ramming operation but they cannot be so in continuous icebreaking when most
energy is spent on the dynamic process of moving these pieces around. Another
problem of similitude with real ice is the fact that at low rates of loading on
a model, ice may be ductile but it will be brittle at corresponding high rates
in nature.
Another weakness of this method is the low reproductibility and rather
large scatter of results. This is caused by the extreme difficulty of making ice
of uniform texture in a big tank and from one test to the other. The primary ice
layer is very sensitive to conditions of formation including purity of water
(foreign substances). Furthermore, there is a large variation of strength within
the few top inches of brine ice. Ice samples with this technique may reveal
large variation on mechanical properties in the same test and from one test to
the other. This may explain the dispersion in the results.
As a first approximation the technique seems to give acceptable results
as can be seen from figure 4 and has been used successfully by the authors.

DISCUSSION by Dr. A. Assur (Cold Regions Research and Engineering Lab)
on paper by R.Y. Edwards, Jr. and J.W. Lewis
A considerable controversy exists between various schools of thought
engaged in ice modeling on how to properly scale the strength properties of ice.
The use of artificial materials has been suggested to achieve proper scaling of
properties. In the case of icebreakers these difficulties could be alleviated
if the effect of strength upon performance would be known conceptually. By ad
justing for the effect of strength, the other resistance components could be
modelled. Accordin~ to Russian studies the effect of strength is less significant
than previously assumed. Such an approach would not produce complete similitude
but could be tried nontheless.
In analyzing resistance versus ice thickness it helps to eliminate the
velocity effect first. Fig. 5 shows both. What is the best resistance versus
velocity relationship for constant thickness?
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AUTHOR'S REPLY TO DISCUSSIONS OF
PAPER 4-14 BY R.Y. EDWARDS, JR. AND J.W. LEWIS
Mr. P.J. Dix - British Hovercraft Corporation
Mr. Dix's observation concerning the coefficient of friction is correct.
The equality of the friction coefficient is a necessary condition for proper
modelling. The elastic modulus of ice is dependent upon the rate of load as is
the ice strength. In our experiments we loaded the ice sheet with handheld force
gauge s and attempted to do so at a rate which we felt was typical of the model
ship's rate of loading the ice. We agree that much better control of these
measurements should be exercised in the future. Our observations indicate that
a and E are related linearly . It has been difficult to achieve precise scaling
of both a and E to date. We are continuing to investigate ice formation tech
niques to bring the two variables into a relationship which will permit the
simultaneous scaling of both.
Dr. Bernard Michel - Universite Laval
We thank Dr. Michel for his comments. We agree that the modelling pro
cedures we have developed and used are not perfect tools for research at this time.
We do feel, however, that the technique provides solutions to engineering problems .
We have observed that correlation between model test and full scale data is good
in the continuous icebreaking mode.
With regard to load rate, the rate at which the model loads the ice sheet
is proportional to the model speed which in a Froude scaled system i s 1/ . 1/ 2
times the full scale speed, however it appears that even at model speeds of 0.5
ft/sec, the model sea ice fails in a brittle mode. On one occasion when the model
ran at approximately 0.1 ft/sec, extremely plastic ice behavior was observed.
Nonetheless, the ice resistance data obtained from that run ,did not exhibit any
noticeable variance from data obtained in the higher speed runs when the ice
failed in the elastic mode.
Finally, with regard to the ':scatter" of our data, may I suggest that the
statistical parameters listed in Tables 1 and 2 indicate rather good correlation
between the curves and the data . Later dimensionless analysis of this data,
Ref. [2] indicates that it exhibits little scatter. Perhaps the fact that the
raw data shown in Fig. 5 is plotted in one dimension but is a function of four
variables gives the impression of large "scatter."
Dr. Andrew Assur - Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
The authors agree with Dr. Assur's practical approach to modelling ship
behavior in ice. Our test experience with the U.S. Coast Guard and our current
17
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laboratory work point to the relatively small part strength plays in the behavior
of a ship in ice. It would seem that one could accept a small error in ice
strength, scale elastic modulus correctly and make small corrections to the test
results .
To answer Dr. Assur's question about velocity effect, we suggest that the
resistance appears to vary as the square of the velocity.
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The physics of ice/water flows, in particular the set of forces
at work in such a mixture, is briefly outlined.
Similitude requirements are derived, and model laws discussed.
Finally, some problems of practical model testing are mentioned.

1

THE PHYSICAL BACKGROUND
Two Phases - The transport of ice by flowing water is a two-phase
flow,

and it is helpful to have this in mind and stick to a con

ceptual model in which the ice represents the particulate phase,
no matter how wide the range of particle size.

The forces at

work are
a)

fluid to particle forces

b)

fluid to boundary

c)

particle to particle

d)

particle to boundary

"
"

For low concentration of solids only forces of class a
are interesting.

and b above

As the concentration of solids increases, the

class c and d forces become increasingly important.

Two States -

Heat exchange gives rise to changes of state.

In the

simplest case such changes may be represented by sources and sinks
to provide the correct mass flux.

However, in many cases a much

more important effect of changes of state is the increase during
freezing and decrease during thawing of forces of class c and d.

LAWS OF SIMILITUDE
Fluid to Particle Forces - A set of 7 forces are recognized in
newtonian mechanics.

In steady flow the inertia forces is balanced

by the four forces of gravity, drag, lift and pressure gradient.

In

unsteady flow two more forces appear, one due to the added mass of
the particle, and the other due to its previous history (Basset
force).
A Froude model, which is based on similitude for the two first of
these forces, inertia and gravity, also happens to reproduce cor
rectly drag and presSure gradient forces, except for viscosity
dominated phenomena with certain round shapes.
The remaining steady flow force is the lift force, or more precisely,
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the lift due to turbulence (the lift due to the mean flow is sub
ject only to the restriction mentioned above for the drag).

A

correct simulation of lift forces·is necessary to secure a correct
concentration distribution of ice particles suspended below the
free surface.

The governing parameter, sometimes referred to as

the Rouse number, is
(1 )

2=

where w is the fall velocity of the particle (negative for ice) and

ae.u.

is a rough measure of the turbulence velocity (~ is the

von Karman constant, M,..

is the friction velocity).

Therefore, all of the fluid to particle forces are reproduced with
good accuracy in a Froude model when

1) the particles are sharp

edged, as are indeed most ice forms, and 2) the Reynolds number is
sufficiently high to produce Rouse numbers of the right order of
magnitude.

Fluid to Boundary Forces -

The same restrictions that apply to

modelling of single phase open channel flows, apply equally for ice/
water flows.

A sufficiently high Reynolds number must be secured

to reproduce observed or anticipated energy grade lines.

At the

same time the correct mode of flow (subcritical or supercritical)
must be obtained, and, finally, the velocity distribution should
not be significantly distorted.
In open channel models these requirements are very often met by
distorting the geometry and exaggerating the vertical length scale
compared with the horizontal length scale.

~his

practice, while

always introducing scale effects, nevertheless has proved extremely
useful because it gives sufficiently accurate results at a low cost.

Particle to Particle Forces -

For an ice bridge to form of particles

floating on the surface, shear forces must be transmitted from the
individual particles to its neighbours, and eventually to the solid
boundary.
The theories of soil mechanics have been used to estimate the
strength properties of an ice bridge.
3

(DEVIK,O. and E. KANAVIli,1965,
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PARISET et al 1966).
The shear stress

~

is assumed to folloy Coulocb's lay
(2 )

yhere c is the cohesion,

cr

the normal stress and tG~ the friction

angle of the granular r.laterial.
While the empirical equation (2) has been turned into a very useful
analytical tool for soils due to the huge amounts of data available,
ye are only in the beginning as far as ice is concerned.

Accepting

(2) as a Yorking hypothesis, similitude requires that the ratio
"t;

yhere V is a characteristic velocity, remains invariant.

<sV2

For a Froude model this means that the scale ratio of shear strength
L::,-

equals the length scale ratio lr' or

If the normal stress(J" is correctly reproduced, i.e.

cr,-=-l... '

(3)

gives
(4 )

Particle to Boundary Forces -

If the boundary is simply a failure

plane in an ice jam, the strength properties may be considered the
same for forces of class c and class d.
If the boundary is of a different material, for instance a concrete
yall or a river bed, (2) cay still give a useful description of the
shear yith a proper choice of coefficients.

110DEL STUDIE S
Reduced · scale model studies have been reported for various ice/yater
floys,

for instance

4

11 .15

1.

breakup of ice jams (MICri~L 1965)

2.

Formation of ice jams

3.

~iscbarge

(PARIS~~

et al 1966)

capacity of free surface flows

(CAR STb rl S 1968)

Most of these studies are based on the practical approac h of the
professional model tester.
a physical

~odel

his method is first to build and operate

so as to reproduce certain observed phenomena

according to a ffiodel law of his choice.

Then he proceeds by extra

polating on the model beyond the ranse of verified performance.
This in turn wiaens his experience when the modelled structure has
been completed and the laboratory ex"rapolation can be cbecked.
Wbile the accuracy of the model can be estimated within its verified
range, the uncertainty introduced by extrapolations is not known,
and usually the results are reported with some qualifying
reservations.
Fig. 1 shows the model at the Technical University of
Burfell diversion,

Tnjors~,

~orway

of the

Iceland, during a test with polyethylene

shavings to simulate frazil slush .

..._

Fig. 1

-SKIMMING

WEIR

1:40 model of the Burfell diversion

5
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Fig. 2 shows tne prototype in operation with actual slush in the
river.

FiG' 2
Co~paring

the tvo photos, one can conclude that quite a few details

were predicted

Fig. 3

The burfell diversion, Tnjorsi

00

the ~odel, Which had a leogth scale 1,40.

bhear zones in prototype frazil slush, Thjorsa

6

at Burfell

On the other hand, the shear zones that developed in the slush carpet
upstream of the diversion as seen in Fig. 3, were not predicted by
the model.

Shear failures in the model slush were only observed

along separation lines, where strong velocity gradients existed.
Whether this lack of similitude was caused by too high internal
shear strength (class c forces)
(class d forces)

or too low boundary shear strength

in the model, is not known at present.
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DI5CUSSIO~

AUThOR'S

COMM~NT:

In presenting the paper I shoved some slides from

the model study of the Burfell diversion and made some comments on
these tests and the prototype experience of last vinter.

The

questions are concerned vith this example.

G. SIGURDSSON: CAR5Th5S mentioned that lov water levels at the inlet
at durfell vould result in more frequent forming of ice bridges than
high water levels.

This is not correct.

Of the 12 or 14 ice bridges

that were formed at the inlet last vinter one vas caused by too lov
vater levels or more correctly too little flushing vater, tvo vere
caused by a step-burst carrying very large pieces of broken up sheet
ice that stopped at the inlet in spite of high vater levels.
other bridges vere formed because of too high vater levels.

All the
Lov

vater levels reduce greatly the likelyhood of ice bridge formation
as veIl as making it easier to get rid of bridge should it form.
Answer:

What I had in mind when I said that lover vater

l~vels

would

cause more frequent bridging, vas the risk of occasional ice floes
vith a draft exceeding the vater depth over the skimming weir.

Such

floes vould stop against the veir, act as bridge piers and facilitate
bridging.
On the other hand, the thickening of the ice carpet vhich results
from too high vater levels viII also cause ice bridges, as ve have
just seen on your slides.
~he

question of the optimum vater level is in my opinion a statistical

one that can only be ansvered vhen experience has given the
frequencies with vhich different ice forms occur.

The record of last

vinter is biased, because you vere operating most of the time at high
vater levels.

S. RlST:

My questions are concerning the intake at Burfell.

As

SIGURDSSON mentioned in his lecture they had to cut a gap in the
rockfill jetty in

~ovember

last year (1969).

Did anything unexpected happen?

The first question

1S:

Did the river choke at the upper end

of the rockfill jetty vhen the ice was groving active, so it did not

4.15

occur as single particles?

Ur is it more favourable hydraulic

conditions to let the water flow direct towards the ice sluice?
The third, would you advice to fill the gap again or open it more
to devoid turbulence?
Answer:

Step bursts on the Thjorsa are of course not unexpected,

but they were not included in the model tests.
The model worked better without the jetty, however

the model

ice was not sheared the way the river ice is, and did not form
relatively narrow approach channels through stagnant ice fields as
the river aoes.
I would not fill the gap in the jetty.

What I would like to do, is

to extend the jetty to the left bank.

S. RIST:

When the water is entering from the wide river bed into

the narrowness by the rockfill jetty the concentration of the slush
on the surface increases and the icebridges will form more easily.
As you mentioned to extena the rockfill jetty to the east bank, then
we are running against another problem it will not be easy in floods
to use gateless spillway for excess water and ice floes.
Answer:

I agree that by extending the jetty we face a risk of raising

flood levels.

Therefore I would build the jetty of an easily

erodible material so that a raising flood would wash it out before
peaking.

9
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THE FAILURE OF ICE
LA RUPTURE DE LA GLACE

Dr. L. W. Gold, Research Officer, Division of Building Research,
National Research Council of Canada, Ottawa, Canada.

Information is presented on the cracking activity that occurs in colurnnar
grained ice during creep and constant rate of strain tests, when the load is
applied perpendicular to the long direction of the grains.

This cracking activity

is responsible for the occurrence of tertiary creep or failure in uniaxial com
pression tests when the stress exceeds about 12 bars.

The behaviour of ice

around structures is discussed with reference to the results of the laboratory
studies.

On presente des donnees sur la fissuration de la glace

a structure

a taux constant
a la longueur des grains.

colonnaire au cours d'essais de fluage et de deformations
lorsque la charge est appliquee perpendiculairement

La fissuration est responsable du fluage tertiaire ou de la rupture au cours
des essais sous compression uniaxiale lorsque les contraintes
12 bars.

exc~dent

On discute du comportement de la glace autour des structures

en rapport avec les resultats obtenus en laboratoire.

5.1

The determination of the maximum force that ice can exert against a
structure requires knowledge of the strength of ice under various conditions of
loading.

Failure of ice, under most design loads of interest to engineers, is due

to a breakdown of its structure by the formation of cracks.

A series of observa

tions have been carried out On the factors controlling crack formation in ice, and
the role that it plays in deformation and failure (I, 2, 3).

These observations

were made on columnar-gr a ined ice, subjected to simple compression in the
direction perpendicular to the long direction of the grains.

There was a marked

tendency for the crystallographic basal planes to be parallel to the long direction
of each grain.

This note presents some of the results of this study that are of

significance for both laboratory and field investigations of ice pressures.
CRACK FORMATION DURING CREEP
Cracks were observed to form in ice when the constant compressive
stress was greater than about 6 bars.

The cracks were long and narrow, and

usually associated with only one or two grains.

The plane of the cracks tended

to be parallel to the applied stress, with the long direction in the long direction
of the grains.

When the stress was less than about 10 bars,

the cracking

activity was confined mainly to the primary stage of creep.
A marked change in creep behaviour was observed over the stress range
10 to 12 bars.

The secondary creep stage developed if the stress was less

than 10 bars.

If the stress was greater than about 12 bars,

the tertiary or

accelerating creep-rate stage developed directly from the primary stage within a
creep strain of

o.

2S per cent.

Cracking activity for these loads was continuous

in the tertiary stage, and many specimens developed fault zones approximately
parallel to the planes of maximum shear.

The cracking activity appeared to

concentrate within the fault zones, as shown in figure 1.
The strain dependence of the average rate of cracking is shown in figure
2 for tests carried out at various stresses at a temperature of -9. S±O. SoC.
corresponding average creep behaviour is shown in figure 3.

The

Similar cracking

activity and creep behaviour was observed at temperatures of -4.8, .-14.8 and
-31.0°C.
The observations indicated that the onset of the tertiary stage of creep for
stress greater than 12 bars,
cracking activity.

was due to the breakdown of the structure by

The crack density observed at the beginning of the secondary

creep stage for stress of 10 bars,

was about 1.4 per cm 2 •
2

It was about 1. 6
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Fig. I. Crack formation in colum
nar -g rained ice defo rmed 1 pe r
cent ; stress = 19.6 bars.
Tem perature = -9 . S oC .

Fig. 2.

.
lng

Strain dependence of crack
aN f or gl. ve n s tress cr,
rate,

bars.

ae'

Temperature = -9. S oC.

For 0". 19.6 Bars
Maximum Cracking Rate
= 3940 Cracks/c m2/Unil Strain
at c = 14.5xl0- 4
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Fig. 3.

Strain dependence of average creep rate for
given stress.

Temperature = -9.5°C.

{Note the transition in behaviour in the stress
range of 10 to 12 bars.
per cm z at the onset of the tertiary stage for stress of 11.8 bars, and about
0.5 per cm z for the same condition when the stress was 15.7 bars.
CRACK FORMATION DURING CONSTANT RATE OF STRAIN
Observations have also been made on the behaviour of columnar-grained
ice under conditions of constant rate of cross -head movement of the testing
machine.

As in the constant-load tests, loads were applied perpendicular to the

long direction of the grains.
of strain of 5 x 10'4 to 15

X

The stre s s developed had a maximum in the range
10'4 (i.e. an upper yield stress).

A second upper

yield stress was observed for strain rates in the same range as those associated
with constant compressive loads of less than 10 bars

The second maximum

in the stress occurred in the strain range of 1 to 2 per cent; this range is about
the same as tha t associated with the transition of the secondary creep stage to
the tertiary stage for consta nt compressive loads .
The strain rates that were applied covered the range of 1.2 x 10'" sec-1 to
1.7

X

10' 4 sec-1 • AcLctile-to-brittle transition was observed for strain rates of

about 8 . 3x 1(J'6 sec' l

•

The yield stress in this range of strain rate was 70 to

100 bars.
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Crack formation occurred when the strain rate exceeded about 10
sec

-1 ,

a rate that is about equal to that associated with a constant compressive

stress of 6 bars.

There was very considerable cracking activity prior to and

during yield for strain rates giving an upper yield stress greater than 12 bars.
Cracking a c tivity prior to yield in the constant strain rate tests, and
prior to the tertiary stage in the creep tests, appeared to be distributed relativ
ely unifonnly throughout the specimens.

Yield in the constant-strain rate tests

appeared to be associated with the development of fault zones in the same way as
for the tertiary stage during creep (see figure 1).

These observations demon

strated that the structural instability associated with failure was induced by the
breakdown of the structure by cracking activity.

This fact has implications for

the failure b e haviour of ice around structures, and the use of laboratory results
On the strength of ice for predicting the maximwn forces that can occur.
IMPLICATIONS FOR LABORATORY AND FIELD TESTS.
Abnost all infonnation concerning the strength of ice has been obtained
from unconfined compression tests.

The behaviour of colwnnar-grained ice for

this condition of loading is such as to cause the strain during deformation and
failure to be primarily perpendicular to the long direction of the grains.

This

strain behaviour would be inhibited under most field conditions because of the
biaxial stress state that would be induced.

Such a biaxial stress would also

inhibit the type of cracking activity causing failure in the case of unconfined
compression.

For the case of complete lateral constraint, for example, crush

ing failure would require crack formation perpendicular as well as parallel to
the long axis of the colwnnar-grains if the failed ice i s to be displaced to the
upper and bottom surfaces of the ice cover.

Crushing strengths for complete

lateral constraint would be greater than those observed in unconfined compres
sion.
There appears to be little evidence that the relatively large stresses
required to fail ice in the laboratory are induced near structures.

From a

design point of view, however, the possibility of such large stresses under some
field conditions cannot be ruled out at this time .

Ice covers would probably

develop their maximuxn load on a structure when moving relative to it at a speed
causing a rate of strain in the ductile-to-brittle tran s ition range.

A serious load

condition might develop, for example, at an isolated structure frozen into the ice
cover, if the cover is suddenly subjected to a signifi c ant lateral displacement.

5
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Discussion by B. Ross on paper by L.W. Gold.
Are the cracks observed in the tests noted to occur in the central regions
of the specimens or are they initiated at the loading heads of the test
machine?
Reply t o question by B. Ross .
The cracks that are formed prior t o the onset of the failure condition are
uniformly distribut ed throughout the central region of the specimen. It
was clear that the constraints imposed by the l oading platens affected the
distribution of the cracks near the ends of the specimens. Some evidence
was als o obtained of an edge effect (i.e. the crack density was smaller
near the edge than in the central region). The observations on the carcking
activity were made over the central portion of each specimen where the
cracking activity appeared to be uniform.

Discussion by G. Frankenstein on pap er by L.W. Gold.
Did the cracks occur along the Grain Boundries?
Reply to question by G. Frankenstein.
We observed both trans crys talline and grain boundary cracks. The relative
proportion of these two types of cracks appears to depend upon the strain
rate and associated stress.

Discussion by S. Hanagud on paper by L.W. Gold.
In your paper you menti oned that cracks are initiat ed under tens ile loading
at a stress bel ow the level at which complete failure would take place. I
wou ld like to know the stress at which these cracks are initiated are their
s i ze . Is there any effect of these cracks?
Also I shall appreciate if you can elaborate on the failure stress under
stream rate.

7

Reply to question by S. Hanagud.
In tensile tests, cracks were observed to form for stress equal to
2
4 kg/cm • These cracks were small, usually less than 1 mm by 1 cm in
area. Some cracks were observed to degenerate into a plane of small
cavities with continued deformation. The cracks did not appear to
participate in the final failure event, although this occurred so
rapidly that it waS not possible to state positively that failure was
not due to the propagation of a pre-existing crack.
All of our tests at constant rate of strain have been carried out
in compression. In the ductile range of behaviOur, the maximum yield
stress increased with rate of strain according to a power law
relationship. This dependence was found to be the follOwing:

()

Uy

where f. is in min.-

l

=

203 f. 0.25 kgjcm

2

We have not extended our observations far enough

in the brittle range of behaviour to determine the strain rate dependence
of the brittle strength.
Discussion by C. Cochard on paper by L.W. Cold.
Can you tell me if the cross-sectional dimension of the crystals has an
influence on the number and the repartition of the cracks?
Reply to question by C. Cochard.
Most of our studies have been carried out on ice with grain size of
1 to 3

mID.

As the cracks are associated with either one or two grains,

it would be expected that as the grain size increased, the number of
cracks per unit area would decrease and their size increase. This appeared
to be the case for specimens that we prepared from natural columnar-grained
ice of larger grain size.

8
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SYNOPSIS
The dislocation pile-up model of Stroh has been used to study crack nuclea
tion.

By energy balance considerations, the author has derived the brittle frac

ture criteria for both tensile and compressive tests.

For an uniaxial tensile

load, the stress required for crack propagation is smaller than the nucleation
stress; once nucleated the crack will be self-propagating with respect to the
applied stress.

For an uniaxial compressive load, once nucleated the crack will

come to rest at a finite length.

By considering the energy dissipated in the

plastic region at the head of this stable crack,it has been shown that when un
stable quasi-brittle fracture occurs under compressive stress the ratio of brittle
fracture stress to maximum ductile stress is 0.6.

This analysis both predicts

and provides a physical interpretation of the observed features of snow ice brittle
behavior.

RESUME
La formation de fissures dans la glace de neige est etudiee
d'un modele d'empilement de dislocations propose par Stroh.

a la

lumiere

Par un bilan energe

tique, l'auteur derive les criteres de rupture fragile pour des essais en tension
et en compression.

Pour une tension uniaxiale, la contrainte necessaire pour pro

pager une fissure est inferieure

a la

la fissure se propagera indefiniment.
apres avoir ete nucleee
deviendra alors stable.

a l'extremite

~e

contrainte de nucleation; aussitot nucleee
Pour une comprpssion uniaxiale, la fissure

propagera seulement sur une certaine aistance et

En considerant l'energie dissipee dans la zone plastique

de cette,fissure, l'auteur montre que, lorsqu'une fracture quasi

fragile se prOduit en compression uniaxiale, la contrainte de rupture fragile est
egale

a 0.6

de la contrainte maximum ductile.

Cette analyse prevoit et explique

physiquement les observations experimentales dans le comportement fragile de la
glace de neige.

5.2

Many workers have observed that the ice behavior changes from ductile to
brittle above a critical strain rate. I ,2,3,4

Up to now, there have been very few

attempts to study this phenomenon although most engineering problems deal with
brittle fracture of ice.

The following paper is a theoretical treatment of the

two important stages of crack growth, initiation and propagation.

The brittle

fracture criteria predi c ted for both tensile and compressive tests are also com
pared with experimental data for s now ice.

CRACK NUCLEATION
The idea of cleavage initiation by a dislocation mechanism was first intro
duced by Zener 5 .

Dislocation theory, as well as continuum mechanics, tells us

that when slip occurs across a grain, but does not extend to the adjacent grains,
a concentrated tensile stress is produced at the end of the slip band.
centrated stress may be come sufficiently high to initiate a crack.

This con

Full fracture

of the specimen does not, of necessity, immediately follow initiation of the
crack, since the latter will relax the concentrated stress and the crack will stop
unless it becomes self-propagating with respect to the unconcentrated applied
stress.
Schematic representation of the dislocation model used for crack initiation
is shown in Figures I and 2.

In this model, first derived by Stroh

6 and taken a

step further by Smith and Barnby7, the crack is thought to be nucleated by the
climb of dislocations which are piled up against a grain boundary in an adjacent
The nucleation of the crack will occur as soon as (T a - TO)' the effective

grain.

shear stress on the dislocations, reaches a critical value:

I ~I~
8(I-v)L

Eq. I

or if n is the numb er of dislocations in the pile-up, when
Eq. 2

n

Here
Ta:

0 cosa sina:
stress

shear stress on the glide plane due to the applied

TO:

friction stress opposing the movement of the dislocations

y

surface energy

G

shear modulus

v

Poisson's ratio

L

length of the dislocation pile-up

b

Burgers vector

Since crack nucleation depends only on shear stress, it will occur at the
same stress level for both tensile and compressive tests.

2
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CRACK PROPAGATION
Microcracks once nucleated, may undergo limited growth; for example, across
a single grain in a polycrystalline materialS, or they may grow catastrophically
and cause macroscopic fracture.

The growth behavior of a crack is influenced by

local stress, the stress due to the externally applied load, and by the micro
structure.

An important feature of macroscopic crack growth is th~t the energy

required for this process must be supplied by the external loading system.

There

fore the condition for the crack to propagate must be derived by an energy balance
in a manner similar to that derived by Stroh

6

and modified by Bilby and Hewitt 9

who showed that the energy of the microcrack is given by:

Eq. 3
where n ' is the number of dislocations which have climbed into the crack and R is
the radius of the elastic field due to the crack, other symbols are defined in
Figures 1 and 2.
The stationary values of W occurs when
dW
dC

Equation

4

o

Eq.

has either two positive real roots, or no real roots.

4

If there are

two real roots, the smaller gives a minimum value of the energy W, and so a crack
of this length will remain in stable equilibrium in the material.

If there are

no real roots no position of equilibrium of the crack is possible, and so it will
grow indefinitely.

The critical case occurs when the roots of Equation

4

are

equal; this will happen if:
1

4y ~ n'b ((cr~2 + T~2)2

+ cr~ sinS - T~ cosS )

Eq. 5

The condition for the initiation of the crack Equation 2, must also be satisfied.
In the Stroh model the crack is nucleated when the two leading dislocations in
the pile-up coalesce, and from then on the stress required to cause the remaining
dislocations in the pile-up to climb into the crack is less.
as the crack is nucleated, n '

~

Therefore, as soon

n.

Under an uniaxial tensile stress, Equation

4

has no real roots, and thus

once nucleated the microcrack has no position of equilibrium and spreads catas
trophically right through the material.

Under an uniaxial compressive stress,

Equation 4 has real roots, and thus once nucleated the microcrack comes to rest
at a finite length.
The highly concentrated stress at the top of this stable crack is then
damped by plastic deformation.

So in deriving a criterion for elastic-plastic

unstable fracture we must consider the energy dissipated in the plastic zone.
The energy change of the system accompanying the extension of an elastic-plastic

3
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crack by the length dC under compressive stress is given, without the crack orien
lO
tation factor, by an equation derived by YokObOri ,

v)
I - 4(11IG

6E

where a

- cos

~

y

-1

Eq. 6

y

length of the plastic zone. In the present article we have
used the Hult and McClintock ll result ~ as a function of ~ based on the mathe
a
0y
matical theory of plasticity where 0y ~ maximum yield stress. It is expressed by
12
Bilby et al.
in the following simple form:
~

c +s and s

no

2a

0

~

~

1

1!.
2

a

Eq. 7

f(~)

°Y
where

(~)

2

1 + °
ii
2
1 -(~)

f(.L)
°y

2

E (1!. ,
2

(~)

0

°Y

and

°ii

l+(~)

2

Eq. 8

Y

(~)

°y

2

E (1!. ,
2

l+(~)
°y

2

is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind.
If Equation 6 is now expressed in terms of

I-

DE

E'!-)

we get:

°y

4(1-v)o 2c
nG

ii

Eq. 9

6c,

where
F(%

y

)

~

f(%

y

)

I~
- ~ cos -1
0y

(1!.

11

2

f(~/O Y )

)

I

Eq. 10

The elastic-plastic brittle crack will propagate at a stress level corresponding
This minimum will occur when F(~) will reach its

to the minimum of Equation 9.
maximum.

F(~) takes a maximum value at

°y

°

~

°
3.
0.6 as shown inYFigure

0y

Comparison with experimental results
The largest piled up groups can be obtained when the slip line extends
across a grain; in this case , we must take L equal to half the grain diameter 7 ,13.
The most favoured slip lines are those at an angle of
Ta

~

45 0 to the load axis, so

1

"2 °

Inserting these values in Equation 1 we obtain:

I ~I~

Eq. 11

(l- v )d

4
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The frictional stress,

TO opposing the motion of the di s lo cations on the glide
13
plane is temperature independent
and its experimentally determined value was
2
3 kg/cm for snow ice at the circumstance of crack nucleation. As nucleation is

the critical event in tensile tests, the tensile brittle fracture stress is given
by Equation 11 where the only temperature dependance comes through G.
seen from Figure

4, the agreement between experimental data and

v~lues

As it is
calculated

from Equation 11 is very satisfactory.
Figure 5 shows the drop-off in compressive strength with increasing strain
rates in the ductile to brittle transition region.

Above a critical strain rate,

in the brittle region, the ultimate compressive stress is strain rate independent
and the theoretical 0.6 ratio is very well verified.

Tests were performed on

cylindrical samples (1" x 3") and the physical constants of the snow ice used
were:

density p = 0.89
Elastic modulus: E = 52423 - 673 x T(oC)
Shear modulus: G = E

7

2
kg /cm

2.6

Poisson's ratio: v = 0.3
grain diameter: d = 0.1 em
14
2
surface energy : y = 109 erg/em
CONCLUSION
Through a theoretical analysis based on energy balance considerations, the
brittle fracture criteria for both tensile and compressive tests are proposed for
snow ice.

These criteria are in very good agreement with experimental data.

Thus,

by the use of dislocations theories, it has proved possible to rationalize the
features of brittle behavior of snow ice.
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DISCUSSION by:

L . GOLD

on paper by:

C.4RTER 5-2

The theory that Mr. Cart er has used to describe the
failure of ice has been used with considerable success for several materials.
I would, however, suggest that caution be used in its application to ice.
The theory des cribes the conditions associated with a propagating crack.

Fail

ure in ice often involves the linking up of previously formed cracks, or se
vere deformation and ultimate failure of material between cracks.

In laboratory

te sts , the final failure in compression is usually associated with the propa
gat ion of a failure zone, rather than a single crack , originating in the vici
nity of the loading plate (i.e. in a region of stress concentration).

These

characteristics of failure have to be taken into consi derat ion i n the theore
tical analysis of laboratory studies of the strength of ice.

9
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CLOSURE by:

D. CARTER

The type of failure described by Dr. Gold corresponds
exactly to ductile fracture of ice.

This fai l ure occurs for strain rates

below the ductile-to-brittle transition when fracture takes place by the
plastic tearing of the bridges between dislocation cracks .

Above the ductile 

to-brittle transition, failure occur s by axial cleavage fracturing .

So the

criterion for quasi-brittle fracture of ice must be associated with the pro
pagation of an elastic-plastic crack.

10
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ADFREEZING STRENGTH OF ICE

N. S. Stehle
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Port Hueneme,
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Engineering Laboratory

U. S. A.

93041

SYNOPSIS
In order to fully utilize facilities on ice, it is necessary to determine
the strength of structural members in ice for use as bollards, anchors, and
piling.

The ad freezing strength of freshwater ice, sea ice, and freshwater-sand

slurry ice were determined using steel pipe, wood cylinders, s teel box beams,
and WF steel H-beams.

In all cases the ad freeZing strength increased with

decreasing temperature; it was conSiderably lessened, however, after being
subjected to long term loads.

Results of these tests also showed that pile

type and shape, as well as type of ice and temperature, determined adfreezing
strength.

5.3

INTRODUCTION
In order to fully utilize facilities on ice such as the natural fast-ice
wharf at McMurdo Station, Antarctica,l it is necessary to determine the strength
of structural members in ice for use as bollards, anchors, and piling.

Some

information is available on the tangential adfreezing strength of structural
members in permanently frozen ground, but little is available on their strength
in ice.

This paper presents the results of rapid and long-term pullout tests on

different types of piles frozen into low-salinity ice and backfilled with fresh
water, freshwater-sand slurry and seawater.
TEST PROCEDURE
Piles were set in 1.6± 0.2 ppt salinity ice which was maintained at the
test temperature in a walk-in cold chamber.

Holes were drilled with an ll-cm

diameter dry auger; after placement of the pile, the hole was backfilled with
prechilled freshwater, 34-ppt seawater, or a 1:3 freshwater-sand slurry.
The piles, which were 4S-cm-long, were fabricated from 7.3-cm-diameter
painted steel pipe, 7.3-cm-diameter straight dry-wood cylinders, 6.0- by 7.S-cm
steel box beams, and 7.S-cm (5.8 by 6.0-cm) WF steel H-beams.

A steel plate

with an eye was welded to one end of each pipe, box, and H-beam.
box beams were sealed with a steel plate welded to the bottom.

The pipe and
A steel rod with

an eye on one end was inserted through a coaxial hole in each wooden cylinder
and the bottom of the rod was welded to a plate with a diameter slightly less
than that of the cylinder.
The short-term laboratory pile-pulling apparatus consisted of a lOO-cm-long,
lS-cm (6-inch) WF beam with a steel pad eye in the center for connection to the
piles.

One end of the beam rested on a 22,680-kg (SO,OOO-lb) capacity load cell

and the other was lifted by the ram of a 9070-kg (20,OOO-lb) capacity hydrauliC
jack.
The long-term load apparatus consisted of a beam connected at one end to
the padeye of the piles and loaded at the other end with weights.
balanced on a sharp-edged steel sawhorse.

This was

Placement of the beam on the sawhorse

and the amount of weight determined the pullout force on the pile.

Long-term

loads were run for two weeks.
RESULTS
Short-Term Tests
The tangential adfreezing strength versus temperature for each of
the piles with freshwater backfill is shown in Figure I, and with freshwatersand slurry backfill in Figure 2.

All of the piles show an increase in pullout

strength with decreasing temperature.

Since the box and H-piles were the same

material, the adfreezing strength should be the same; the difference in tangential
adfreezing strength then, is due to friction, to some influence due to

shap~,

or

to some other factor or combination of factors.

5.3

The wood piles developed the highest strength with a freshwater backfill,
probably because the ice crystals penetrated partially into the wood; with a
slurry backfill, which has less ice, the tangential adfreezing strength of the
wood was less than the wood or the H-pile with a freshwater backfill.

With

both types of backfill the pipe and box piles had the lowest tangential adfreezing
strength.

With a slurry backfill the tangential adfreezing strength of the pipe,

wood and H-piles were all quite close at warm temperatures but the difference
increased with decreasing temperatures.
The H-piles were also tested with a seawater backfill and after being
subjected to long-term loads; these results are compared with tre results of tests
with freshwater and freshwater-sand slurry in Figure 3.

The tangential adfreezing

strength of the piles with seawater backfill was about one-third that of the
freshwater, even less than the piles subjected to long-term loading.

Long-term

loading decreased the bearing capacity to about two-thirds the tangential
adfreezing strength of the freshwater backfill, even though

the piles may not

have pulled out during the long-term tests.
The use of a tapered wooden pile butt end down, or an H-pile with a.cross
bar between the flanges (Figure 1) resulted in an increased in pullout strength
such that the ice broke rather than failing the pile-ice contact.

The

desirability of increasing the pullout strength of a pile in this way depends on
the direction of the load and whether ground failure or pile failure is more critical
Long-Term Tests
o
The creep and failure of the piles at-I.7 C are shown in Figure 4, and at
o
-12 C in Figure 5. At -1.7 C, the smallest load at which failure occurred was
2
0.54 kg/cm after 25 hours, or 5% of the tangential adfreezing strength (Figure 1).
2
No creep occurred at a load of 0.05 kg/cm • With 10-degree decrease in tempera
o
2
ture to -12 C, the creep rate was very low until a load greater than 1.6 kg/cm
o
2
was applied. The smallest load at which failure occurred at -12 C was 2.3 kg/cm
o

after 151 hours or 14% of the tangential ad freezing strength. At that temperature,
2
no creep occurred at loads less than 0.58 kg/cm .
2
o
The loads on two piles at-12 Cwere increased after 173 hours from 0.73 kg/cm
2
2
to 2.5 kg/cm and from 1.3 kg/cm to 2.9 kg/cm 2 . The latter failed withint 20
hours after the increased load was applied.

The piles with the load of 2.5 kg/cm

continued to creep 0.3 cm but did not fail during the next 186 hours, after
which the test was terminated.

This was greater than the minimum load applied
2
at one time that failed a pile (2.3 kg/cm ) and was equal to one which failed in
less than 46 hours.

This indicates that a greater load can be sustained without

failure when applied in increments.

2

Comparison with Piles in Permafrost
All of the NCEL piles showed an increase in tangential adfreezing strength
with decreasing temperature. This temperature dependence has also been noted
2
by Linel1 with piles in permanently frozen ground.
Although others have determined tangential adfreezing strength in specific
situations, insufficient data are generally provided to mak e comparisons; using
Russian data on wooden piles 3 and data from this study, however, Figure 6 was
developed.

The NCEL tests show that maximum strength occurs with a pure ice

backfill, while the Russian data indicate that the maximum ad freezing strength
generally occurs when a slurry is saturated with ice.

The importance of water

in the backfill to act as an adhesive agent was also illustrated by Crory4 shown
here as Figure 7.
The difference in data may be due to some influencing factor that was not
taken into consideration in the comparison.

Results of the NCEL tests show that

the pile type, shape and treatment as well as backfill determines adfreezing
strength, as exemplified by the difference in tangential adfreezing strengt h
between the steel box and H-piles.

The influence of other factors on the tan

gential adfreezing strength of wooden piles was pointed out in tests by Linell
2
and others in which creosoted piles developed 20% less strength than untreated
ones .

Stallabrass and PriceS observed that surface contamination and water

impurities reduced adhesion of ice to metal.
After the NCEL long-term loading, the tangential ad freezing strength was
reduced about one-third.

Similar results have been obtained by Crory6 with piles

in permafrost.

Tests of two lOBP57 piles dr i ven into permafros t with an average
2
temperature about -O.60C failed after long-term loading at 1.3 and 1.5 kg/cm ,

whi ch compares closely with the tangential adfreezing strength of the NCEL WF
H-piles after long-term loading (Figure 3). Pipe piles pulled out after long-term
4
loading to failure (measured as gross settlement greater than 3.B cm) had a
2
bearing strength less than half the pre failure strength. Linel1 found that piles
subject to loads for two weeks or more failed at a lower short-term stress than
piles subject to a load for one day or less.
At the warmer temperature of -1.7C, the rate of creep of the NCEL piles
under long-term load increased with time (Figure 4); this was also observed with
7
2
larger H-piles in later NCEL tests. Linel1 observed that piles in warm perma
frost subject to long-term loads developed increasing creep rates many days after
load application and even after appearing to show decreasing creep with time.
Eventually those piles that showed reversals in creep rate failed.
The similarity in results of long-term loading and rapid pullout tests of
piles in both ice and permanently frozen ground indicate that, in general, what
is applicable in permafrost also applies for piles in ice, but not necessarily in
snow.

Kovac s

B reports that clos ed-end piles driven into snow support moat of the load

through end-bearing rather than skin friction and adhesion. They do, however,
demonstrate the same creep with time and temperature dependence.
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Discussion By:

T. M. Dick

On Paper By:

N. S. Stehle

~3

In practical problems such as described by Mrs. Stehle it would seem
important to consider the mechanics of the anchor which depends largely on
surface tangential stress for its strength.
Clearly the diameter of the drilled hole with respect to the size of the
pile is possibly an important factor.

A large volume of water would expand more

and induce a greater normal pressure as the ice expands.

However, because of

the face surface the pressure may be relieved by plastic flow.

It would be of

interest to discover if the effective strength for pullout is significantly
improved by increasing the diameter of the hole.
Reply to Discussion By:
By:

T. M. Dick

N. S. Stehle
The influence of the expansion pressure of ice may indeed be significant;

in these tests we found piles of the same material - pipe and H-piles - had
significantly different tangential adfreezing strengths.

This was attributed

primarily to the H-shape which would be affected by the expansion pressure of
ice on all surfaces, as opposed to the pipe which was exposed to the ice on the
outside surface only.
Any advantage obtained from an increase in pullout strength due to expansion
pressure from a greater amount of ice would probably be offset by the increased
amount of potentially weaker material.

In the laboratory tests we found that ice

failure would occur rather than pile-ice contact failure during low temperature
tests with 6 inches or more backfill.

In those ice failure cases where the hole

size was nearly the size of the pile, failure occurred in the tank ice; as the
diameter of the hole was increased relative to the

pile diameter, failure was

more likely to occur in the backfill ice.
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Synopsis
ConsIde red is the effect on the ice cover strength 01 variations in hydrometeo
rologi cal characteristics in s pring. Solar radiation Is shown to play a
minant role in the reduction of ice strength. A

predo

relationship is presented for

practical control of the decrease in ice strength obtained during bending tests
on cantilever specimens.
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I

Le rapport traite I e

tiques hydrOme'te~rologiques au printemps sur Ia re's istance d e Ia couverlure
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'

Ia resistance des g1aces e s t demontre. Pour Ie conirole pratique de I abaisse
ment de

essais

]a

r~sistance

des gJaces on propose une relation

sur Ia flexion des e'prouve ttes en console.
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-

d~uite

lars des

Variations in hydrometeorological characteristics in spring induce a

dec

rease in ice strength. Field observations conducted on the Ob and Yenlsei
riv e rs /R.1,2 / confirm the conclusion on the predominant effect of solar radia
tion on reducing ice strength in spring.
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60 -

50 cm,

with air bubbles over the thickness of the 2-nd and 3-rd layers and
at their boundary); 2 -

two-layer ice ( finely crystalline ice

coarsely crystalline ice

h

ness and at
Ice

h - 35

c

60 -

20 cm, coarsely crystalline

iceh =

snOw ice

h

= 15 -

40 -

the ice cover); 5 ice

h - 25

At

¥o<Wthe

-

-

15cm,

35 cm, with air

three-layer ice (new

5 em, brownish crystal autumn ice

h - 10

-

two-layer ice (new-snow

bubbles over the thickness of both layers); 4 -

coarsely crystalline ice

= 30

55 cm, with air bubbles over the thick

the boundary of the layers); 3 -

-

h

h

m

20 -

35 cm,

25 cm, with water in the thickness of

three-layer ice (new-snow ice

30 cm, coarsely crystalline ice

h

h =1 0

= 15-10
-

rate of decrease In ice cover strength attalns a

is nearly Independent of the ice structure. At

Li,~ >OJ

cm, Crazll

15 cm).
maximum and

the effect of the ice co

ver structure on the rate of reduction in the strength of ice becomes predominant.

2

Diaerences in the amount a nd nature of solar radiation absorption by the
ice cover are attributable to various degrees of the transparency of lee, which
in its turn depends On the ice structure. This' governs the development and
specific features of volumetric melting of ice in spring, which causes a

loss

in strength. Snow precipitation on the ice cave r may completely stop lowering
of ice strength.
Solar radlation absorbed by ice may be a detriment to its strength only
at certain values of the non-radiation components of the heat balance. Further
experiments are to refine this statement as well as to reveal the physics of
breaking up of ice due to solar r a dIation eaect.
For practical control of the decrease in ice strength the following rela

l-n

tionship may be used

Ru =Ro -[
1f.lIJ.'0.
'-0

whose pattern was proposed by N.N.Petn.ulichev !R.4/. The v a lue of
tes a

Iff designa

reduction In Ice strength during 24 hours in the p e riod"'Zi ,with Ki a ss umed

Ro

constant. The

and

ffi

-values should be estimated experimentally for each

region~

On the basis of field observation data on the Yenisei river Indicated . in
2
Fig.2 the value of Rols assumed equal to 55 t/m ; l'ii-values are presented in

the Table.
Table

lee cover structure

Average daily temp e rature
in period of record

One-layer crystal ice

h

~ 0.5 -

1J'l:

Fair with some cloud

[air

!fl'

kg/cm 2
per 24 hrs
0.45 -

0.55

tav>-SoC

0.8 m without

snow

Same

SoUd low cloud caver

t aV >-5 0 C
Same but with 5 -

10 cm

Fair with some cloud

tali> -5 0 c

thick snow cover on ice

Fra zil ice without snow
Two-layer ice
(new-snow ice
crystal ice

h

a

h

h

~
~

40 -

0.5
15

0.06

Same

0.03
0.18 -

0.20

0.8 m

25 cm,

Same

0.25

60 cm)

without snow

Same but with 5 cm thick
snow cover on ice

Same

3

0.35

5.4

•
The data pertainlng to ice cover structure, predlction of precipitation trend
and daily average air temp eratures allow to r egard the above reJ.a.tion at defl

R

nlte values of

and tf.i as prognostic, which circwnstance is essential in

0

effecting control over ice crossing maintenance in spring , in evaluating possible
dynamic ice pressure a gainst structures and in ass essing the passage of ice
through hydraulic structures a nd bridges both under construction a nd operation.
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Flg.2. Variatio--n in ice strength according to bending tests on cantilever spe
cimens obtained during a

6-year period on the Yenisei river in spring.

1-4-ic e whose structure is shown in Fig.1;
5-6 7 -

one-J.a.yer crystal ice

one-J.a.yer crystal ice

h

h

= 45-65cm;

= 45-65 cm in a r each unaffected by direct

soJ.a.r radiatio"
8 -

two-layer ice (new-snow Ice

9, 10 -

h

three-J.a.yer ice (new-snow

50 cm, coarsely crystalline ice

h

=

25 -1 5 cm, crystal

iceh = 15-10
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h = 30 
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INTRODUCTION
Materials such as ice when subjected to dynamic loads experience extreme strains
and concomitant changes in both density and phase.

To investigate pertinent

problems, it is necessary to develop large-deformation theory techniques.

Under

these conditions, solutions must be obtained by extensive use of numerical calcula
tion schemes, and recourse to computer cod e s became inevitable.

These codes

provide information concerning strains, displacements, and stresses in both the
ice slab and structure,and for suitable fracture criteria; yield-failure surfaces,
break up geometries, and critical impact velocities.

In constructing a code,

expressions representing the conservation of momentum (i.e., equation of motion),
mass (i.e., equation of continuity) .and energy are written in terms of finite

deformation velocities.

In addition, constitutive relations describing material

behavior are required.

The present large-deformation code (CANDIA CODE) can treat

both dissimilar structures and targets, and the case of multilayered media.

More

over, one can include anisotropic and inhomogeneous physical behavior, compactibil
ity

under hydrostatic stress, and elastic-plastic behavior in shear.

The CANDIA

CODE l ,2,3 can be described as a two-dimensional (2 space variables, 1 time variable),
axisymmetric, large-deformation theory, elastic-plastic, finite-difference, arti
ficial viscosity type code.
Basic Theory.--For the projectile-slab perforation problem at normal incidence, the
differential equations of motion in terms of stresses under the assumption of cy
lindrical symmetry are

oa r

--+
or

a r

r

(J

e
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+

rz

oz

Ocr

pu

z
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rz
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where components of particle velocity in the
1

rand

z

rz
r

(1)

directions are given by
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u

and

w, and dots denote partial differentiation with respect to time along the

particle path.

Material density, P , can be a function of

r, z, and t.

The

equation expressing conservation of mass is
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An appropriate stress-strain relationship can be represented in terms of a
dilatational part and a deviational part,

sr
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is the hydrostatic stress and
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S . . the stress deviator.
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Nonzero components of the strain rate tensor are € r' E ' Ez'
and Ii rz' and the
S
relationships between strain rates and particle velocity components are
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In an analogous manner, the strain rate tensor can be cast in dilatational and
deviational par ts as follot.rS
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For an elastic material, the linear stress-strain or constitutive relationships
can be expressed as

r

2G(e r

il)

z
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z

il)

S

rz
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rz

for the deviator parts of the stress-strain tensor, and
p

for the dilatational part.

3Ke

(7)

If the material is elastic, ideal-plastic, the stresses

are assumed to be restricted by the Von Mises yield condition.

This relationship,

together with appropriate flow rules, defines the elastic-plastic constitutive
relations.

In many cases the response under rapid loading is nonlinear.

In

particular, for certain materials which are described as being compactible or
subject to locking deformation,4-8 the stress-strain relationship in dilatation
can be represented analytically by a power series.

2
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Method of Numerical Integration.--The complete set of equations is integrated
9
numerically using a method due to Von Neumann and RiChtmyer ,10
First, for a
fixed instant in time, the equations of motion are resolved to yield particle
velocities.

Then, these quantities are translated into strain rates through the

kinematic relations whereupon introduction of appropriate constitutive equations
yields the stress rates.

Subsequent integration of the stress rates results in the

stress quantities themselves.

At this point, stresses are compared with the yield

criterion to ascertain whether plastic deformation occurs and, if so, suitable
corrections are made to adjust the stresses so that they will lie on the yield
surface.

During the calculations, special consideration is directed to boundary

meshes and whether free surfaces or interfaces are being considered.
Sample Problem.--Results obtained from calculations for ice impact by a blunt
cylindrical projectile at normal incidence are shown in Figs. 1, 2, and 3.
Figure 1 illustrates variations in shear stress in both penetrator and slab
60.11

~sec,

after impact.

Similar results for normal stress in the axial dir

ection are given in Figure 2.

Development of fracture surfaces in the target

material* is portrayed in Figure 3.

All results are plotted for radial planes

through the central axis of impact and curves are symmetric about this axis; thus,
only left-hand results are mapped.
In Figure 1 the darkened stress wave or isocontour delineates the extent of regions
that have experienced shear stresses equal to or greater than the shear yield
stress of sea ice.

As expected, shear stresses are greatest in magnitude at the

continuous corner which marks the outer edge of the penetrator.
distributions shown in Figure 2 are at earlier times (t

~

20

The normal stress

~ sec)

all compressive

and isocontours are uniform and uncomplicated with peak stresses occurring close to
the penetrator-target slab interface and the central axis of impact.

Later, a

region of tensile stress is developed from the free surface of the slab at a point
removed in the radial direction from the contact area.

The contours illustrate too

that stress wave reflection has occurred and a second region of tensile stress is
created close to the lower surface.

Because sea ice is more readily susceptible

to damage under tensile stress than compressive stress, the possibility of engender
ing failure near the lower surface is distinct.

In this case, fracture is said to

occur as a result of spalling or scabbing.
Figure 3 indicates progression of the fracture surface that develops in the slab
as a result of impact.

Initially, the shear stress near the penetrator corner and

adjacent slab surface is greater than the assumed shear failure stress of sea ice;
*Sea Ice: Density

= 0.918

Modulus = 0.273 x 10
Ratio

=

6

glcc, Elastic

psi, Poisson's

0.29, Shear Strength

Tensile Strength

=

=

70 psi

125 psi
3
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thus, a cylindrical-shaped crack is initiated and begins to propagate into the
target material.

Continued propagation of the crack occurs in the vertical direc

tion within the region of high shear stress concentrated at the tip of the moving
crack.

At time t = 62.85

~sec,

the shear fracture surface has reached a depth

equal to 0.8 times the sea ice slab thickness where maximum extent of the shear
yield stress contour occurs and it is to be expected that an alternate mechanism
of failure can take place.

In fact, Figure 2 shows that a region of tensile stress

has begun to develop in the same area and time period that characterize the fur
thest reach of shear failure stresses.

Here, values of maximum principal stress

exceed the tensile yield strength of sea ice; thus, tensile or cleavage fracture
can occur in planes orthogonal to the directions of maximum principal stress.*
is found that the cleavage surface proceeds along a path headed 26
from the axis of impact.

0

It

in azimuth

When this surface reaches the sea ice slab bottom,

incipient perforation is apparent, and passage of the projectile through the target
material is preceded by ejection of a cylindrical-conical plug corresponding to
the fracture surface geometry.
It is noted that the same cylindrical-conical shear plug configuration has been
ll
,12

observed experimentally in instances of sea ice perforation by projectiles.

Moreover, for the impact velocity employed in the calculations (i.e., VI = 7.7ft/sec)
2
both theory and experiment indicate that perforation would result. Furthermore,
the theoretical relative proportion of cylindrical shear failure surface length

to slab thickness corresponds closely with results observed in experiments on
2

both laboratory and Arctic sea ice.

At present, the CANDIA CODE is being employed to investigate problems in which a
plane ice sheet interacts with a noncurved hydraulic structure such as a dam.

In

this case, two-dimensional plane stress and plane strain representations of the
problem are being considered.

*It has been assumed simply that fracture takes place when the maximum prinCipal
stress value exceeds the tensile fracture stressof the sea ice.

4
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DISCUSSION by Cochard, Canada
on paper by Ross

Q.

5-5

Can you, by using your anal ysis determine also the stress repartition for low
rate of loading?

A.

Yes, however as noted the present code treats only dynamic problems in which
inertia forces are taken into account.

To analyze static or quasistatic

problems in which inertia is neglected but time varying loads can occur, we
use a separate version of our code which solves the finite difference equations
characterizing the problem by relaxation methods in lieu of the artificial
viscosity method.

At present, we have both plane stress and plane strain

versions of a quasistatic code in addition to the axisymmetric dynamic code .

DISCUSSION by Gold, Canada
on paper by Ross

Q.

5-5

Are there some conditions for which the shear type failure will extend
through the full thickness of the ice cover?

A.

Yes, when the sea ice thickness is large compared to projectile diameter and
impact velocity is high, shear failure extends down through 90-95 % of the
slab thickness.

On the other hand, when the sea ice is relatively soft and

ductile; that is, warm temperature and high salinity or brine content, com
plete shear perforation takes place.
ILLUSTRATIONS
1.

Isocontours of Shear Stress,

T

rz' Produced in Laboratory Sea Ice Slab and

Aluminum Projectile as a Result of Impact at Normal Incidence (Dark Isocontour
Outlines Shear Yield Region)
2.

Isocontours of Normal Stress in the Axial Direction, D

ZZ

'

Produced in Laboratory

Sea Ice Slab as a Result of Impact at Normal Incidence (Shaded Portions Re
present Areas of Tensile Stress)
3.

Propagation of Shear and Tensile Fracture Surfaces in Laboratory Sea Ice at
Succeeding Instants of Time
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SYNOPSIS
The thrust exerted by the thermal expansion of ice cOVers on hydraulic
structures are still unknown.

Up to now, researches are not conclusives and

the suggested values cannot be scientifically accepted because they should
take into account the crystallographic structures and the optical orientations
of the different types of ice formed in nature.

This paper presents the state

of art of this question followed by a description of the actual research under
way at Universite Laval.

RESUME

Les poussees exercees par l'expansion thermique des champs de glace demeu
rent encore des inconnues en mecanique des glaces.

a date

Les recherches realisees

ne sont point concluantes et les valeurs suggerees peuvent difficillement

se justifier.

En effet, aucune etude ne fait etat, d'une maniere systematique,

des structures cristallographiques et des orientations optiques des divers
types de glace rencontres en nature.

Cette communication presente d'abord un

etat de la question suivi d'une description des recherches en cours

a l'Univer

site Laval.

5.6

STATE OF ART
In North America, it is generally accepted by designers to take values be
tween 15-30 tons per linear meter (10-20 kips per linear foot) for this thrust.
This range of values has principally its origin in the judgment and experience
gained by engineers.

On Figure 1, we have drawn thrust curves given by Rosel,
2
and Drouin 3 (calculated from Monfore's4 experimental
o
values) for realistic conditions 5 ,6 of initial ice surface temperature (_40 C.,
o
_40 F.) and rate of temperature rise at the top of an ice sheet (2.8°C./h.,
o
5.0 F./h.). As the degree of restriction of an ice cover is an unknown parameter;
U.R.S.S. norms CN-76-59

I~

these curves are for the case of uniaxial restriction only.

we compare values

for two thicknesses (45, 90 cm; 17.6, 35.2 po.) of ice we get the following
magnitudes:

THRUST
Without 1:ateral restraint and solar energy
AUTHOR

Tons per linear meter
h = 45 cm.

Kips per linear foot

h = 90 cm.

h

=

17.6 in.

h = 35.2 in.

4.8

8.8

3.2

5.9

FROM MONFORE'S VALUES

22.6

23.6

15.2

15.8

CN-76-59, U.R.S.S.

13.0

26.0

8.7

ROSE

DESIGNERS

*

•

17.4
10 - 20

15 - 30

with solar energy and with or without lateral restraint.

For the reasons already explained by different authors 7 ,8, Rose'sl values
based on the Brown and Clarke 9 experimental results are without basic significa
2
tion. The U.R.S.S. norms CN-76-59 are calculated from Royen'slO ice rheological
equation which has been found imprecise 7 ,11,12. Furthermore, the simple fact
that the thrust is a linear function of the ice thickness shOW that these values
are not calculated from the temperature distribution in an ice cover.

The values

calculated from Monfore's experimental results give thrust of the same order of
magnitude that the mean value used by designers.
problem is solved.

This do not prove that the

Monfore did the same experimental test with many natural ice

samples and the maximal stress obtained was varying between factors of 1 to 4.25
2
(5.6 - 24 kg./cm , 80 - 341 psi.). Taking small samples from natural ice sheets,
there is good possibilities to get different ice sample structures, including
monocrystals, with different optical orientations. The results published by
4
Monfore were obtained in an analysis without dimensions using, as the reference
points, statistical mean values for many similar tests.
The dimensions of a concrete gravity dam are more or less influenced by the
static ice thrust.

Taking into account that the ice cracks and the snow on the
2
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ice sheet reduces drastically the thermal thrust, we assume, with the present
knowledge, that 22 tons per linear meter (15 kips per linear foot) is a reasonable
value for a thick ice sheet moderately restricted.

For this thrust value, the

increase of weight in function of the structure height is shown on Figure 2.

For

dams higher than 21 meters (70 feet), the increase in weight is less than 10%.
Taking into account the overall factor of safety, the effect of the ice thrust
becomes negligible.

For smaller dams the increase in weight is significant and

damages can be important if the static ice thrust is under-estimated.

However,

if the thrust value is over-estimated, this contributes to increase the cost of
such dams.
PRESENT RESEARCH
A systematic research in order to obtain an acceptable solution should con
sider the different natural types of ice as 13 :
1-

Columnar 1ce with preferred horizontal optical axis.

2-

Columnar i ce with preferred vertical optical axis.

3-

Columnar ice with random optical axis.

4-

Snow ice.

5-

Congealed frazil ice.

The primary ice layer in a reservoir is generally formed of one of the types
of columnar ice.

During the winter, the water level fluctuations contributes to

form snow ice layers on the primary ice layer .

The research of the maximal ice

thrust becomes, for a particular site, a function of the ice sheet· formation, the
local atmospheric conditions 5 and of the degree of ice sheet restraint.
Uniaxial Restriction
The experimental method adopted consist 1n SUbmitting cylindrical ice samples
to different constant strain rates and this for several constant temperatures.
Examp les of creep curves (primary creep) of snow ice obtained are shown on Figure

3.

For these examples, the correspo nding constant rate of temperature rise is
0

4.S0 C./h.

From these creep Curves it is possible to determine the stress-time

curves , for different initial temperatures, relative to thermal expansion of ice
samples restraint in one direction.

This is obtained by computing the time

required to reach, from a given initial temperature, the creep curve temperatures.
The curves being obtained are shown on Figure 3 (dashed lines).

This technique

has the great advantage to do experimental tests at constant temperatures.
Biaxial Restriction
The experimental set-up used to simulate lateral restraint of an ice sheet
consist essentially in a ri ~ id invar ring (3 mID. thick, 30 cm. diameter, 5 cm
hei ght) in which a circular thin plate of ice is introduced.
first cut with a band saw at a diameter

~

The ice disk is

2 - 3 mID smaller than the ring, cooled

to the desire initial temperature and placed in the ring.

The interstice is

then filled with water untill the ice disk is well welded to the metal ring.

3
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Invar has been selected because this alley has a veD' lew thermal expansien ceef
ficient and interesting mechanical preperties.

The ring defermatiens are given

by strain gages sticked aleng the exterier perimeter.

The relative ice disk

strain rate is ebtained by making the difference between the relative defermatien
of free expanded ice and the relative deformation of the exterior ring perimeter.
The radial stress exerted by the ice disk is calculated by the thin-walled cylin
der formula •
.Q.o!~¥_i£e_wit!!. Er~f~r.!:eQ. !!.o.!:.i~o~t¥_c=-~i~

Figure 4 shows typical results obtained with columnar ice with preferred
horizontal c-axis.

The grain diameters are of the order of 0.75 cm.

The lce

disk temperature is raised in such a way to. obtain a censtant strain rate of the
ice disk.

At the beginning, the stress increases linearly and then it increase3

more slewly up to. the maximal stress. When the ice temperature reach a value in
o
the vicinity of _2 C., the stress begins to. decrease at a large rate. At OOC.,
the stress falls drastically.
Initial ice temperature

The parameters fer this test are the fo.llewing:
_26.3o. C

Ice strain rate

3.48 x 10-8 sec -l

Corresponding ice temperature rate

z 2.5 C./h.
2
14.8 kg/cm

0

Maximal stress

Biaxial test results for this type ef ice are difficult to associate with these
of creep tests done on small samples.

Hypothesis relative to the deformation

mechanism of columnar ice should be formulated and verified.

In the case of

biaxial restraint the forces acted essentially perpendicular to the basal plane
and the preblem is reduced to. a test similar to. ene en

a large menecrystal with

many sub-boundaries, since the c-axis are more or less perpendicular to. the growth
direction.

On the other hand, the uniaxial deformation mechanism is quite dif

ferent because glides occurs along the boundaries.
§..n.9y_i£e_
Biaxial tests with snow ice give stress and strain curves quite different
than those obtained with columnar ice.
Figure 5.

Results of a typical test are shown on

The stress-time curve is nearly linear up to the maximal stress value.

When the maximal stress lS reached the ice strain rate increase at a higher value
up to Oo~ With the same test conditions as with columnar ice, the change of the
ice strain rate at the time when the maximal stress is reached has been observed
for all of our tests with snow ice.

Independently of all factors, the decrease
2
of the stress after having reached his maximal value is 0.6 kg/cm per °c rise.
The parameters for this test are the following:
Initial air temperature
Ice strain rates
_28°c to -9.7°C
oOe
-9.7°C to
eor~espondin§

-28

e

to 9.7

~

-8

-1

3.60 x lO_Ssec_
1
- 6.20 x 10 sec

ice temperature rates

e
4

5.6

-9.7°C to

= ~.~oC.!h.

oOC

~laximal stress (-9.7°C)

12.7 kg!cm

2

This later maximal stress compared with the corresponding one obtained from
uniaxial tests .is higher by a factor

~

2.

Other biaxial tests are required to

precise the majoration factor to convert uniaxial maximal stress to biaxial max
imal stress.
CONCLUSION
The field of research of the thermal ice thrusts has been inactive for a long
time.

The experimental approach briefly explained in this paper, is a new step

toward the solution of this problem which deal only with the early stage of pri
mary ice creep.

Recent progress in the determination of the rheological proper

ties of types of ice with specific experimental tests will permit to obtain an
acceptable solution of the thermal thrust exerted by ice sheets on hydraulic
structures.
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THE POTENTIAL OF THERMAL PILES IN
ARCTIC MARINE STRUCTURES

Philip R. Johnson

Institute of Arctic

Associate Engineer

Environmental Engineering

College, Alasks
U. S. A.

University of Alaska
SYNOPSIS
The heat transfer characteristics of three types of thermal piles, the Long
Pile, the Balch Pile and thermal conve ction loops, have been investigated.
Empirical performance relationships have been developed for several piles and
the effect of change of size has a lso been investigated.

The results suggest

that thermal piles cou ld be used to build large steel-reinforced ice structures
for use in the Arctic Ocean.

The thermal piles would build the ice in place

during the winter a nd would also act as the tensile reinforcement.

5.7

INTRODUCTION
The design of Arctic marine structures is the greatest challenge facing Arctic
engineers today.

The very large Prudhoe Bay oil field undoubtedly extends off

the Alaskan Arctic coast and will require permanent marine structures for devel
opment.

Off shore loading f a cilities to service icebreaking tankers and other

types of Arctic marine structures will a lso be needed.
Several designs for such structures may be feasible.

These i nclude artificial

islands in shallow water and massive steel and concrete structures in deeper
water.

Ice structures have been proposed.

One type of Arctic marine structure

to be considered is the steel-reinforced ice structure with the ice frozen in
place by the use of thermal piles.

THERMAL PILES
Thermal piles are a general type of hea t transfer device powered by environmental
energy which pick up heat at their base and discharge it at their top when the
top is colder than the base.

Two types, th~ Long PileI and the Ba lch Pile,2 are

named after their Alaskan inventors and were originally conceived for inducing
or enhancing permafrost.

It is an obvious step to consider using them for build

ing offshore ice structures.

The Institute of Arctic Environmental Engineering

has been testing the overall heat transfer capacity of Long and Balch piles .
While the program has not been comprehensive, it has been extensive enough to
shed light on both behavior and heat transfer capacity.
The Long Pile, shown in Figure 1, is generally a vertical pipe partially filled
with a refrigerant such as propane or carbon dioxide.

When the top is cooler than

the base, gaseous refrigerant will condense on the upper walls reducing the pres
sure and causing the liquid refrigerant to boil.

The boiling process absorbs

heat from the environment surrounding the base, the condensation process releases
the heat to the atmosphere and the Long Pile transfers heat as long as the base
is warmer then the top.

The Balch Pile, shown in Figure 2, is a vertical pipe filled with a fluid and
equipped with an internal plumbing system for directing the fluid flow.

If the

bottom of the pile is warmer than the top, the warmer fluid will rise and the
colder fluid settle.

Heat exchange at the two ends drives the fluid circulation

as long as the top is colder than the bottom and heat is continuously picked up
at the base and exhausted at the top.

The thermal convection loops shown in Figure 3 are a variant of the Balch Pile
and were developed by IAEE for high heat-transfer capacity.
a fluid and operate in the same manner as the Balch Pile.

2

They are filled with
Convection loops can

5.7

be fabricated of standard components and designed in a wide range of geometric
configurations.
ness.

The figure shows designs of increasing complexity and effective

All three types of thermal pile are effective heat transfer devices.

Testing of the Long Pile was conducted by immersing the lower end of the pile
in a bath and exposing the upper air-cooled end to low temperatures and winds.
The bath was insulated and its specific heat known.

Performance of the pile was

obtained by monitoring the bath temperature which was allowed to fall.

Figure 4

shows a typical pattern of air and bath temperatures with time during a test.
When the rate of heat transfer was plotted against temperature . potential, a linear
relationship, such as that shown in Figure 5, was obtained.

This showed that the

heat transfer rate for a constant air velocity was a linear function of the tem
perature potential between the bath and the air.

When tests were run with dif

ferent air velocities, a family of relationships were obtsined with the slope
varying with the velocity of the wind.

Heat transfer rate of the Long Pile can

be expressed in the empirical form
(1)
q = (A +B Vn)(T - Ta) Btu/hr
b
where q is the rate of heat transfer, V is wind velocity, Tbis bath temperature,

Ta is air temperature, A and B are fitted coefficients and n is a fitted exponent.
The right side of the equation consists of a wind velocity function and the tem
perature potential.

The Long Pile which was tested has the empirical relation

ship
(2)

Heat transfer rates are shown graphically in Figure 6.

The Balch Pile and con

vection loop have an empirical heat transfer rate of the form
q

=

n

-C + (A + B V )(T

(3)
- Ta) Btu/hr
b
This is identical to equation (1) except for C which sppears to be the energy in

put required to drive the fluid flow.
(3) becomes poaitive.

Heat transfer begins only when equation

We find for small to medium size devices operating within

a reasonable temperature range that C can be considered a constant.

A small Balch

Pile four inches in diameter and fifteen feet long has a heat transfer rate of
7
q + -170 + (14.1 + 3.5 V· )(T - Ta) Btu/hr
(4)
b
The performance curves for thi s pile are shown in Figure 7 .

EMPIRICAL SIZE RELATIONSHIPS
The size of the piles affects the heat transfer rate.

For the Long Pile the heat

tranafer rate is probably about proportional to the cross sectional area and re
latively independent of length.

However, the heat transfer rates of Balch Piles

and convection loops are sensitive to both cross sectional area and length. Lim
ited experimental data suggests they have a relationship of the following form:
q2

A2

ql

Al

L
(_2)
Ll

3

.5
(5)
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•

l

where A is the cross sectional area of the pile and L is length.

Length affects

performance since the driving force is the differential weight of two columns of
fluid, one warm and the other cool.
USE OF THERMAL PILES TO BUILD ICE STRUCTURES
Equations (4) and (5) provide a means of estimating the performance of large
Balch Piles.

Using the monthly mean temperatures and wind velocities at Barter

Island, the four-inch Balch Pile would carry off 5.5 million Btu during the win
ter season of October-May if continuously immersed in sea water at a temperature
of 28.6°F.

If the diilmeter were doubled to eight inches and t-he length doubled

to 30 feet, the pile would transfer 30 million Btu/season.

If the diameter were

again doubled to 16 inches and the length to 60 feet, it would transfer 170 mil
lion Btu/season.

This is a capacity for freeZing 21,000 cubic feet of ice.

Large

convection loops and Long Piles also can carry very large quantities of heat.

The

above estimates are the upper limit of performance and would not be realized if
the piles were immersed in the Arctic Ocean since the water would already be at
its freezing point.

Extracting heat from the water would freeze ice on the piles

which would serve as an insulator and reduce the overall heat transfer rate.
There are limits to the quantity of ice which could be built by a particular pile.
This limit for large piles has not been evaluated.
A massive offshore structure could be built in Arctic waters using thermal piles
to freeze ice in place and using the piles and bracing system as tensile rein
forcement.

This type of steel-reinforced ice structure can be very large and

strong and yet of relatively nominal cost and should be considered in the design
of Arctic marine structures.

Ice is the least expensive structural material in

the Arctic and can be extremely competent.

In fact, the Arctic marine design

problem is that of resisting the sea ice.

Since ice is strong in compression
3
but weak in tension, ice structures require tensile reinforcement. Perutz and
Coble and Kingery4 among others, report that small quantities of tensile rein
forcement greatly improve its structural properties.
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DISCUSSION
Mr. G. Tsang.

The proposed thermal piles certainly will work in a

b~ine.

How

ever, as ice is formed around the pile, a coat of insulation is wrapped around
the pile and will reduce the efficiency of the piles.

For this reason, I doubt

whether the thermal pile may be practically used for creating artificial ice
islands since apparently the area refrigerated by the pile decreases greatly once
ice is formed.
Answer:

I have shown the general pattern of behavior of different types of thermal

piles when the lower end of the pile is immersed in a bath and thus has available
relatively large quantities of heat.

In this case the heat transfer is limited

only by the characteristics of the device and its efficiency in discharging heat
to the atmosphere.

The growth of ice on the lower end of the pile would create a thermal barrier
which would reduce the heat transfer rate and the rate of ice growth.

However,

this does not mean that thermal piles cannot be used to build the structures; it
means that the amount of ice that could be built by a thermal pile has a practical
limit.

This limit has not been evaluated but under Arctic conditions the ice

formed by the thermal pile can have a cross-sectional area two to three orders
of magnitude greater than that of the material comprising the pile.
The design and construction of an ice structure in the Arctic Ocean using thermal
piles would not be simple or inexpensive.

The critical problem would be protect

ing the structure during the early winter before it could resist the pack itself.
Once that critical period were passed, the structure would become increasingly
competant over the years.

The ice-thermopile structure can probably be built

io relatively deep water in the Arctic Ocean at a fraction of the cost of conven
tional steel or reinforced concrete structures.
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SYNOPSIS
Thi s paper presents a new type of design f or a harbor that will shelter
ships in the Arctic Ocean.

The s hips will be protected against moving ice

whatever will be the direction of the ice drift.

The mooring st ructure is

cylindrical in shape and i s t o be set off-shore in deep waters to receive one,
two or more of the largest possible tankers.

One main feature of this new

structure is the fact that it clears ice on its side whatever be the direction
of the drift, so that no ice accumulation could f orm

around it.

RESUME
Cette communication fait etat d'un nouveau type de port de mer qui pourra
operer dans l'Ocean Arctique.

Les bateaux seront proteges contre l'impact de

la glace de derive quelle que soit la direction de leur mouvement .

La structure

d'amarrage est cylindrique et situee au large de s cotes en eau profonde de
a recevoir un, deux ou plusieurs petroliers geants.

fa~ o n

Une caracteristique impor

tante de cette structure est le fait qu'elle permet de disposer de la glace sur
ses cotes, quelle que soit la direction de l a derive.

Il es t ainsi impossible

d'accumuler des glaces le long de la structure.

5.8

INTRODUCTION
With the increase in the exploitation of mineral resources, particularly the
tapping of oil reserves in the Arctic, there is a need for an appropriate marine
terminal to move these resources out of ice covered waters.
Apart from providing simple mooring of ships, such installations are also
expected to afford the usual services rendered by a harbor such as shelter against
storms, whatever be their direction; loading up of ships, usually tankers with
oil directly from a pipe or from a reservoir; refuelling and repairing of ships;
providing sundry supplies etc ...
Furthermore, in the Arctic, such a terminal should be specially designed to
solve properly the problem of ice accumulation in front of, and eventually, all
around the wharf, that would quickly render the wharf totally useless at least
during the nine months of the year that the winter lasts in these regions.
It is the purpose of this paper to present a new type of ship mooring ins
tallation that solves more specifically the ice problems of the Arctic.

BASIC PRINCIPLE
The harbor is essentially a large cylinder set in an area of moving ice 1n
the sea.

It will deflect the ice and form a lee area free of moving ice.

When

there is no ice it will also reduce the storm waves amplitude to an acceptable
small value in the lee.
The structure will operate off-shore in deep water, away from landfast ice.
Because of possible variation in direction of ice movement and waves the ship
will berth in the lee area in any position around the mooring head as shown on
Figure 1.

The bow of the ship will be secured to the head so that the ship will

have its axis extending radially from the wharf.
THE WHARF

The wharf operates in a manner shown on Figure 2.

This is a view in plan

showing in A the top of the harbor in which all facilities are installed.
In stormy weather there are large sea waves attacking the harbor in the
direction shown by arrow F.

The amplitudes of the waves is reduced by diffrac

tion to an acceptable value in the sheltered area E.

Thus a ship can find a

shelter in calm water in this area.
The high sea harbor operates in a similar manner under the action of a
moving ice pack as found off-shore in the Arctic.

If the ice pack moves in a

direction given by arrow F, there is a sheltered area free of moving ice opposite
the exposed side of the harbor.

Morever because of its cylindrical form there

is no possibility of an ice pressure ridge being formed and grounded along the
harbor face, that would eventually prevent berthing of the ships.
Figure 3 gives a cross-sectional view of such a wharf.

It is made of con

crete and comprises a pillar base topped by a frusto-conical capital over

2

vhich a circular mooring head is built.

As illustrated the pillar base is

~om

pletely submerged amd may be formed by prefabricated caissons vhich, vhen as
sembled, form an annular ring sunk at the bottom of the sea.

The capital is

built on top and has an inclined outer surface coming out of the vater vhose ice
breaking form is much more efficient not only to break but also to clear the ice
underneath on both sides.

The upper mooring head may be hollow and formed vith

a floor and ceiling in order that all operations be carried on in a varm interior.
This inner space may be partitioned to provide storing and housing areas.

The

space beneath the floor is filled with earth or rockfill so it makes a monolithic
structure resisting the ice pressures.

If the mooring installation serves for

oil tankers a reservoir may be provided.

The roof may also be used for aircraft

landing.

THE SHIP MOORING SYSTEM
The ship has to be held against the mooring head for loading or unloading.
It also has to resist wind action that may produce considerable lateral forces
vhen it is blowing perpendicular to its axis.

Finally if the direction of ice Or

vave movement changes, the ship has to be relocated around the vharf in the
Changing lee area.
To provide for the largest resisting moment

vith the smallest mooring

cables, first mooring means are located at the bottom of the sea in the form of
dolphins distributed On a circle circumscribing the mooring head at a distance

such as to allov mooring of the stern of the ship on both sides.
of the cleat type, are unaffected by moving ice conditions.

The dolphins,

They provide for

holding the ship for any position of the lee area around the wharf.

The mooring

cables are vound around the cleats by different means, but usually with the help
of a tugboat.
To obtain also a high resisting moment at the bov as well as a high re
sisting lateral force, a special foredeck is required on the ship in the form of
an arcuate front as large as possible vhose ends are tied to dolphins set on the
periphery of the mooring head as shovn on Figure 2.

The arcuate front has a

curvature substantially the same as that of the distance betveen the bow and the
center of gravity of the ship in order to induce stability against small lateral
movements.

A high resisting fender is required for larger ships.

For Arctic

conditions it is better installed on the special foredeck of the ship itself
instead of around the mooring head.

CONCLUSIONS
This new type Of ship mooring installation can operate tvelve months a year
under the most severe conditions of ice pack movement or storm vaves in Arctic
vaters.

It has to be situated off zones of landfast ice in deeper vaters and off

the course of large ice islands or icebergs.

Large ice masses might hovever be

artificially deviated from their course, if necessary.

3
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The harbor could be designed to berth, in deep
any sizes, even the biggest.

~ater,

one or more ships of

With its own oil reservoir it may fill very quickly

the largest oil tankers.
No other

~ork

of protection is required, like any classical

no dredging need be done before construction.

The

~hole

break~ater,

and

structure could be built

by sections in existing ship yards and then brought and sunk in place.

The over

all size is very much reduced because of the radial position of the ship relative
to the central structures and thus it could
lution to the design of a harbor in Arctic

~ell

be one of the most economic so

~aters.
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DISCUSSION
S . Laz i er:

Queen's University, Canada.

With regard to the possible "Lee" which may develop behind
Dr. Michel' s mooring structure, I wish to show two aerial photographs taken
in 1970 whi ch illustrate this phenomenon.

At the time of break-up in the

harbour at Kingston, Canada , an ice sheet of some 20 miles l ong was pushed
against Snake Island by a wind of about 20 m/sec.
Isl and are about

C km

The dimension of Snake

wide normal to the ice pus4 4~ km in length.

graphs show clearly the "Lee" which developed behind Snake Island.

The photo
On the

windward side the ice piled up to a height of about 8 meters.
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DISCUSSION
A. Kovacs:

CRREL, U.S.A.
Dr. Evens questioned whether the lee side of the sea ice harbour

platform proposed by Dr. Michel would rema i n open or free of ice as the pack
moved passed the platform as represented by Figure 2.
opinion that a free ice area would not occur.

Dr. Evens was of the

My observation of ice accumula

tions in the lee if grounded ice islands in the Beaufort Sea is that the ice is
highly hummocked and as a result is thicker than the surrounding· "plate" ice.
Indeed I would only expect an ice free area to exist when the ice canopy is
highly rarefied.
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DISCUSSION
R. Y. Edwards, Jr:

Arctec Inc., U.S.A.

Dr. Michel's paper on an off-shore structure is extremely
informative.

I have a few questions.

I must stress that they are exactly

that questions to which I solicit answers from experts in the behaviour of
sea ice.

On icebreakers upon which I have served and which I have
tested, I have observed very frequently the ice shadow or track behind the
ship close very rapidly.

Is it possible for a stress field to develop per

pendicular to the direction of motion of the ice sheet.

(The tremendous

inertia of ice floes can keep them moving in a particular direction despite
a shift in wind to another direction).

This field would cause closure of

the "ice shadow" behind the structure.

My second question concerns his suggestion for a multiple
mooring system.

I am sure that a simple point moor at the bow will allow

the ship freedom to fetch up against the side of the "ice shadow" if wind is
at an angle to the ice shadow, with no particular harm to ship or structure.

11
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DISCUSSION
T. M. Dick:

British Hovercraft Corp., England.

Dr. Michel has proposed an interesting solution for the pro
tection of moored vessels from ice movement.
The protection from wave action is not so certain nor likely
to be as extensive as shown in Figure 2.

If the dimensions of the wharf and

ship as illustrated are representative, then waves of length of half the ship
length or greater will tend to treat the wharf as being hydrodynamically in
visible and will diffract around into the lee of the structure making a rather
confused wave system.
The sheltering effect is likely to be minimal unless the wharf
is made much greater in size than the illustrated dimensions.

Consequently

the ship would probably pitch and roll considerably during storms in the
absence of ice.

Vertical movement, if sufficiently large, could interfere with

the loading or unloading operations and this could be an important . factor in
the short Arctic navigation season.
Owing to the diffraction it is clear that the size of the
wharf will depend on the fetch generating the seas.

Both ice forces and wave

action affecting the struc ture will depend upon its location.

In the design

the wharf will need to satisfy both the ice dynamics and the open season wave
dynamics.
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DISCUSSION
G. Tsang:

University of Guelph, Canada.

As the wind in the Arctic is strong it may blow in the cross
direction to the sea current (i.e. 90

0

).

With the ship being moored at two

ends in the direction of ocean current, the wind may blow broad-side onto the
ship and produce a bending moment longitudinally to the ship.

Since the vind

in the Arctic can be as high as 100 m.p.h., the wind pressure is proportional
to the square of the wind, and the bending moment is proportional to the square
to the length of the span, the bending moment produced can be very high.
required the strength of the ship be greatly increased.
strength is designed mainly for the bending

mom~nt

This

(At present, a ship's

of the ribs).

Then, an

economical problem of modifying existing ships and strengthening future ships
is posed here.
Also, the orientation of a ship is governed by the combined
effect of wind and water drags.
goes down during loading).

So the ship floats up during unloading, (or

The wind drag and water drag change continuously

and this cause a continuous change of the resulting force.

In order to keep

the orientation of the ship, two moorings at the end of the ship are required
instead of one.
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B. Michel
I would like to thank Professor Lazier for his most convincing
slides showing the lee behind Snake Island in Lake Ontario.

On the other hand

Mr. Kovacs says that an ice free area does not exist except when there is very
little ice and shows this with a picture of a lee behind a grounded island in
the Beaufort Sea.

Mr. Edwards says that the lee may close very rapidly behind

such a structure because of pressure existing in a field which is perpendicular
to the motion of the ice sheet.

So I think the question is fully opened to

discussion.
In my mind there is absolutely no doubt that a lee exist in
all cases for the berthing of a ship.

And, of course, the second part of this

sentence is important because a ship can berth in a lee full of broken up,
small unconsolidated ice pieces, slowly moving away.
makes me think of actual icebreaker operation.

The picture of Mr. Kovacs

The lee exist behind the arti

ficial island but it is full of pieces in the same manner as a track made
by an icebreaker when it is full of broken up pieces.
can follow in these tracks.

Of course merchant vessels

The amount of small ice pieces in the lee of the

structure would depend very much on its forms and model studies have to be
carried to find out for each case.

It is obvious that a form which would act

as a thin surface island connected by one or a few points to be ground would
leave most of the ice pass underneath and appear in broken pieces in the track.
We believe that the icebreaking form we are suggesting for the mooring structure
would clear most of its ice on the side and little would appear in the track.

Mr. Edwards is quite right and a lee may close by pressure behind a ship but
not that close to be applicable to the mooring structure we are considering.
Experience on icebreakers in Arctic conditions seems to indicate that it may
close as near as half a mile from the icebreaker.
times the width of the ship.

This is indeed many many

We need only about two times the width of the

mooring structure to berth a ship behind it, in this case.
The lee formed against wave action is not an important factor

14
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in this design.

Mr. Dick is afraid that it will not exist and that this will

hamper loading and unloading operations.

In fact in the Arctic Ocean the open

water fetch is always small at practically all locations and wave heights and
lengths are not great.

Wave lengths are much smaller than the dimension of the

structure required for other purpose, so that there is important diffraction and
Wave reduction in the lee.

But, even if there would not be any diffraction,

modern large size tankers do easily load and unload now in heavy open seas else
where in the world as long as their axis is perpendicular to the movement of
the storm waves.

This is a principle of operation in this structure.
There seems to be some misunderstanding as to the arrangement

of mooring lines for this structure.

In case when there is no lateral wind re

lative to the direction of ice movement it is clear that only mooring of the bow
will be required as suggested by Mr. Edwards.

But in case of a strong lateral

wind, mooring at both sides of the stern on the bottom dolphins would be neces
sary for reasons discussed by Professor Tsang and for other reasons.

Big tankers

berthing along open sea wharfs are already designed against bending to resist
lateral wind action.
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ICE PRESSURE ON BRIDGE PIERS
IN ALBERTA,

Cru~ADA

Research Council of Alberta Contribution No. 465
C. R. Neill

Research Council of Alberta

Edmonton, Canada

SYNOPSIS
Devices designed to measure total ice force during river break-up have
been built into two bridge piers.

Measurements over a four-year period have

yielded unit pressures from moving ice-sheets in the range of 100 to 160 lb/in 2
(7 to 11.3 kg/cm 2 ), for ordinary to moderately severe conditions.
Analyses have been carried out of the probable ultimate strengths of
several old piers that have successfully withstood ice for many years.
Estimated unit pressures for structural failure are in the range of 150 to 250
lb/in 2 (10.5 to 17.5 kg/cm 2 ).
It is concluded that the ice pressure of 400 lb/in 2 (28 kg/cm 2 )
specified in Canadian codes may be unnecessarily conservative for bridges in
inland rivers where the most severe conditions are associated with spring
break-up.
Recommendations are offered for the design of force-measuring devices.

6.1

INTRODUCTION
Investigation of forces developed by river ice striking bridge piers
during spring break-up have been in progress in Alberta for several years.

The

approach taken has been essentially empirical, involving field measurement of
actual ice forces at special sites, plus estimation of the maximum forces
likely to have been withstood in the past by certain older bridges.
Some details of the investigations have been previously reported by
Sanden and Neill (1).

Observations of associated river break-up processes have

been reported by Nuttall (2).
CURRENT DESIGN PRACTICE IN CANADA
Bridge design codes used in Canada imply that longitudinal ice forces
on piers are to be calculated by taking an average ice pressure of 400 Ib/in 2
(28 kg/cm 2), and multiplying by the width of the pier and the expected maximum
thickness of ice.

This yields very large overturning moments in many cases.

The codes do not specify ice thicknesses nor orientation of ice forces in
relation to the pier axis.

It is possible to apply the full force longitudi

nally but ignore transverse components, producing elongated piers with
relatively low transverse strength s .

Designers have been known to use ice

thicknesses less than actually expected, on the argument that the specified
pressure is unlikely to occur simultaneously over the full thicknes s.

If

transverse components are neglected there are obvious advantages fn reducing
pier widths, because longitudinal forces are thereby reduced in proportion.
It is important to note that the specified unit pressure need not be
regarded as a real ice crushing strength, but rather as an empirical value which
has been found to yield safe designs. Therefore the fact that crushing strengths
considerably in excess of 400 lb / in 2 (28 kg/cm 2 ) are obtainable from small ice
specimens is not necessarily relevant in considering whether the specified
pressure is excessive.

Some scientists have suggested that the specified

pressure ought to be larger for small piers than for large ones.

The strong

incentive to slender piers offered by the present codes may therefore be
unjustified.
FIELD MEASUREMENTS OF ICE FORCES
Special piers equipped to measure ice forces have been installed on two
northward-flowing rivers

in central Alberta, the Athabasca and the Pembina.

Both rivers are normally covered from November to April with ice from 1.5 to 3 ft
(0.5 to I m.) thick, and are liable .to heavy ice-runs.
Hondo is approximately 850 ft (300 m.) wide.

The Athabasca River at

The Pembina River at Pembridge is

approximately 250 ft (75 m.) wide.

2
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Fig. 1 shows details of the measuring system used at the Hondo bridge,
where measurements of ice forces were made in 1967, 1968, 1969 and 1970.

Fig. 2

shows details of the system at Pembridge, where measurements were made in 1969
and 1970.

Relatively severe break-up and ice-run conditions occurred at both

sites in 1969.
Systems used at both sites are designed to record the total force
sustained by the pier, also its time-wise fluctuations .

Originally the Hondo

site had a strain-gauge load cell to measure top reactions, whereas the Pembridge
site had flexural strain-gauges on the load-measuring pipe, but both are now
arranged for measurement of top reactions.

Provision is made for synchronized

filming of ice action.
Table 1 summarizes maximum ice forces and corresponding average unit
pressures as inferred from measurements over the 4-year period.

Fig . 3 shows a

typical length of strain-gauge output, illustrating characteristic oscillations
of the ice force under varying modes of breaking and crushing while a more or
less continuous ice sheet was being cut through by the pier.

Velocities of

incision have been generally in the range of 1 to 5 ft/sec (0.3 to 1.5 m/sec) .
So far it has not been possible to measure ice strength and quality immediately
before break-up. Table 3 (p.5) shows some data on associated meteorological and
river flow conditions.
TABLE 1 - ICE FORCES, THICKNESSES AND PRESSUREj
INFERRED FROM FIELD MEASUREMENTS
Site

Hondo

Pier
width
ft.
m.

Year

7.5

1967

2.3

Average ice
thickness
ft.
m.
1. 25

1968

Pembridge

2.8

0.85

0.38

Equivalent

Maximum
force
kg.
lb.
140,000

unit

63,500

~ressure

lb/in

kg/cm 2

104

7.3

Slow break-up : negligible forces

1969

2.5

0.76

370,000

168,000

137

9.6

1970

1.5

0.46

200,000

90, '700

124

8.7

1969

2.0

0.61

130,000

59,000

159

11. 2

1970

Slow breayup : negligible forces

I
STRENGTH ANALYSIS OF OLD PIERS

An analysis of the ultimate strength of piers in five bridges that had
withstood ice forces for many years yielded estimates as shown in Table 2 for
the upper limit of average ice pressure probably sustained.

These figures are

based on ice 3 feet (0.9 m.) thick, a reasonable maximum figure for the sites in
question. The estimated upper limits range from 120 to 250 Ib/in 2 (8.4 to 17.6
kg/cm2), all considerably below the value specified by the codes.
3
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TABLE 2 - RESULTS OF ULTIMATE STRENGTH ANALYSIS OF
FIVE OLD PIERS STILL STANDING

River name

Location name

Date of
pier
construction

Estimated ice pressure
that would cause failure
(ice 3 ft. thick)
Ib/in 2
ks.!/cm 2

Red Deer

Content

1906

120

8.4

Red Deer

Bindloss

1922

240

16.9

Bow

near Calgary

1921

150

10.5

Ghost

at the mouth

1929

250

17 . 6

Little Smoky

near Triangle

1950

190

13.4

CONCLUSIONS
The field measurements and analyses reported herein tend to suggest that
for spring break-up conditions in Western Canada the specified code pressure of
400 lb/in 2 (28 kg/cm 2) may be unnecessarily conservative.

This conclusion is

not necessarily valid for rivers where hard cold ice may be broken up by winter
floods or icebreakers.
The following suggestions are offered to those planning comparable field
measurements on piers or similar structures:

- Aim to determine total ice force on structure.
- Make device mechanically simple, stiff, and rugged.
Design mechanical parts for at least 300 lb/in 2 ice pressure,
and allow for higher pressures on small areas.
- Measure reactions rather than bending or torsional stresses .
- Incorporate spare sensors, circuits, and transducers.
- Investigate dynamic behaviour of system under load frequencies
in range of 1/2 to 10 cycles per second.
- Incorporate foolproof mechanical device for indicating
maximum force, in case electrical sensing system fails.
_ Provide for continuous analogue recording in order to register
force vibrations.
_ Provide for automatic start-up of force recording in case of
unexpected ice break-up.

4
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TABLE 3 - METEOROLOGICAL AND RIVER FLOW CONDITIONS ASSOCIATED
WITH ICE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS OF TABLE 1
Site

Year

Date
of
break-up

Meteorological conditions over
preceding 7 days
Total
Average Average Average
daily
daily
daily
precipi
tation
maximum minimum hrs. of
bright
temp.
temp.
sun

°c
Hondo

Pembridge

(1)
(2)
(3)

1967
1968
1969
1970

29
21
14
16

1969
1970

April
12 April
11

April
April
April
April

+10
+10
+17
+10

°c

mm

(1)

12
9
9
9

(2)
(2)

(4)
(4 )

7
8

(3)
(3)

(1)
(1)
(1)

-7
-6
-5
-5

(1)
(1 )
(1)

+10 (4)
+ 8 (4)

-5
-3

(1)

from Smith meteorological
station.
Data from Wagner
meteorological station .
Data from Edmonton
meteorological station .
D~ta

(4 )
(5 )
(6)

5

(3)
(3)

-

(1)

16
1

(1 )
(1)

River flow
conditions
Maximum

Max. rise

daily
discharge

in stage
during
break-up
period
m

m3/s

1.5

-

(1)

(5)
(5)
(5)
(5)

-

(4) 240 (6)
(4) '" 30

0.9

2

730
190
700
590

-

1.5
1.2
-

Data from Sangudo meteorological
station.
Data from Athabasca hydrometric
station.
Data from Jarvie hydrometric
station.
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View of bridge from right bank
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Fig. 3 - Sample of strain-gauge recorder chart showing
nature of force oscillations on pier due to
moving ice.

(From Hondo pier, 1967)

"Crushing failure"

direct crushing of ice over full
area of contact around pier nose.

"Splitting failure"

longitudinal splitting of ice-sheet
ahead of nose and/or bending failure
after partial lifting.

Note:

pressure scales are approximate only, since ice
thickness was not accurately known at this
point.
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Novosibirsk

Railroad Transporta

U.S.S.R.

tion Engineers

Synopsis
Considered is a calculation scheme for estimating the forces of
interaction occuring under dynamic ice loads. Design formulae are
presented for determining the magnitude of dynamic ice pressure on
vertical piers with due regard for the coefficient of elastic
response.

R6sum6
Dans le rapport on analyse le sch6ma de calcul pour d6finir les
forces d'interaction surgissant sous les charges dynamiques. Les
formules de calcul permettant de d6terminer les valeurs de la
pression dynamique de glace sur les appuis verticaux, compte tenu
du coefficient de d6formabilit6, sont donn6es.

1
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Designing and maintenance of bridges and hydraulic structures
in the greater part of the territory of the USSR must be carried out
with due regard for the interaction of the forces developing under
dynamic ice loads. This fact is of special importance for large
Siberian rivers, where the breakup is sometimes accompanied by the
formation of ice jams, sharp changes in water level and by the
movement of large floes of considerable thickness and strength.
In the Soviet Union these problems were previously considered
by some specialists (Kuznetsov, Zileev and KOrZhR.ViJl]). This com
munication offers a fuller solution of the problem.
roe following method of calculation is recommended.
A floe of a known area Q, thickness h,

~nd

mass M, moving at

a velocity v possesses a kinetic energy reserve which is spent on:
a) work in breaking the edge of the floe in the zone of contact;
b) elastic deformation of piers and floes;
c) the rotation of the floe about the contact point when the
impact is eccentric.
It is easy to prove that the elastic deformation of the floe
cannot have any appreciable influence on the value of the ice
pressure and that practically a central impact of the floe on the
pier is most always the case.
In this instance all the kinetic energy of the floe will be
spent only on crushing the edge of the floe (Ti) arid on the elastic
deformation of the bridge piers (Ts) according to the equation

Mv

2

-2-

(1 )

Ti + Ts

~

Thus, tlte more flexible the bridge pier, the less will be the
force transmitted to it (p). Assuming that the coefficient of elas
tic ·response (a) is the specific deformatign--of the pier due to ".
force of 1 ton (applied at the level of ice pressure), the tot'.l
deformation may be expressed as
A

~

Pa

Ts

and the work of the deformation as

=

PA
2

In this connection equation (1 ) '>ill be

l~v2

X

Pdx
"2 ~Jo
0

+

2

p2a

"2

(2)

6.2

T
where Xo is the maximum depth of intrusion of the pier in the
fl oe at the moment when it stops. Using equation (2), it is
possible to fi nd the mathematical relationship for determining
the value of dynami c ice pressure on the pier (p), taking into
consi deration the coefficient of elastic compliance (a), the
limit of compre ssive strength of ice shapes (R,,), and dimensions
of piers, and also the dimensions and velocity of the floe.
The above analysis justifies the recommendation of the
following method of cal culation :
1. For vertical bridge pier <;ith triangular starling

2

(2a - is angle of shape and m is the pi er shape coefficient ))

P

Q

0,30 vh
ah +

1

SR"mtga

2 . For vertical brIdge pIer WIth half-round starling
l
As can be seen from the analysis of the problem ), it is
possible to use equation (2) assuming a
P

= 700 ,

m

= 0.90,

then

Q

0, 30 vh
ah +

1

12,3RfI

3. For verti cal bridge pier of rectangular shape
Q

, • 0,10 "h \

ah+

1

(5 )

S, SRJ2
Equation (S) was obtained considering the a.ppr o,,-ch of a round
ice floe towards a rectangular pier, as it is improbable tha.t "
straight ice edge should simultaneously contact the pier along its
entire width. Besides, there will be no local crush ing effect in
this case.
It is self-evident that the pressure cal culated from equations
(3), (4) and (5) cannot exceed the one determined on the basis on
the crushing of the floe along the entire width on the pier.
It may be shown that for elastic response coeff i cients ,
a

< O.OOl-O.OOS,

the piers may be considered as absolutely rigid.
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THE PRESSURE OF FLOATING ICE-FIELDS
ON PILES

Dr.-Ing. Joachim Schwarz
Scientific Assistent

Franzius-Institut
Technical University
Hannover

Hannover
West-Germany

A. Synopsis
The investigation of the pressure of floating ice fields against
piles has been started from the assumption that the maximum pressure
of ice is limited by its compressive strength. Therefore this
strength was first of all ascertained by laboratory tests on cubes
of several ice species. The results contain the influence of tempe
rature, velocity of deformation and direction of pressure on the
cubic strength. In order to employ these laboratory results for the
calculation of structures, a relationship between the strength in
laboratory tests and in nature was derived by measuring the pressure
of floating ice-fields on a pile of a bridge, which crosses the ti
dal estuary of the EIDER River.
The investigation leads to an equation, which allows the calculation
of ice pressure against piles.
A. Resume
Pour I' investigation de la pression des champs de glace flottante
contre des pilots on a presume que Ie maximum de la pression par
la glace est limite par sa resistance a la compression. C'est pour
quoi cette resistance represente une valeur fon'damentale qu' on a
verifiee par des essais a pression de cube pour plusieures especes
de glace, afin de determiner sistematiquement les differentes in
fluences comme la temperature, la vitesse de deformation, la direc
tion de la pression et Ie contenu de gaz. Pour employer ces resul
tats de laboratoire pour Ie calcul des constructions on a mesure
la pression par la glace sur un pilot d'un pont afin d'obtenir une
relation entre les resultats de laboratoire et ceux de la nature.
Pour Ie moment les resultats conduisent a une equation qui permet
Ie calcul de la pression de glace contre des pilots.
1
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B. Introduction
In cold regions the pressure of ice is decisive for the calculation
of hydraulic structures. This pressure, however, is still unknown.
It is therefore not surprising that in severe winters hydraulic
structures will be destroyed by ice run.
In rivers the danger of ice pressure decreases with time, because
the ice run in spring will be controlled by ice-breakerships

and

because the ice formation will be reduced by the heated water of
power-stations.
In coastal regions there is no way of keeping the ice forces from
structures and just in these locations the question of ice pressure
becomes more and more important, for example by the offshore-con
struction of deep-water harbors, transloading-points, light-houses
and bridges.
The authors investigation (2, 1970) of the pressure of floating ice
fields on piles has been based on the assumption that the maximum
pressure of ice is limited by its compressive strength. This strength
was first of all ascertained in compression tests on cubes in order
to determine

systematically the different influences, such as tem

perature, velocity of deformation and direction of pressure. The re
ceived cubic strength cannot be immediately employed for designing
structures, because in nature the rupture of ice occurs in another
way than in our laboratory tests. In nature the contact between ice
and structure is, for example, smaller than in the experiments bet
ween ice cube and pressure plate. Moreover the shape, the width of
the structure and the thickness of ice has an influence upon the
strength.
Because the fundamental strength properties nevertheless should be
utilized for calculating ice forces, it was necessary to derive a
relationship between the strength in laboratory tests and in nature.
This was done by measuring the ice-forces on a pile of a bridge.
C. Laboratory tests
Strength properties were investigated by compression tests on ice
cubes from river, lake and harbor (fresh-water-ice) and from the
North-Sea, Baltic-Sea and brackish-water (salt-water-ice).
The edge lengths of the cubes were 10 em. The tests were performed
at ice temperatures of 0 0

,

-10 0 and _20

0

C in two different direc

tions (perpendicular and parallel to the growth-direction). The ve
2
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locity of deformation was varied from S

=

3 . 10- 3 s!c to

0

S = 3 . 10 __
1_. Plywood panels were placed between the cube area and
sec
the pressure plate, in order to average out the unevenness on the
cube surface, so that the test results scattered only up to ± 5

%.

1. By lowering the temperature, the strength of ice increases at a

rate of about:

a
a

= ~,5
=

kp/cm

2,5 kp/cm

2

2

°c
°c

with fresh-water-ice

and

with salt-water-ice.

This strengthening is nearly linear down to _20 0 C. The lesser
strength of salt-water-ice is attributed to the liquid brine cells
within the ice.
2. At a deformation velocity of S

= 0,003

s;c there is a maximum in

strength (Fig. 1, 2). This result is explainable from the deflec
tion-time-curve. The maximum appears at all ice species at the
same strain rate and is more evident, the colder the ice is. The
deformation velocity of S

=

1

0,003 sec corresponds to an ice sheet

velocity of only a few cm/sec.
3. If the pressure acts parallel to the growth direction, the
strength of fresh-water-ice is 20

% higher (Fig. 1) than if the

pressure direction is perpendicular to the growth direction. With
salt-water-ice these relations are just reverse.
4. Between air-content within the ice and strength exists a nearly
linear relation.
D. Measurement in nature
The compressive strength of sea ice, as occurs in nature, was
measured in winter 1967/68 and 1968/69 at a pile of a bridge, which
crosses the tidal estuary of the EIDER during the construction of a
tidal barrier.
Along the entire German coast of the North Sea and also just outside
the estuary of the EIDER lie large flat areas (wadden ground), where
ice fields can grow very quickly. These ice fields float up only at
higher tides and then drift with the tidal current against the
bridge, where the ice fields are cut up by the piles. In the hereby
occuring state of stress the ice strength has maximum values.
The testing instrument consists of a shield with 50 pressure cells

3
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(Fig. 3), 5 in each altitude level half
way encompassing the pile (0 60 em).
The area of the pressure cells was
15 cm x 15 cm. In some of these pressure
cells were situated smaller ones with
2
and 50 cm 2 in order to

areas of 25 cm

determine the relationship between
strength and area of pressure. The
shield wa s fixed on the sea-side of the
pile (Fig. 4).
Insulating the electronic part of the
pressure cell a g ainst salt water pre
sented a particular problem. It was
solved wi t h BOSTIC-NEOSEAL and S ILICON
CAOUTCHOUC.

FIG. 3

SHIELD WITH
50 PRESSURE CELLS

In a paper of probability (Fig. 5) the
strength of sea-ice in nature, related
to several areas of pressure
2

2

(Cl'f'" 25 cm , of''' 200 cm 2 , Cl'11l ... S40 cm ...
the whole width of the pile at an ice
thickness of 14 em) was compared with
the cubic strength from laboratory tests
with the same ice.
1. If the pressure is related to an area
2
of F' = 200 cm the compressive
strength in nature (oF') is only half
of t h e cub i c strength (OWB)

0,5

This reduction of the cubic strength
is attributed to the incomplete con
tact between ice and structure. There
fore K is called contact coefficient,
FIG. 4

POINT FOR MEA SURING
ICE PRESSURE ON A
PILE OF A BRIDGE

although this value includes the
different state of stress in the cube
6
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pressure experiment and in nature.
2. If the area of pressure is only f
tact increases to K

=

2
25 cm , the coefficient of con

= 0,56.

f

3. Because the peaks of pressure (Fig. 6) occur simultaneously only
on 1 or 2 of the 5 side by side load cells - the others being lar
gely unpressured - a second reduction factor from the proportion

°0

0.

°F

0,66

was ascertained.

is the mean pressure over the whole width of the pile xthick

ness of ice, projected in the direction of floating. "0.66" takes
into account first of all the shape of the structure, but also the
increase of the area of pressure from 200 cm 2 to 840 cm 2 .

4. From measurements of different thicknesses of ice follows, that
the strength of ice increases, if the ratio thickness of ice to
width of pile becomes greater (Fig.

7). This is caused by the in

crease of the threedimensional stress. If the ice sheet grows
thicker, the number of planes of shear increases linearly, but
also the extension of the planes of shear is lengthend, so that
the strength increase exponentially.
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RELATION BETWEEN ULTIMATE STRENGTH AND THE RATIO
THICKNESS OF ICE TO WIDTH OF PILE

5. The pressure of brittle ice with low cubic strength was nearly
the same as the pressure of new ice, because of the closer con
tact between brittle ice and structure. It can be assumed, that
the coefficient of contact decreases with lowering temperatures.
From the results of the laboratory tests and the measurements in na
ture the following equation is derived in order to determine the ma
ximum pressure of floating ice-fields on piles:
P

=

[0,5·0,66 (oWB(Oo C) + 0,35·u (t

- tw »

+ 12,5 (n - 0,15)]h.b

Coefficient of contact

0,5

Coefficient of form (pile !JJ 60 cm)

0,66
0WB(O

L

o

C)

=

Cubic strength of ice at 0
1
velocity of S = 0,003
sec

9
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Influence of temperature
Temperature factor

a

Air-temperature during the last 24 hours
Water-temperature
Factor to get the mean temperature of the ice
sheet (after KORZHAVIN, 1)
12,5 (n-O,15)

Influence of thickness in proportion to the
width of pile

n

Thickness of ice: width of structure

h

Thickness of ice

b

Width of pile

This equation should be verified at higher values of n and at low
ice temperatures.
REFERENCES
1. KORZHAVIN, K.N.:
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der Technischen Universitat Hannover, Hanno
ver 1970.

DISCUSSION;
C.R. NEILL:

Dr. Assur (guest lecture) explained Dr. Korzhavin's
contact coefficient in terms of statistical

~orrela

tion of force peaks on different parts of a contact
area. Dr. Schwarz introduced the same contact coeffi
cient, but also a second reduction factor based on
incomplete correlation of peaks.
Could the author and perhaps Dr. Assur comment on
this point? If there is a reduction factor for incom
plete correlation of peaks, what is the correct inter
pretation of the contact coefficient?

10
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J. SCHWARZ:

There are two reduction factors of the cubic strength;
the first is called contact-coefficient (0,5); it is
related in our case to an area of pressure of 200 cm~
It is affected by the incomplete contact between ice
and structure and by the state of stress within the
ice.
The second reduction factor (coefficient of form

= 0,66) is given, if the consideration of the ice for
ces will be extended from one pressure cell to the
whole width of the pile. This coefficient depends al
so on the contact, because of the increase of the
pressure area, but the influence of shape is favou
rised.
R. EDWARDS:

First, I should like to compliment Dr. Schwarz on an
excellent experiment and paper. I would like to know
however, what his opinion is on the influence of the
vibration of his instrumented pile upon the validity
of the force measurements, which he has accumulated.
The vibration was quite noticeable in the informa
tive film, he showed in his presentation.

J. SCHWARZ:

Of course, there was a vibration of the testing pile,
but this fact only has an influence upon the veloci
ty of ice deformation. For example, if the pile os
cillates forward, the relative floating velocity of
the ice sheet, which is proportional to the velocity
of deformation, increases and on the contrary, if
the pile oscillates backward, the velocity of defor
mation decreases.
The relationship between the ice strength and the ve
locity of deformation was investigated in laboratory
tests and is taken into account in the equation on
page 6.

PEYTON, H.:

Dr. Schwarz has accomplished a fine piece of experi
mental and analytical work. The data should be useful
in developing further results in analyzing ice forces
on structures. Especially of interest are the corre
lations between force at a specific location to the
unit areas surrounding it, also the correlation of

11
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force at a unit area from one time to another.
Both of these analytical results should prove use
ful in predicting ice forces on a variety of struc
tural types.
Both the data and the movie show excellent correla
tion with COOK Inlet ice conditions as I have ob
served them.

12
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THE NUTCRACKER ICE STRENGTH TESTER AND ITS OPERATION
IN THE BEAUFORT SEA

Imperial Oil Limited

K.R. Croasdale

Calgary, Alberta, Canada.

Synopsis
Growing energy consumption and dwindling reserves in the populated
regions is spurring the search for oil in the frontier areas of the far North.
This paper describes the work sponsored by several Canadian oil companies aimed
at providing ice strength data for the design of offshore structures for Arctic
waters.

The design and operation of a novel ice testing device is described.

Some of the results obtained during tests in January and February of 1970 are
presented and discussed.

La consommation croissante de l'energie et l'epuisement des reserves
dans les regions peuplees ant pousse la recherche du petrole jusque dans
les regions eloignees du Grand Nord.
Cet article decrit le travail finance par plusieurs societes petrolieres
canadiennes destine

a obtenir

les informations sur la resistance de la glace

necessaires au dessi¢n des structures qui devront etre utilisees pour le
travail au large dans les eaux Arctiques.

L'auteur decrit un nouvel

appareillage pour la mesure de la resistance de la glace ainsi que son fonc
tionnement.
Quelques-uns des resultats obtenus en janvier et fevrier 1970 sont
presentes et discutes.

6.4

Introduction
Increasing population and affluence of the industrial nations bas r e
sulted in a big increase in world energy consumption.

Consequently the easily

accessible f ossi l fuels which have supplied North America and Europe since the
Industrial Revolution are becoming exhausted, and an international search for
new sources of energy is underway.

The North American oil industry is playing

an important part in the search by exploring frontier areas, the most significant
of these being the far North.
The Arctic sedimentary basins extend under both land and sea.

Offshore

development of these basins will be made diffi cult by the ice environment which
exists year round in most areas.
One of the obvious problems facing offshore development in the Arctic
is that o f providing structures strong enough to withstand the moving ice.

The

limiting force between a fixed structure and moving ice is a function of the
failing stress of the ice in the rele vant mode of failure.

Hence knowledge of

the maximum nomi nal ice stress or pressure is an important prerequisite to pre
limi nary design studies o f offshore Arctic structures.
sideration

During preliminary con

of the problem we could not find reference to any previous work whi ch

would allow us to predi ct the maximum nominal failing stress of the ice in the
Mackenzie Delta area of the Beaufo rt Sea (which is the area of our immediate
.

interest).

1

We were aware of the work o f Peyton

and Assur in relation to the

Cooke In let platforms but did not have acces s to the complete results of their
studies.

In any case the ice conditions of the Cooke Inlet and Mackenzie Delta
2
on the desirability o f field

are not similar and we took note of Gold's remarks
measurements.

Consequently in the summer of 1969 we started to consider various
methods o f conducting field tests which woul d give us the required data.
The Test Proposal
Our initial ob jective was to investigate the failure of a horizontal
ice s heet caused by the relative movement of a vertical cylindrical structure.
More specifically the aim was to determine the failing loads involved and also
record the modes of failure.
Originally we considered installing several instrumented test piles in
Kugmallit Bay near Tuktoyaktuk, N.W.T.

After freeze-up, the ice forces would be

determined by measuring the bending strains in the piles.

Preliminary study of

this propos al revealed several technical diffi cult ies and als o the high costs
which would be involved.
It was natural therefore , that we started to think about alternative
methods of obtaining the same information ( i.e. the failing stress of ice in the
pier-mode of loading).

Instead of installing fixed piles and measuring the for

ces imposed by ice moving against them, why not push between two tubular members

2
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set in the ice, and measure the load-deflection characteristics up to the point
of ice failure?

This new line o f approach seemed attractive in many ways and

several alternative methods of moving tubular members through the ice were con
sidered.

Of all the alternatives, the so-called "nutcracker" device, illustrated

in Figure 1 and described in the next section appeared to be the simplest to en
gineer and operate.
The design, manufacture and shipment of four nutcracker testers
attracted interest and received a certain amount of publicity.

This publicity

resulted in participation in the project by five other oil companies and even
tually led to the formation of the Arctic Petroleum Operators Association.
A.P.O.A. has currently a membership of nineteen companies and has so far been
involved in a total of four major Arctic research and data gathering projects.
The "Nutcracker" Device and Associated Equipment
The principle of operation of the device is readily seen from Figure 1.
In essence, the two loading legs are hinged at the bottom and can be pushed
apart by means of up to three hydraulic rams which link the legs together at the
top.

The outriggers and floats are necessary to enable the device to be floated

in the water j ust prior to freeze-up.

After freeze-up, the floats can be discon

nected from the loading l e gs so as not to interfere with the tests.
The design case for the
devices was five feet of ice and a
600 psi nominal ice failing stress.
Each nutcracker device
weighS about 9 tons, most of this
weight being in the loading legs;
each leg is 16 feet long by 30
inches diameter by 1 inch thick.
Each hydraulic ram weighs 300
pounds and is capable of a push of
172 tons at the maximum hydraulic
pressure of 10,000 psi; ram stroke
is 12 inches.

Hydraulic fluid at

a pressure up to 10,000 psi can be
supplied to the rams through flex
ible hose from a 16 horsepower
gasoline powered pump.
P.G. 1528 Hi now.)

(Enerpac

The rate of

loading is controlled by manually
operating an adjustable pressure
relief valve (Enerpac VC-llO).
Figure 1.

The Nutcracker Ice Tester

3
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The load applied to the ice is deduced from the hydraulic pressure
which is measured by means of a pressure transducer (Viatran PTB 103) mounted on
the inlet to the central ram.

The signal from the transducer is fed into an

oscillographic recorder so that load is obtained on a time base.

The distance

between the two loading legs is measured by means of a l i near potentiometer
(Bourns model 128) and this signal is also recorded.
Four
Calgary.

nutcracker

units were manufactured at National Tank Limited in

They left Calgary for Hay River on August 13th and were barged down the

Mackenzie to arrive at Tuktoyaktuk by September 15th.

The units were then

assembled and anchored in Tuktoyaktuk harbour to await freeze-up.

The units were

disturbed by storms during freeze-up and they were finally locked into the ice
closer than we had intended, however this proximity did not a£fect their opera
tion or the results obtained.
Field Tests
Unfortunately J cannot describe in this paper the detailed results
obtained from the tests.

This is because the test program was jointly sponsored

by several oil companies and the terms of agreement require that the results
remain confidential until 1974.

However, I hope that what I can disclose, even

though it is of a general nature, will be of sufficient interest to justify the
presentation of this paper.
All four test devices were successfully operated within a ten day
period in

Janua~J

1970.

The equipment and apparatus worked remarkably well

despite temperatures in the -20°F to _40°F range.
Typical ice stress and deflection results are shown in Figure 2.

The

deflection at failure (referred to the centre of the ice sheet) was about one
inch.

With this amount of deflection the loading leg was almost exactly at right

angles to the ice sheet.

The ultimat e deflection occurred entirely on one leg

only.
All four units yielded rath e r similar plots of stress against time and
deflection against time, despite the differences between tests in such things as
loading rates, ice temperature and salinity prOfiles, and loading leg geometry.
In the above context it should be noted that:

three of the units had

loading legs which were 30 inches in diameter whilst the other one simulated a
60 inch diameter pier; the loading rate up to failure varied from test to test
between 200 and 1500 psi/min; the salinities were generally low - the highest
value measured being about 3 parts per thousand by weight.

Another parameter

which affects nominal ice stress and which was not easily determined is effective
ice thickness.

Not unexpectedly, the ice thickened locally around the units as

shown in Figure 3.

In view of the fact that ultimate failure was very local

around the loading leg the effective ice thickness was assumed to be equal to the
local ice thickness; nearly twice the nominal ice thickness.
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Figures

Typical Test Record

4 to 9 are typical views of the test devices in operation.

Observation of the tests and study of the photographic records leads me to the
conclusion that after a stress re-distribution by tensile and shear cracking,
the ultimate failure was one of local crushing around the loading leg.
The test devices were re-operated in February.

Similar results were ob

tained except that because of thicker ice, we did not have enough load capacity
to fail the larger unit in the elastic mode.

However, we did induce creep

failure by maintaining the maximum available load for over one hour.
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SCALE ~
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Figure 3.

-+

Ice Thickness Contour
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Figure 4.

Test in progress; ram stroke about 2 inches

Figure 5.

Test in progress; ram stroke about 8 inches
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Figu:rc

6.

Figure 7.

Test in progress; ram stroke about 9 inches

Test complete; inspecting the failure
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Figure 8.

Figure 9.

Local crushi ng in front of loading leg

ftnother test in progress; note radial cracks

8

The tests described have greatly increased our knowledge about the pier
mode type of failure of Mackenzie Delta ice.

However in relation to an offshore

structure they are essentially model tests and the problem remains of how to
extrapolate the results to the design of a large platform.
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DISCUSSIONS
G. Frankenstein
I would like to say that this was a tremendous piece of work.

We are

conducting Model Studies at CRREL which are similar but better (because we can
control the conditions).

In preliminary tests we observed an increasing load

until a circular crack formed, then the l oad would falloff until the pile
reached the failure crack then the load increased to a new maximum value - then
a ci rcular crack would form and the process would repeat.
B. Ross
(1)

Please comment on effects of rotation of nutcracker leg On the results

which were obtained .
(2)

What were characteristic temperatures and salinities for sea ice tested ?

K.R. Croasdale
At failure the leg movement through the ice was between one and two
inches which corresponds to an angular tilt of only about 0.4 to 0.8 degrees.
Furthermore the legs were preset inwards 1.5 inches so that in fact at peak load
the loading leg was almost perfectly at right angles to the ice sheet.
Temperature and salinity profiles were obtained immediately before each
test.

Salinities up to 3 parts per thousand were measured; a typiCal ice surface

9
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temperature was -9°F.

s.

H~a~d

As a further comment to your reply to Dr. Ross, I would like to mention
that even presetting will not completely correct for rotation and there are
bending stresses introduced in the ice-slab.

These effects

c~

be calculated

and appropriate correction can be applied to calculate the ice-failure stress.
K.R. Croasdale
I accept that our loading was not purely horizontal.

However, I think

it is unlikely that the very small rotation up to failure induces bending stress
es in the ice which are of any significance.

Even so, we shall attempt to cal

culate this effect.
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America

SYNOPSIS
Offshore structures of a fixed nature may initiate the formation of pressure
ridges in sea ice.

These pressure ridges in turn may create additional pileups

of sea ice, thus isolating the structure to ships from the ice sheet field by a
possibly impenetrable barrier.

6.5

There are virtually no offshore, man-made structures in Arctic areas of North
America.

The writer will, of necessity, call upon observations of reactions

between some of nature's temporarily fixed ice islands and dynamiC sea ice as
well as on observations of the reaction between a moving artificial structure,
the S.S. MANHATTAN, and pressure ridges.
There has been considerable speculation on the effects of dynamic pressure ridges
striking coastal structures.

A few rules-of-thumb have been developed, but these

have not been widely accepted, as most designers of potential offshore structures
are not satisfied to design on the basis of untested, empirical formulae.

The

writer has been fascinated by the fact that the literature and general discussion
among engineers often considers the effects of pressure ridges on structures but
seldom considers the conversely possible effects of structures on pressure ridges.
It is this latter topic which is the prime subject of this paper.
During the winter of 1968-1969 many ice island fragments washed onto the coast of
northern Alaska in the vicinity of Prudhoe Bay.

These ice fragments were fresh

water fragments which had broken off from the Ward Hunt ice shelf of Ellesmere Is
land many years before.

They varied in size from only a few feet to 10 acres in

area, and they became grounded in depths ranging from approximately 20 feet to 90
feet.

The larger fragments formed a series of ice islands following roughly the

90-foot depth contour approximately 20 mil~s from shore, for a distance of 70
miles along the coast.

After two winters and a summer, this string of islands is
1
Though the islands have fractures as a result, ap

still grounded off the coast .

parently, of temperature cracking and have been through the melt season of 1969,
it appears that they will be in existence for several years, diminishing in size
each year.

University of Alaska engineers thickened two of these islands by add

ing approximately 12 feet of ice to the top of one and 3 feet of ice to the top of
2
another, thus providing average overburdens of approximately 300 pounds/ft and
2
150 pounds/ft respectively.2,3
These ice islands are essentially offshore structures and have afforded University
of Alaska engineers an excellent opportunity to study some aspects of the interac
tion between offshore structures and pressure ridges.

Through the winter of 1968

1969 the ice iSlands created a continuous shear pressure ridge just seaward of the
line of islands.

At one location the height of the ridge was approximately 30

feet, and of course this ridge was grounded along much of its length because of
the limited water depth.

In very few places was the shear ridge less than 10 feet

in height, probably averaging on the order of 15 feet high.

The horizontal extent

of the shear ridge was from 100 to 300 feet.
During the winter, ice moving outside of the ridge piled up against the ridge and
broadened it seaward in the horizontal direction normal to the axis of the ridge.
In many places this shear ridge apparently initiated the formation of many more
compression and shear ridges further seaward.

2

On the shoreward side of the ice
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islands, the ice was generally rather smooth, and though it has been fragmented
while the ice was thin, as the winter progressed and the ice thickened to 6 or 7
feet there appeared to be relatively little motion of this shores ide ice sheet.
The line of barrier ice islands remained stationary after the ice had thickened to
from 4 to 5 feet, although there was a great deal of movement of the sea ice just
outside of the string of islands.
It is apparent that a shear ridge formed as a result of the presence of offshore
structures lends protection or provides an energy-absorbing buffer zone for struc
tures of this type.

It is also apparent, however, that such ice build-ups ini

tiated by offshore structures would render the structures quite difficult to ap
proach from the seaside by ships, since the ice in the shear ridge and subsequent
ridges outside of the shear ridge would pile to considerable heights and be gen
erally grounded on the bottom, thus leaving no place for the ship approaching the
structure to dislocate the ice.

Experience of the voyage of the S.S. MANHATTAN

indicates that very dynamic, loosely cemented, first-year pressure ridges provide
virtually no obstacle to a ship if the ship is able to displace the ice horizon
tally or vertically.
Through the winter of 1969-1970 the barrier islands had diminished in size and
moved somewhat shoreward.

A shear ridge developed in a fashion similar to that of

the previous winter, but the ridge was generally not as pronounced -- that is, the
ice in the ridge did not pile up as high as it had the previous winter.

The writer

speculates that since the barrier ice islands were located closer to the shore,
they did not experience as much dynamic ice on their seaward side as they did the
first winter.
From combined experience thus far, University of Alaska research engineers are
generally of the opi~ion that where single-year ice is involved pressure ridges do
not provide any particular additional hazard to structures which are at least ten
times as broad as the sheet-ice thickness.

This is because the ice fragments

which form the pressure ridge are loosely cemented and the ridge is easily severed.
Such an observation is certainly consistent with the experience of the S.S. MAN
HATTAN when encountering pressure ridges of recent origin, regardless of their
sizes.

It is important to note that offshore tanker loading schemes involving submerged
loading facilities could be badly affected by pressure ridges of any kind moving
past the tanker as it lies in a loading posture.

The connection between the ship

and the loading faCility could well be severed by ice moving beneath the ship if
the joint interaction of ice, ship design, and proximity to bottom is not well
solved.
The question of the interaction between offshore structures and old pressure ridges
which have had an opportunity to survive one or more summers of melt is, to the
best of the writer's knowledge, unstudied and one which requires field studY.

3
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,
Until this phenomenon is caref ully studied in the field, structures cannot be
safely designed to withstand large, healed pressure ridges.

Certainly experience,

once again, on the 5.5. MANHATTAN indi cates that such pressure ridges are extremely
formidable objects for a ship, and they would present great force against a fixed
structure.

1.

Unpublished proprietary report to Humble Oil and Refining Company,
December, 1969.

2.

(To be summarized and published in 1972.)

Behlke, C. E . and A. R. McKay, "Artificial Sea Ice Structures for
Alaskan Ports," Ocean Engineering Conference ASCE, Env'ironmental
Eng ineeri ng for Ocean and Continental Shelf, December 10-12, 1969,
Miami Beach, Florida.

3.

McKay, A. R., "Man-Made Ice Structures for Arctic Marine Use,"
Ice Symposium 1970, International Association for Hydraulic Re
search, September 7-10, 1970, Reykjavik, Iceland.
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- INTRODUCTION

The paper describes the approach taken in determining the ice loadings on
some offshore. structures located in areas subject to heavy ice movements.
2 - NORTHUMBERLAND STRAIT CROSSING

The site of the proposed crossing is in the Atlantic between New Brunswick
on Canada's mainland and Prince Esward Island.

The area is characterized by large ice fields several miles in extent,
including pressure ridges which could move at speeds up to a maximum of 8 feet
per second follOWing completion of the crossing.
To establish design criteria, investigations were made resulting in a maximum
ice thickness of 4 feet, an average compressive strength of 220 psi and a
theoretical pressure ridge extending 8 feet above and 40 feet below the ice sheet
as shown in Figure 1.

It was decided to include a safety factor of 2 in the

design loading to allow for the margin of uncertainty, particularly for the
effect of the pressure ridges.
Consideration was given to the effects of the ice on both cylindrical and
conical piers .
(a) - Cylindrical Pier
As an illustrative example, the total ice force will be determined for a
25-foot diameter cylinder, using the formula p = I x m x k x 220 psi
(1)

The various factors are adopted from tests conducted by Korzhavin

and from
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research by Dr. Assur.
Inserting the factors gives an effective crushing stress of 180 psi .

This

corresponds to a total force of 2,590 kips.
The effect of pressure ridges and the design safety factor of 2 are not
reflected in this load,

The ridges act as a local reinforcement of the ice sheet .

Field measurement s made over a period of two years on 14-foot diameter cylinders
located in Cook Inlet, Alaska indicated that the load from a ridge could be from
1.5 to 3,6 times greater than the load from the parent s heet,

Predominant values

varied between 2 , 0 and 2,5,
A factor of 2 ,2 was adopted, giving an ice load including ridges of 5,700
kips,

The final design loading , including the safety factor of two is 11,400 kips.
This example illustrates that whereas the crushing strength of a uniform ice

sheet can be defined within reasonable limits, this is not the case with press ure
ridges

Large saf e ty factors will have to be applied until more definitive

data become available .
(b) - Cone-shaped Pier
The ma gnitude of the design ice force on a circular pier led to the adoption
of a cone-shaped pi e r, designed to fail the advancing ice sheet in bending.
As an ice sheet advances,

the area of contact between the ice and the cone

increases , resulting in vertical and horizontal forces being imposed by the pier
on the ice sheet.
sheet.

The vertical force is the active load inducing bending in the

(Figure 2 and 3)
(3)

(2)

Methods developed by Nevel

and Meyerhof

were used in the analysis .

As an illustrative example, a 45-degree cone, measuring 74 feet in diameter
at water level will be considered.

The vertical load to fail the 4-foot ice sheet

was found to be 270 kips .
As the ice is moving at a high velocity, an appreciable vertical acceleration
of the leading edge inc reases the vertical load over that under slow loading
conditions. This load increase was estimated to be 200 kips .
In assessing the effect of ridges , many different ridge patterns were
visualized .

Ridges may be located so as to increase the bending strength of the
2
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ice sheet or, they may be located near the leading edge of a sheet and be
subject to acceleration forces as described before.
The additional load from ridges was estimated to be 580 kips and the total
vertical load to fail the ridged ice sheet was 1,050 kips.
Here again, a design safety factor of 2 was included and the design ice
loading was 2,100 kips vertical.

The corresponding horizontal component would be

2,800 kips.
The example illustrates, as in the case of the cylindrical pier, that the
failure strength of a uniform ice sheet can be defined within reasonable limits,
but that many assumptions have to be made to assess the strength of a ridged ice
sheet.
3 - AN OFFSHORE STRUCTURE IN THE ARCTIC

For a recent design in the Arctic, a conical-shaped structure was adopted
for rather different reasons.
The structure would be subject to forces resulting from an ice sheet up to
feet in thickness, with pressure ridges which could be several years old and

well consolidated.

The tidal range in this particular area is small and the ice

cover may be stationary for extended periods of time .

The ice sheet could,

therefore, freeze to the structure and circumvent the development of the bending
type of failure.
A structure such as this would have to be designed to resist the force
resulting from a crushing type failure.

The cone shape in this situation has no

advantage over a cylinder with the same diameter at water level.
The real advantage of the cone, in this particular application, is in the
breaking up of the advancing ice ridges.
Assuming, for illustrative purposes, a diameter at water level of 150 feet
and an effective crushing strength of the ice of 300 psi, the total load from
the ice sheet is 45,000 kips.
If for design simplicity the ridged sheet is assumed to be equivalent to a
uniform sheet two and four times the original 7-foot thickness, the vertical force
required to break these sheets in bending can be calculated and is 4,000 and
3
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•
16.000 kips respectively.

This increases the original load by a fraction only.

The load increase from ridges crushing against a cylinder is obviously much
greater and shows the advantage of the cone.
CONCLUSION
The loading from ice ridges may. in certain cases, greatly exceed the
loading from the basic ice sheet and it is necessary to assess:
(a) - The size and strength properties of a design ridge;
(b) - Its mode of failure and the resulting force imposed on the structure.
Many assumptions may have to be made to assess the load increase.

The

random pattern and the heterogenous nature of the ridges make such an assessment
difficult .
Ice knowledge in this field would be greatly advanced by a number of large
scale tests conducted in areas with different ridge characteristics.
One such program is being planned by the Department of Transport of the
Government of Canada.

Ice measuring panels to determine the overall ice load

are to be installed on some of the new conical-shaped lighthouses to be
constructed in the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
The ice measurements taken and data collected by the U.S.S. Manhattan for a
great variety of ice conditions during its trip through the North West Passage
should also greatly advance ice knowledge in this area.
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Single-axis tests with 7 x 7 x 20 cm ice prisms have been carried out.

The

relationship between pres sure, deformation and time is used to determine
the elasticity and viscosity of the ice.

Double-axis tests, at temperature

increase and with restricted expansion on an ice sample 80 cm in diameter
and 7 cm thick have been carried out.

The relationship between the pressure

and speed of deformation is used to determine the viscosity of the ice.

The

dependence of the moduli of deformation on temperature, pressure, period of
load and size of crystals is studied and approximate formulas are given for
calculation.

An example is given to show methods of calculating ice pressure

at a given air temperature from the moduli of deformation obtained.

Des prismes de glace de dimensions 7 x 7 x 20 cm ont ete soumis
de compression monoaxiale.

a des

essais

L'elasticite et la viscosite de la glace ont ete

determinees en utilisant la relation entre pression, deformation et teInps.
Un echantillon de glace de diaIn~hre 80 cm et d' epaisseur 7 cm a ete soumis

a

des essais de compression biaxiale

restreinte.

a temperature

entre pression et vitesse de de£orInation.
de£orInation

croissante et expansion

La viscosite de la glace a ete deterIninee en utilisant la relation

a teInperature,

La fonction liant module de

pression, periode de charge et taille des cristaux

a ete etudiee et des forInules approchees sont proposees pour les calculs.
Les Inethodes de cal cui de la pression de glace

a partir du Inodule

de

deformation pour une temperature donnee sont demontrees sur un exemple.

•
SYMBOLS

A

Area in cm z

a

--..,- = Thermal dillusivity in mZ/h
c • ,

'

Heat transfer in kcal/m z• hOC

c

Specific heat in kcal/kgOC

y

Density in kg/cm 3

p

Tractive force in kp

d

Thickness in cm
Modulus of elasticity in kp/cm z for instantaneous elastic deformation
Modulus of elasticity in kp/cm z for retarded elastic deformation
Relative deformation
Modulus of viscosity in kp. s/cm z for damping bf retarded elastic
deformation

"'3

Modulus of viscosity in kp. s/cm z
Temperature in

k

n

°c

Coefficients (n=1, 2, ••• ), also as indeces
Coefficient of thermal conductivity in kcal/mh °c

n

Index

\J

Coefficient of contraction
Stre s ..-ke pre s sure in kp/ cm z

t

Time in h for heat calculations, time in

2
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for deformation calculations
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1.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
OF THE DISTRIBUTION OF
TEMPERA TURE IN AN
ICE SHEET

The temperature of the ice is governed by several factors, such as air
tempe rature , speed of the wind, precipitation, insolation, thickness of the
ice she et, physical properties of the snow, thickness of the ice and physi
cal properties of the ice.

The thickness and properties of the ice sheet affect the result of changes
in air temperature on the upper surface of the ice.

If the ice sheet is thick,

a considerable rise in temperature would cause only a slight increase in
the temperature of the upper surface of the ice.

This increase in temper

ature is, moreover, displaced in time.

The distribution of temperature in the ice is governed by the change of tem
perature in the upper surface of the ice and by the thickness and physical
properties of the ice.

The temperature of the lower surface of the ice is

hereafter assumed to be OOC.

The distribution of temperature in an ice sheet with a constant surface tem
perature, taking into account the effect of latent heat of ice, can be studied
with the help of the following equation given by JANSON, 1964.
G (~
. -;==,x==-_

:)

-a.x

x

.{f

o

+ (.:}-.1

- ,~

0

Q

)

(1 )

= temperature x m under the upper surface of the ice

li-o =t e mperature of the upper surface of the ice
-&i = t e mperature of the lower surface of the ice
G(f) =

2

1
! .

- - ( f - -1--3

/j(

f3

+ •••

),

GAUSS' error integral
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x

distance from the upper surface of the ice in m.
time in h from the starting of ice formation

,
-"-c '(

m

"

thermal diffusivity of ice in m 2 /h

a factor which, in ice, is governed by the temperature of the
upper surface of the ice.

If this equation is closely studied, one finds that deviation from the linear
temperature distribution is very slight.

Temperature distribution in ice at an arbitrary change in air temperature
can be appropriately calculated with a difference method.
may be carried out numerically or graphically.

The calculation

Numerical calculation can

be carried out by means of ADP.

The progress of te'mperature in a body with one-dllnensional heat flow can
be calculated by a difference method according to SCHMIDT, 1924, and
PLANK, 1959.

As an example of the application of this difference method the change in tem
perature is calculated in the following 3 devised alternative cases.

The air temperature in all three cases is the temperature recorded at
Arjeplog on 17/1 - 18/1, 1963, Fig. 1. The rise in temperature on 17/1 
o
o
- 18/1, 1963, from _34 C to +2 C is the largest recorded at Arjeplog in 1963
but cannot be said to be exceptional.

This temperature increase is only used

for the calculations.

The calculations are carried out numerically.

From information collected

from lakes, near Lake Hornavan, the thickness of the ice at Hornavan, near
Arjeplog, on that date is estimated to have been about 60 cm.

4
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The following ice sheet and types of weather are assumed for the three
cases in question:-

Alt.

Alt. 2

Alt. 3

o

O. OS

0.40

Type of snow

newly
fallen
snow

granular
snow

y snOw kg/c m 3

0.1()'10

Thickness of snow in m

snow kcal/m. hOC
Wind force m/s
o
'1. kcal/m 2h C

3

0.2S • 10

0.04

0.12

16

16

0

42

42

S

3

In the example it is assumed that heat flow on the 17/1 at 0.00 h was

stationary.

In Fig. 2 the distribution of temperatur e in Alt. 1 at 12-hour intervals is

shown.

The temperature curves show that the change in air temperature

is very quickly absorbed by the ice and, between the 24th and 36th hour,
0

causes a temperature change of about 10 C in the ic e , 0.1 metres under the
surface.

Fig. 3 shows Alt. 2.

The 0.05 m thick layer of snow heavily damps the

effect of an increase in temperature on the ice.

The temperature of the

ice 0.1 m under the surface of the ice changes in this case only about O. SoC
between the 24th and 36th hour.

Fig. 4 shows Alt. 3.

In this alternative the effect of the ice sheet is very

great. The temperature of the upper surface of the ice changes only about
o
0.8 C during the 48 hours of the experiment.

5
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2.

DEFORMATION PROPERTIES
OF ICE

The following rheological equation was used to evaluate experiInental studies:

_ E2 • t

a

( 1 - e

a

T'I 2

)

• t

+~

In this equation the material is called visco-elastic material.

(2)

When the

relative deformation of a material is linear because of the stress, the mate
rial is called linear visco-elastic material.
tion diagram for a visco-elastic material.

Fig. 5 shows a tiIne-deforma
The diagram shows deformation

when a load is applied and when the load is removed after a specified tiIne.

Several studies have shown that equation (2) does not give a complete picture
of the deformation characteristics of ice.
elastic.

Ice is therefore not linearly visco

This means that ice is difficult to deal with in simple rheological

equations.

However, a simple form in accordance with equation (2) is used in

the following.

As ice is not linearly visco-elastic the moduli of deformation

are therefore governed by stress.

6
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3.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGA TION 
SINGLE-AXIS TESTS

To determine the relationship between deformation and time at constant
compression stress 7 x 7 x 20 cm ice prisms were used.
were subjected to load in the longitudinal direction.
lel to the surface of t he ice.

The ice prisms

This direction was p a ral

Deformation in the direction of the pre ss ure was

measured in a mechanical extensometer as shown in Fig. 6 and 7.

Sixty

ice prisms were used.

A deformation-time diagram for some of the tests is given in Fig. 8.

The different crystalline structures are shown in Fig. 9 and 10.

An interesting gliding surface on one of the tests is shown in Fig. 11.

On the basis of the deformation equation a s sumed, the moduli of deforma
tion involved, E l' E
of different factors.

, T12 and '/'13' were studied with regard to the effect
2
Only a few tests were carried out and it is therefore

only pos sible to show the general effect of different factors.

An evaluation of the tests has given the following approximate values of the
moduli of deformation

800 • ~ kp/cm z

66,000

The relationship applies to

( 3)

;j.

E1 seems to be independent of stress (2~14 kg/cm Z) and previous load.
was not possible to show the effect of the size of crystals.

It

The modulus

of elasticity E 1 was determined on the basis of the deformation occuring

7
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30 s after the load was applied.

If the effect of retarded elastic deformation

during 30 s is eliminated, the value of E1 would be about 3 per cent higher.

E2

-

70,000 kp/cm 2

The effect of stress, temperature, previous load and size of crystals could
not be determined, as it is difficult to determine accurately the values of E2

1. 1 •

10

8

kp. s/cm 2

The modulus of viscosity 'Il2 is determined with very little accuracy.

,.., 3

= 18 .:>".

(J

-1 (0 • 2 _ 0 • 08:').
(_
t _ ) 0.5 • 10 8 k P ·s/cm2
q3600

(4)
0

The above relationship applies to a range of temperature between -0. 5 e
o
- _20 e, stressbetween2-14kp/cm z andloadperiod3.600-150,000s.


For

temperatures, stress and loads outside these ranges the relationship should
be used carefully.

The given values of the modulus of viscosity "3 are applicable only to
normal crystals such as those used for the experiments.

The value of "3

is considerably lower when the crystals are small and shows tendencies to
decrease with the period of load.

This can probably be explained as a result

of gliding surfaces occuring when small crystals were used during the experi
ments.

These surfaces had an accelerating effect on deformation.
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGA TION
DOUBLE-AXIS TESTS

Natural ice sheets have horizontal stretches which are large in comparison
to their thickness.

This means that stress caus e d by ice pressure becomes

double-axled.

The following experiments were carried out with the intention of studying
the size of the moduli of deformation at double-axled pres sure and equal
pressure in all directions.

A steel ring with an inner diaxneter of 80 cm was placed around a circular
ic e plate with a diameter of about 80 cm and a thickness of about 7 cm.
Thereafter, the space in between was filled with water which froze, see
Fig. 12.

When the ice plate with the steel ring was subjected to rising

temperature, pressure arose in the ice which, because of the higher length
expansion coefficient of ice, caused stress in the steel ring.

The s tress

In this way the ice pressure and

was measured with a wire strain gauge.

deformation characteristics of the ice at given temperatur e rises could be
studied.

The experiments were s tarted at a low temperature.

The temperature of

the ice and the steel ring increased relatively rapidly.

The stress in the

ring and , consequently, ice pressure incr e ased very swiftly.

The rise in

the temperature of the ice was then regulated so that the relative deforma
tion of the ice, caused by the restrictive effect of the steel ring, became
linear with time.

Fig. 13 shows the temperature of the ice and ice pressure

during Expe riment No.1.

When the temperature is increased the ice expands

rr

(5 )

is

9

Equation (5) shows the expansion of the ice when movement is free.

Move

ment is, however, restricted by the steel ring.

The steel ring expands when the temperature rises and when stress occurs.

E:

€ ~

steel

=,.,-'3-

steel·

I:t

steel

(6)

+ E:/). P

p is the relative change in the length of the steel ring caused by

increased stress in the ring occuring when the ice is pressed against the
ring.

/I P
€

/).p =

steel

(7)
A steel. E steel

When the temperature is raised the ice tries to expand more than the steel
ring.

In other words, because of the sustaining effect of the ring the ice must

become deformed

E:

is

E:

(8)

steel

During the experinlents the temperature was raised so that e.
became
lsdef
linear with tinle. In this way the different values of the speed of relative
6
6
deformation, ranging from about 10. 10- jh to 100· 10- jh, were examined.
These deformation speeds correspond to temperature rise speeds of between
0.2 and 2.0

0

Cjh when te=perature expansion is completely restricted.

Curves showing the temperature of the ice, its relative deformation

.

(:---'is def) and ice pres sure have been drawn up.

In these experinlents ice

pressure was kept constant in all directions at one level.

Some of the ex

perinlents are shown in Fig. 13-15.

'0
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The curves show that at the start of an experiInent the pressure of ice
increases very rapidly.

This rapid increase in temperature occurs be

cause at the beginning the defonnation of ice is mainly elastic and delayed
elastic while viscous deformation is comparatively small.

Gradually, the speed of the rise in pressure decreases.

The reason for

this is that the deformation of ice when pressure and temperature increase
is more and more of the viscous type.

A longer period of load results in

decreased viscous deformation and this has the opposite effect, though it
is of less importance.

Gradually, a maxiInum value of ice pressure is reached.

At the maxiInum

value, the following equation is true as ice pressure has been assumed to
be equal in all directions on that level

(9)
1\ t

\J

v

3

is the coefficient of contraction for viscous deformation.

At maxiInum point 'YJ

can thus be calculated when the speed of deformation
3
and the ice pressure are known.

From the rheological equation for ice at single-axis pressure

-~
,., 2

)+

(1 - e

2-..:....!

(10)

,., 3

the moduli of deformation have been determined by double-axis experiInents.

"
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E1 and E2 have only been studied very generally during double-axis
experiments.

The experiments show that the values obtained in single

axis experiments are in general applicable to double-axis experiments
on condition that

'J

is a s swned to be approximately 0.36 during elastic

deformation.

E1 - 66,000 - 800 :.<- kp/cm z

"2

-

1.1 . 10

8

kp'

sl cm z

The modulus of viscosity 1'13 has, on the other hand, been studied rather
carefully.

If the coefficient of contraction

\J

v is asswned to be 0.5 when

the deformation is viscous, the following is obtained.

1'13

3

1.

IJ

-1(

O.

3

0 - 0.07

_) • (-...!.---.:.0.25 • 10 8 • I
Z
3600'
kp s cm

(11 )

The above relationship is applicable to a temperature range between
0
o
_0.5 e and _20 e, stress between 5-16 kp/ c m 2 and loa d p e riod between
7,200 - 72,000 s.

At temperatures, stress and loads outside these ranges the equations must
be used carefully.

Fig. 16 shows

r

3 as a function of ice pressure.

The effect of smaller crystals has not been studied.

The modulus of viscosity

~

is thus considerably lower in single-axis

experiments than in double-axis experiments.

One of the reasons for

this is that the averag e of the moduli of vis c osity in single-axis
experiments was affected by several experiments with a low modulus
of viscosity, probably caused by the occurrence of gliding surfaces
in the ice prisms.

12
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5.

COMPARISON WITH
PREVIOUS ICE PRESSURE
DETERMINATIONS

From the basis of the moduli of deformation reported the ice pressure
time-diagram at a constant speed of increase in temperature has been
calculated.

The calculations were carried out with difference calculus

applied to double-axled stress with temperature increases of 0.1, 0.2,
o
o
0
0.5, 1.0 and 2.0 C/h. The starting temperature was _5 C, _10 C and
o
o
_20 C. The diagrams are shown in Fig. 17-19. The 0.1 C/h increase
in temperature is lower than thouse used in the experiments and the cor
responding curve is therefore uncertain.

The above calculations from

the bases of a diagram which shows the maximum ice pressure as a
function of the speed of raised temperature.

The diagram shown in

Fig. 20 deals with double-axled stress when expansion is restricted in
two directions.

From the ice pressure - temperature diagram given by LOFQUIST some
correlated values of max. ice pressure and estimated speed of temper
ature rise have been calculated and reported in Fig. 20.

According to

LbFQUIST, given ice pressure value should be increased by 25 per cent
in order to correspond to the effect of the simultaneous expansion of the
surrounding concrete barrel.

The values given by LOFQUIST have there

fore been corrected accordingly.

Fig. 20 shows that the estimated maximum pressure is somewhat higher
than the results obtained by LOFQUIST in experiments with corresponding
double-axled stress,

This may be explained by the possible occurence of

open cracks or tension in the ice during LOFQUIST's experiments,

A comparison with preceding experiments reported by MONFORE with
single-axis stress show similar results.

13

These are shown in Fig. 21.

6.

EXAMPLES OF CALCULATION
AND COMMENTS

The previous paragraphs give calculations of the change in the temper
ature of the ice in three alternative cases under different conditions.

It

would be of interest to calculate maximwn ice pressure during these
changes of temperature.
calculus.

Ice pressure can be determined by difference

Moduli of deformation as stated above can be used when

expansion is restricted in two directions.

Calculations of this type are,

however, very extensive and should be processed by means of ADP.

The moduli of deformation obtained during the experiments are spread
over a wide range.

This means that calculations of the values of maximwn

ice pressure are somewhat unreliable.

With this in mind, rough estimates

can be used to assess maximwn ice pressure.

With the help of Fig. 16

-18 an approximate value of the maximwn ice pressure can be calculated.
It is asswned that expansion is restricted in two directions, that ice

pressure is 0 at 0.00 h, and that the ice is not cracked.

The ice sheet is divided into layers, and pressure at different times is
calculated for each layer, depending on temperature changes in the layer
in question.

The swn of ice pressure in the various layers is calculated

following which maximwn ice pressure can be obtained.

The maximwn

ice pres sure when conditions are those applicable to Alt. 1 is then
0.6 • 77 = 46 Mp/m.

In the same way ice pressure in Alt. 2 and 3 is 12 Mp/m and 5 Mp/m
respectively.

Although a snow cover on the ice has a reducing effect on the maximwn
ice pressure one can conclude from the above that the substantial reduction

14
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in temperature which oCCurs when the ice is covered with snow does not
cause a corresponding rate of reduction of ice pressure.

This can also

be seen in Fig. 20, where it is shown that max. ice pressure acquires a
value which, approximately, is a function of the root of the speed of
temperature rises.

In the above calculations of ice pressure a nUITlber of approximations
and assUITlptions have been made.

The approxitnative method mentioned

can only give basic values for ice pressure under ideal conditions.

Actual

conditions in nature must, of course, be taken into account.

Field research on ice pressure and ice temperature and determination
of exceptional increases in temperature and simultaneous sI10w sheets
must therefore be carried out.

Field research, together with laboratory

experiments of the types described above, should provide the bases for
determining the ice pressure to be taken into consideration for dimen
sioning hydraulic construction works.
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